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Introduction
Lawrence H. Summers and Shekhar Shah
The papers collectedin this volumewere presented at the World Bank's Annual
Conference on Development Economics in Washington, D.C., April 30 and
May 1, 1992. Now in its fourth year, the conferenceseriesis aimed at expandingthe flow of ideas among developmentpolicy researchers and practitoners
around the world. The Bank is an institution in which ideas are as important as
finance. It not only disseminatescurrent knowledge about developmentbut is
also engaged in furthering this understanding. As the largest international
agencyconcernedwith economicdevelopment,the Bank seeksto share with the
developmentcommunity the issues and concerns that staff membersface on a
daily basis, to expose Bank staff to recent research in economics,and to improve
interaction with policymakcersand researchers in developing and industrial
counties. The annual conferences,and the wider disseminationof their deliberations in the proceedingsvolumes,contribute to these objectives.
The 1-992conferenceaddressedfour themes: theories of growth and development, the operation of labor markets, technology and its role in development,
and international capital flows. The format of the conferenceallowed each
theme to be explored at some length, first by the authors, then by comments
from invited panelist, and finallythrough floor discussions.The 1992 conference continued the tradition of holding a roundtable discussionrelated to the
subject of the next World Development Report: health policy in developing
countries.
In his opening remarks, LewisT. Preston, the president of the World Bank,
emphasizedthe importance of developmentresearch at the Bank. Noting that
the search for knowledgeabout developmentis vital, he emphasizedthe need to
present such knowledge in dlear, pragmatic terms that can be easily communicated and implemented in the diverse economic, socdal, and cultural circumstances of individualdevelopingcountrics.
The keynote address by Pedro Aspe, Mexico's minister of finance and public
credit, and JoswAngelGurrfa, Mexico's undersecretaryfor interational financial affairs, focused on the public sector and on Mexico's structural reform
Lawence Summersis the World Bank'schiefeconomist and vice president, DevelopmentEconomics,
and ShekharShah is deputy administrator of theakerld Ban's ResearchAdvisoryStaff.
@ 1993 The Interacional Bank for Reconstructionand Development i THEWORl
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program. Gurria,. who delivered the address, provided an insider's view of the
reform process and the transformation that has made the government leaner but
has also strengthened its role in providing social infrastructure, health and education services,public safety, and the administration of justice.
How have theories of growth and development shaped our thinking on development policy? In a reassessment of what he terms "high development theory,"
Paul Krugman traced the ideas of Paul Rosenstein-Rodan, Albert Hirschman,
and others who emphasized the increasing returns and pecuniary external economies that arise from the effects of market size. Krugman argued that these
important ideas faded from mainstream economics not because of intrinsic logical flaws but because the authors failed to codify their ideas in internally consistent, formal models. These ideas also lost popularity in the face of the neoclassical counterrevolution against interventionist development models. New,
more rigorous developments in intemational economics, growth theory, and
industrial organization, Krugman argued, suggestthat the time is now ripe for a
"counter-counterrevolution" that would seek a middle ground between the
extremes of a free-market orthodoxy and state control. Krugman's reading of
the history of these ideas was challengedin spirited retorts by Joseph Stiglitzand
Lal Jayawardena.
Paul Romer's paper incorporated "ideas" as a facter of production and contrasted alternative development strategies based on using existing ideas, as in
Mauritius, and on producing ideas, as in Taiwan (China). He argued that it is
crucial to distinguish ideas from human capital because ideas as economic goods
often differ from both public and private goods. Moreover, explicit attention to
the economic role of ideas can serve as a powerful tool for analyzing growth
theories. Romer was ultimately pessimistic about the ability of countries to
follow an interventionist industria policy aimed at producing ideas rather than
using existing ideas. He noted that until adequate national institutions for fos-teringthe production of ideas come into existence, the gains from international
integration offer the best hope for development.
In his paper on the role of labor market interventions such as minimum
wages, job security, and collective bargaining, Richard Freeman contrastcd the
positions of the "distortionists" and the "institutionalists" regarding the desirability of such interventions. After assessing the evidence available to him, he
conduded that neither side had a clear-cut case. The distortionist argument, he
argued, suffers from the absence of a convincing and robust measure of labor
market distortions and from its reliance on weak cross-country time-seriesdata
rather than detailed investigations of specific interventions in particular countnes. Freeman suggested that the decline in real wages during the past decade in
several developing counties may indicate that labor markets are much more
flexible than the distortionists generally assume. Turning to the institutionalists,
Freemanalh-afound little evidence for the value of socializedpacts and consultative modes; of labor market adjustment. Against this backdrop, Freeman proposed a different model of labor market institutions as serving the political
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economy purpose of shifting attitudes and expectations of relative rewards in the
labor market, and hence moving the perceived short- and long-run costs in favor
of reform programs. He argued that such a pragmatic approach, based more on
understanding the role of interventions and institutions in specific settings, may
yield better insights for the design of adjustment programs.
Two other papers addressed the theme of labor markets. Andrew Foster and
Mark Rosenzweig emphasized the importance of information flows in rural
labor markets with heterogenous labor, on the basis of their examination of
workers' actual productivity and the a priori productivity perceivedby employers.
Using a rich data set on time and piece-rate wages in casual labor markets, they
presented empirical evidenceon the significanteffectsof information barriers on
employment discrimination and outlined the policy interventions that might
reduce the cost of such information barriers. They pointed in their policy conclusions to the implications for worker mobility, permanency of labor contracts,
and private returns to human capital (and therefore investments in such capital)
- and to the role ,hat such interventions as public employment programs can play
in influencingthe structure of information flows. They also suggestedthat information on the form of worker payment (piece-rate versus trne wages) can be
very important and that inferencesthat ignore this distinction can yield misleading conclusions.
Jan Sveinar's paper, which surveyed labor market developments in Eastern
Europe-particularly Poland, Hungary, and Czechoslovakia-asked why the
microeconomic transformation had so far proved to be more difficult than the
-process of macroeconomic stabilization-in these countries. Svejnar discussedthe
desirability of the wage norm-arguing that profitable enterprises in the tradables sector should be permitted to operate without a strict norm-and recommended the imposition of hard budget constraints. He argued for -the use of
social rather than private welfare criteria to deal with redundant labor in state
enterprises. Finally, he noted that labor unions may not have been suffidendy
involved in the design of reforms and could become strong opponents of the
transition, particularly in the face of rapidly rising unemployment.
On the theme of technology, Paul David used a systems-theoreticapproach to
explore the relationships between technological change and the acquisition of
knowledge. He argued against a linear, unidirectional scheme of technological
change that placed-fundamental scientificdiscoveriesand experimental findings
at one end, and imitation and 'diffusion of technology at the other erd. He
suggested, for example, that even if the interests of industrial and developing
nations are identified, respectively, with these earlier and later stages, that in
itself was not sufficient to clarify the current North-South disagreements on
intellectual property rights. David called instead for an evolutionary approach
to the analysis of interactions between scienceand technology, with attention to
the dynamic feedbacks and nonlinearities that are often overlooked. In this
context he examined the appropriability problem that affects the production and
diffusion of information.

4. Introduction

In his:paper on the role of technologyin developingcountries, Howard Pack
examined the issueof 'convergence"and asked whether low-incomedeveloping
countries can benefit from beinglatecomers by using the stock of knowledge of
more advanced countries, thereby achievingrates of per capita income growth
that are higher than expectedon the basis of their accumulationof physical and
human capital. Pointing to severalimportant empiricalproblems with the convergence hypothesis when it is tested using time-series data for total factor
productivity growth, he argued that much of the unexplained growth can be
shown to have come from the shift from agriculturetoward manufacturingand
services.Pack discussedthe experiencesof the Republicof Korea and Taiwan
(China)-economies that have successfullyshifted to a higher production function through technologyand development.
Keith Pavitt and Martin Bellexplored the lessons for developingeconomies
from the experience of the industrial countries with technology development.
They argued for a view of technologicadinnovation and diffusionthat is much
more firm- and industry-specificand that takes into account the learning capabilities of finns in differentpolicy settings.They also made the point that growing specialization and vertical disintegration have weakened the link between
production capabilitiesand technologicalaccumulation.
Turning to the final conference theme, international capital flows, PedroPablo Kuczynskidiscussedthe reasons for-and the promiseof-the resurgence
of capital into many parts of Latin America.He traced the internal and external
causes for these reflows, emphasizingthe significantchanges in economic policies in virtually all of these countries, and called for the developmentof fixedincomecapital markets to channelthe inflowsinto essentialinfrastructuralprojects. Kuczynski highlighted the need for political and social stability in Latin
Americaand observedthat if such stabilityis to be achieved,it is imperativethat
the economicconditions of the poor improverapidly.
In her paper, Susan CoDlinsasked whether developmentsin Eastern Europe
and the former U.S.S.R. are likelyto divert capital flows from developingcountries. Collins maintained that demand from Eastern Europe is unlikelyto materially affect developingcountries' prospects for private capital flows, which in
any case appear limited. She examined the implicationsfor all other aid recipients of the sustained increasesin official developmentassistanceto four countries (China, Egypt, Israel, and Bangladesh)since 1970 and found significant
-diversionin that specificcase. To the extent that there are parallelsbetween aid
allocation for these four countriesthen, and Eastern Europe now, Collins suggestedthat some diversionof aid may occur.
Stephany Griffith-Jones, in her paper on the conversion of official bilateral
debt, looked for parallels between such debt conversion, particularly by lowincomedevelopingcountries, and the ongoingprocessof convertingcommercial
debt, mainly in the middle-incomecountries. She examined the potential benefits and costs of official debt conversionand suggestedthat unlike commercial
debt conversionsthat have focused on debt-equity swaps, official debt oonver-
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sion could profitably examine the scope for directing greater funding to social
sectors, to poverty alleviation, and to the environment, on the grounds of high
socia1 rates of return.
'As in previous years, the planning and organization of the 1992 conference
was a joint effort. We both benefitedfrom the guidance and support of Gregory
Ingram, administrator of the World Bank'sResearchAdvisoryStaff, the organizational home of the conference.We would also like to thank other staff members, in particular the conference coordinator, Jean Gray Ponchamni, whose
superb organizational skills kept the conferenceon track. She was ably assisted
by Mantejwinder Jandu. Finally, we thank the editorial staff, especiallyour
consultant, Elinor Berg, as well as Sandra Gain and PatriciaMcNees.
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OpeningRemarks
Lewis T. Preston
I am pleased to be here this morning to inaugurate the Bank's Fourth Annual
Conferenceon DevelopmentEconomics.To all of you, a warm welcome.
I particularlywant to welcomethose of you who are attending the conference
from other parts of the world. I believeit is imperativethat the Bank remain an
open institution, constantly lookingfor opportunitiesto strengthen its linkswith
the developmentcommunity.
This conference is an important opportunity for us to share our varied perspectiveson the problems of development. The economics of development is
central to the mission of the World Bank. Economicdevelopmentand the alleviation of povertyhave been the Bank'sunchanged businessfor twenty years.
I want to stressthat developmentresearch-the analysisof why development
takes place in some settings, and why poverty persists in others-is also central
to the Bank'smission.
As Larry Summersemphasizedin his ad-dressto last year's conference,knowledge is essentialfor effectiveaction in a world of finite resources. It is the search
for ideaswhich could make a differenceto developmentthat has kept researchat
the center stage in this organization.
In this pursuit of worthwhile ideas, we must continue to examine development policy in pragmnatic,operational terms that we can discusswith our member countriesand that they can implementand sustain under diverse social and
politicalcircumstances.
Over time our research topics have broadened to indlude issues in health,
education, and environmental management. Yet we have not abandoned our
past focus on capital accumulation, industrialization, and the role of government. Evennow we are hard at work improvingour understandingof how these
last three elementshave successfullytransfonred Japan and the newly industrialized countriesin East Asia.
We have learned that it is unrealisticto believethat the invisiblehand of the
market is all that isneeded to promote development.Governmentsmust lend the
market a helping hand-by doing well those things that only the public sector
can do and by avoidingthose activitiesbest left to the private sector.
Developmenteconomics is at once the oldest and the newest branch of economics. Adam Smith began, after all, with an inquiry into the nature and causes
LewisT. Pteston is president of the WorldBank.
d 1993The [nternationalBank for Reconstuction and DevelopmentroTHEWORLD BANK
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of the wealth of nations, and yet there is much we do not know. Overall,
'advancesin developingcountriesin the past twenty-fiveyears have been impresLife expectancy has risen by ten years, infant mortality rates have been
halved, and per capita income in low-incomecountries has nearly doubled.
At the same time, country-by-country experience has been highly variable.
Thirty-six countrieswere poorer at the end of the 1980s than they were twentyfive years ago, and incomes declinedon two continents in the past decade. We
need to understand the reasons for this dedine if we are to reduce poverty and
improve livingstandards.
Increasingour knowledgeabout the determinants of developmentwill require
ingenuity and resources as well as insights about what policies to pursue. We
also have much to learn from the different perspectivesand experiences that
each of us brings to the common pursuit of such knowledge.
Developmentneeds the help of practitioners, policymakers, and scholars to
identify the ideas and areas that should be pursued and to seek the approaches
that are likelyto yield the highest returns. It is only through an open dialogue
that allows us to test each other's premisesand assumptionsabout development
and challengespast practices that we can hope to shape the intellectualfoundations for effectivedevelopment.
As several of the papers at this conferencewill tell us, ideas are seminal to
successfuldevelopment. We can generate new ideas, and we can adapt and use
existing ones. I invite all of you to join both of these ongoingendeavors at the
World Bank.
'sive.
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KEYNOTE ADDRESS

The State and Economic Development:
A Mexican Perspective
Pedro Aspe and Jose Angel Gurria
Sometime ago, Albert Hirschman (1958) said that developmentis like a jigsaw
puzzle: it is easier.to fit in a particular piece when the adjoining pieces are
alreadyin place; the piecesthat are hard to find are those with only one neighbor
in place. This clever analogy evokes two very inportant economic principles
that both researchers and policymakersare rediscoveringas we move from the
decade of adjustment to a newperiod of rtform and growth. The first one is that
during the early phases of development, when an economy is no more than a
collectionof fragrnentedmarkets and regions, the establishmentof government
institutions, the construction of infrastructure, and the direct participation of
the state in some areas of the economy are not only desirablebut indispensable
preconditionsfor the growth process.
The second principle is more in line with the recent theories of endogenous
economicgrowth (seeScott 1991; Romer 1989; Lucas 1988; and Uzawa 1965).
It reflects the notion that the opening-up of investment opportunities through
changes in the environment where individualswork, save, and invest both creates and reveals new investment opportunities. In Hirschman's example, once
the difficultparts of the puzzle have been solved, the remainingpieces begin to
fall into place almost automatically.What this means for the role of the state in
economic development is that after an initial period of protection and govenment intervention, growth no longer responds as stronglyto further involvement
as it did during the very first stagesof industrialization.Furthermore, this analogy conveys the notion that once the basic institutional framework has been
implemented, the public will be better served by indirect support of economic
activity through deregulation,privatization, trade liberalization,and a competitive environment than by direct government participation in production
activites.
With these two principles in mind, we would like to brieflyelaborate on the
consequencesof structural reform of the public sector, using the Mexican expenence as an example.
Pedro Aspeis Mexico'sministerof financeand publiccredit,and JoseA. Gurrlais Mexico'sundersecretaryfor international financial affairs.The address was deliveredby Mr. Gurria.
© 1993The Internationm Bank for Reconstructionand Development/
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'From a long-term perspective, Mexico's years of low output growth and high
inflation are more the exception than the rule. For example, between 1950 and
1970 Mexico had a remarkable macroeconomic record: gross domestic product
(GDP) expanded at an average rate of nearly 6.6 percent a year, while annual
inflation-was below 4.5 percent. This era was in many ways the result of the
ripening of institutions brought into being by the Mexican Revolution (191020), combined with the more stable performance of world markets. The development strategy was aimed at linking markets throughout the country by investing heavily in infrastructure, telecommunications, energy, and transport. Agricultural production was stimulated by land distribution, and industrialization
was promoted through import substitution.- These structural elements were
backed by strict fiscal and monetary discipline. Throughout these years public
sector borrowing requirements were consistently less than 3 percent of GDP,
while the available instruments of monetary control emphasized price and
exchange rate stability.
These results suggest that there was no reason to argue that Mexico's economic strategy-based on protection, financial repression, and the strong presence of the state-was not adequate. At the same time, some problems revealed
that there was a limit to how far and how long this strategy could continue. For
instance, in the late 1960s it was already apparent that domestic and foreign
private investment were slowing down. One-important reason for this was that
protected oligopolieshad already achieved strong market presence and had little
incentiveto keep on growing by increasing employment and productivity. Thus
in the 1970s, pressed to offer work for a rapidly increasing population, Mexico
had two alternatives: shift to an export-oriented economy, as the Republic of
Korea did in 1965, or stay the course, fillingthe gap created by the dedining role
of private investment with government spending. At the time the authorities
opted for the latter.
By 1972 Mexico was on the road to higher inflation. The public sector deficit,
which was slightlymore than 2 percent of GDP in 1971, began to grow, financed
by an inflation tax and external borrowing, and reached 9.1 percent of GDP in
1976. Facing its first financial crisis since 1940-and the first devaluation of the
peso against the dollar in twenty-two years-the government conceded that
Mexico had to undertake a structural reform to restore growth and stability.
However, the discovery of large oil reserves and the possibility of continued
access to international financial markets not only postponed the needed reform
the authorities that the economy could grow even faster. For
but convminced
some time GDP increased at about 9 percent a year, as inflation crept into the
double-digit range, until 1982, when Mexico reached the limit of external borrowing capacity.
The 1982 crisis was the worst sincethe Great Depression. The event was not a
temporary slowdown but the reflection of fundamental disequilibria that seriously jeopardized the long-term viability of the economy. The cumulative effects
of previous fiscal and external imbalances created major hurdles. Overall, the
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public sector borrowing requirement was 16.9 percent of GDP. Net external
transfrrs in the following years amounted to 6 percent of GDP. On the structural
side, the financial sector lacked the flexibility to halt capital flight and to intermediate savings efficiently; excessivereliance on oil exports made the fiscal and
external accounts extremely vulnerable to terms of trade shocks; the tax system
was seriously impaired by evasion and conspicuous subsidies; and the economy
remained shielded from international competition by prohibitive tariffs and
numerous quantitative restrictions. Trade policy, in particular, fostered inefficient private enterprises in the industrial sector, many of which had to be rescued by the government.
In retrospect, the purpose of government intervention during the 1970s and
early 1980s was to maintain emnploymentand economic activitywhile responding
to the most pressing social needs of the population. The years of adjustment and
crisis proved that by trying too hard, the authorities failed to meet both goals. A
growth strategy based on expanding inefficientparastatals could not be sustained
with a hard extemal budget constraint. Covering the losses of the parstatals
diverted resourcesfrom investmentsin health, education, and infrastructure.
For example, Sidermex, a steel complex, accumulatedlosses of more than $10
billion in a decade as a result of poor management, bad investment decisions,
and severe union problems. Those same resources could have provided drinkable water, sewerage, and health and education facilities to all the marginal
communities in the southeastern part of the country.
For the past ten years Mexico has followed an economic strategy that combines
stabilization and structural change. President de la Madrid emphasized the permanent correction of macroeconomicimbalances, while the government of President Salinas de Gortari has stressed eliminating the institutional distortions that
had inhibited the participation of the civil societyin the developmentprocess.
On the macroeconomic side, the adjustment has been extraordinary. The
budget deficit, which had reached 17 percent of GDP in 1982, recorded a surplus
of 6 percent last year. The public sector balance registered a deficit of slightly
more than 1 percent of GDP last year and is expected to record a surplus of 1
percent in 1992 (without the proceeds from privatizations). But far more inportant than the figures themselves is the way in which adjustment was implemented in the broader context of the reform of the state.
To make adjustment permanent, it was necessary to reduce the size of the
general government; to privatize, shut down, or transfer parastatal enterprises;
to renegotiate the external debt; and to put in place fiscal reforms that would
lower tax rates and increase compliance. In addition, to reinforce the antiinflationary thrust of adjustment, nontariff barriers were eliminated and tariffs
were lowered and rationalized.
The outcome of the stabilization effort is encouraging so far. Inflation fell
from an annualized rate of nearly 200 percent in January 1988 to 18.8 percent
in- 1991. After zero growth between 1982 and 1988, GDP has been growing at
-twicethe rate of population growth for the past three years.
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The old literature on development and the new views on growth point to the
importance of government efforts to bridge missing markets and open opportunities for civil society. From the perspective of Mexico's experience, we should
add a third element to this list: the social dimension of a leaner-but strongergovernment.
Today, state participation in economic activity is very different from a decade
ago. Growth policies are geared toward creating a propitious climate for the
participation of individuals. Instead of subsidies and nationalization, the
emphasis is on the elimination of institutional constraints on competition, the
creation of new markets, and the generation of opportunities for all members of
the population. Let me illustrate with some examples.
In the financial sector, the authorities have introduced new instruments to
make possible intertemporal and intergenerational transfers and to hedge
against inflation and exchange rate risks. Transactions that were impossible
only three years ago are now encouraged through inflation- or exchange-rateindexed bonds, flexible-rate and variable-maturity treasury bills, or specially
designed individual retirement accounts.
The apparatus of development financing has also been revamped. In 1987 the
National Industrial Development Bank (Nacional Financiera) allocated 94 percent of its total credit program to large (and inefficient) parastatal enterprises
and the remaining 6 percent to small and medium-size enterprises. In 1991 it
applied only 6 percent of total credits to parastatals and the rest to the private
sector. Credit policy aims to provide access, not subsidies, to small entrepreneurs who are ineligiblefor financing through normal commercial bank lending
because they lack a credit history.
Fiscal reform, apart from the international harmonization of rates and the
effort to increase compliance, also focuses on integrating marginal producers
into the formal economy through a transitional regime that does not require
small firms to maintain complex accounting standards but obliges them to register revenues and expenses so that taxes can be calculated. Aside from the direct
revenue implications, this reform helps small firms change from inefficient entities to competitive enterprises.The financial information they record for taxes
also helps them to track their profit performance and to compare it against their
competitors'.
In addition to the divestiture or closing of more than 900 of the 1,155 enter-prises under state control in 1982, Mexico has deregulated ground and air
transport, telecommunications, fisheries, textiles, automobiles, and foreign
investment and has passed new laws on technology, patents, and trademarks. A
recent constitutional reform gives legal title to very small holdings (known as
-eidatarios), to communalworkers, and to smallfarmersso that theyare free to
sedlor lease the land or use it as collateral.
In the external sector the unilateral dismantling of trade barriers has been
followed by a series of bilateral and multilateral negotiations for free trade
areas. An agreement has already been signed with Chile, negotiations are now
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under way with Canada and the United States to form a North AmericanFree
Trade Area, and talks are being held with Venezuela, Colombia, and the Cen-tralAmerican countries. The new opportunities to conduct business have
renewed enthusiasm for foreign and domestic investment. Foreign investment
flows in 1991 reached $12 billion, the largestamount ever recorded and almost
equal to total foreign investmentin Mexico prior to 1982.
The reform of the state, however, is not exclusivelyaimed at increasingeconomic efficiencyand promoting faster growth. It also has a vigorous social
dimension. The correction of fiscal disequilibriahas gradually strengthened the
state's capacity to provide basic social infrastructure, health and education,
public safety, and the administrationof justice. In 1982 the federalgovernment
transferred an amount equivalent to 12.7 percent of GDP tO the parastatals; in
1991 that figure was 2.5 percent. In contrast, social spending, which in 1988
was 32 percent of total programmablespendingand 6 percent of GDP, increased
to almost 8 percent of GDP and 45.5 percent of programmablespendingin 1991.
(In pesos, this translates into a 60 percent real increasebetween 1988 and 1992.)
Decentralized social participation has been encouraged. The National Solidarity Program to fight poverty is an example of the new approach. The action
program of Solidaritybeginswith the creation of a committeein a giventown or
locality. This committee provides the govemment with a proposal, and the
project is undertaken cooperatively.The raw materials, such as bricks, cement,
and wood, are provided by the government, the engineeringskills by university
students, and the labor by the local population. The program has disbursed $1
billion a year since 1989 (0.4 percent of GDP)but has already achievedremarkable results because it has actively involved large and diverse sectors of the
population. In three years 6 million people have been given access to health
servicesfacilities; 8 million people have been provided with drinking water; 11
million people in more than 10,000 communitiesnow have electricity;a million
and a half children are receiving education in the new school facilitiesrefurbished by parents and teachers; and a quarter of a million children have been
granted cash scholarships to complete their primary education. Hundreds of
new projects and initiatives take shape everyday across the nation. In 1992 the
budget for this program is more than $2 billion.
Our generationwas educated in a context in which the greater presenceof the
state was considered a synonymof social justice. For many years when it was
necessary to promote industrialization,the state created enterprises and public
entities to channel resources and subsidies. It bought companies in financial
difficultiesto savejobs and support production. We now see that thesewere not
always the right decisions.We now know that a bigger state is not necessarilya
more capable state. From the perspectiveof the past twenty years in Mexico, a
bigger state eventuallycaused lower growth, a diminishedability to respond to
social needs, and, in the end, a weaker state. The reform of the state has meant a
change from a paternalistic government to one that insists on market-driven
measures,without forgettinghow much is due to those who need more.
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In the past decade the people and the government of Mexico have come a long
way, but there is still a long way to go. Inflation must be brought down to
international levels. Improvements are necessary in reregulation, deregulation,
and the modernization of government institutions to encourage growth. Reform
will only be completed, however, when all Mexicans have a decent standard of
living, accessto training, and job and businessopportunities.
The new views of economic developmentchallengeboth government and civil
society. They are based on the importance of the citizen and the proper organization and operation of the state. The ultimate goal is to esablish an economyin
which access to opportunities is the same for everyonewithin an open and fully
democratic society.
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Duringthe 1940sand 1950sa distinctiveset of ideasemergedin developmenteconomicsthat stressedtheimportanceof increasingreturnsandpecuniaryexternaleconomies arisingfrom the effects of market size. Unfortunately,the economistswho
proposedtheseideaswereatfirst unable,and laterunwilling,to codify them in clear,
internallyconsistentmode/. At thesame time the expectedstandardof rigorin economic thinkingwas steadilyrising.The resultwas that developmenteconomicsas a
distinctivefieldwascrowdedout of themainstreamof economics.Indeed,the ideasof
'bigh developmenttheory"cameto seemnot so muchwrongas incomprehensible.
This paper arguesthat in light of new developrments
in industrialorganization,
internationaleconomics,and growth theory, the old developmenteconomicsnow
looks muchmoresensiblethan it seemedduringthe '5:ounterrevolution"
againstinterventionistdevelopmentmodels.Whiledevelopmenteconomicshasbeenusedtojustify
some highlydestructiveeconomicpolicies,thereis a validand usefulset of core ideas
thatcan be usefullyresurrected.Tbus thispapercallsfora"counter-counterrevolution"
that restoressome of the distinctivefocus that cbaracterized
developmenteconomics
before1960.

Once upon a time there was a field called developmenteconomics-a branch of
economics concerned with explaining why some countries are so much poorer
than others and prescribingwaysfor poor countriesto becomerich. In the field's
glory days in the 1950s, the ideas of developmenteconomics were regarded as
revolutionary and important-and commanded both great intellectual prestige
and substantial real-world influence. Moreover, development economics
attracted creative minds and was marked by a great deal of intellectualexcitement.
That field no longer exists. There are, of course, many excellentpeople who
work on the economics of developingcountries. Some of the problems they
work on are essentiallygenericto all countries, but there are also issuesuniquely
characreristicof poorer countries,and in this sensethere is a fieldthat focuseson
the economicsof underdevelopment.But it is a diffusefield: those who work on
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the economics of agriculture in the developingcountries, for example, have little
(if any) overlap with those who work on developingcountry trade in manufactures, who in turn hardly talk to those who focus on the macroeconomics of
debt and hyperinflation. And very few economists would now presume to offer
grand hypothesesabout why poor countries are poor or what they can do about
it. In effect, a counterrevolution has swept developmenteconomicsaway.
This paper argues that the counterrevolution went too far. I will argue that
during the 1950s a central core of ideas emerged regardingexternal economies,
strategic complementariEy,and economic development that remains intellectually valid and that may continue to have practical applications. This set of
ideas, which I will refer to as "high development theory,"' anticipated in a
number of ways the cutting edge of modem trade and growth theory. But high
development theory was virtually buried, essentially because the founders of
development economics failed to make their points with sufficient analytical
clarity to communicatetheir essenceto other economists, and perhaps to themselves.Recentchanges in economicsnow make it possibleto reconsiderwhat the
developmenttheorists said and to regain the valuable ideas that have been lost.
In other words, this paper caDlsfor a counter-counterrevolutionin development
theory.
It is somewhat awkward to present a paper that is to some extent a history of
thought at a conference on current research. But development is one of those
fields (growth, trade, and regional economics are others) in which recent concepts can lead to a rediscoveryof the validity of discarded insights. And by
linking old ideas with the new, we may avoid repeating old mistakes and get a
chance to make new ones instead.

-

I. A MOTIVATINGExAMPLE:THE BIG PUSH REVISITED

-

The Big Push paper of Rosenstein-Rodan (1943) has inspired many interpretations. Some economists read it as essentially Keynesian, a story about
interactions between the multiplierand the accelerator. Rosenstein-Rodanhimself seemsto have had some more or less Keynesianidea about effectivedemand
in mind, with (as we will see)considerablejustification. Other economistssaw it
as an assertion that growth must be somehow"balanced" in order to be successful. Indeed, Hirschman (1958) cast The Strategy of Economic Development as
an argument with-and refutation of-Rosenstein-Rodan (and others of the
balanced-growth school), which I will argue was both a misunderstanding and
self-destructive. Yet other economists tried to generate low-level equilibrium
:trapsby invoking such mechanismsas interactions among income, savings, and
population growth (see, for example, Leibenstein 1957; Nelson 1956). Such
1. It will becomeapparent that what I identi as 'high developmenttheory" is essentiallythe nexus
among the external economy/balanced growth debate, the concept of linkages, and the surplus labor
doctrine. This theory's golden age began with Rosenstein-Rodan (1943)and more or less ended -with
rHirschinan
(1958). Obviously this nexus does not cover all of what was happening in the field of
devdopment economicseven at that time, but it is the core of what I believcneedsto be recaptured.
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mechanisms can also justify a BigPush, but they are very far from the spirit of
the original story.
Fairly recently, however, Murphy, Shleifer, and Vishny (1989) offered a fornmalization
of the Big Push that is quite dose to the original spirit and also quite
revealing about the essential aspects of high development theory. I offer a
slightlystreamlined presentation of their model and then turn to what it tells us.
The Big Push Model of Murphy, ShZeifer,and Vishny
The model examines an economy that is closed to international trade. The
economy can be described by assumptions about factor supply, technology,
dernand, and market structure. This model can serve as a motivating example to
explain both the elements of high developmenttheory and why that theory failed
to establish a secure place in the mainstream of economics.
Factor supply. The economy is endowed with only a single factor of

production-labor-in fixed total supply L. Labor can be employed in either of
two sectors: a "traditional" sector, characterized by constant returns, or a 'modern" sector, characterized by increasing returns. Although the same factor of
production is used in the traditional and modern sectors, it is not paid the same
wage. Labor must be paid a premium to move from traditional to modern
employment. We let w > I be the ratio of the wage rate that must be paid in the
modern sector to that in the traditional sector.
Tecbnology. It is assumed that the economyproduces N goods, where N is a
large number. We choose units so that the productivity of labor in the traditional sector is unity in each of the goods. In the modern sector unit labor
requirements are decreasing in the scale of production. For simplicity, decreasing costs take a linear form. Let Q, be the production of good i in the modern
sector. Then if the modern sector produces the good at all, the labor requirement will be assumed to take the form
(-1)
Li=F+cQ
where c < 1 is the marginal labor requirement. Note that for this example it is
assumed that the relationship between input and output is the same for all N
goods.
Demand. Demand for the N goods is Cobb-Douglas X-rd symmetric. That is,
each good receives a constant share 1/N of expenditure. The model will be
static, with no asset accumulation or decumulation; expenditure thus equals
income.
Market structure. The traditional sector is assumed to be characterized by
perfect competition. Thus, for each good there is a perfecty elastic supply from
the traditional sector at the marginal cost of production; given our choice of
units, this supply price is unity in terms of traditional sector labor. Bycontrast, a
single entrepreneur is assumed to have the unique ability to produce each good
in the modem sector.
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How will such a producer price? Given the assumption of Cobb-Douglas
demand and a large number of goods, she will face unit-elastic demand. If she
were an unconstrained monopolist, she would therefore raise her price without
limit. But potential competition from the traditional sector puts a limit on the
price: she cannot go above a price of 1 (in terms of traditional labor) without
being undercut by traditional producers. So each producer in the modem sector
will set the same price-unity-as would have been charged in the traditional
sector.
We can now ask the question, will production actually take place in the
traditional or the modern sector? To answer this, it is useful to draw a simple
diagram (figure 1). On the horizontal axis is the labor input, Li, used to produce
a typical good. On the vertical axis is that sector's output, Q;. The two solid
lines represent the technologies of production in the two sectors: a ray from the
origin for the traditional sector, a line with a slope of 1 Ic for the modern sector.
From this figure it is immediately possible to read off what the economy
would produce if all labor were allocated to either the modem or the traditional
sector. In either case LIN workers would be employed in the production of each
good. If all goods are produced traditionally, each good would have an output
Q1. If they are all produced using modem techniques, the output is Q2 . As

drawn, Qz > Q1; this willbe the caseprovidedthat
-- (2)
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ciendy large, or fixed costs are not too large, or both. Since this is the
interesting case, we focus on it.
But even if the economy could produce more using modem methods, this
does not mean that it will. Production must be profitable for each individual
entrepreneur in the modern sector, taking into account the necessityof paying
the premium wage w, as well as the decsions of all other entrepreneurs.
Suppose that an individual firm starts modem production while all other
goods are produced using traditional techniques. The firm will charge the
same price as that charged by traditional makers and hence will sell the same
amount. Because there are many goods, we may neglect any income effects
and suppose that each good continues to sell Ql. Thus, this fim would have
the production and employmentillustrated by point A.
Is this a profitable move? The firm uses less labor than would be required
for traditional production but must pay that. labor more. Draw in a ray from
the origin whose slope is the modem relative wage w; OW in the figure is an
example. Then modern production is profitable given traditional production
elsewvhereif and only if OW passes below A. As drawn, this test is of course
failed: it is not profitable for an individual firm to start modem production.
In contrast, suppose that all modern firms start simultaneously.Then each
firm will produce Q2, leading to production and employment at point B.
Again, this will be profitable if the wage line OW passes below B. As drawn,
this test is satisfied.
Obviously there are three possibleoutcomes.2 If the wage premium w - is
low. the economy always "industrializes";if it is high, it never industrializes;
and if it takes on an intermediate value, there are both low- and high-level
equilibria.
One would hardly condude from this model that the existence of multiple
equilibria is likely; even given the assumptions, such multiple equilibria will
occur only for some parameter values. And it is easy to critiquethe plausibility
of the assumptions. Yet the model can serve as a useful jumping-offpoint for
thinking about developmentmodels.
Some Analytical Implications
The Big Push model may be viewed as a minimalist demonstration of the
potential role of pecuniary external economies for development, of the necessary conditions for such external economies, and of what a model of external
economiesmust include.
External economies. It is dear that when there are two equilibria in this
model, the movement from one to the other involves meaningful external
economies. This is true even if one takes the wvagepremium for the modem
sector to represent payment for the disutility of modem life; that is, if one
.2. Actuallyfour,if one countsthe case in which(2) is not satisfied,so that the economyactually
produceslessusingmoderntechniques.In thiscaseit dearlystayswith thetraditionalmethods.
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regards the gain in wages when workers move from traditional to modern jobs
as having no welfare significance.Even in that case the industrializedequilibrium leavesworkersindifferentwhilegeneratingprofits that would otherwisenot
exist. If one instead offers somekind of efficiencywage or surplus labor argument
that places at least partial value on the rise in wages, the case is that much
stronger.
Butthere are no technologicalexternaleconomiesin the model. Why do pecuniary externaleconomiesmatter here?
Necessaryconditions. Two conditionsare necessarytogenerate externaleconomiesin this model. First, there must be economiesof scalein production. This is
obviousfrom the geometry:if there were no fixedcosts in the modem sector, the
profitabilityof modern firms would not depend on how many other firms were
usingmodem techniques.
Second,the modem sectormust be ableto draw labor out of a traditional sector
that pays lower wages. I would like to stretch the point a bit here and think of the
essenceof the condition as the availabilityof an elasticsupplyof labor to the modem sector-labor that would not be employedin equally productiveoccupations
otherwise. (This is what givesthe model its vaguelyKeynesianfeet.) It is thus the
interactionbetween internal economiesof scale and elastic factor suppliesthat
givesriseto de facto external economies.
Modeling. A finalpoint is crucial.In writing a coherentmodel of the BigPush,
it is necessaryto deal with the problem of market structure. As long as there are
unexhausted economies of scale in the modem sector, which are crucial to the
whole argument, one must face up to the necessityof modelingthe modernsector
as imperfectlycompetitive.In the Murphy, Shleifer,and Vishny (1989)formulanon, imperfect competition is dealt with by assuming a set of limit-pricing
monopolists. This works well here, although, as we will see, it is not alwaysan
adequate device. The point is, however, that one must deal with the issuesomehow. To the extent that there is anything to high developmenttheory, it is intimately bound up with imperfect competition. If one tries to fudge that issue, as
many economistshave, one ends up with mush.
There are, unfortunately, no general or even plausible tractable models of
imperfectcompetition. The tractable models alwaysinvolvesome set of arbitrary
assumptions about tastes, technology,behavior, or all three. This means that in
order to do development theory one must have the courage to be silly, writing
down models that are implausiblein the details in order to arrive at convincing
higher-levelinsights.
Thisis not a newlesson. Trade theoristslearned it more than a dozenyears ago,
when they realized that a reconstruction of trade theory to take account of
increasing returns would necessarilyinvolve abandoning all pretense of generality; growth theorists learned the same lesson a few years later. High development theory falteredbecause it did not take the sameleap.
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This section offers an interpretive sumnmaryof the main elements of high
development theory. It is not a literature survey: I base the discussion on only a
few authors and must admit that I am imposing more coherence on their views,
both across authors and within the work of an individual author, than an
unbiased reader is likely to discover on reading their works. So this is, in a way,
a statement of what high development economics could or should have been,
rather than a portrait of what it was.
Economies of Scaleand External Economies
;
-

-

-

:
--

-

; -

A casual reading of the developmentliterature suggeststhat there is a dividing
line around 1960. Before 1960 writers on development generally assumed that
economies of scale were a limiting factor on the ability to establish profitable
industries in developingcountries and that in the presence of such economies of
scale pecuniary external economies assumed real welfare significance. They
seem, however, to have been unaware of the degree to which economies of scale
raise problems for explicit modeling of competition and of the extent to which
the drive for formalism was pushing economics toward explicit models.3 After
1960, by contrast, economists working on development had been trained in the
forrnalism of constant-returns general equilibrium; they did not so much reject
the possibility that economies of scale might matter as simply fail to notice it.
The BigPush model presented above is one in which economies of scale at the
plant level and an elastic supply of factors of production interact to yield pecuniary extemal economies with real welfare significance.In retrospect, it is remarkable how clearly similar stories were presented in many papers from the era of
qhighdevelopment theory-and also how unaware many of the authors seem to
have been of the extent to which their conclusions depended crucially on the
non-neoclassicalassumption of significantunexploited scale economies.
We begin with Rosenstein-Rodan (1943). In his seminal paper he illustrated
his argument for coordinated investment by imagining a country in which
20,000 (!) "unemployed workers ... are taken from the land and put into a
large new shoe fatory. They receive wages substantially higher than their previois income in natura." Rosenstein-Rodan then goes on to argue that this
investment is likely to be unprofitable in isolation but profitable if accompanied
by similar investments in many other industries. Both crucial assumptions are
clearly present: the assumption of economies of scale, embodied in the assertion
that the factory must be established at such a large scale, and the assumption
that these workers can be drawn elastically from among the unemployed or
poorly paid agricultural workers.
3. In the field of economic geography, in which some of the tradition of high development theory
survives, it appears chat the problems raised by economies of scale for marker structure are still not
appreciated. See, for example, Dicken and Lloyd (1990), an excellent and clear-headed survey that
nonetheless blithely ignores the problems of marker structure.
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Some-although not all-subsequent developmentwriters invokedeconomies
of scale as crucial to external economies.In the best papers the basicstory comes
through clearly. Fleming(1955) presented an analysis of the nature of external
economiesin developmentthat focusedon the interaction between factor supply
and scale economies and that also, unlike Rosenstein-Rodan,points out.dearly
that the case for coordination falls apart w;`'out both assumptions.
Hirschman (1958)is not usually thought of as a thinker preoccupiedwith nonconvexities.Nevertheless, his explanation of the concept of backward linkages
explicitlyinvokes the importance of achievingminimumeconomicscale, and his
discussionof forward linkagesalludesto the role of scaleas well, although more
vaguely. I would argue, then, that a central concept of high developmenttheory
circa 1958 was the idea that economiesof scaleat the levelof the individualplant
translated into increasingreturns at the aggregatelevelthrough pecuniary external economies. Admittedlysome of the literature of the time does not seem to
agree with my argument that scale economieswere a key.elementof the theory.
Nurkse (1952), while acceptingthat indivisibilitiesplay a role in virtuous circles
of development, denies that they are essential. Scitovsky(1954), in making the
dear distinctionbetweentechnologicaland pecuniaryexternal economies,makes
the now classic point that in competitive equilibriumit is actually efficient to
ignore pecuniary external effects. When he searches for reasons to soften this
conclusion, he providesonly a singleparagraph on scale effects,then turns to an
extended discussion of expectational errors. Lewis's (1955) text on economic
growth seemsfairly innocentof the wholeidea of externaleconomies;indeed, the
term does not even appear in the index. And Myrdal's (1957) exposition of the
role of "circular and cumulativecausation' sounds as if it must surely include a
major role for economiesof scale, but I have been unable to find in his work a
single- even indirect-reference to their role. Indeed,when he offers an example
of the processof circular causation, the external economiesoccur through the tax
rate rather than through any privatemarket spillover.
So it may be giving too much credit to our intellectualforerunners to think of
1950s developmenttheory as involvinga general appreciation of the way economiesof scaleat the levelof the individualplant can aggregateto strategiccomplementarity at the level of the economy. But at least some theorists seem to have
understood the point quite clearly.
FactorSupply
-

Probably the most famous paper in the literature of developmenteconomicsis
Arthur Lewis's (1954) "Economic Developmentwith Unlimited Supplies of
Labor." In retrospect it is hard to see exactly why. One interpretation of Lewis's
argument is that the shadowprice of labor drawn from the agnrculturalsector in
developingcountries is zero-or at least low-so that the social return to investment in industry exceeds its private return. It was pretty obvious even early on,
however, that this was a fragile basis for the justificationof protection and the
promotion of industry.
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Why then was Lewisso influential?One reason was probably that the surplus
labor story, unlike many of the other developmentstories emergingat the time,
could be formalizedwith relative ease; thus it gave economists a way to follow
the mainstream'sincreasing emphasison rigor and formalism while continuing
to work on development. But even though Lewishimself made no reference to
the external economy/developmentliterature, his defenseof the surplus labor
idea also helped shore up one of the lk, ideasof that literature. The assumption
that additional labor in the manufacturingsector could come out of rural underemployment was, as already noted, central to Rosenstein-Rodan (1943), and
Fleming (1955) observed that in the absence of such an assumption industrial
investmentswould be substitutesinstead of complements.
Rosenstein-Rodanand Lewis stressed the elasticity of labor supply as a key
factor in development. Other authors, such as Nurkse (1952), stressed the elasticity of capital supply, which also has a potential role in Murphy, Shleifer,and
Vishny's (1989) two-period version of the BigPush. Krugman (1990) raises the
possibility of multiple equilibria, and Hirschman (1958) emphasizedat length
the extent to which investment opportunities could elicit additional savings.
Again, it may be stretching the point, but many developmenttheorists in the
1950s seemto have been aware that elasticityof factor supplywas also crucialto
an external economystory of development.
It may be worth pointing out that in regional economicsand economic geography, it is entirelynatural to assumehigh elasticityof factor supplyto a particular region, sincefactors of production may be attracted from other regions. This
is one reason why the tradition of high developmenttheory remainedalive much
longer among geographersthan among economists;developmentstories such as
those of Pred (1966)continued to seemnatural and plausible.
Backward and Forward Linkages

; -.;
.*.- .- -: -

The idea of linkages is one of the greatest sources of confusion in thinking
about both the theory of developmentand developmentin practice. Hirschman
(1958) introduced the term and presented it as something quite new. Later
commentators have taken him at his word. Thus Little (1982) insists that since
other authors had already explored at some length (if with some confusion) the
possible role of pecuniary external economies, Hirschman's linkage concept
must have cruciallyinvolveda nonpecuniaryelement. Yet in Hirschman's defini- tion of backward linkages, as already mentioned, the role of pecuniary externalities linked to economies of scale is quite explicit: an industry creates a
. backward linkage when its demand.enables an upstream industry to be estab;lished at minimum economic scale. The strength of an industry's backward
'linkages is to be measured by the probability that it will push other industries
over the threshold.
Forward linkages are also defined by HIirschmanas involvingan interaction
between scaleand market size; in this case the definition is vaguer,but it seems
to involvethe ability of an industry to reduce the costs of potential downstream
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users of its products and thus, again, push them over the threshold of
profitability.
Seen in this way, the concepts of forward and backward linkages seem quite
straightforward-and also less distinctive to Hirschman. Fleming (1955), in
particular, argued that the "horizontal" external economies of RosensteinRodan were less important than the "vertical" external economies that result
when intermediate goods are produced subjectto scale economies,which sounds
awfullydose to linkage theory.
It is also possible to offer simple formal models illustrating the concepts of
forward and backward linkages. Indeed, the Murphy, Shleifer,and Vishny Big
Push model can be seen as essentiallydriven by the backward linkages among
goods; each good produced in the modern sector enlarges the markets for all
other goods.
Forward linkages are a little more difficultto model. They ordinarily arise in
the context of industries producing intermediategoods (although not always, as
describedbelow); this means that a more complexstructure than that presented
in the model above is required. Also, the limit-pricingassumption that makes
imperfect competition easy in the Big Push model immediately rules out any
forward linlcage, since cost savings are never passed on to downstream
consumers.
There are, however, slightly but not much more difficult models in which
both forward and backward linkages do appear. In particular, in models of
economic geography(Krugman 1991) it is quite natural to try to model concentrations of population by assumingthat factor mobility interacts with economies
of scale at the plant level to generate externaleconomies.
In the simplest such model, a geographicconcentration of manufacturing is
held together for two reasons: firms want to locate close to the large market
provided by other firms' workers (a backward linkage), and workers want to
live dose to the supply of goods provided by other firms (a forward linkage).
The appendix to this paper presents this simplest model (again in a somewhat
streamlinedform compared with its initial version) and shows how the algebra
naturally gives rise to terms that can be identified with forward and backward
linkages.
As in the case of Lewis, it is slightlypuzzlingthat Hirschman's work had such
an impact. What he seemsto have offered by way of distinct analysiswere two
hints about development planning. First, the focus on linkages involvingintermediate goods rather than final demand suggested that developn-it efforts
could focus on a few strategic industries rather than seek an economywideBig
Push; hence Hirschman's view that he was an opponent of Rosenstein-Rodan
and Nurkse, even though they were far doser to one another in world view than
any of them was to the emerging views of mainstream economics. Second,
-Hirschman'sdiscussion seemed to suggest that appropriate critical industries
could be identifiedby examininginput-output tables, an exciting suggestionfor
the quantitativelyoriented planner.
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In fact, the concept of linkages, even as Hirschman presented it, implied no
such thing. Consider the input-output structure illustrated by the arrows in figure
2. Imagine that there are four industries-A, B, C, and D. A is a pure
intermediate-good industry, and B makes no direct use of factors of production.
By contrast, C sellspart of its output directly to final demand, while D uses primary inputs as well as inputs from C. Any classification using the input-output
table will suggest that A has stronger forward linkages than C and that B has
stronger backward linkages than D. But what if A and B are characterized by
constant returns, while C and D are characterized by economies of scale?Then it
could easily be that there is a coordination problem for C and D-that neither
industry will emerge unless assured of sufficient scale of the other-without any
corresponding problem for A and B. In other words, lots of entries in the inputoutput table tell the analyst little about which industries might actually play a
catalytic role for the economy.
In general, it seemsbest to regard "linkages' as simply a particularly evocative
phrase for the strategic complementarities that arise when individual goods are
produced subject to economies of scale. This, in effect, argues that Hirschman's
distinctivecontribution was more one of style than of substance, a point to which
I will return below.
Summary
I have argued that a number of works in developmenteconomics written during
the 1950s contained, more or less explicitly and more or less self-consciously,a
theory in which strategic complementarity played a key role in development, in
which external econcni es arose from a circular relationship whereby the decision
to invest in large-scale production depended on the size of the market, and in
which the size of the market depended on the decision to invest. Whatever the
practical relevanceof this theory, it made perfecdy good logical sense.
Figure 2. Input-Output LinkagesamongFour Industries
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26. Toward a Counter-Counterrevolution in Development Theory

Yet this development theory was subsequently abandoned to such an extent
that classicpapers in the fieldbegan to seem, as the physicistWolfgang Pauli used
to say, "not even wrong"-simply incomprehensible.We next turn to the reasons
for that abandonment.

--

III. THEDECLINEOFHIGH DEVELOPMENTTHEORY

--

*

Why did development economicsfade away? One can, with some justification,
offer the cynical explanation that the field waned with its funding. After all, development economists were most often consulted or given positions of influence in
connection with the disbursement of foreign aid. As foreign aid became increasinglyunpopular with the electorates of rich nations and as the real value of such
aid not only failed to keep pace with gross world product but actually declined,
development economics became a much less exciting career. One may also argue
that development economics was discredited by a lack of practical success. After
all, compared with the hopes of the 1950s and the 1960s, the performance of most
developing countries has been dismal. (Indeed, the polite phrase -developing
country" itself has become an embarrassment when it must be used in such sentences as "Per capita incomein the developingcountries of Sub-Saharan Africa has
declined steadily sincethe mid-1970s.") It is unfair to blame Western economists
for more than a small fraction of this failure but, as described below, the ideas of
development economics were too often used to justify policies that in retrospect
impeded rather than encouraged growth. Where rapid economic growth did
occur, it happened in ways that were not anticipated by the development
thieorists.

Yet neither declining external demand for development economists nor their
practical failures ully explain the collapse of the field. Purely intellectual problems were also extremely important. During the years when high development
theory flourished, the leading practitioners failed to turn their intuitive insights
into clear-cut models that could serve as the core of an enduring discipline.
Failures of Formalism

From the point of view of a modem economist, the most striking feature of the
works of high development theory is their adherence to a discursive, nonmathematical style. Economics has, of course, become vastlymore mathematical
over time. Nonetheless, development economics was archaic in style even for its
own time. Of the four most famous works, Rosenstein-Rodan's was approximately contemporary with Samuelson's formulation of the Heckscher-Ohlin
model, while Lewis, Myrdal, and Hirschman were all roughly contemporary with
Solow'sinitial statement of growth theory.
The problem was not that development economists were peculiarly incapable
mathematically. Hirschman made a significant contribution to the formal theory
of devaluation in the 1940s, while Fleming helped create the still-influential
Mundell-Fleming model of floating exchange rates. Moreover, development
practitioners were at the same time generating mathematical planning models-
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first Harrod-Domar-style growth models, then linear programming approaches-that were actually quite technicallyadvancedfor their time.
So why wasn't high developmenttheory expressed in formal models?Almost
certainlyfor one basicreason: the difficultyof reconcilingeconomiesof scalewith
a competitivemarket structure.
The examplesof the BigPushmodel and the linkage model show that models in
tile spirit of high developmenttheory need not be very complicated. They must,
however, somehow deal with the problem of market structure. This essentially
means making some peculiar assumptions that allow one to exploit the bag of
tricks that industrial organization theorists developed for thinking about such
issues in the 1970s. In the 1950s, although the technical level of development
economistswas actuallyhigh enoughto allow them to do the same thing, the bag
of trickswasn't there. Sodevelopmenttheoristswere placed in an awkward bind,
with essentiallysensibleideas that they could not quite express in fully workedout models.And the drift of the economicsprofessionmade the situation worse.
In the 1940s-and even in the 1950s-it was still possible for an economist to
publish a paper that made persuasivepointsverballywithout tyingup all the loose
ends. After 1960, however, the response to a paper like Rosenstein-Rodan's
would have been: "Why not builda smaler factory (for which the market is adequate)? Oh, you're assumingeconomiesof scale?But that means imperfectcompetition, and nobody knows how to model that, so this paper doesn't make any
sense." It seemssafe to say that such a paper would have been unpublishableany
time after 1970, if not earlier.
Somedevelopmenttheorists respondedby gettingas dose to a formalmodel as
they could. This is to some extent true of Rosenstein-Rodan, and certainly of
Fleming(1955), which gets painfullyclose to being a full model. But others at
leastprofessedto seea less fornal, lessdisciplinedapproach as a virtue. It is in this
light that one needs to see Hirschmanand Myrdal. These authors are often cited
today (by me among others) as forerunnersof the recentemphasisin severalfields
on strategiccomplementarity. Their books, however, actually marked the end,
not the beginning,of high developmenttheory. Myrdal's central thesiswas the
idea of "circular causation." But the idea of circular causation is essentially
already there in Young (1928), not to mention Rosenstein-Rodan, or Nurkse,
who in 1952 referred repeatedlyto the circularnature of the problem of getting
growth going in poor countries. So Myrdal was, in effect, encapsulating an
alreadyextensiveand familiarset of ideasrather than a newdeparture. Similarly,
Hirschman'sidea of linkageswas more distinctivefor the effectivenessof the term
and the policy advice that he derivedloosely from it than for its intellectualnovelty; in effectRosenstein-Rodanwas already tailing about linkages, and Fleming
veryexplicitlyhad both forward and backward linkagesin his discussion.
What marked Myrdal and Hirschman was not so much the novelty of their
ideas but their stylistic and methodologicalstance. Until their books were published, economistsdoing high developmenttheory were trying to be good mainstream economists. They could not develop full formal models, but they got as
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close as they could to the increasinglymodel-orientedmainstream. Myrdal and
Hirschman abandoned this effort and eventuallytook stands on principleagainst
any effort to formalizetheir ideas.
One imaginesthat this was initiallyliberatingfor them and their followers.Yet
in the end it was a vain stance. Economic theory is essentiallya collection of
models. Broad insights that are not expressed in model form may temporarily
attract attention and even win converts, but they do not endure unless codifiedin
a reproducible and teachable form. You may not like this tendency; certainly
economists tend to be too quick to dismiss what has not been formalized
(although I believe that the focus on models is basically right). Like it or not,
however, the influence of ideas that have not been embalmed in models soon
decays.This was the fate of high developmenttheory. Myrdal's effectivepresentation of the idea of circular and cumulativecausation and Hirschman's evocation
of linkages were stimulating and immenselyinfluential in the 1950s and early
1960s. By the 1970s (when I was a student of economics)they had come to seem
not so much wrong as meaningless.What were these guys talking about? Where
were the models?High development theory was not so much rejected as simply
Sbypassed.
The exceptionprovesthe rule. Lewis'ssurpluslabor conceptwas the modelthat
launched a thousand papers-even though surplus labor assumptions were
already standard among developmenttheorists, the empiricalbasis for assuming
surplus labor was weak, and the idea of external economies/strategic complenmentarity
is surely more interesting. The point was, of course, that precisely
because he did not mix economies of scale into his framework, Lewis offered
theorists somethingthey could model using availabletools.
PracticalFailures

-- - '

Developmenttheorists were unable to formulate their ideas with the precision
required by an increasinglymodel-orientedeconomicmainstream and were thus
left behind- Although I believe this to be the main explanation of what went
wrong, it is also true that practical failuresand empiricalevidencehad something
to do with the declineof developmenteconomics.
Little (1982) has pointed out that developmenttheorists in the 1950s were by
and largenot optimists. Indeed, they were generallymore pessimisticthan turned
out to be warranted (except in Africa).But their pessimismwas largely based on
doubts about the ability of countriesto carry out the coordinated effort that they
regarded as central to industrialization.
What actually happened was that most developingcountries were quite successfulat developingindustrial bases, but sincetheseindustries were highlyinefficient, industralization turned out not to have muchto do with development.This
called into question the whole idea that the problem of coordinating investments
in the faceof external economieswas a major part of the underdevelopmentstory.
The successesof developmenthave also been an embarrassmentfor high development theory. Most versions of that theory tacitly assumed that firms would
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produce only for the domesticmarket, a view that seemedsensiblegiventhe trade
pessimismof the time. The great successstories have, however, involvedexportoriented industrialization.
Another major embarrassmentfor developmenthas been the realization of the
extent to which the rhetoric of developmenttheory has been used to cover poorly
conceivedor even corrupt policies.This is a familiarsubject, acerbicallysurveyed
in Little (1982). The calculation of effective rates of protection, whatever the
method's flaws, revealedlevelsthat were often absurdlyhigh, some cases of negative value added at world prices, and highly variable rates of protection across
industries that were difficultto justify. Country studies of trade policy revealeda
heavy preferencefor complexadministrativeregulationsthat were evidentlymore
cosdy than tariffs and, moreover, failed to yield revenue (Litle, Scitovsky,and
Scott 1970). Studiesof repressed financial systemsshowedsimilar irrationalities
(see, for example, McKinnon 1973). And it becameapparent that the incentives
provided by administrativelygenerated rents were becomming
major objectivesof
both legal and illegaleconomicactivity(Krueger1974).
These observationsof bad policies based on old developmenteconomics provided a key argument in what amounted to the formation of a new orthodoxy.
Little (1982) has argued that in the 1950s what he callsa structuralise'theory of
economic developmentwas in effect an orthodoxy. I find it hard to link the ideas
of high developmenttheory as describedabove with his definition of the structuralist view, which is that developingcountry markets are rigid and need to be
pushed into action by government.Butit iscertainly true that in the 1950smarket
failures were seen as pervasive,and the case for interventionwas taken to be not
so much an empiricalobservationas an obviouslytrue condusion from obviously
true theory. Byabout 1980 a beliefin the efficacyof freetrade and free markets for
developing countries had similarlytaken hold, its intellectualcredibility underpinned by the demonstration of market efficiencyin neoclassicalgeneral equilibrium theory. This orthodoxy also effectivelydeniesthat there is anything special about the situation of developing countries compared with those of
richer nations. The poor are no different from you and me-they just make less
money.
What was ironic was that a competitiveneoclassicalorthodoxy setded in on the
developmentfront just as that orthodoxy was breaking up in other fields.
IV. RECENT THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENTS AND HIGH DEVELOPMENT THEORY

We can now see that whatever bad politciesmay have been implementedin the
name of high developmenttheory, the theory itself makes quite a lot of sense.
Indeed,in somewaysit was a remarkable anticipationof ideasthat would cometo
analytical fruition thirty years later in the fields, for example, of international
trade and economic growth. This section reviews these developmentsand asks
where we go from here: how do we recapture the insights of development economics, and what good might they do for policy formulation?
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One of the main empirical criticisms of models of high development theory is
their emphasis on domestic rather than international markets and their neglect
of international trade. So it is somewhat ironic that the initial rehabilitation of
the idea that economies of scale, external economies, and strategic complementarity are imnportantoutside the field of industrial organization came from the
theory of international trade.
The literature on the "new trade theory" is much too extensive to cite. It is,
however, possible to summarize the main lines of thought. The initial models,
many of which are summarized in Helpman and Krugrnan (1985), invoke
economies of scale at the level of individual firms to explain national specialization in individual products and hence the observed large volumes of intraindustry trade. In these initial reodels, economies of scale at the firm level did
not aggregate to yield any kind of strategic complementarity, and thus there
were few parallels with what I call high development theory.
In subsequent developments, however, many of the themes of high development theory have in effect reentered. Trade theorists noted (Ethier 1982) that
increasing returns in the production of intermediate goods generate external
economies at the level of final goods. If intermediate goods are nontradable,
these de facto external economies are country-specific, and one easily generates
examples of multiple equilibria (Helpman and Krugman 1985, ch. 11).
Nor need one assume nontradability. Models in which there are nonprohibitive transport costs can also yield external economies; the model in the appendix to this paper is an example. And indeed in some such models the likelihood
and welfare significance of multiple equilibria can actually increase when
transport costs fall and trade increases (Krugman 1991, ch. 3). It is often
argued that Big Push stories could only be valid in an autarkic economy. What
the models suggest is that as long as some things (perhaps only factors of
production) are costly to trade, the possibility of country-specific external
economies remains.
But are such external econoniies of real practical importance for international trade? Systematic empirical testing is difficult. At least among business
observers, however, external economy stories of international specialization
are widely accepted. Porter's (1990) analysis of international competition can
be viewed in large part as a return to traditional development themes in the
context of an advanced country.
In the academic field of intemational trade, recent work has increasingly
shifted to the analysis of long-run growth (Grossman and Helpman 1991).
This move in trade is part of the broader movement known as "new growth
theory."
Growth

The new growth theory was created by Romer (1986) and Lucas (1988). It
attempts to get away from the conventional Solow result that most long-term
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per capita. growth arises from exogenous technical progress, through three
related hypotheses: (1) social returns to investment are higher than private
returns because of external economies; (2) capital broadly defined is a much
larger share of input than conventionallymeasured; and (3) technicalprogress
is largely an endogenous result of market-drivenresearch and development.
Of these three hypotheses, the first is clearly in the same spirit as that of high
development theory. In Rome?s initial formulation, external economies were
treated as purely technological in form. (Fashions in plausibility change: Scitovsky did not hesitate to ridicule Marshall's "bucolic" examples and proclaim
the 'scarcity of pure technological external economies," and indeed most
1950s theorists seem to have regarded pecuniary externalities as the only
interesting case.) In later papers, however, Romer imported techniques from
the trade literature to show how growth driven by external economies could
arise from economies of scale at the plant.
.Given the immense interest in new growth theory, is there any point in
revisiting old development theory? Or to put it another way, even if modem
theorists have reinvented the wheel, didn't they get it better this time around?
I think the answer is no. New growth theory has been preoccupied with a
different question than high development theory: how to explain the persistence of growth rather than how to get it started. And it is notable that new
growth models tend to assume that the economyhas only one sector, or that
all sectors are symmetric. By contrast, high development theory had a core
preoccupation with the differencebetween modem sectors that were presumed
to be characterizedby economies of scaleand traditional sectors that were not.
Even within the modern sector, the linkage concept implied a search for key
industries. So while the philosophy of new growth theory is in essence a
rediscovery of high development. theory, it has not returned to the same
questions.
The most essentialdifference, of course, is that despite its abstract approach,
high developmenttheory was intended as a guide to policy, while new growth
theory was not. The latter theorists only try to explain the world, while their
predecessors thought they could change it. The point is that if the underlying
economic assumptions of high developmenttheory have once again been legitimized, one can ask the same questions again.
Policy Implications

It is not my intention to offer a clarion call for interventionist trade and
industrial policies, much less for a return to import substitution. Indeed, a
proper interpretation of the insights from old development theory (and new
trade and growth theories) suggests that the costs of fragmenting markets are
high precisely because markets are not characterized by constant returns and
perfect competition.
Instead, I want to offer two more modest suggestions.First, this survey of
intellectualdevelopmentsmay serve.as a caution against carrying a free-market
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orthodoxy too far. It makes considerablesense for the World Bank and other
multilateral agencies to push very hard for liberal policies in developing countries, given the demonstrated tendencies of these clients to engage in economically irrational interventions. But in the back of our minds we should remember that it is not true that economic theory "proves" that free markets are
always best: there is an intellectually solid case for some government promotion of industry-one that has often seemed empiricallyplausible to sophisticated observers. In other words, don't get caught up too much in the orthodoxy of the moment.
It is worth recalling that in the course of a generation, the ideas of high
development theory went from being regarded as self-evidentto being regarded
as logically meaningless. They were actually ideas that were sensible and
coherent, but they were of more limited application than their creators imagined. The lesson here is that both casual empiricism and intellectual narrowmindednesswill lead one badly astray.
The second suggestionis that we need a reorientation of research. Research
on trade and industrial policy in developingcountries is still dominated by the
agenda of the counterrevolution that began in the 1960s: the horrors of import
substitution and the distortions imposed by government policy. This is valuable work, and governments continue to give it opportunities to be useful. Yet
it is probably time once again to focus on market as well as government
failures.
APPENDIX.

A SIMPLE MODEL

OF FORWARD AND BACKWARDLINKAGES

The Murphy, Shleifer, and Vishny (1989) Big Push model essentially captures, in a minimalist way, the idea of backward linkages. The way it solves
the problem of oligopoly pricing, however (by limit pricing to the level set by a
traditional, constant-returns technology), rules out any forward linkages. The
purpose of this appendix is to show in a minimalistway how a somewhat
different formulation can produce both backward and forward linkages.
The example uses regional concentration rather than the transition from
traditional to modem production. This is largely because in Krugman (1991) 1
have already worked out this modeI (although this is a streamlinedexposition).
One may also argue, however, that the regional version is more plausible than
the application to the whole transition to modernity. Indeed, Myrdal (1957)
chose to begin his discussion with the case of relative regional development
within countries rather than international disparities, presumably because he
too regarded that case as easier to sell. High development theory lived on in
the work of regional scientistssuch as Pred (1966) well after it had dedined to
obscurity in mainstream economics. And as a practical matter, regional disparities within developing countries are significant issues. The main point of
this appendix is, however, to provide an illustrative model on which to hang
the discussionin the text.
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Assumptions of the Model
We consider a country that has two regions, East and West, and produces
two kinds of goods, agricultural and manufactured. Agricultural production is
homogeneous, produced under constant returns and perfect competition. Manufactures consist of a number of differentiatedproducts, each produced subject
to economies of scale, with a monopolisticallycompetitivemarket structure.
Everyone in the economy is assumed to share the same tastes. Welfare is a
Cobb-Douglas function of consumption of agricultural goods and a manufactures aggregate:
(A.1)

U= Cx1 C(2-r

Note that given this functionalform, 7ris the share of expenditure that falls on
manufactures.
The manufactures aggregate is in turn a CEsfunction of consumption of
individualmanufactured goods, of whichthere is a large number, not all of them
actually produced:
(A.2)

CM-=y

Cr[

As long as a large number of manufactured goods is produced, this functional
form ensures that the elasticityof demand for any individualgood is simply a.
There are two factors of production, each of which is specificto a particular
sector. "Farmers" produce agriculturalgoods and "workers" produce manufactured goods; farmers cannot becomeworkers or viceversa. To save notation we
choose units so that there is a total of 1 - r farmers and r workers (this choice
of units leads to the result that the wages of farmers and workers are equal in
equilibrium).
The geographic distribtion of farmers is taken as fixed, with (I - r)/2
fanners in each region. Workers moveto whicheverregion offers them a higher
real income.
Farmers produce their goods under constant returns to scale. The economies
of scale in manufacturing take the form of a linear cost function, in which a
fixed cost in manufacturing labor must be incurred in order to produce an-y
individualvariety of manufactures:
(A.3)
*- -- -;

LM;= c + Oxi.

Finally, we assume that there are costs of transporting manufactured goods
between the two regions. These take Samuelson's"iceberg"form, in which only
- a fraction of a good that is shipped arrives (so that transport costs are incurred in
the good shipped). We let T < 1 be the fraction of a manufactured good shipped
that actually arrives. Transport of agricultural goods is assumed to be costless,
an assumption made for analyticalconvenience;it ensuresthat the wage rates of
farmers and the prices of agriculturalgoods are the same in the two regions.
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Pricingand Competition

Since there is a large number of potential manufactured goods, each of them
produced subject to economiesof scale, there is no reason for any two fiwmsto
try to produce the same good; the market structure of manufactures will there-forebe one of monopolisticcompetition.
The producer of any one good will facean elasticity of demand a. Her profitmaximizingprice is therefore a constant markup over marginal cost,
(A.4)

Pi= u

w

where w is the wage rate of manufacturingworkers.
If there is free entrv, however, profits will be driven to zero. The zero-profit
condition may be written
(A.5)

(p - ,Bw)x = aw.

Note that with zero profits, priceequals average cost. But this means that the
ratio of average cost to marginal cost-which is one measure of economies of
scale-is simply aI(a - 1). Thus equilibriumeconomiesof scale are a function
only of a, so that u, even though it is a parameter of tastes rather than technology, nonethelessacts as a sort of inverseindex of the importance of increasing
returns.
The zero-profit and pricing conditions together imply that the output of a
represcntativemanufacturingfirm is
x=

(A.6)

Consider a region with a resident labor force of LM workers; the number of
manufactured goods that region will produce is
-

(A.7)
-

n

LM

~~~~~~~~~~~~a
+ ,Bx aao

Sustainability of a Core-Periphery Pattern

We now ask the following question:is a situation in which all manufacturing
is concentrated in one region, leavingthe other region with only agriculture, an
equilibrium? Since it doesn't matter which region we choose, we examine the
sustainabilityof an equilibriumwith East as the manufacturingcore and West as
the agriculturalperiphery.
As we will see in a moment, there are two "centripetal" forcestending to keep
a manufacturingcore in existenceand one "cenoifugal" force tending to pull it
apart. Holding the core together are the desire of firms to locate close to the
larger market and the desire of workersto have accessto the goods produced by
other workers. It is these two forcesthat may be thought of as corresponding,
respectively,to backward and forward linkages.
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These forces can only be seen analytically by examining their tension against
the third farce, which tends to break the core apart: the incentive of firms to
move out to serve the peripheral agricultural market. What we will do is derive a
criterion that determines whether the backward and forward linkages are strong
enough to sustain an established core.
We begin by noting that given our choke of units, the wage rates of workers
and farmers will be equal. That is, a share of expenditure ir is spent on manufactured goods (including those goods that "melt" in transit) and (since profits are
zero) ends up as wages of workers; but we have also chosen units so that a
fraction zrof the population consists of workers. Given this choice of unit, the
wage rates will necessarilybe equal.
*
Now ask how the incomes of the two regions compare. East has half of the
farmers, who receive a share (1 - ir)/2 of total income, plus all of the workers,
who receive a share 7r.Let total income be unity; then the income of East is
(A.8)
YE-= (1 + ir)/2.
West has only its immobile farmers, who receive a share (1- r)/2 of income;
so the income of West is
(A.9)
y= (1 -r)/2
This situation, in which all manufacturing is concentrated in East, will be
sustainable if it is unprofitable for any firms to enter in West. So we must
determine whether it is profitable for an individual firm to "defect" by comnencing production in West.
The brief answer-is that it will be profitable to defect if a firm that moves to
West can afford to pay workers a higher real wage than they are. currently
receiving in East.
Let n be the (large) number of firms currently producing in East. Then the
: - -3sales of each of these firms will be
(A.10)
sE =r/n.
If a firm were to try to start production in West, it would need to attract
workers. Supposethat to do this it must pay a wage that is w times the wage that
~ East's firms are paying. Then, because the profit-maximizing price is a constant
- - markup over marginal labor cost, such a firm will charge an f.o.b. price that is
also w times as high as that of East's firms.
To find the sales of the defecting firm, we note that in West's market, the c.i.f.
price of East's good will be 1/r times its f.o.b. price. Since the elasticity of
substitution is a, this means that in West's market, the value of the sales of the
firm will be (w,t)-(a-1l times the sales of a representative Eastern firm. By
* =;similarreasoning,in East's market the sales ratio will be (w/c >'f' . Thus the
:
relative sales of a Western firm will be
.

(A.11)

SW/SE= S-I w1 (a 1 )[(1

+ r) Ta 1 + (1

-

'r) Tr0].

How high a wage can such a firm afford to pay? It is easiest to think of the
firm as using an operating surplus to cover fixed costs. The operating surplus,
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in the Dixit-Stiglitzmodel, is proportional to sales. The fixed cost is incurred
in labor, so the maximum relative wage that the firm can afford to pay is
defined by
':

S=
Sw.

- (A.12)
This givesus the wage equation

* -

[1W.7..

(A.13)

1

2

+

-a

The final step is to ask whether this maximum nominal wage implies a real
wage higher or lower than the real wage in East. Sincethis is a lone defectingfirm,
all manufactured goods(except for its own negligiblecontribution)would have to
be imported. Recallthat only a fraction r of a good that is shipped arrives. The
price of manufactured goods in West will thereforebe 1Ir times as high as that in
East. The overall price index, which is a geometricaverageof manufacturesand
agricultural goods, will thus be r'- times as high. The maximum relative real
wage a defectingfirm can pay is thus
(A.14)

*

" :'

t

+
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2- 1

+

1

T

A concentration of all manufacturingin East is an equilibriumonly if this relative real wage is less than one (that is, a defectingfirm could not profitably induce
labor to move). We can immediatelynote that if manufacturingwere a smallpart
of the economy(r closeto zero), concentrated manufacturingwould never be an
equilibrium. Equation A.14 would reduceto

.(A.1S)
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which is alwaysgreater than one becauseof Jensen's inequality.This result arises
because of the attraction of dispersing production toward the dispersed rural
market.
A comparisonof (A.14) and (A.15) revealsimmediatelythe potential ro' of a
large manufacturingsector to generatelinkagesthat leadto concentration. In the
case with largesr,the first term becomesless than one and is smallerthe larger is r.
This first term representsthe attraction to workers of locatingdose to the existing
manufacturing concentration to have accessto the goods it produces; in effect it
measures a forward linkage. At the same dine, a large r shifts the weights oti the
average insidethe brackets from the second term, which exceedsone, towartl the
first term, whichis less than one, and thereforereducesthe sizeof this second Lerm
as well. This effect occurs becausethe larger the manufacturingsector, the larger
the market in the region that gets the manufacturing. That is, this effect arises
because of the attraction of producing near the market provided by other firmsin effect a backward linkage.
If the forward and backward linkagesare strong enough, which they will be if r
is large enough, there will be enough strategiccomplementarityto lead to concen-
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trated manufacturing.Krugman (1991) shows that this depends on the degreeof
economies of scale; concentration is also more likelywhen scale economiesare
--stronger.
Finally, we may note that if concentrationin East is an equilibrium, so is con- centration in West, becausethe regionsare symmetric.Thus strong forward and
backward linkagesimply multipieequilibria.
This model is, of course, verysimplifiedcomparedwith the ideasof linkagethat
were in the mindsof most developmenttheorists. In particular, there are no intermediate goods and thus no input-output structure. But it does show in the simplest fashion that theseconceptsdo at least make sense.
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Joseph E. Stiglitz

I wholeheartedly agree with the main points that Professor Krugman raises so
eloquently. I would like to raise two related issues. First, I do not think Krugman's interpretation of the intellectual history of development economics is
quite right. Second, although Krugman has identifiedtwo factors that represent
important critiques of the neoclassicalparadigm and form the basis for the
construction of a 'new view," his vision is too narrow: there are equally important factors that he has ignored. In brief, Krugmanargues that:
* High developmenttheory left the mainstream of economics.
* The reason for this was that "developmenttheoristswere unable to formulate
their ideas with the precisionrequired by an increasinglymodel-orientedeconomic mainstream, and were thus left behind."
-*Attention was diverted by ideas like Lewis's (1955) surplus labor model that
could be easily formalized.
* Real-world events, such as the failure of industrialization, "called into question [the idea that] coordinating investmentsin the face of external economies
was a major part of the underdevelopmentstory.'
- The resurrectionof high developmenttheory can be attributed to the development of simplemodels of increasingreturns.
Each of these propositions is debatable. To take the first, whether an idea is
or is not in the mainstream depends on what river you are sitting beside. The
mainstream looks quite different dependingon whether one is viewing it from
the banks of the Charles (that is, from the MassachusettsInstitute of Technology), the Cam (Cambridge),or the Cherwell(Oxford), let alone from the shores
of Lake Lagunita (Stanford University). At these institutions-and others
scholars never stopped talking about the importance of externalities,retums to
scale, imperfect competition, and technological change and the relationships
among tiem. Research continued on modeling not only the endogeneity of
market structure but also "endogenous growth," with theoretical and empirical
Joseph E. Stiglitz is professor of economics at Stanford University.He is indebted to Joshua Cans,
Mark Cersovitz,and Andrb Rodriguez for helpful commentson the issuesraisedhere.
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work aimed at understanding the determinants of the transfer, absorption,
development, and adaptation of new technologies. These ideas were and continue to be a major -focus of academic research and a standard part of the
graduate curriculum.
At Cambridge, for instance, throughout the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s Kaldor
(1970, 1972) emphasized three of the elements that Krugman stressesincreasing returns, imperfect competition, and technological change. With
Mirriems(Kaldor and Mirrlees 1969), he provided a formal model of growth
theory that captured some of his ideas. Kaldor recognized the profound policy
implications of these ideas, and they provided the theoretical foundations for the
selective employment tax enacted by the Labour government during his tenure
as economic adviser.'
At Stanford, Arrow (1962) developed one of the central versions of what
would later be called a model of endogenous growth. Uzawa (1963, 1965)
developed another, at Stanford and Chicago.2 Many other formal models were
constructed and published, including the well-known paper by Inada (1969),
which actually used the word "endogenous.'
To be sure, we were not satisfied with the models offered. The results, particularly those pertaining to steady states, were highly sensitive to the special
parameterizations, and one of the objectives,of the research program was to
explore these sensitivity issues. (Inada 1969 illustrates this line of analysis.) And
we were aware that with increasing returns, markets would be imperfectly competitive, and we needed to model those imperfections. Krugman is right in
identifying the advances in the theory of imperfect competition of the 1970s as
providing a crucial building block. But he fails to mention the other problem,
raising the interesting question of the extent to which progress can be attributed
to a lowering of standards-a willingness to work with special (should I say ad
hocd) consequential parameterizations, which generated results that were not
robust.
The 1970s and 1980s were marked by advances in the modeling of externalities, technological progress, and returns to scale. Major strands of research
on evolutionary modeling were associated with Nelson and Winter (1982) and
Dosi and others (1988); the analysis of network externalities was undertaken by
David (1987) and Arthur (1985, 1988, 1989) and the work on the miicroeconomics of technological progress by Dasgupta and Stiglitz (1980a, 1980b)
and Stiglitz (1988). Aoki (1970) formalized the concept of Marshallian externalities, and Greenwald and Stiglitz (1986) provided a general framework for
the analysis of externalities. Although they focused on incomplete markets and
1. Kaldor(1970)exploresthe implicationsof these ideas in the contextof regionaldevelopment.See
alsoKaldor(1972).
2. Modeling"endogenousrtechnicalchangewas a major thrust of researchin this period. See, for
instance,-thecollectionof essaysby Shell (1967); Atkinsonand Sriglitz(1969);Bardhan{1970);and
Teubal(1967).
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imperfect information, their, framework was equally applicable to economies
with tax distortions and imperfectcompetition. They showed that what might
be thought of as pecuniary externalities essentiallyalways mattered, as long as
the economy was not (constrained)Parectoefficient, and that in these circumstances the economywas essentiallyneverconstrainedPareto efficient.
Indeed, not only did Krugman ignore major strands of theoretical work; he
also ignored major empirical research projects that were exploring some of the
central issuesof high developmenteconomics,such as the Economic Commission for Latin America (EcLA) program under Jorge Katz (seeKatz 1987).
Not only was research on these ideas under way, but policies were also
informed by these perspectives. I have already referred to the selectiveemployment tax in Great Britain. Certainly current writings on the policies pursued in
Japan (see Komiya, Okuno, and Suzumura 1988), the Republic of Korea (see
Amsden 1989; Pack and Westphal 1986), and Taiwan (China) (seeWade 1990)
suggest that these economic theories were an important part of the intellectual
background for those programs.
In short, in my reading of intellectual history, high development economic
theory never died; it was alive and well, and the rest of the world may have
taken little note of its absenceon the banks of the Charles.
Iwouldlike to agree with Krugman concerningthe importance of theory and
models for shaping the direction of the profession. Yet I remain unpersuadedof
the dontmant role assignedby Krugman, for severalreasons.
The first is perhaps a normative rather than a positive argument: that we can
write down a modtl of a phenomenonproves almost nothing. It does not make
the idea r-ightor wrong, important or unimportant. It is-at most-a test of
certain logical relations, of the consistencyof certain ideas. Formalizingideas is
extremelyimportant for quite another set of reasons: it leads to better and more
concisedebates and to preciseand more useful questions!
Second, there were formal models available. Many of us had published
models with all the characteristics that Krugman would like-simplicity, elegance, and rigor. The lack of such models simply cannot account for the temporary demise of high development theory-if that had happened.
Conversely, had Rosenstein-Rodan (1943) succeeded in formalizing his ideas,
I doubt that those ideas would have been any more palatable. In his model the
income effects associated with increasing returns leave the economy stuck in a
low-level equilibrium. As Krugman points out, the problem arises from a lack of
demand, but once we open the economy to international trade, this argument
loses its force.3
I also take issue with Krugman's contention that what accounts for the central
role of surplus labor in the 1970s is not the importance of surplus labor but the
3. There are contexts in which a more subtleversion of the argument might be relevant:incomeeffes
are obviouslyimportant for nontraded goods, and there may be spilloversbetween the returns to scalefor
nontraded intermediategoods used to produce traded and nontraded final goods.
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ease of modeling it. The model was successful because it described central
aspects of the development process, includingthe reallocation of labor from the
low-productivityrural sector to the high-productivityurban sector and the high
rates of capital accumulation that were facilitated by low wages. These are still
important aspects of the development process, although they are far from the
whole story.4
I would submit that a far more plausible explanation for the seeming demise
of high developmenttheory is that the same currents that led to the dominance
of free market ideology in the United Kingdom and the United States were
reflected-at least in the United States-in the dominance of those ideas in
certain intellectualcircles. In short, it was as much the market demand for ideas
as the supplyof models that was crucial.
Krugman is correct in his contention that real world events, such as the failure
of the planning paradigm, reinforced these currents, but they do not fully
account for them. I say this for two reasons. First, the critique of the neoclassical
paradigm was far broader than its omission of increasing returns and externalities. In the 1970s we realized not only that the informational assumptions
that underlay that model were implausiblebut that all the results of the model
were highlysensitiveto these assumptions(see, for instance, Stiglitz 1985). Buta
careful analysisof the implications of imperfectand costly information provided
a cntique of both the free market and the planning paradigms (seeStiglitz 1992).
Krugman seems to suggest that once the planning paradigm was rejected, the
only alternative was the free market paradigm. There were alternatives available, and to explain which alternatives the profession focused on, one has to
look elsewhere.
Second, not only is Krugman's view of the intellectual alternative incorrect;
his analysis ignores the debates about the successof the East Asian economies,
which was based, according to some interpretations, on selective govemment
intervention, consistent with the new insights of microeconomic analysis (see
Amsden 1989; Komiya, Okuno, and Suzumura 1988). Amsden cites Kaldor
(1970), while Itoh and others (1991) cite papers from the 1970s and early
1980s, well before the formal models that Krugmanwould like to credit with the
resurgence of high developmenteconomicswere written.S

--

4. Krugman seems to be unaware of the work that originally established Lewis's reputation as an
economist (see, for example, Lewis 1949): the importance of overheads (nonconvexitiesand increasing
returns), which he stressed throughout the 1970s and 1980s in courses on development economicsat
Princeton.
S. This is not the only evidence that intellectual developmentsoutside economicshelp us understand
the dominanr ideas in economics. How else could we account for the prevailing fashion of the time: the
emphasis on models assumingfull enployment? Surely memoriesare not so short as to relegatethe Great
Depression to ancient history. Were economists so confident about the new era that the economic
downturns in 1982 and 1991, accompanied by rising unemployment, came as a total surprise? What
about the persistent unemployment in Europe in the 1980s? Here was an area in which simple models
with altemative explanations were available.
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Krugman takes far too narrow a view of the development process and of what
is wrong with both the standard neodassical and the planning paradigms. I have
already illustrated one limitation of his vision: If the central problems were those
of externalities and increasing rectuins, the planning process would have been an
appropriate remedy. But that assumption ignored information problems, which
are now recognized to be central. Evidendy, govemments are not well equipped
to identify projects and motivate project managers. But these were not the issues
on which the planning mechanism focused, and, not surprisingly, it did not
resolve them.
Financial Institutions

Indeed, the question of who gets funding and how it is used is the essential
problem addressed by financial institutions in capitalist economies. They provide the institutional "solution" to the information problem. How, when, and
whether they work is certainly part of the development story. Recent research in
macroeconomics has emphasized the markedly different consequences of debt
and equity for risk; it has identified failures in both aspects of the capital market
(the presence of debt and equity rationing). There is here another link between
an elastic labor supply and economic growth. Earlier literature emphasized the
importance of capital accumulation; the new literature emphasizes the form in
which capital is accumulated-equity versus debt (see Greenwald, Kohn, and
Stiglitz 1990). Equity is viewed as being more powerful. Low wages result in
high profits and the accumulation of equity capital, thus facilitating the growth
process. Krugman's failure to mention the importance of these institutions in the
growth process is perhaps the best example of what I mean when I say that a
broader vision is required.
PoliticalEconomy
In interpreting the general problem of government interventions to correct
market failures, Krugman refers to problems of political economy. To be sure,
these problems are important. But his analysis of the issues is both incomplete
and misleading. As noted earlier, political economy problems are not the only
source of the failure of the planning paradigm. Moreover, rent-seeking behavior
is, at the very least, an incomplete explanation for the failure of public sector
enterprises. Krugman fails to note the existence-let alone the importance-of
rent-seeking in modern managerial capitalism (see S.lleifer and Vishny 1989;
Edlin and Stiglitz 1992). And finally, ascribing to political problems the failure
to develop does not explain the differences in regional development that have
characterized virtually all countries at various stages of their growth. (See
Greenwald, Levinson, and Stiglitz 1992 for a discussion of how localized knowledge of capital markets can explain patterns of regional development.) Nor can
:tLheaullusiou t political economyproblems explain the many successfulgovern-
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ment enterprises. They may represent a minority of all such enterprises, but
there are enough successesto make it plausible that successis not just a matter of
luck.
Externalities and Increasing Returns

There is no single explanation of why countries grow or fail to grow. Increasing returns, externalities, and learning by doing may be-and undoubtedly
are-important, but modeling them in a way that provides insights into the
development process requires more care than has typically been taken, and
many of the models formulated to date simply miss the essentialissues.
Consider, for instance, the modern rendition of the Big Push argument, at
least as interpreted by Murphy, Shlcifer, and Vishny (1989). I have already
suggested that those arguments, based on income effects, have dubious plausibility (in their present formulations) when applied to economies that face
trading opportunities.6
Or consider the argument originally modeled by Aoki (1970) and incorporated in Romer's (1986) growth model-that we can reconcilelearning by doing
with competitivebehavior when learning is external to the firm (and internal to
the country). If the spilloverto other firms is less than 100 percent (and it is hard
to believe that those outside the firm learn everything)any time there is learning
by doing, competitionwill be imnperfect
(see Dasgupta and Stiglitz 1988).
Or take the argument that what is important are "aggregate increasing
returns." That suggests that large economies have a distinct advantage over
small economies;it does not explain how a small economycould grow into a big
economy. The essential problem-from both an analytic and a policy
perspective-is to identify the nature of the externalities that are not internalized
by markets and the sourcesof the returns to scale.
Coase (1960) went too far when he (or his disciples)asserted that all externalities could be internalized; yet many can be. Indeed, a primary theme of
Chandler's (1977) classic study is that firms are an alternative to markets and
succeed in internalizing certain externalities to solve failures of coordination.
(See Sah and Stiglitz 1989 for a discussion of "diffuse externalities" that are
relativelyunamenable to internalization;see also Stiglitz 1991.)
Similarly,it makes a great deal of difference whether the locus of increasing
returns is within an industry or within the broader economy. In the former case
even a small economy can, by specializing, avail itself of increasing returns;
surely there are industries in which the minimum efficient scaleof production is
relatively small.
6. Or considertheargumentthatbecauseearlyinnovatorsget to choosetheproductin whichtheythen
specialize,theycanchoosea productwitha betterlearningcurve.Inan internationalcontextthesecffects
are essentiallyundoneby changesin relativeprices(Skeath1989). Indeed,if wefocus,for simplicity,on
the caseof uniTarypriceelasticities,priceeffectswillpreciselyundooutputeffects,sothat incomeratesof
growthwillbe the samein-allcountries.
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When the economiesof scaleare spread more broadly, one must ask how they
arise. And offsetting these economies of scale are diseconomies of scalecongestion economies. Regional economics provides some insight into these
issues. We see agglomerations, economic activity that is not dispersed. Yet we
also see viable communities, with high per capita income, that are relatively
isolated geographicallyand are relativelysmall, certainly under a million population. These communities are, of course, part of larger communities,but what
are the effectivebarriers? If there were none, everyonewould be equally a part
of the world economy and could take advantage of whatever economies of
scale were relevant at this highly aggregate level. But costs of communication
and transport help delimit the scope of communities. These costs, in turn,
have implicationsfor patterns of development;at certain stages of development
and for certain products, they may be larger. Unfortunately,models with aggregate increasing returns to scale give us absolutely no insight into the relevant
issues.
One attraction of models with economies of scale and externalities is that
using models with nonconvexities and externalities makes it easy to construct
multiple equilibria, as Krugman effectivelyillustrates. (Seealso Sah and Stiglitz
1989; Stiglitz1987, 1991; Murphy, Shleifer,and Vishny 1989). And it is tempting to try to interpretthe differing situationsin which industrial and developing
counties find themselvesas reflecting these different equilibria. But again, we
hardly need nonconvexities and externalities to generate multiple equilibria.
Solow (1956) showed us how we could do that with his simplemodel; all we
need is to have savingsrates or reproduction rates depend (in a particular way)
on the capital-labor ratio. These models were inadequate because some of their
central implications-such as convergencein the rate of growth of income per
capita and equalization of factor prices7 -seemed counterfactual.
Differencesin Technology
There is, fundamentally, only one way to resolve the paradox that all factors
receivelower returns: the "effective"technologiesin the two countries are different. There are two reasons that this might be so. If economies of scale are
significant,larger economiesare better off. For reasons already cited, I find this

7. Stiglitz(1970) and Inada (1968) extend the standard theory to the contcxt of growth. The implications for factor priCesacross countries remain even after human capital is introduced; they are simply a
consequenceof the negativeslope of the factor price frontier. For instance, if interest rates are equa!ized,
it must be the case that if unskilled wagesare lower in one country, skilled wagesare higher.The critical
assumption,of course, is that all countries face the same technology.By the same token, in international
trade modelswith factor price equalization, suChas that cited by Helpman and Krugman(1985)-2s in
earlier modelsof local public goods with free migrationof labor and goods (for exampleStiglitz1977)one can easilyobtain asymmetricmultiple equilibria;yet welfareof all those of a givenability is identical
in all communitiesand countries. Suchmodels, accordingly,have little to contribute to our understanding
of the developmentproblem.
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explanation-at least as it is usually presented-at best incomplete and at worst
misleading or wrong.8
The secondl reason that technology may be less effective in a developing
country is simply differential knowledge. To economists who are used to assumlUing that everyone has access to best-practice technology, this explanation is
anathema; it is too simple, it is ad hoc, or it leaves unexplained why countries
~~~lack
access to best-practice technology. Yet once we recognize that informiation
is costly to obtain and disseminate, that firms in industrial countries may have
strategc reasons for withholding their mast advanced techinology, and chat local
conditions make necessary adaptation of the technolog'y for the particular country, the explanation of differential knowledge makes perfect sense (see Gans
1989). That it is common sense is a virtue, not a vice.
The developing countries provide a rich set of facts and phenomena to be
explained. The challenge for ecoonomictheory is to devise models that accommodate as many of these as possible. Doing so will, as Krugmnanrightly says, take
us back to what he calls high development economics, but it is a vision of high
development economic theory which, although it incorporates externalities and
nonconvexities, is richer and more Co'mplex than one that incorporates those
features alone.
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COMMENT
ON "ToWARDA COUNTER-COUNTERREVOLUTION
IN DEVELOPMENT
THEFoRY,"By KRUGMAN

Lal jayawardena

Professor Krugman seeks to explain-the disappearance of "'high development
theory," which spanned the period between 1943 and 1958 and was associated
with such names as Rosenstein-Rodan, Fleming, Nurks'e, Myrdal, Scitovsky,
and Hirschman. He argues that its eclipse,despitethe continuingrelevanceof its
insights to the ever-present problem of accelerating development, occurred
because its pioneers were unable "to turn their intuitive insights into clear-cut
models that could serve as the core of an enduring discipline."
Krugnmandraws out the policy implicationsthat followfrom his legitimization
of the underlying economic assumptions of high developmenttheory in a manner that would carr convictionto mainstream economictheorists. There seem
to be two implications:first, a caution against carrying a free-marketorthodoxy
too far becausethere isan intellectuallysolid case for some governmentpromotion of industry and, second, a need to shift the researchon trade and industrial
policy away from its focus on government failure or the horrors of import
*substitutionand the distortions imposed by government policy and toward a
Concernwith market failure.
The difficultyconfronting anyone asked to comment on Krugman's paper is
that there is not a great deal in it withiwhich one can disagree. My principal
reservation is whether the failure of high developmenttheory to model its results
was the sole reason for its disappearance. I therefore faxed one of the few
surviving members of that generation, Albert Hirschman, to check out my intuition. His faxed response is worth quoting:
My reaction to the Krugman paper is, of course, that I am delighted:
delighted to be rehabilitated and to be present, unlike most other contributors to high development theory, at our collective rehabilitation at the
hands of Krugmnan.It certainly is true that the failureof the proponents of
"high developmenttheory" to speak the modelinglanguagecontributed to
the loss of influenceof their ideasin the 1970s and 1980s. But here I agree
Lai Jayawardena iS assistant secretary-general,United Nations, and director, WorldInstitute for DevelopumentEconomicsResearch,Helsinki.
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with you that this is not the whole story. His is essentiallywhat is called an
"finternalist" account in the history and. sociology of science. I tried to
supply the "externalist" side of the story in my article on "The Rise and
Decline of DevelopmentEconomics."
Hirschman (1981), in providing his "externaliste explanation, argues that
developmenteconomicsas formulated in the period of high developmenttheory
was characterized by two basic ingredients: a rejection of the monoeconomics
claim, which argued that the same economic laws were applicable to both
developing and industrial countries, and an assertion of the mutual benefit
daim, which held that economicrelationsbetween these two groups of countries
could be handled in ways that would yieldgains to both. The availablecompeting. approaches to economics were situated differently with respect to each of
these ingredients. Orthodox economics asserted both the monoeconomicand
mutual benefit claims, while the neo-Marxist economic theories, which gained
ground later, rejectedboth claims. Hirschman traces the declineof development
economics to the consequencesof the "strange alliance of neo-Marxism and
monoeconomics."In brief, the neoclassicalright faulted it for having forsaken
the true principlesof efficientresourceallocation prescribed by monoeconomics
in that it, for example, promoted inefficient import-substitutingindustrialization in developingcountries. And for the neo-Marxist left, exemplifiedby economists such as Paul Baran (1952), developmenteconomics was not sufficiendy
radical.
Even more fatal, in Hirschman'sview, were the politicaldisasters that struck
many developingcountries after the 1960s. It was the resulting self-doubt and
failure to mount a counterattack against the "unholy alliance of neo-Marxists
and neodassicists" that doomed development economics. At the same time,
growingdisenchantmentwith developmentassistanceunderminedinterest in the
"mutual interests"idea-in spite of attempts by such international groups as the
Brandt Commission (Independent Commission on International Development
Issues1980) to keep the theme alive. (Paradoxically,the current concern about
i-heglobal environment might help reinstate the mutual benefit claim for adequate resource transfers to developingcountriesand lead to a revival of interest
in developmenteconomics.)
Krugman's thesis has also been underlined in Williamson's (1990) paper,
which statesthe "Washingtonconsensus"on policy reform. Having outlinedthe
five elements that constitute the consensus-a balanced budget, relative price
correction (principallya competitiveexchangerate), liberalization of trade and
foreign investments, privatization, and domestic market deregulationWilliamsonadds:
A striking fact about the list of rolicies on which Washington does have a
collective view is that they all stem from classicalmainstream economic
theory, at least if one is allowedto count Keynesas a classicby now. None
of the ideas spawned by the developmentliterature, such as the "big push,"
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balanced or unbalanced growth, surplus labour, or even the two-gap
model, plays any essential role in motivating the Washington consensus.
This raises the question as to whether Washingtonis correct in its implicit
dismissalof the developmentliterature as a diversionfrom the harsh realities of the dismal science.
What is significantis that the only reaction to this view during the conference
came from StanleyFischer, chief economistof the World Bank at the time, who
argued against an "active industrial policy" in developingcountries despite its
success"on balance . .. in parts of East Asia"(Williamson1990).
INDUSTRIAL POLICY IN EAST ASIA

-

--

Any lack of rigor in articulating high developmenttheory did not prevent its
derennined and fruitful application in East Asia, particularly in Japan and the
Republic of Korea, whose planning models embodied its insights. Unlike the
cases of South Asia and Latin America, there is litde evidence to support the
view that high development theory was invoked in East Asia in support of
inefficientimport-substitutingindustrialization.Efficient import substitution, in
contrast, endeavoredto promote sdected infant industries with the potential to
compete as exporters in internationalmarkets. The successof East Asian interventionist strategies in "picking winners" has sparked an intense debate within
the World Bank as to whether the standard trade liberalization component of
the Washington consensus is appropriate for developingcountries or should be
modifiedto provide both "functional"(nondiscriminatory)and "selective"(discnminatory) governmentinterventon.
The key insightof high developmenttheory was that the coordinationimplicit
in the communicationof price signalswas not sufficientwhere significanteconomiesof scaleexisted. Thus, investmentdecisionsrequired explicitcoordination
by a planning authority to achieveefficientallocation of resources. The implication of this insight was that whilethe pricemechanismcould be relied on to take
care of the production problems of an economy, the allocation of intvestment
could not be left to the price mechanismbut would require state intervention.
This insight was incorporated at a very early stagein East Asian (specifically,
Korean) planning and was implementedthrough planning models (Westphal
1979) for those sectors in which substantial economiesof scale existed. These
essentiallytook the form of numericallyspecifiedgeneral equilibrium models.
With allowance for economies of scale and following a modified input-output
approach, these programmingmodels were used to deternine the optimal pattern of investment when the compositionof final demand depends only on per
capita income and the main choices are between domestic production and
imports. Note that from a policy perspectivea methodologywas available to
amve at meaningfulcondusions on the problem of vertical (intertemporal)and
horizontal (intersectoral) interdependencewithin the framework of an econ-
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o0mywidemodel chat explicitly allowed for economies of scale in specified
sectors.
The rapid developmentof the Republicof Korea, Taiwan (China), Singapore,
and Hong Kong has led developmenteconomniststo draw quite opposite policy
conclusions as to the underlying reasons. Those concerned with marker failure
point to successfulindustrial policy and trade protection. Those concerned with
government failure point to the adoption of sensiblemacroeconomicpolicieslow inflation, competitiveexchangerates, a commitment to small government,
and an insistenceon guiding (rather than supplanting)a market mechanismwith
an educated labor force and entrepreneurialskills. The traditional World Bank
view cited earlier falls within the secondgroup, although there are indications in
the current internal debate that the first view is gainingpromainence(The issues
in this debate are summarizedin World Bank 1991.)
The general World Bank approach to indusnrialpolicy qualifies this stance
only to the extent of being moderately neoclassical; in other words, because
factor and product markets are not fully efficientin developingcountries, there
is a role for a modest degree of governmentintervention. The strong preference
is for function-al,as opposed to selective, intervention. In sum, the general
approachconcentrateson getting prices right and on limiting the range of interventions in specificindustrial sectors and firms.
In its microlevel approach, in contrast, the Bank takes a different view. In
India, for example, it recommends "selective" interventions to support each
industry, includingspecific measures for improving design, technology, equipment, management, and m.arketing. The export strategy study recommends
"picking specializedand high-performanceexporters" for 'selectve" support.
The capital goods study lists institutional and technological measures to boost
competitiveness.These are not neutral interventions; they can all be considered
forms of -picking winners."
The upshot of the debate was a compromisethat called for selecti-veintervendionstogether with traditional across-the-boardincentivesfor industrialization.
Ultimately, there does nor appear to be any uniform prescription for industrialization (seeTaylor 1991).
Japan's view of industrial policy is consistentwith its belief in the protection
of imnmatureindustries. An important recent paper by Japan's aid agency, the
Overseas Economic Cooperation Fund (oEcF),chalenges the conditionality of
rapid trade -liberalizationin structural adjustment loans.
If imports are liberalized too quickly, is it possible to develop industries
that will play leading roles in the next stageof economicdevelopment?Is it
not necessary to protect domestic industry to some extent for a certain
period of dimein order to allow a viable export industry to develop?(oEcF
1991)
The paper argues that conventionaltrade liberalizationis limited to capturing
the static comparative advantage typical of a developingcountry, which is to be
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found mainly in primary products and light industry with low value added.
Sincethe objectiveof developingcountries is to move toward high value added
production, with more sophisticated technologies and a more substantial
growth potential, the OECF concludesthat "stickingto simpletrade liberalization
based on static comparative advantage may have a negative impact on the
possibility of economic development."The study argues that it is too optimistic
to expect that industries with high value added will automaticallyemerge from
the private sector in the absenceof deliberatemeasures to foster such industries,
includingprotection. The OECF'S preferred policy prescription is to protect chosen industries for a specifiedperiod, taking precautions to avoid the harmful
effectsof protection.
The concern about too rapid a liberalization is also an important issue in
Eastern Europe's economictransformation. Katz (1991) suggeststhat instead of
subjecting industry to the full force of international competition, Eastern
Europe might learn from East Asia's approach.
The discussion above shows that, quite independentlyof the formal legitimization-of the underlyingeconomic assumptions of high developmenttheory,
the successful application of its policy prescriptions in East Asia provides an
empirical basis for its validity. These empirical considerations(now reinforced
by Krugman) constitute a powerful case for revising the trade liberalization
components of the Washington consensus, or at least excising it from adjustment loan conditionality.
The necessary revision would seem to require a somewhat less tentative
approach to interventionisttrade and industrial policythan is suggestedin Krugman's paper. In other words, instead of merely cautioning against "carrying a
free-marketorthodoxy too far," the World Bank and other multilateral agencies
might incorporate in structural adjustment lending specificways of developing
sound long-term industrial policies (including both functional and selective
interventions) and ensuring that trade liberalization does not impede these
interventions.'
What remains to be considered is Krugman's suggested reorientation of the
research agenda to focus on market failure. The World Institute for Development Economics Research(WIDER) has already made a beginningin this direction, based in part on Krugman's work on new trade theory (Helleiner 1992). A
challenge to conventional wisdom is contained in a WIDER volume edited by
Banuri (1991). A third area of WIDER research has begun to examine whether
1. The OECF (1991) suggestsa continuingpolicy dialogue on industrial developmenrbetwcen donors
and developingcountries. The institutionallocation for such a dialoguccould bc World Bank aid groups
or United Nations Devdopment Programme(UNDP) roundrables,which are all under a certain amount of
pressure to take a longer-termview of development.The case has been reinforcedboth by the social costs
of short-term adjustment during the 1980s and by the need to incorporatc long-term environmental
considerations inro a country's developmentstrategy. (Seejayawardena 1991 for a discussion of this
approach and of the financing requirementsfor achieving a minimum rate of growth in developing
countrics in the 1990s.)
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markets can be relied on to bring about adjustment and sustainable growth
within a politically sensible timeframe without incurring extensive social costsand, if not, what supporting mechanisms are needed to offset market failure
(Taylor 1988). Other areas of research have attempted to bring together neoclassical and nonneoclassical viewpoints on the specific issue of the economic
transformation of centrally planned economies (see Blanchard and others 1991;
Kornai 1990; and Hansson 1992).
I have tried to do no more than outline WIDER'S current work on the kind of
reoriented research agenda that Krugman has suggested. I would hope that, as a
follow-up, interested research institutions could pursue some form of pooling
and coordination of effort in the most promising research areas.
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Responding to Joseph Stiglitz (discussant),Kruginan adapted a saying: "Those
who can, do, and those who can't, worry about definitions." He and Stiglitz,
being amateur economic historians, seemed to be locked into defining what
constitutes "mainstream"and decidingwhether things had left it or not. People
used to say that everythingMilton Friedmansaw made him think about money;
so everything Krugman saw made him think of increasing retumrns,and many
things Stiglitzsaw made him think of asymmetricinformation.
In response to Lal Jayawardena (discussant), Krugmnansaid it was an open
question how much the successof East Asian economiescould be used to sup-port high developmenttheory. Many peopie believethat they representa success
for interventionistpolicies; many others believethat interventionistpoliciesare
second order and that the East Asian economiesrepresenta successfor outwardoriented policies. Either way, their success is a reproach to dassical models,
which can explainneither avenueto success.
One participant welcomed Krugman's rescue of important elements from
development theory that might still play even a partial role in strategies for
economic development.He felt that the counter-counterrevolutionin development theory should include not only growth theory and the new theoretical
developments emphasized in Krugman's paper but also the new themes that
microecononic research, indcudingcase studies, have shown to be important in
the past twenty years. No bag of tricks yet existed to formalize these new
themes.
A partcipant said that he fully endorsed what Stiglitzsaid about Krugman's
selective and dated reading of the development literature. The RosensteinRodan BigPush paradigm had not failed or been abandoned because of lack of
formal modeling, the speaker contended, but because it was totally irrelevant
once you allowedthat the world was an open, not a closed, economy. Rescuing
it now was not usefulunlessyou addressedthe two reasonsit failed.World trade
was thriving in the 1950s and 1960s, so it was pointless to talk about whether
domestic demand restricted total demand or economiesof scale; the minimum
efficient scale for many products developingcountries could produce was so
small in the context of world demand that models which emphasizedindefinite
increasesin returns were irrelevantas a basis for policymaking.Similarly,it was
The sessionwas chaired by VinodThomas, chief economist,East Asiaand PacificRegionalOffice,the
World Bank.
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difficultto find indefiniteextemalitiesof the pecuniary or technologicalvariety.
Even now, the most important avenue to development is world trade, not the
inward-oriented focus that Krugman's rescued development theory would
suggest.
Another participant asked what in this growth theory was relevant today,
when developingcountries-including China and India-were more open than
at any time in recent memory.
Krugman responded that many people believe that becauseof the potential of
world trade, anything having to do with market size within a country is now
irrelevant. We must keep some perspective, he said, about what is and is not
trade. The Federal ReserveBank of Bostondid a systematicstudy of the tradable
and nontradable sectors in the Massachusettseconomy,characterizingsectors as
serving either the local market or the national or global market. That study
showed that less than 30 percent of employment was in what one would consider tradables. Even perfectly open economies such as the state of Massachusetts are engaged primarily in producing for the domesticmarket, he said,
and these issuesare relevantwhere the domestic market matters. But increasing
returns do apply domestically-often to intermediate inputs (both intermediate
goods and, more important, pools of skilledlabor).
Krugman admitted that there was some fallacy of misplacedconcretenessin
using thesemodels to get at their importance. He said that he would be happy to
widen the range of possibilites, but he did not think one could simply dismiss
their relevance.He did not believethat in the late 1960s peopledecided that they
understood what Rosenstein-Rodansaid but it was no longer relevant because
they had open economies.
Larry Summers shared the speakers' general sense that things were shifting
toward a more activist era, with good reason. He asked if anything in the Big
Push, returns-to-scale concept did-or should-have anything to do with that
shift toward activism. He said that the principal advocate of the idea that small
producers in small markets are inefficientand that producers can be more efficient in large markets was Stalin, who sought to enlarge enterprises at the
expense of differentiation.The idea of making markets biggerso there would be
increasing retums, he suggested, was not as important a theme to activists as
three others: the importance for industrial policy of "learning-by-doing"external economies; the importance of using command-and-control approaches to
manage change until you have incentivesin place, becauseyou can't create or
change markets if the right institutions are not in place; and the need to work
around barriers that stop thingsfrom goingfrom where they are less productive
to where they are more productive (the old dualism theme).
Krugman said he was gettingused to the bit about Stalin-when one deviates
'from the "Washington consensus,"one is immediatelyaccusedof being a Stalinist, which he was not. As a matter of intellectual strategy, Krugman contended
that it was important to lean againstthe wind regardingthe tendency to emphasize somewhat "cosmic" concepts, such as the generation of knowledge and
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technology.It was not that those futuristic topics were not important but that
they were so much more tempting to explore than the grungy details of economies of scale in a plant or the greater likelihoodof finding specializedskills in
thick labor mark.!ts, which was part of the same story. We have an obligation,
he said, to lean toward the less glamorousaspects of the problem becausethere
is a strong tug the other way. In his opinion, technologyas usuallydiscussedwas
overrated; the cr icial externalities often lay in more mundane types of interactions. As for dualism, he did not mean to preclude other options, and perhaps
his biaswas too narrow and concrete.
A participant from the World Bank'sEast Asia region said that Krugmanhad
ignored one element in the history of economic thought: the sociologyof the
economics profession. In the 1970s and 1980s the agenda for development
economics had been heavily influencedby the dominant ideologiesof institudons such as the World Bank, not only through their funding of research but
also, and more insidiously, becausetheir resourcesand their grant of legitimacy
affected the economics profession, especiallyin developingcountries. A prime
exampleis the World Bank's capacity-buildinginitiativein Africa.
A World Bank participant made a distinction between a mathematicalmodel
and verbal or logical models, includingsociologicalmodels, which tend to be
forgotten becausethey are difficult to carry over historicaDly.A second participant said that Krugman-and to some extent Stiglitz-stressed the importance
of formal modelingas a legitimizationof economicknowledge.He asked if they
would agree that, given Krugrnan's definition, legitimate knowledge would
indude Eudidian geometry but would not include Darwin's theory (a nonformal, nonmathematical model that couldn't make predictions)or a great deal of
nineteenthcenturyphysicsand chemistry.
A participant asked Jayawardena to comment on Krugman's statementthat it
made sense for the World Bank and other multilateral agenciesto push hard for
liberal policies in developing countries, given their demonstrated tendency to
engagein economicallyirrational interventions.Was it premature to start thinking about a counter-counter-counterrevolution?the participant asked.
Krugnan closed the session by referring to the quotation about consistency
being the hobgoblin of little minds. There is internal consistency,and there is
consistencyacross different issues, he said, and nobody could accuse him or
Stiglitz of having a consistent model of the world. He referred, finaly, to
another quote, this time from an economist, that the most recklessand dangerous theorist is the man who professesto let the facts speak for themselves.It
is important to discipline oneself, he said. What he meant by a model was not
necessarily a mathematical model but putting oneself, at least briefly, in an
intellectualstraitjacketjust to be sure of actually staying in the sameplace for a
little while.
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Two Strategies for Economic Development:
Using Ideas andProducing Ideas
Paul M. Romer

The key step in understanding
economie growth is to think carefullyabout ideas.This
requirescareful attention to the meaning of the words that we use and to the metaphors
that we invoke whenwe construct mathematical models of growth. After addressing
these issues, this paper describes two different waysin which ideas can contribute to
economic development. The history of Mauritius shows how a poor economy can
benefit by using ideas from industrial countries within its borders. The history of
Taiwan (Chinza)shows how a developing economy can be pushed forward into the
ranks of those that produce ideasfor saleon world markets.

The central claim of this paper is that the differencebetween the economics of
ideas and the economicsof objectsis important for our understandingof growth
and development.A subsidiary claim is that academicand policy discussionsin
these areas might be more fruitful if we spent less timeworking out solutions to
systems of equations and more time defining preciselywhat the words we use
mean. The notion that ideas are different from oblects is both familiar and
obvious. In the economic analysisof patents, for example, there is a long tradition of recognizingthe unique characteristicsof ideas as economic goods. The
content of the claim lies in the assertion that these differencesare more subde
than some presentations suggestand that they matter for aggregate-levelpolicy
analysis.
All too often, economistsconcemed with the economyas a whole have been
willing to treat the economics of ideas as a footnote to the rest of economic
analysis-important for understanding some of the details but not something
that changes how we think about big policy questions. A neoclassicalmodel
with perfect competition and exogenous technological change continues to
frame many, if not most, policy discussionsof growth and development. Ideas
are routinely ignored.
Paul M. Romer is a professor at the Universityof California, Berkelcy.The author would like to thank
conference participants and dhediscussants for much usefid fecdback. Detailed comments by George
Akerlof, Curtis Eaton, Richard Lipsey,and David Romer were also very helpful. This work was supported by National ScienceFoundation grant sFs9023469.
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'In what follows, two kinds of support are offered for the claim that ideas
*
*
*

*

*

be our central concern:abstract arguments about the economic attributes
~~~should
of ideas and descriptionsof the role that ideas played in two cases of successful
~~~economic
development. The abstract arguments presentedtin the first part of the
~~paperproceed from the observation chat ideas are extremely important economic goods, far more important than the objects emphasizedin most economic
models. In a world with physical limits, it is discoveriesof big ideas (for example, how to make high-temperaturesuperconductors), together with the discovery of millions of litde ideas (better ways to sew a shirt), that make persistent
economic growth possible. Ideas are the instructionsthat let us combine limited
physicalresources in arrangementsthat are ever more valuable.
As economic goods, ideas differ from objects in ways that are more subdle
than traditional aggregate models allow. The familiar description of an idea as
a public good like a lighthouse beacon overlooks the fact that many ideas are
controlled by private individualswho respond to market incentives.An equally
misleadingapproach is to equate ideas with human capital and to treat them as
conventional private goods. This missesthe notion, correctly suggested by the
public good analogy, that an idea can be used by many people at the same
time. Adding external effects or spillovers to human capital and physical
capital comes no closer to capturing the essential attributes of ideas. Externalities suggest incompletecontrol or appropriabilicy,but they dionot capture
the absence of opportunity costs that is the key characteristic of an idea. The
combination of some degree of private control and an absence of opportunity
costs means that ideas are neither public goods nor private goods-nor a
mixture of the two.
To address a frequently expressedobjection to this description of an idea, the
abstract discussion acknowledgesthat ideas are used in fixed proportions with
~~objectsthat do have an opportunity cost. For example, the bit string representing a computer program can be used by an unlimited number of people with no
loss of functionality for the first user. In practice, however, it takes a floppy disk
to make a copy of the bit string for another user, and the floppy disk does have
an opportunity cost. The distinction between capital and labor is useful even
~~thoughboth are needed to produce output; so is the distinction between the bit
string and the floppy disk.
The abstract analysisof ideas has specialrelevancefor poor countries. Industrial countries possess a stock of ideas chat could yield large increasesin standards of living if they were put to use throughout the world. Moreover, since the
use of an idea by one person does not limit its use by someone else, the large
potential gains availableto developingcountries need not come at the expense of
industrial countries.
In the few instances in which ideas have been controlled by international aid
orgnizations,

we can see just how large the gins

from worldwide dissemina-

tion can be. The idea behindithe smallpox vaccine has now eliminated this
. --.-.

4disease
from every country on earth. The simple idea behind oral rehydration
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therapy has saved the lives of millions of children who would otherwise have
died from diarrhea.
These examples suggest the magnitude of the gains that ideas can offer, but
they are nor typical. Most ideas with economic value are not controlled by a
charitable organization willing to bear the costs of dissemination. Instead, they
are controlled by people who will not incur the costs needed to share what they
know unless they have a monetary incentiveto do so. As a result, the gains from
the dissemination of ideas will not be realized if distortions, weak institutions,
and bad political strucrures prevent the holders of ideasfrom sharing in the gains
that accruewhen the ideas are brought to a new geographicarea.
For this reason, the logic behind the economics of ideas supports the new
development orthodoxy that a policy of openness with few distortions offers the
potential for large gains in poor countries. The experience in Mauritius, the first
of the two economiesconsidered below, supports this view. A poor island whose
prospects for development once seemed very bleak, Mauritius successfully
exploited a development strategy that consisted almost entirelyof trying to make
use of ideas that already existed in industrial countries by encouragingforeigners
to produce there. This is the first of the two strategies noted in the tide of this
paper: using ideas. Judging from the increased receptivity of many poor countries to direct foreign investment, it appears that this strategy is gaining favor.
Yet as important as this strategy can be during the early stages of development, the analysis also suggeststhat there may be limits to how far it can take an
economy. Both the experience in the second economy discussed, Taiwan
(China), and the logic behind the analysis of ideas suggest that some intervendons may encourage growth at intermediate stages of development. Taiwan
pursued the second strategy described in the title-producing ideas-and intervention by the government seemsto have contributed to the strategy's success.
Most economists would acknowledge that some kinds of intervention to support the production of ideas are appropriate. Few would challengethe assertion
that governments should subsidize education and some forms of research. If one
follows the logic of the economics of ideas, one sees that there is no basis in
economic theory (as opposed to political theory) for restricting government
intervention to support for education and research.
Many econonists are also convinced that restrictions on trade and direct
foreign investmentare bad policy instruments for encouraging development. Yet
the evidencefrom Taiwan (China) suggeststhat zhose policieswere usefulthere.
These observations can be reconciled by adding a political and institutional
analysis to the economic analysis. An economic analysis based on the econonics
of ideas suggeststhat trade and investmentrestrictions can be growth-enhancing
only if they are complemented by other policies such as support for education
and rigorous standards of performance for protected firms. To be effective,
these policies must be implemented by a government that is immune to the
political pressures associated with rent-seeking and that possessesa competent
and relatively honest bureaucracy. Becausethese conditions are not met in most
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of the world, restrictionson trade and investmentwill almost alwaysbe counterproductive. The challenge,is to find better forms of government intervention,
ones that have better economic effectsand pose fewer political and institutional
risks.
The temptationfor economists,however,has always been to duck the complicated politicaland institutional issuesthat this kind of analysisraises and instead
to work backward from a desired policy conclusionto a simpleeconomic model
that supports it. According to this approach, if we want to discourage counterproductive restrictionson trade and foreign investmentin most countriesof the
world, then the right model is one with perfect markets so that interventioncan
be shown to be everywhereand alwaysa mistake.
The motivation behind this paper comes from a belief that the poor people of
the world will be better servedif we resist this temptation and meet head-on the
intellectualchallengepresented by the economicsof ideas. In industrial countries
a number of government interventions have evolved to encourage the production and dissemination of ideas. Examples indude patents, copyrights, laws to
protect trade secrets,subsidiesfor education at all levels, peer-reviewedresearch
grants, and agricultural extension services.These interventions have been relativelyfree of politicalmanipulation and, despitesome weaknesses,are generally
regarded as having had a positive effect.
The same arrogance that made people at the turn of the century think that
almost everything had already been invented sometimesleads us to think that
there is nothing left to discover about the institutions that can encourage economic development.It is conceivablethat the institutions now present in industrial countries exhaust the list of beneficial interventions that would fit the
circumstancesof low- and middle-incomecountries. It is far more likely that
there are undiscoveredinstitutional arrangementsthat would work even better.
We will never know if we alwayslook at the evidencethrough a theoreticallens
that does not let us consider this possibility.
I. MODELS AND METAPHORS

Most theoreticaldiscussionsof economicgrowth revolvearound a few mathematical equations built from abstractions such as an aggregateproduction function. Becauseof its simplicity, theorists sometimescall such a system of equations a toy model to distinguish it from a multiequation simulation or
forecastingmodel. The label is apt because a good theoretical model should be
as easy to manipulate in one's head as the mental imageof a child's toy. That is,
a successful model invokes a metaphor, and the metaphor has a subtle but
pervasiveeffect on the reader's understandingof the principlesbehind the equations and his or her belief in the accuracy of its description of the world. To
-show how one model can obscure our vision of the role of ideas and how a
different model can highlight their role, it helps to start by being unusually
explicit and concreteabout the metaphors behind the math.
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A Toy Model

One of the great successesof neodassical economicshas been the elaboration
and extension of the metaphor of the factory that is invoked by a production
function. To be explicit about this image, recall the child's toy called the PlayDoh Fun Factory. To operate the Fun Factory, a childputs Play-Doh(a form of
modeling compound) into the back of the toy and pushes on a plunger that
applies pressure. The Play-Doh is extruded through an opening in the front of
the toy. Depending on the particular die used to form the opening, out come
solid Play-Dohrods, Play-Doh1-beams,or lengths of hollowPlay-Dohpipe.
We use the Fun Factorymodel or somethingjust like it to describehow capital
(the Fun Factory) and labor (the child's strength) change the characteristicsof
goods, converting them from less valuable forms (lumps of modeling compound) into more valuable forms (lengths of pipe). In most applications we
imagine that the characteristics being changed are physical characteristicssuch
as shape, chemicalcomposition, or connectionswith other objects. We push the
model slighdy when we recognizethat the date-and location at which a good is
available are also relevant characteristics, ones that can,be changed by storage
and transport. We push the model much further by extendingthe list of characteristics that can be changed to include a description of who holds property
rights. Wallis and North (1986) estimate that by 1970 the transformation of
property rights accounted for nearly one-half of gross national product in the
United States, so this last extensionis particularlyimportant.
The Fun Factory metaphor is powerful because our intuition about production can be pushed to encompass transformnationactivitiesand levels of economic analysis far removed from the factory floor. When a worker with a
weldingrig attachesparts on a car, when a driverwith a semitrailertruck moves
the car, when a dealer with a showroom sells the car, when a banker with a
computer prepares the loan, and when an agent with a tow truck repossessesthe
car, labor and capital are used to change the characteristicsof the underlying
goods. In this kind of analysis, the productive unit can range from a household
to a firm or industry, even to the nation or the world as a whole.
The production function and the Fun Factory metaphor have been widely
used in the neodassical analysisof aggregate growth. Yet in this analysisthe
neoclassicalmodel has been successfulprimarily at establishinga diagnosis by
exdusion. Economicgrowth cannot be understood solely in terms of the accumulation of physicalcapital and labor-the fundamenta!concepts in the underlying metaphor. This insight, of course, was Solow'sfamous result (1957), and
it stands to this day despite an enornous effort at refining the econometric
techniques for measuring a growth-accounting residual and at extending the
notion Ofeffectivelabor to allow for accumulationof human capital. The formal growth-accountingevidence, historical accounts, and everyday experience
all suggestthat somethingextra, something like innovation, invention, technological change, or the discovery of new ideas, is needed to understand and
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explain growth. Yet, having made this point, the Fun Factory metaphor offers
no guidance about what an idea is, where ideas come from, and how the presence of ideas might matter for developmentstrategy.
Other Toy Models

-

*
*f

Another child's toy is a chemistry set. For this discussion, the set can be
represented as a collection of N jars, each containing a different chemical element. From the child's point of view, the excitement of this toy comes from
trying to find somc combination of the underlying chemicalsthat, when mixed
together and heated, does something more impressive than change colors
(explode, for example). In a set with N jars, there are 2N - 1 different mixtures
of K elements, where K varies between 1 and N. (There are many more mixtures
if we take account of the proportions in which ingredientscan be mixed and the
differentpressures and temperaturesthat can be used during mixing.)
As N grows, what computer scientistsrefer to as the curse of dimensionality
sets in. The number of possible mixtures grows exponentially with N, the
dimension of this system. For a modestly large chemistry set, the number of
possible mixtures is far too large for the toy manufacturer to have directly
verified that no mixture is explosive. If N is equal to 100, there are about 1030
different mixtures that an adventurous child could conceivablyput in a test tube
and hold over a flame. If every livingperson on earth (about S billion) had tried
a different mixture each second since the universe began (no more than 20
billion years ago), we would still have tested less than 1 percent of all the
possiblecombinations.
Within the metaphor of the chemistryset, it is obvious what one means by an
idea. Any mixture can be recorded as a bit string, an ordered sequenceof Osand
i s of length 100. The bit at position j is set to 1 if elementj is included in the
mixture. In the crude representation used here, an idea is the increment in
information that comes from sorting some of the bit strings into two broad
categories: useful ones and uselessones. To represent this information, we can
add two more bits on the end of each bit string describinga mixture. These are
set at 00 if we know nothing about its properties, 10 if it is a usefulmixture, and
01 if it is useless.
When a useful mixture is discoveredand its trailing bits are changed from 00
to 10, the discovery makes possible the creation of economic value. It lets us
combine raw materials of low intrinsic value into mixtures that are far more
valuable. Once we have the idea, the process of mixing will require its own Fun
Factory (specializedcapital and labor). For example, the bit string representing
nylon requires a chemical processing plant and skilIed workers. Important as
these tangible inputs are, it is still the idea itself that permits the resulting
increase in value. In this fundamental sense, ideas make growth and development possible.
The potential for continued economic growth comes from the vast search
space that we can explore. The curse of dimensionalityis, for economic pur-
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poses, a remarkable blessing. To appreciate the potential for discovery, one
need only consider the possibilitythat an extremely small fraction of the large
number of possiblemixtures may be valuable.
There is a branch of physicalchemistrythat literally cooks up mixtures from
the periodic table of elements. New mixtures to be evaluatedare selectedon the
basis of theory, experience, and guesswork. Supporters call this "exploratory
synthesis"; detractors call it "heat and beat" or "shake and bake" chemistry. A
group of French chemists cooked up one of the 1030 possible mixtures, one
consisting of lanthanum, barium, copper, and oxygen. More than a decade
later, scientists at IBM decided to test the superconductivityproperties of the
resulting ceramic, even though the prevailingwisdom suggestedthat it violated
severalof the basic rules required of a candidatefor a good superconductor. The
IBM team won the Nobel Prize in physics for their discovery that this mixure
became a superconductor at temperaturesfar exceedingthose for all the known
superconductors.
This "high-tech"example of a valuable mixture suggestsonly a small part of
the enormous scope for making discoveriesof economic importance. If a garment factory requires 52 distinct independentsteps to assemblea shirt, there are
52! = 1068different ways to order these steps in sequence. The number S2 is a
useful reference point because it arises with another familiar toy, a deck of
cards. The number of possible orderingsfor the 52 assembly operations is the
same as the number of possibleways to arrange a shuffled deck of cards.
Even though it arises from a very simple toy, a number such as 1068is very
big, even in comparison with numbers like 1030.(The total number of protons
and electronsin the visibleuniverseis estimatedto be on the order of 1079.)For
any realistic garment assemblyoperation, almost ali the possiblesequencesfor
the steps would be wildly impractical, but if even a very small fraction of
sequencesis useful, there will be many such sequences.It is therefore extremely
unlikelythat any actual sequencethat humans have used for sewinga shirt is the
best possibleone.
Corporations that understand this point recognizethat there will always be at
least as much scope for improvementthrough large numbers of small changesin
the way things are done in a manufacturing process as through laboratory
research. Accordingly, they have promoted worker experimentation and systems for encouragingwide adoption of discoveriesmade on the line.
Conventionalwisdom tends to suggestthat all the important ideas come from
research labs and that nothing remains to be discovered about mundane activities such as assembly line operation or garment assembly-but conventional
wisdom completely missed the potential for "continuous improvement," as
implementedin Japanese automobile assembly,just as it mnisscd
the potential for
high-temperaturesuperconductorsmade from ceramics. To rnderstand growth,
we need to understand not only how big ideas, such as high-temperature superconductors, are discoveredand put to use but also how millions of litde ideas,
such as better ways to assembleshirts, are discoveredand put to use. To under-
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stand development, we need to understand how both kinds of ideas, but espe- dciaily the millions of small ones, can be used and produced in a developing
country.
Human Capital
It is possibleto add human capital to both the Fun Factory and the chemistry
set models, and it is instructiveto do so. In the Fun Factory model there are only
two basic kinds of inputs, human and nonhuman. Physical capital is an aggregate of many different durable nonhuman inputs. The concept of human capital
lets us recognizeand aggregate differentkinds of human inputs. One person may
be more productive than another, just as one machine may be more valuable
than another. Some of the differencesin productivity among workers are the
result of investmentsand are durable, so the analogywith capital is close.
As powerful as this analogy is in labor economics, it sheds little light on the
fundamental processesthat generate growth. In some proximate sense it must be
true that increasesin human capital and physicalcapital explain the increasesin
value that we have experienced. But what does it really mean to say that the
average worker today has several times the effectivelabor power of a worker in
the last century? In a biological sense the population of workers today is virtually identicalto the population that existed then.
To see how the same physical objectscan be arranged in more valuable ways,
consider first an example involvingphysical capital. The computer that I used to
write this paper is about fifty times faster than the one I used just ten years ago,
yet it is constructed from just about the same assortment of aluminum, copper,
steel, plastic, silicon, and other raw materials. It is manufactured in about the
same way and is sold for about the sameprice.
Now consider human capital. In my brain there are different physical connections between my neurons. T hese connectionsstore the commands I need to use
the new computer and new word-processingsoftware. Just as my new computer
is a more productive piece of physical capital, I have more valuable human
capital than I did ten years ago.
From the point of view of the chemistry set model, the increase in the value of
human and physical capital that is possibleusing fixed tangible inputs is just like
the increase in value that arises when elements such as lanthanum, barium,
oxygen, and copper are combined to make a high-temperature superconductor.
The knowledgethat one mixture or arrangement is more valuable than another
is just like the knowledgethat changingthe layout in a microprocessor increases
its processing power, that a different design for a hard disk will increase its
storage capacity, or that storing the bit string representing the word-processing
software on my hard disk will make the computer more useful. It is also just like
the knowledge that reading a software manual rearranges connections in my
brain and makesmy human capital more valuable. (For later reference, note that
on-the-job experience with the software is also extremely important for establishing and reinforcingthese connections.)
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In some accounting sense the combined increase in the value of human and
physical capital explains the increased productivity in word-processing experienced in my office. But to explain productivity growth through these increasesin
human and physical capital begsthe question of where the increased value of the
capital originates. The increased value is created by new ideas. Whether it takes
the form of a hardware design, software code, or an instruction manual, an idea
is used to mix or arrange roughly the same physical ingredients in ways that are
more valuable. And in each case, these ideas can be represented as pure pieces of
information, as bit strings.
Ideas are therefore the critical input in the production of more valuable
human and nonhuman capital. Pat human capital is also the most important
input in the production of new idcas. Physical capital (a computer, for example)
is sometimes used in an ancillary way, but a trained person is still the central
input in the process of trial and error, experimentation, guessing, hypothesis
formation, and articulation that ultimately generates a valuable new idea that
can be communicated to and used by others.
Because human capital and ideas are so closely related as inputs and outputs,
i-t is tempting to aggregate them into a single type of good. After all, structures
and equipment are different goods, and they both fit rather well in the category
of physical capital. It is important, nevertheless, to distinguish ideas and human
capital because they have different fundamental attributes as economic goods,
with different implications for economic theory.
Attributes of Economic Goods
Figure 1 illustrates a two-way dassification of different types of economic
goods that has been useful in the economics of public finance. The vertical axis
measures the degree of control or excludability (or appropriability) that is feasible for a good. The left-hand column lists rival goods-goods that are objectlike in the sense that they have an opportunity cost. (The label "rival" reflects the
fact that you and I are rivals for the use of one of these goods.) The right-hand
column lists nonrival goods, which are like bit strings in the sense that everyone
can use them at the same time.
As traditionally defined, a private good in public finance is one that lies in the
upper-left-hand corner of the figure; it is both rival and fully excludable.
According to this definition, human capital is as close to a perfect private good
as one can get. There is no way for anyone to take advantage of my ability to
remember commands for my word processor without getting my permission;
therefore my ability is fully excludable or is subject to complete control by me.
And because there is also no way for many people to make use of my ability at
the same time, it is a rival good.
Many economists will find these assertions surprising. We often assert that
there are spillovers from human capital, such as incomplete control or
excludability. We also have an intuition that since I can teach others to do what I
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Figure 1. EconomicAttributesof SelectedGoods
Rivalgoods

Nonrivalgoods

100

Human capital (for
example,memorized
commands for using
software)

An encoded satellite
televisionbroadcast

A floppy disk
Degree of
control or
exdudability

Computer code for a
software application

(percent)

Operations manual for
Wal-Martstores
Fish in the sea
Sterile insects

BasicR&D

0

can do, what I know is nonrival. After I teach them, we will all be using the same
computer commands at the sametime.
These imprecise statements are the result of a failure to distinguish among
human capital, the ideas that help produce human capital, and the ideas that
human capital can produce. My human capital is literally a set of connections
between neurons. Convertingthis rival good into a nonrival good-for example
by putting what I know into comprehensible prose on paper-is a timeconsumingactivity. Once what I know is expressed in words, it can indeed be
used by many people (neglectingfor now the trivial cost of making a photocopy). As each person reads mywords, the nonrival bit string represented by the
text is converted back into the rival human capital. Human capital is therefore
used to produce ideas, and ideas are used to produce human capital, but human
capital and- ideas are conceptually distinct goods. They occupy different places
in figure 1 and have different implications for economic analysis.

The bit strings, or the how-to manual for using software, would be nonrival,
not the connections in my brain. The bit stringwould also be difficultto control,
as every software firm knows. For most of the successful computer programs,
someone has written a book that is a substitute for the original manual and can
be used by someone who has bootleg copies of the code for the program.

When I bought my software, I purchased a manual, severalfloppy disks, and
the legal right to use the bit string representing the computer code. I used the
manual to produce some human capital that is easy for me to control. The
floppy disks themselves are somewhat harder to control because they could be

stolen. For this reason they are listed farther down the column of rival goods.
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The software code is even harder to control because it can be taken without the
knowledge of the owner. This feature tends to make all nonrival goods less
excludableand more difficult to control.
Becausenonrivalry and limitedcontrol are correlated in practice, many informal discussionsof ideas do not distinguishcarefully between the two concepts,
but for economicanalysisthe differenceisimportant. Private firms survivein the
businessof writing and sellingvery costlycomputer code; therefore they must be
able to assert some control over it. Softwarecode is, however, the quintessential
nonrival good. Most ideas of economic significancelie in the upper right portion
of figure 1. They are nonrival and at least partially excludable.
Such goods are very different from the goods in the lower left side of the
figure, the ones that are rival but impossibleto control. Fish in the sea are the
most familiar example for economists.Only one person can eat a fish. Sterile
insects used to prevent the reproduction of agricultural pests are another example. A sterilemale insect can mate with unsuspectingfertile insects in one valley
or the other, but not in both at the same time. Because it is so difficult to
establish property rights over these kinds of goods, market outcomes are ineffident. We overfish, and we underprovide sterile insects. Our understanding of
the policy implications of this part of the figure is very clear. Property rights
should be provided where possible-for example, tradable rights to catch fish.
Where this is not possible, as in the case of the insects, the government must
supply the good and use its tax power to coverthe costs.
Although the sterile insects seem to be examplesof public goods in the everyday use of the term (things that are provided by the government), the formal
definition of a public good used by economistsis one that lies in the lower right
of figure 1;.it is a good that is both nonexdudable and nonrival. Basicscientific
research is perhaps the best example of a pure public good in this sense. Our
understanding of how vaccinesprevent disease and how drinking water mixed
with electrolytescan prevent death from diarrhea both come from public support for basic research.
In the left-hand column (the rival goods), the policy implication is to move up
the column-to create property rights whenever possible and to make them as
strong as possible. For nonrival goods, this condusion does not follow. Property
rights to a nonrival good always imply a market price for the good that is higher
than its opportunity cost because the opportunity cost is zero. As the usual
analysis of patents suggests, strong property rights and the resulting monopoly
profits are desirablebecause they create an incentiveto discover new ideas, but
they are undesirable because the differencebetween price and marginal cost
creates distortions.
Depending on the type of good involved, we craft different solutions to this
conflict between the two conditions required for efficiency.In some cases it is
relativelydear which directionsfor new discoveriesare worth pursuing, and the
social cost of setting a price higher than marginal cost is very high. In these
cases-for example in public health-the governmentpays for the research and
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gives the results away. In other cases the government has no mechanism for
deciding what to produce, and the social costs of prices higher than marginal
cost seem trivial-for example, in the production of popular music (which these
days is literally a bit string on a compact disc). In areas such as biotechnology
and software it is unclear exactly how we should proceed. We do not know
whether a gene fragment or a programming concept such as overlapping windows should be protected by law or, if so, whether the law of copyrights,
patents, or trade secrets should be used. (For additional discussion of the policy
dilemma presented by nonrival goods and of the different institutional arrangements that have emerged for dealing with it, see the paper by Paul David in this
volume and the referencescited therein.)
For thinking about growth and development, the important implications of
figure 1 are as follows. First, the distinction betweenobjects and ideas (between
rival and nonrival goods) is far more important than the concept of excludability
or control or the related concepts of spilloversand externalities.An approach to
economic policymakingthat neglects nonrival goods will miss most of the interesting issues.
Second, nonrival goods have the unique feature that their value depends on
the size of the market in which they can be used. This is obvious for an idea such
as the vaccine that is treated as a pure public good but is equally true for
nonrival goods suchas software or even ideas about how to run a discount store.
If BiDlGates could have sold software only in Washington state, or if Sam
Walton could have opened discount stores only in Arkansas, they would have
been millionaires, at best, instead of the billionaires they became. This is the
other side of the gains from trade that ideas can generate if they are widely used.
Third, any discussion of an economy in which nonrival goods such as software are privately provided must allow for departures from price-taking. The
textbook description of perfect price-taking competitionis logicallyinconsistent
with the private provision of nonrival goods. Even in a case in which a bit string
(for example, computer code) must be sold together with an object (for example,
a floppy disk), monopolypricing must still apply. The package consistingof the
code and the disk will have a positive marginal cost equal to the cost of the disk,
but the package must still sell for a price higher than marginal cost, or no one
would be able to earn a return on effort devoted to writing software. Casual
empiricism suggeststhat software sells for a price that is 10 to 100 times marginal cost.
Fourth, and finally, there is no hope that a decentralizedequilibriumin which
new ideas are discoveredwill be fist-best Pareto optimal. The usual justification
for the welfaretheoremsin terms of price-takingdoes not apply. No comparable
justification on the basis of the Coase theorem will work unless it replicates the
essence of a government-a decisionmakerwith powers of coercion over everyone else in the economy.
This last point is clear only in a general equilibrium setting, which perhaps
explains why it has not been adequately emphasized. In partial equilibrium
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analysis, price-setting by a monopolist is consistent with Pareto optimality if
control or the ability to contract is strong enough. For example we know that a
perfectly discriminating monopolist or a monopolistwho charges a two-part
tariff can produce the efficientlevelof output in a partial equilibriummodel.
This partial equilibrium analysissimply does not extend to the economy as a
whole. It violates a fundamentaladding-upcondition. Output for any particular
activitycan be written as y =flk, h; a), where b and k are lists of all the different
human and nonhuman rival goods that are used in production and a is the idea
or knowledge that makes this activity possible. For fixed a, we can think of the
production of y in terms of the Fun Factory metaphor. Bya standard replication
argument, f is homogeneous of degree 1 in the rival goods that must be replicated to make a copy of the existingactivity. But Euler's theorem tells us that h
and k will exhaust the total value of output in this activity if competition is used
to allocate thesegoods and they are paid their value marginalproducts. Nothing
will be left to pay for a.
What is true for one activity is equally true for the economy as a whole. If
aggregate output is written as Y = F(H, K; A), F wiUbe homogeneousof degree
1 in the human and nonhuman rival inputs. It is therefore impossible to use
prices to allocate H and K between different activities and at the same time
provide the incentives for discoveringideas, A. There is not enough income in
the economy as a whole to go around. (SeeRomer 1990a for an elaboration of
this point.)
Tl. Two IsLANDs

The challenge now is to use the analytical framework outlined above to
discuss the different economicactivitiestaking place in Mauritius and in Taiwan
(China). In both economiesgovernmentpolicy is attuned to the role of ideas. In
Mauritius policy changes in the 1970s and 1980s made it attractive for entrepreneurs from Hong Kong to put their ideas to use there. As a result, the citizensof
Mauritius achievedlarge increasesin income and employment. A more clear-cut
case of the gains from trade could hardly be imagined. In Taiwan (China) ideas
from the rest of the world are not merelyput to work with domestic labor. To a
much greater extent than in Mauritius, the government intervened in market
exchange in its attempts to encourage the domesticproduction and exploitation
of ideas that can eam a return on world markets.
Using Ideas: Mauritius

Table 1 reports some basic economic and social indicators for Mauritius over
the interval from 1960 to 1985. For comparison, data are also presented for two
economies with similar ethnic and economic backgrounds, India and Sri Lanka,
and for Taiwan (China), which is discussed below. In Mauritius the share of
investment in gross domestic product (GDP) is no better than that in the other
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Table 1. Economic Perfornnance, 1960-88
(percent,exceptas otherwisespecified)
Indicator
Rate of growthof incomeper
capita, 1960-88
Rate of growthof population.
1960-88
Incomeper capital,1960
(198SU.S. dollars)
Shareof investnent in GDP,
1960-88
Literacyrate, 1960
Primaryschoolcnrollmentrate,

SriLanka
1.3

Taiwan
(China)
6.4

Matnritius
2.8

India
0.9

1.7

2.2

1.9

2.2

2,000

600

1,400

950

12

17

21

23

60
98

28
61

75
95

54
96

1960

Averageyearsof schooling,
4.S
1.9
6.2
8.4
labor force, 1986
Sources:For income,investment,and population,Hestonand Summers(1991); for literacyand
schooling,LevineandRenelt(1992).

three economies and in the Heston-Summers data used here, it is substandiaily lower.' Investment in human capital, while better than in India,
is not outstanding. Income per capita at the beginningof the sample period was
higher than in the other three economies because of the high income eamed by
the wealthy owners of sugar plantations, but the distribution of incomewas very
uneven.
When Mauritius was preparing for independence from Great Britain in the
1960s, prospects for development did not seem promising. The economy was
dependent on sugar exports for 99 percent of its exports. JamesMeade, commissioned by the British government to comment on economic policy, entitled his
1961 report "Mauritius: A Case Study in Malthusian Economics"and devotedit
to a discussion of how to cope with a real wage that would inevitably fall as
population on the island grew. Young people with higher levels of education
were encouragedto emigrate, but it was feared that not enough would leave.A
local import-substituting manufacturing sector existed only because of protective tariffs.2
Sinceindependence in 1968, the political situation has been fluid, almost to
the point of instability. Up to the present, corruption, fraud, and drug trafficking have been a continuing source of government scandals. Political parties are
organized along ethnic and religious (primarilyHindu and Muslim) divisions.
There has been no majority governmentsince independence.The emergenceof a
1. AccordingtO the nationalincomeaccountsdata of the WorldBank(seeLevineand Renedt1992),
Mauritius,India,andSriLankaallinvestabout20 percentof GDP.TheHeson-Summersnumbersadjust
nominalinvestmentspendingtO correctfor variationin relativ! costof capitalgoodsin different
countries. In principle,the real investmentnumbersfrom HestonandSummersare more relevant,but the
downwardadjustment
for investmentin Mauritiusseemsimplausiblylarge.
2. Theaccountthat followsis drawnfrom WorldBankdata and from publishedstudiesby Gulhati
andNallari(1990)andBowman(1991).
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left-leaningparty and the strikes that it organized in 1971 provoked an assassination attempt instigated by membersof a rival party. This led to public riots
and a state of emergencythat lasted until 1976. Unions were suspended, and
union and party leaderswere arrested.
The average growth rate for per capita income of nearly 3 percent a year
during 1960-88 was achieved despite the terms of trade shocks experienced by
all primary goods exporters in the 1970s. Sugarprices soared in the early part of
the decade, then fell dramatically in the second half just as oil prices went up.
This led to predictable macroeconomic difficulties (budget deficits, inflation,
and a balance of payments crisis),followed by a period of austerity and adjustment that was associated with zero growth during the five years from 1978 to
1982. Most of the growth that took place came in two brief spurts, one in the
first part of the 1970s and the other in the latter part of the 1980s.
Despite-all this, Mauritius stands out as a significant and surprising success
story when compared, for example, with India and Sri Lanka. The only obvious
candidate for explaining the successof Mauritius is the island's policy of supporting'an export-processing zone (EPZ), which made investment attractive to
foreigners. The EPZ was an administrative arrangement; it involved no geographic restrictions and no special investmentin infrastructure. The main policies in this arrangement were unrestricted, tariff-free imports of machinery and
materials, no restrictions on ownership or repatriation of profits, a ten-year
income tax holiday for foreign investors, a policy of centralized government
wage-setting, and an implicit assurance that labor unrest would be suppressed
and wage increaseswould be moderate.
From the inception of the arrangement in 1971, employmentin the EPZ grew
to 17,000 workers by 1978, a significant number on an island with a total
population of about 1 million. Over this same interval GDP per capita grew at 9
percent a year, fueled partly by the EPZ and partly by favorable sugar prices and
harvests. During the macroeconomic difficulties between 1978 and 1982 EfPZ
employmentgrowth slowed and almost ceased. Once the government had completed its adjustment process, growth resumed with a vengeance. Income and
corporate tax rates were halved in 1983 (from about 70 to about 35 percent).
Both domestic and foreign investment in the EPZ increasedsharply. In 1982 the
unemployment rate stood at 22 percent and total employment in the EPZ at
about 20,000 workers. By 1988 the economy had essentially reached full
employmentthrough the addition of 70,000 Jobs in the EPZ. In 1970 agriculture
employed 60,000 people and the EPZ did not exist. In 1990 agriculture
employed 46,000 workers and the EPZ employed90,000, about one-third of all
workers on the island. Jobs added in the EPZ accounted for two-thirds of the
total increase in employmentbetween 1970 and 1990.
Manufacturing in the EPZ is concentrated almost exclusivelyin garnent production and was developed almost entirelybecause of the participation of entrepreneurs from Hong Kong who were drawn to Mauritius because of contacts
with the small ethnic Chinese population on the island. These entrepreneurs
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were motivated by-the prospect of lower wages, a location free from the threat
of expropriation by the mainland Chinese government, and a country of origin
that would not be subject to quota limits set by the United States and the
European Economic Community (EEC). Investors from Hong Kong now hold
nearly three-quarters of the foreigninvestment in the EPZ.
According to one observer (quoted in Bowman 1991), "textile entrepreneurs
flocked to the islandbearing sewingmachines" becauseof the EPZ arrangements.
In the Fun Factory model, this inflow of capital must explain the increase in
employment and output that subsequentlytook place. A little reflection suggests
that the entrepreneurs brought much more than physical capital, for Mauritius
had long enjoyed special trade status with the EEC, and sewing machines could
always have been purchased on the open market. Nor were foreignersessential
as a source of the savings needed to finance investment in physical capital;
domestic savings ultimately accountedfor a substantial fraction of total investment in the iE.

-*--

The entrepreneurs did bring a crucial array of ideas about the textile and
garment business, including ideas on the specifickind of equipment to use, how
to manage a small factory, how to manage relations with textile importers in the
industrial countries, how to successfullyexploit loopholes :n quota limits, and
- mbly operation,
hundreds of other ideas about running a modem garmer
such as knowledgeof the sequenceto use in sewing a shirt.
In a model with no ideas or in which ideas are already available throughout
the world, it is difficult to explain the experience of Mauritius. If investment in
physical capital is the cause of growth, one must understand why domestic
investment did not take place prior to the arrival of the foreigners but did
subsequently, and why it took place only in garment production. If a scarcity of
human capital explains why people on Mauritius were poor, this surely could
not have changed much in the interval between 1972 and 1979 or between 1982
and 1989. Moreover, if human capital were all that mattered, why did
Mauritius do so much better than Sri Lanka, which had a much better record in
education)
In a world in which ideas are under private control, events in Mauritius are
easy to understand. Suppose that agricultural output is a constant returns-toscale function of land, T, labor, l, and capital, K: F(T, K, L) (F for farm). We
can summarize garment output in the form G(K, L; A), where A takes on the
values 0 or 1 (G for gannent). Output of garments is zero if A = 0 because no
one knows how to run a garment operation. If an entrepreneur does know, A1 and garments are a constant returns-to-scale function of sewing machines, K,
and labor, L.
When A = 0, wages are equal to the marginal product of labor in agriculture.
For large L, wages can be verylow. Sewingmachinesare freelyavailable for sale
at the price PK,but none are imported becauseno one knows how to put them to
use. Farm equipment is imported, funded either by domestic savings or by
foreign investment. Investment in Mauritius eams the same rate of retrn as in
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the rest of the world. Wages were low not because of any restrctions on Rows of
financial capital or inadequacy of domestic capital investment but because the
idea, A, needed for garment production was not in use there.
Now suppose that a single textile entrepreneur learns of the low wages on
Mauritius, brings knowledge of A, and sets up shop. Sewing machines will now
be imported. Income and employment will increase. An examination of many
such cases could lead one to condude that investment, particularly investment in
machinery, causes rapid economic growth. (See DeLong and Summers 1991 for
cross-country evidence of the correlation between investment in machinery and
growth.) What detailed knowledge of the history of Mauritius shows is that
investment was the proximate, but not the fundamental, cause of the growth
that took place. It was the knowledge, A, brought by the foreigners that caused
both the investment and growth.
To represent the private returns for putting an idea to use, let II(L, PG, PK)
denote the restricted profit function for a single entrepreneur who employs L
units of labor on Mauritius and faces a price for sewing machines pK. Since G{K,
L; A) is homogeneous of degree one in K and L, the profit function II defined by
al(LI

PG, P1¼)= maxK P GG(K. L; 1) -PKK

will be linear in L. The entrepreneur is a monopsonist in the labor market in
Mauritius, as depicted in figure 2. The excess supply curve for labor faced by the
Figure 2. LaborMarket wit7za Monopsonist Entrepreneur
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entrepreneur (which is the same as the marginal productivity curve in agricultare) is upward-sloping. The marginal product of labor for the entrepreneur is
constant. The singleentrepreneur will employlabor up to the point wherewages
are equal to w in the figure.
Workers in Mauritius are exploited in the sense that w is strictly less than the
marginal product of labor. Yet they also receivea pure surplus or windfall gain
from the entry of the entrepreneur (the area labeled "surplus to labor" in the
figure). The entrepreneur collectsthe monopsonyrectangledenoted "revenue to
entrepreneur." Workers in agriculturealso gain at the expenseof landholders.
The usual analysisof governmentpolicy when faced with this kind of monopsonist recommends a minimum wage. By setting the minimum wage at close to
the:marginal product of labor in garment assembly, the govemment can drive
the monopsonyprofits to zero, encourage the efficientlevelof employment,and
capture the largestpossible surplus for workers.
The problem with this analysisis that it neglectsthe possibility that the textile
entrepreneur; will not come if they are not offered a large enough profit. Coming to Mauritius is a costly activity, and these entrepreneurs have alternative
uses for their time and energy. Welfare on the island is increasing when the
minimum wage is raised from the monopsonylevel, but only up to the point at
which te ex post monopoly revenue captured by the textile entrepreneur is just
enough to offset the initial cost of coming there. Beyond this point, an increase
in the minimum wage makes welfare on the island drop precipitously, back to
the Malthusian equilibrium anticipated by Meade.
Extracting surplus from foreignerscan therefore be a risky proposition, espediaily if policy decisions are made in the absence of knowledgeabout the potential entrants and their costs and alternativeopportunities. The dangers of setting
too high a value for the minimum wage apply equally to other costs imposed on
foreigners-costs such as burdensome customs procedures, high required
domestic equity participation, high explicittaxes, high implicit taxes collectedas
bribes, ex post extraction of rents by organized labor, or poor provision of
servicesby government agencies. An authoritative central governmenrthat can
centralize the decisionmakingprocess and lower the total rent extracted from
potential investorscan generate substantialbenefits for the nation as a whole if it
changes the EPZ from one that has not attracted any substantial foreign participation (and there are many of these in the world) to one that is attractive. (For a
more detailed description of this problem of decentralized extraction of rents,
see the analysisof corruption by Shleiferand Vishny 1992.)
The analysis suggests not only that attempts by the government to extract
rents may be strongly counterproductive but also that the government must be
strong enough to prevent this kind of extraction by other actors in the economy.
The governmentmight even be able to improve welfare by subsidizingthe entry
of the entrepreneur. If the fixed costs for the entrepreneur of coming to the
island are greater than the monopsony profit but smaller than the sum of this
profit plus the surplus to workers, the governmentcould offer part of the surplus
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to induce the entrepreneur to come. In the more realistic case in which a large
number of firms, rather than a single monopolist, contemplate entry, the government might even facilitate collusionamong the foreign firms to preservetheir
profits after entry.
Viewed in this way, the timing of the investment in Mauritius is easier to
understand. The state of emergency, the banning of unions, and the imposition
of centralized government wage-setting were crucial steps leading to the first
wave of investmentby foreigners.Resolution of governmentbudget difficulties,
a devaluation that reduced real wages for workers, and cuts in effectivetax rates
were the decisiveactions in bringing about the second wave of investment. It is
also relevant that while employment and income did increase substantially in
Mauritius, the goveriment made good on its pledge of wage moderation. Real
wages have been allowed to increase very little in garment assembly.Now that
full employmenthas been reached, there are signsthat the government is moving
away from the previouspolicy of wage moderation. How it will handle the next
phase of developmentis not yet clear.
What is worrisome about a strategy of encouragingforeignersto employlowskilled, low-cost labor is that the equilibrium wage for unskilled labor may be
very low-even lower than the wages now earned on Mauritius. In the industrial
countries during most of this century, A and H have been high and growing in
relation to the small quantity of L present in these countries. Becauseof restricions imposed by poor countries, labor in the rest of the world was segregated
from labor in industrial economies.The restrictionswere no doubt encouraged
by domestic firms that wanted protection from foreign competition in output
markets and in the labor market but may also have been fostered by a fear of
exploitation. As a result, wages for L kept pace with growth in A and H in
industrial countries.
Now many poor countries understand the advantagesthat come from removing these restrictions, and a very large quantity of labor from developingnations
is on the verge of entering the worldwide market. For example, there are more
than 125 EPZS in developingcountries, with most of the increase in numbers
coming in the last half of the 1980s. Mainland China and even India are now
opening to the rest of the world. In addition, improvements in transport and
communication have reduced the costs faced by an entrepreneur who wants to
move production elsewhere in the worild. The first countries to integrate their
labor markets with markets in industrial countries experiencedrelatively large
wage gains, but as more labor from other developingcountries enters the market, wages will have to fall.
There is already evidenceof this process in the pressureon wages for unskilled
labor in industrial countries, especiallythe United States. Skill differentals are
increasingas real wages for unskilledlabor remain stagnant or fall. In industries
where production in low-wagecountriescan most easily be undertaken (textiles,
for example), there is already in place an extensivesystemof quotas designedto
protect wages in industrial countries. Countries such as Mauritius can therefore
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expect to be squeezed from two sides. There will be ir ore competition from
other countries with low labor costs and increased trade barriers in industrial
countries.
In the very long run, the fall in wages will be partially offset by increasesin
worldwide stocks of K and H. Supposethat the ratio of thesestocks to the world
stock of labor L reaches the ratio that now prevails in industrial countries. A
striking implication of the analysisof ideas as economic goods is that worldwide
integration of markets will permanently increase wages for H in relation to
wages for L. As emphasized in the discussion of ideas, the value of an idea
increaseswith the size of the market. Becausethe production of ideas is humancapital-intensive, increased worldwide economic integration will drive up the
returns to human capital in relation to returns to labor. There are large gains
from trade that arise from worldwide integratior.. Unfortunately for poor people and poor countries, the gains will be captured disproportionately by the
most highly skilled workers. (Sec Romer 1990b or Grossman and Helpman
1992 for formal models that illustrate this point.)
For a sr..alleconomy, investingin schoolingmay not by itself be enough for it
to become involved in the production of ideas, where the high returns to humani
capital lie. The production of ideas requires human capital, but it also requires
access to existing ideas. A country like Sri Lanka that invests heavily in education but remains isolated from all the economicallyimportant ideas that are in
use in industrial countries has no hope of ever becominga player in the global
production of ideas. Recallthat before Mauritius opened the EPZ, its policy was
to encourage migration of educated youths, for whom there were no prospects
on the island.
A more worrisome possibility is that the relativelyopen strategy toward the
rest of the world pursued by Mauritius. or even a strategy of totally free trade,
may .iot be sufficient to bring local human capital into use in the production of
ideas. It is easier to use ideas in a small country than it is to begin producing
ideas. It takes a relativelynarrow range of ideas to open up a particular activity
such as a garment factory. Because of constant retums to scale, the market
incentives will then be to increase production of the associated good without
incurring the cost of starting another activity. In Mauritius only one idea has
been put to work becausealmost all of the EPZ output is in garments.Prospects
for developingnew products-that is, for producing ideas-are therefore quite
weak.
Taiwan (China)

Authorities in Taiwan (China)used a wide varietyof approaches to encourage
the use of ideas there, with the explicit intention of shifting to the domestic
control and production of ideas. Generally speaking, the government moved
from a period of import substitution during the 1950s and 1960s toward an
export-oriented stategy in the 1970s and 1980s. More recently it has placed
increased emphasis on human capital and research subsidies similar to those
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used in industrial economies, but in applications with specificcommercial goals.
The pattern of intervention in several different industries illustrates the eclectic

and flexibleapproach usedby the governmentto achieveits
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In the early 1950s the government gave special attention to the textile indus-try, which got its start with mainlanders who came to Taiwan (China) with their
knowledge and looms. Early policy supports included tariffs and quantitative
limits on imports of yarn and ficished products, restrictions on entry for new
firms, and controlled access to raw materials. In the early years the government
supplied raw cotton to spinning mills and bought all the finished yarn, which it
then supplied to firms with looms. Later the government used cheap credit to
encourage firms to operate at larger scales and to integrate vertically, relying on
the local office of a U.S. engineering firm to evaluate individual requests for
credit. Exports grew rapidly from 1952 to 1958, the year when the island
becamea net exporter of textiles. After the exchange rate regime was changed in
1958 to encourage exports, textile exports to the United States grew so rapidly
that quota limits were imposed in 1961.
To diversify the textile industry away from cotton, the government encouraged a move into synthetic fibers, acting primarily as an intermediary between
domestic firms and foreign firns with advanced technologies. By 1954 the
domestic chemical industry could produce most of the intermediate inputs
needed to make rayon. With the help of advisers from the United States, the
government brought together a U.S. firm and several local textile firms and
supervised the negotiations leading to the creation of a joint venture that began
production in 1957. The U.S. firm provided the planning, the equipment, and
worker training. In 1962 this joint venture, in collaboration with a state financing agency, created another joint venture to make nylon, this time relying on
technology from a Japanese firm. As private firms began to. enter the synthetic
fibers industry in the late 1960s and 1970s, they relied increasinglyon licensing
instead of joint venture agreements. The government continued to assist in
finding foreign partners with technoiogy to share and in negotiating the terms of
the technology agreements, over which it retained authority for final approval.
By 1981 Taiwan (China) was the fourth biggest producer of synthetic fibers in
the world.
The electronics industry started like the textile industry, building from a
domestic base in radio assembly that was protected by restrictions on imports.
As in synthetic fibers, radio assembly was aided in the early years by a technology agreenent with a foreign firm. Then, in the 1960s, the government set up an
EPZ designed to encourage electronics assembly by foreign firms. By 1965
twenty-four U.S. firns had made arrangements for production in Taiwan
(China). The industry developed around a few large foreign assemblers and
many.small domestic suppliers of components. A government-supported electronics working group assisted in marketing, training of personnel, and product
- 3 This accountis drawn from Wadc(1990).
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expositions. In 1973 the government opened the Industrial Technology
Research Institute (ITRI), which supported advanced training programs for engi-

neers. The Electronics Research and ServiceOrganization (ERSO), which operates under ITRI, supplied the first basic input-output system (eios) used in Taiwanese clones of IBM personal computers. More recently ERSO supported a move
into semiconductor design and fabrication, opening a model shop for wafer
fabrication and negotiating a technology transfer agreement with a U.S. firm.
The government has begun to aggressivelycourt Taiwanese nationals who had
been trained and were employedin electronics and other high-technologyfields
in the United States. By 1968 electronics was second only to textiles in total
exports, and in 1984 it becamenumber one.
Over time the government in Taiwan (China) has increasinglyemphasized
exports and has moved away from the traditional import-substitutingmodel of
development. It is largely for this reason that Taiwan is regarded as an open, or
at least an outward-oriented economy. It has neverthelesscontinued to employ
many restrictions designed to protect and develop domestic industry. Proposals
for foreign investment outside of an EPZ must be approved by the government
and are often subject to conditions that limit sales in the domestic market,
mandate local-content requirements, or set export targets.
Three cases are indicative of the general pattern. When the Singer Sewing
Machine Company asked permission to open a manufacturing plant in the
-1960s,the government required that within one year the company purchase
more than 80 percent of its parcs domestically.Singer did facilitate technology
transfer and helped upgrade the domestic componentsindustry but was not able
to meet its goal by the end of the first year. The agreementwith the government
was then renegotiated. When the National Distiller and Chemical Corporation
from the United States proposed the constructon of a polyethyleneplant, it was
given a five-yeartax holiday, permitted to sell in a domestic market that was
protected from imports for three years, and allowed unlimited repatriation of
profits. In retum, the government insisted that after five years the firm would
convert to a joint venture, with half of the equityheld by residents of Taiwan
(China). When Proctor and Gamble opened a plant in the 1 970s, it was required
to export 50 percent of its output.
Export requirementswere initially imposed to generate foreign exchange but
were increasingly used to guarantee that a foreign company would bring to
Taiwan (China) a technology sophisticated enough to compete in world markets. It is anticipated that through the company's purchases from suppliers,
through the experience of workers, and sometimesthrough mandated sales of
equity, aspects of this technology will diffuse to Taiwanese citizens. In general,
negonations with foreign firms are characterized by a wide latitude for discretion and by agreements that are customized to fit the circumstances(and bargaining strength) of each foreign investor. Aggressivetargets are set but are
subject to renegotiation on the basis of new information.
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Explicit tariff barriers have fallen, but nontariff barriers continue to be used
as indirect subsidiesfor domesticfirms. Imports of foreign equipmentand intermediate inputs are subject to a complicated system of discretionary administrative control designed to support domestic suppliers of a good. One Taiwanese
study cited by Wade estimates that in 1984 about half of all imports by value
were subject to some form of nontariff barrier. In addition, governmentofficials
monitor detailed reports of imported inputs used by foreign firms, watching for
cases in which they can arrange for a domestic supplier to provide the imported
goods.
A key characteristic of government intervention in Taiwan (China) is the
freedom and authority with which government officials can act. Three examples tell the story. The chief economic planner for the government once
ordered the public destruction of 20,000 low-quality domestic light bulbs and
threatened to liberalize imports if quality did not improve. The government
approved the arrangement with SingerSewingMachines despite the opposition
of domestic sewing machine manufacturers, who ultimatelybenefited from the
improved quality of the parts industry. In 1982 the govemment granted a twoyear import ban on videocassette recorders (vCRs)to protect two domestic
manufacturers from Japanese competitors. After one year the government gave
a public warning that it would bring in a foreign firm in a joint venture if the
prices and technologyof the domestic firns did not achieveworld standards by
the end of the two-year ban. The protected firms did not live up to this
standard, and eighteen months after the initial ban the government approved a
joint VCR production venture between Sony and a new Taiwanese firm.
Some economists see the success of Taiwan (China) as a vindication of
laissez-faire. Others attribute it to an explicit industrial policy that steered the
economy into a sequenceof important activities. A third interpretation is that
the-particular industrial activities undertaken in Taiwan were determined primarily by market forces and followed the general pattern observed in other
countries at similar stages of development(Pack 1992). Accordingto this view,
what mattered was not the government's steering but its use of the accelerator.
Taiwan moved very rapidly through the stages of industrial development, in
large part because of its success in gaining access to and control of foreign
technology. This is reflected in a high rate of measured productivity growth,
which stands in contrast to the low productivity growth recorded in rapidly
developing economies where growth is driven by extremely high rates of
capital accumulation. (SeeYoung 1992 for a discussionof Singaporeand Pack
1988 or in this volume for a general description of this phenomenon.)
The descriptionin the previoussection of the gains from using ideas suggested
reasons why government intervention might be useful. Ideas that are privately
controlled create more economic value when they are introduced into an economy than the holder of the idea can extract. A descriptionof the opportunities
for producing ideas reinforcesthis point.
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The discussionof production on Mauritius focused on a singlemanufacturing
activity and did not consider the production of ideas at all. Suppose that there
are many different manufacturing activities which can be indexed by j, and
suppose that each activity requires its own idea Aj:
Y

;*- 4

F(T, K, L) + Z Gj (Kp, Hj, L>;AJ).

Suppose as well that search, the production of new ideas, depends on human
capital, HA, used exdusively in search, and on the entire list (A1 , A 2 , .. .) of
ideas that are in use within a specifiedgeographicarea. Supposealso that success
in search also depends on the amount of human capital that is used in production in each of the manufacturing activities, (H1 , H2 ,...) through a process of
"discovering"by doing:
A = S[HA,(AA,AZ,

.

),(H 1 , H 2 , ...

)

Finally, recall the example of learning how to use computer software by using it.
To capture this, we can write human capital acquisition as a function of the use
of specialized human capital on the job in a conventional learning-by-doing
specification:
Note that this description of the accumulation of new ideas and new human
capital relies on two different kinds of joint product assumptions. Someonewith
human capital of type j who is employed in activity j produces manufactured
good.j, produces more human capital of typej, and (occasionally)makes new
discoveriesof the "better ways to sew a shirt" variety.4
In this complete model it is dear that when a new idea comes into an economy, it helps domestic citizensin three ways. First, as noted above, the new idea
creates a surplus for unskilled labor by making possible a new productive activity in which it can be employed. Second, it creates opportunities and production
of specialized human capital through on-the-job training. In effect, it creates a
new opportunity for investingin human capital, and the returns from this investment may be very high. Finally, it increases the productivity of research and
discovery.If enough such ideas are present, this may tip the economyfrom a no4. SeeRomer(1990b)for a discussionof a basicmodelwith a manufacturingsectorand a separate
researchsectorin whichsearchbuildson existingideas.Grossmanand Helpman(1992,ch. 5) coverthe
caseassumedherein whichonly ideasthat are availablelocallycan be usedin research.Theyderivethe
resultthar governmentinterventionin supportof researchmaybe necessaryto movea geographicregion
outof a cornerequilibriumwith no research.Glaeserandothers(1991)describethetheoreticalmotivation for allowinga divrse set of ideasto enteras inputsin the searchprocessfor new ideasand offer
evidencefromdifferentcitiCsin the UnitedSrars that supportsthe importanceoi thiseffect.Empirical
supportfor the ideathar humancapitalis acquiredon the job in developingcounriescan be foundin the
survey of experience in EPZs by Rhee, Katterbach, and White (1990). For example, they find that many
managers of domestic firms operating in the EPZ in the Dominican Republic werc once employeesof
-breign-ownedfirms in the Epz.
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discovery equilibrium to one in which many new products and processesare
discovered.
It is possiblethat the firm that brings an idea to an economycan capture part
of these additional gains. For example, it may be able to get educated employees
to work at a lower wage in exchange for the opportunity to acquire human
capital on the job. Even if this is true, the firm is likely to capture less than 100
percent of the gains-perhaps substantially less. And economists widely agree
that a firm captures very littleof the gains that its ideascreate for others engaged
in research.
For all these reasons, the social return to having an idea like the technology
for polyethylenein use in an economy may be substantially greater than the
private gain that foreign holders can capture. Thus, subsidiesfrom the government to attract these ideas may be essential to get them to come. (Recall the
three-year protection from competing imports offered to the polyethylene
plant.) The total gain for domestic citizens, net of the cost of the subsidy, may
still be verylarge.
Ill. POLICYANDPOLITICS

In the United States the Congress gives research grants directly to some collegesand universities.Successin attracting these grants depends on the effectiveness of the lobbying firm employed by the school and on the seniority and
committeeassignmentsof local senators and representatives.Becauseneitherthe
quality of previous research nor the quality of the proposed research plays any
important role in allocating these grants, observers have concluded that they
encourage rent-seekingbut not good science.
In many countries direct and indirect subsidiesare granted to firms through
measures such as tariff and nontariff restrictionson competingimports. Success
in attraccingthese subsidies depends on the political power of the beneficiaries.
Becauseneither successin introducingnew ideas into an economynor successin
reaching worldwide standards for price and quality play any role in the allocation of these subsidies, most observershave concluded that these interventions
encourage rent-seekingbut noceconomic development.
One might condude from the U.S. experience that the government should
never give grants to support research. One might even follow the fashion in
economics and construct a model to show that the market provides the optimal
level of research. Neither condusion is warranted. We know that there is a valid
economic justificationfor supporting basic scientificresearchat universities.We
also know that some institutional arrangementsfor allocating grants (mandates
from Congress)do not achieve the intended goal but that other arrangements
(peer review)do a reasonably good job.
Despitefrequent protestations to the contrary, the economiccase for intervention to encouragethe use of ideas in developingeconomiesis at least as strong as
the economic case for supporting basic research in industrial economies.The
problematic assertion is that it is possibleto create institutions analogousto peer
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review that can undertake beneficial economic intervention. The required institunons may not exist, and it may not be possible to create them in a given
country. Laissez-faire may be a second-best solution, but we must recognize that
deciding whether this is the case depends at least as much on political and
sociological analysis as on economic analysis.
Together with the economic analysis outlined above, my amateur political
and sociological analysis leads me to the following general conclusions. First,
there is much evidence suggesting that the specific arrangements used in Taiwan
(China) cannot achieve their goals in a modern democracy or in most open
political systems. (For a good summary of the evidence from political science
showing that a Taiwanese system of discretionary bureaucratic decisiormaking
is not feasible in the United States, see Wilson 1989.) To succeed, these arrangements must be part of a larger political system that can support wide latitude for
discretion on the part of a strong, authoritarian government that is willing and
able to override parochial interests. In addition, these arrangements require a
configuration of bureaucratic competence and ruthless dedication to national
economic success that is relatively rare and may be impossible to sustain.
Contemporary evidence suggests that interventionist institutions may not
continue to function well even in economies such as Japan, Taiwan (China),
Singapore, and the Republic of Korea, where they seem until now to have been
a success. In these countries the experience with extensive intervention extends
only through the working career of one-perhaps
uniquely dedicatedgeneration of bureaucrats working in an unusual political environment. In
Korea the powers of the state, traditionally used to support the large corporations, were tumed against the Hyundai group when its head became a candidate for the presidency. In Japan concern with corruption is growing at the
same time as the system for allocating political power shows signs of being
more openly contested. Neither developmnent bodes well for the long-run viability of a system based on honest, independent bureaucrats witL extensive
discretionary power.
Until other politically viable institutions for fostering, development can be
discovered, the one safe piece of advice to offer developing countries is that
integration with world markets offers large potential gains. The gains from
using someone else's ideas come from a source that is different from the classical
gains from trade. The division of the gains may not correspond to intuitive
notions of fairness, but they can be very large and very important nonetheless.
This is absolutely dear for a small country such as Mauritius, but it is equally
clear for the very large and rapidly growing economy on mainland China. The
gains it receives from interaction with Hong Kong and Taiwan (China) far
outweigh the small and risky gains that might' be achieved through a more
tightly controlled industrial policy.
The other safe counsel is to increase savings and schooling, but both of these
activities require a reduction in current consumption that may be very costly for
the poorest countries. Formal education also works with a long lag. In contrast,
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openness to investments by foreigners bearing ideas costs nothing, except perhaps a bit of national pride. On-the-job training can in manycases be even more
effective than classroom education in developing human capital. Once gains in
income from direct foreign investmentare forthcoming, high savingsand large
investmentsin schoolingare easier to finance and can be used to lay the groundwork for further gains in income.
Beyond this, cautious attempts to encourage the developmentof local expertise may be valn-able.For example, governme t-financedsetting of standards
and support fox advanced training for people in the private sector may be
appropriate. These activitiesare politicallysafer than direct subsidiesfor private
firms, which inevitablycarry a muchgreater risk of capture and politicalmanipulation arid are difficultto make contingenton the desired actions by firms.
In the event that a governmentdoes undertake some form of subsidyfor firms,
the market in the rest of the world must always be used as the benchmark by
which success is judged. Protection from foreign competitors is therefore the
worst possibleway - offer a subsidyfor undertaking some activity. Attempts to
imitate Taiwan (China) can all too easily end by yieldingthe closed markets and
stagnation of India and Brazil.
Finally, having issued all of the cautions about the risks of intervention and
the limits imposed by political and institutional constraints, one must not lose
sight of the endogenous ;:ature of political and institutional constraints. Just as
in a child's chemistry set, there is far more scope for discoveringnew institutional arrangements than we can possibly understand. In the United States, if we
had naively applied the theory of rent-seeking to the analysisof research grants,
we would have concluded that government support for research can never be
effective.We would not have inventedpeer review after World War 1.As the world becomes more and more closelyintegrated, the featvre that will
increasinglydifferentiate one geographicarea (city or country) fromrn
another will
be the quality of public institutions. The most successfulareas will be the ones
with the most competent and effective mechanisms for supporting collective
interests, especiallyin the production of new ideas.5
The challengefor economic analysisis therefore somewhatdelicate.We must
take seriouslythe economic opportunitiespresented by the potential for producing new ideas and for diffusingexisting ideasto the widestpossibleextent. In so
doing, we must recognize that ideas are economic goods which are unlike
conventional private goods and that markets are inherentlyless successfulat
producing and transmitting ideasthan they are with private goods. We must be
willing to learn from cases where collectiveaction has been sociallyproductive.
The experienceof Taiwan (China)can teach us somethingabout what is feasible
from an economic or technologicalpoint of view, even if that island's politics
and institutions could not and should not be replicated elsewhere.We must be
S. For a discussion of the role of infrastructure and development and suggestive elaboration
parallel between development in poor countries and in U.S. cities, see Rauch (1986, 1992).
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open to the possibility of the discoveryof new kinds of institutions for supporting the production and use of commerciallyrelevant ideas.
Yet at the same time we must send the correct signals to developingcountries
about what is possible given existing political constraints. Here, the experience
in Mauritius is likely to be a better guide, especially in the early stages of
development. There is much that can be gained merely by using ideas produced
elsewhere. There is great risk in adopting interventions, especially
protectionism.
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COMMENT ON "Two STRATEGIESFORECONOMICDEVELOPMENT.
USING IDEASAND PRODUCINGIDEAS,"BY ROMER

Kaushik Basu

Before reading this paper for the conference, I thought it would be a good idea to
familiarize myself with some earlier studies on growth. After working through
the mathematics and equations of some of the literat on growth economics, I
turned to Paul Romerespaper and soon came across his observation that discussions of growth and development 'might be more fruitful if we spent less time
working-out solunions to systems of equations and more time defining precisely
what the words we use mean." Although this left me wondering about the
judiciousness of my intellectual investment, I was pleased that the paper does
live up to this observation about the role of mathematics on the one hand and of
words on the other.
I welcome Romer's methodological position on the use of equations and
mathematics. While I believethat mathematics is an important instrument for an
econoomist,I am also aware that many economists see mathematical complication as an end in itself. That is why, when an economist says "I have tried to
make the model as simple as possible," often the truth is that he or she has made
the model as complicated as his or her skills permit. This is unnecessary because
economics requires a kind of logical intuitive skill that is very much its own and
offers immense intellectual challenge.
Romer's paper illustrates this very nicely. Much of the paper proceeds with
the aid of metaphors. He begins by explaining the standard production function,
using the metaphor of "the Play-Doh Fun Factory.' I must confess that I had
never heard of the Play-Doh Fun Factory. But now I have a fairly dear idea of
what it is because I used Romeresmetaphor in reverse. Because I happened to
know what a production function is (to the extent that this is possible), I used his
metaphor to deduce what the Fun Factory must be. Now I'li have to see a real
Fun Factory to determine how useful this method of deduction is.
I. IDEAs, BELIEFS,AND ECONOMIC PROGRESS

The central theme of Romees paper is to explain economic growth by giving
pride of place to the creation and utilization of "ideas." Whar he means by an
ICaushikBasuis professorof economicsat the DcllhiSchoolof Economics.
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"idea" is novel. It is close to but distinct from Lucas's (1987) "idea," which is a
kind of human capital. Romer's idea is a "nonrival" good-one agent's using it
does not preclude other agents from using it. It is like a candle flame that can
light other candles costlessly.Unlikea standard public good, however, which is
also nonrival, an idea is an exdudable good. An agent can prevent another from
using an idea. This, as we shall see in a moment; gives it a very special place in
the economicdevelopment of nations.
The model analyzes the experiencesof two economies-Mauritius and Taiwan (China). This provides a brief and suggestiveexercise.More detailed empirical analyseswill be necessaryto show conclusivelyhow the model works. The
paper goes on to deduce policy prescriptions. But prescriptions cannot be
deduced from purely positive analysis. David Hume knew this, and Romer
makes no mistakes. Recognizingthe role of politics and value judgments in
policymaking,he lays down a few prescriptions with warnings, ifs, and buts. I
like the ifs and buts. The world is too interesting for easy, polar solutions to be
of much use. I believe that when a person confidently claims that he knows the
exact solution to the problem of underdevelopment,the only safe conclusion is
that he does not know what he does not know.
Romer argues that savirng,s
and education are important to boost growth. But
he notes that these require cuts in consumption and that poor countries may not
be able to take consumption cuts. So the first step should be to "import" ideasby
attracting foreign investment and then, after growth picks up a little, to push for
more savings and education. The paper recognizes the role of markets and
governments, as does Krugman's paper in this volume. Although it does not
recommend a Taiwanese-stylegovernment intervention, which worked in Taiwan (China) but may not work elsewhere,it notes that collectiveaction can play
a significantrole.
I do not wish to dwell on the prescriptionsof the paper but instead to examine
some of its analytical constructs. The essenceof the role of ideas is captured by
the following aggregate production function:

(1)

Y=F(K, L, H, A)

where Y is output, K capital, L and H unskilled and skilled labor, and A the
stock of ideas. Let the developingcountry and the industrial nation have the
same production function.
Assumingthat
(a) F exhibits constant returns to scale in K, L, and H,
(b) capital moves to another country if productivity is sufficientlyhigh there,
and
(c) the marginal product (and therefore salaries) of both unskilled and skilled
workers is lower in the developingcountry,
the author concludes that developingcountrieshave a smallerstock of ideas. An
idea is an excludable good, despite being nonrival, and it can remain in the
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industrial country without automatically flowing to the developingcountry. It
follows from this that a developingc.:u:ntrystands to gain if it can attract ideas.
And since ideas normally come embodied in investment, developing countries
need investmentfrom industrial countries.
If we start from (1), Romeresdeduction is fine. But is it necessaryto start from
(1)? Note first that (1) is clearly a frontier production function-if it were not,
assumption (a) would be difficultto justify. Hence some importarntmatters may
be lodged in the distinction between the frontier production function and the
-"actual"one. I return to this issuein the next section.
The second way to modify (1) is to allow for other variables, similar to A, in
the function. For instance, are there other variablesthat, like ideas, are nonrival
but neverthelessdo not flow easily across nations; and differencesthat explain
how assumptions (a), (b), and (c) can be valid? I believe the answer is yes.
Although severalvariables may be candidates, I focus here on "beliefs"-la variable that my familiarity with the Indian economy suggestsis extremely important in thwarting or abetting growth. All people have beliefs-beliefs about, for
example, how an economy works (I call these positive beliefs)and what is fair
and unfair (normative beliefs). I follow the method that Romer uses but throw
this new variableinto the brew. Note that beliefsare nonrival becausemy belief
can be costlesslytaken up by others. And althout beliefs are not excludable in
the same way as ideas, they do not flow easily across nations, groups, and
communities.
I maintain that beliefs, quite irrespectiveof whether they are right or wrong,
can play a major role in aiding or hinderingeconomic progress. In other words,
they can be economically advantageous or economically disadvantageous. A
belief is economicallyadvantageous if the fact that citizens hold the belief leads
to greater economic efficiency and progress. I am also arguing that it is not
necessarily the case that the right beliefs are economicallyadvantageous, and
viceversa.
Consider positive beliefs(that is, beliefsabout the way the world is). As India
struggles to restructure its economy, the power of these beliefs is evident
-everywhere.A huge amount of government money goes into subsidizing the
price of fertilizerin India. Attempts to removesuch a subsidyhave turned out to
be politicallyimpossible.And the majority of those opposing the removal do so
not because they are themselvesadverselyaffectedby it (as public choice theory
suggests)but becausethey believe that removingthe subsidy-will be bad for-the
economy. Indeed, we have seen the power of such beliefswith respect to devaluation, direct foreign investment, and a host of other matters.
This is a problem peculiar to economics because people, for some reason,
have views on economic matters, unlike many other subjects. Engineers, for
instance, do not confront this problem because people do not typically hold
views on what is a good aircraft wing design. If they did hold strong views on
this, and engineers had to take thern into account, my hunch is that most
airplanes would not fly.
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More surprising, even normative beliefscan have consequences.As Romer
recognizes,peopleoften reject deals that are advantageousto them individually
if they feel that the deal is unfair because it gives more to others than they
deserve. This is well illustrated by experimentswith the "ultimatumgame" (see
Guth, Schmittberger,and Schwarze 1982; Frank, Gilovich,and Regan 1992).
Economists often advise governmentsto allow for wage differentialsbetween
two workers doingthe samejob if their efficiencydiffers. This missesthe point
that this feature of the economymay be quite beyond the reach of the government. If peoplebelievethat it is unfairto pay differentwagesto peopledoing the
same job, there may not be much the governmentcan do (becausethe power of
popular opposition can restrict the government's options). Note that such a
belief cannot be describedas right or wrong. Indeed,normativebeliefstypically
cannot. Nevertheless,such beliefscan be economicallyadvantageousor disadvantageous. For instance, the belief that paying differentwages to people in the
fsameprofessionis unfair is likelyto be bad for the economy.
Let B be the set of beliefsheld by the people. What 1 am suggestingis that the
production function (1) should instead be thought of as: Y = F(K, L, H, A, B).
Clearly (a), (b), and (c) can be explained not just by intercountry differencesin
A, but also by differencesin B.
A technicalproblem can be raised at this point. What matters with beliefs,
unlike with Romer's ideas, is not the quantity, but the quality. There may be a
way of getting around this. Call the followingthe monotonicityaxioLn:for all
sets of beliefs,B and B', either B results in higher output for all K, L, H, and A,
or B' results in higher output for all K, L, H, and A. If this axiom were true, we
could alwaysrepresenteveryB by a number such that a B with a larger numerical representationraisesoutput.
The monotonicity axiom is a strong one, but it is not special to beliefs. A
similar problem can arise with ideas as well. Observe that in practice there can
be good ideas and bad ideas (for instance,how to grow food and how to make
bombs). And since ideas usually come in clusters, packagedwith, for example,
investmcnt,the simplenotion of more ideas being better is not self-evident.To
make such a daim, even with ideas, we need to make use of somethinglike the
monotonicityaxiom.
Note that ideas can indeed be critically important in sustaining economic
growth, but it is not just ideasthat matter. Other invariablesthat share the two
criticallyimportant characteristicsof ideas-nonrivalry and excludability-can
be important catalystsof economicprogress.
II. INFORMATION, STRATEGY, AND DISAGGREGATION

I want to make two observationson the subjectof good and bad ideas. [fit is
true that ideas can be both good and bad, then Romer'sthesispertains to good
ideas. But in importingideas, it may not alwaysbe easy to ensurethat the good
ones are acquired becausethe market for ideas may be subjectto serious problems of asyminetricinformation. That is, it may be difficultto know what you
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are buying until you have bought it-because to know what idea you are buying
is to know the idea.
Second, whether a particular idea is good or not may not be an inherent
feature of the idea but could depend on the structure of the market in which it is
used. And in certain strategic environmentswhat appears to be a good idea may
turn out to be detrimental for the agents involved. Thus, for instance, as we
know from Vickers (1985), FershtmanandJudd (1987), and Sklivas (1987), if
one firm in a quantity-setting duopoly gets the idea of hiring a manager and
giving him an objectivefunction distinct from that of profit, it will be good for
the firmn.But it both firms get this idea, both will be worse off. Hence, the same
idea can be good or bad depending on the market structure, on how widely the
is available, and on which segmentof societyone is considering.
- ~--idea
Finally, let us examine the nature and role of the aggregate production function in Romer's model. As noted earlier, (1) is the frontier production function.
I-Hence,when Romer considers the case of K, L, and H doubling with A constant, he assumes that new users of capital and skilledlabor have access to the
existingstock of ideas, A. But this may not be the case. In particular, sinceideas
are excludable, ideas may not flow freely among regions, sectors, and firms,
even within a country. Thus the actual relation among K, L, and H, on the one
hand, and output, on the other, may not be one of coi±,.tantreturns. Thus
assumption (c) need not in practice imply a differentialaccess to ideas between
developing and industrial nations, since (a) may fail to be true for the actual
production function becauseof intracountry obstaclesto the flow of ideas. This
observation does not pertain to Romer's theory but draws attention to the fact
that the assumption of free flow of ideas within a nation, implicit in Romers
formulation, may be rather restrictive. To understand reality, this assumption
will need to be relaxed.
III. CONCLUSION

Romer'spaper shiftsour attention from the nuts and bolts of capital and labor
to more unusual goods, like ideas, in the study of development. But once this
shift has been made, we cannot stop at ideas. There are other unusual goods that
begin to catch our attention. Beliefsare only one; institutional organization is
another. The relation between organization and growth has been discussed in
the literature in recent times (see, for example, Drazen and Eckstein 1988; Basu
1990), but it should be possibleto do an analysisin which institutional organization enters the picture in the sameway that ideas do.
In Romer's work ideas are treated as always desirable, and more ideas always
lead to greater productivity. It may be more realistic to take a disaggregated
view and explicitlyrecognizethat ideas can be both good and bad. Once this is
done, it becomes'clear that whether ideas are good or bad may depend on the

strategic structure of the market. This structure and the transmission of ideas
within countries may be usefuldirectionsfor future research.
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COMMENTON "Two STRATEGIESFOR ECONOMICDEVELOPMENT:
USING IDEASANDPRODUCINGIDEAS, BY ROMER

Marcelo Selowsky

I have organized my discussion around two questions. First, how does this
paper-and the associated literature-change or contribute to what I already
know? Second, in what way does it help me better identify or fine-tune policy
interventionsin this area?
-Iwas trained in the late 1960s in the tradition of Harry Johnson, T. W.
Schultz, Zvi Griliches,Arnold Harberger, and George Stigler.From that tradidon I developeda strong belief in the importance of open trade and investment,
the role of human capital, the importance of investmentin research and development and in know-how, the distinction between the frontier of technologyand
the rate of adaptation, information as an investment,and so on. The importance
of property rights and patents and the removal of constraints hindering investment in new ideas was also a part of that tradition.
These notions were embedded in a very useful organizing principle: growth
was a generalized process stemming from the accumulation of physical and
human capital and the rate of adaptation to a changingstock of ideasand knowhow. All this could also be seen as a process of investnent subject to rates of
return. Possible gaps between social and private rates of return to those invest-

ments provided the welfare basis for governmentintervention through subsidization or taxation. This principle was rich in theoretical insights and testable
microeconomichypotheses, as evidencedin Griliches's(1958) pioneering work
on investmentin the development of hybrid seed varieties (which was followed
by Ph.D. dissertationsin several developingcountries); Stigler's(1961) work on
information; and Schultz's (1964, 1975) work on the adoptton of technologies
by small-scalefarmers, which generated a massiveamount of research in developing countries with important policy implications.
X

'

This overalitradition has permeated my operational activities,particularly in
Latin America. Open trade and investment, the entry of the private sector into
areas previouslyreserved for the state, and aggressivepolicies of investment in
human resources are part of the policy agenda in Latin America today. And I
believe it is necessary to subsidize some types of human capital formation, as
is chiefeconomistfor Europe and Central
Asia at the World Bank.
Marceio Seiowsky
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well as some nondiscretionary investment in research and development. This is
what I learned in the late 1960s, and this has shaped my thinking today.
Let me return to Professor Romer's paper. I have gone through twenty-five
pages of taxonomirs describing different degrees of appropriability and nonrivalry of goods, of ways in which ideas may enter the production function,
and of ways in which ideas may be produced-all at the aggregate level. And
what are the author's conclusions? That ideas have some element of a public
good; that the production of ideas is probably a function of competitive
pressures and, therefore, of the trade regime; that the production and acquisidon of ideas are probably associated with the international mobility of people
and investment; and,' given that the production of ideas is intensive in human
capital, that the rate of return on that capital may be associated with the
openness of the economy. The paper ends by warning that trade protection
and industrial policies which select individual sectors or firms for special
treatment are dangerous routes for supporting the generation of know-how
and ideas.
I am pleased that these conclusions emerge from the so-called new theories
of growth. But what has Professor Romer said that is new? Isn't this the same
message the old tradition taught? Where is the value added of this literature, at
least as far as policy implications are concerned?
I am willing to go even further: in emphasizing aggregative analysis and
looking for steady-state growth properties, this new literature has directed
attention away from micro empirical analysis to aggregative mathematical
dynamics. Where are the new testable hypotheses that would help fine-tune
policy interventions? Consider the variability of behavior that affects the formation of human capital across cultures; the enormous differencein children's
study habits is a case in point. (The significant differencesin the time and
Sffort desoted to supporting a child's learning by some families in the United
States have been recently documented.) These differencesare perhaps important elements in understanding the capacity to generate and adapt ideas. These
are the areas on which we should be focusing. But the aggregativenature of the
new literature does not help in this process.
Professor' Romer's paper provides the same answers as mine: there may be
arguments in favor of subsidizing the process of producing ideas, but not
- through protection or any other intervention that promotes discretionality or
rent-seeking. He must agree that these conclusions are well known and that
they are too general to guide any alternative subsidy policy. Should we have a
general subsidy or matching funds to support research and developmentacross
all firms? This will obviously maximize neutrality. Or should the government
contribute matching funds for research at universities or technological institutes, provided the private sector does the same? Should we subsidize on-thejob training?-What channels should we subsidize; that is, where are the key
externalities not being internalized? This is where new research should focus;
Professor Romerespaper does not help in this search.
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COMMENTON "Two STRATEGIES
IDEAS,"By ROMER
USINGIDEASANDPRODUCING

T. N. Srinivasan

Paul Romer has provided us with a provocative paper on the distinction between
knowledge, on the one hand, and human and physical capital, on the other, in
the growth process.

It is difficult to exaggerate the importance of his statements that the rest of the
world must always be used as a benchmark by which the success of industrial
policy is judged and that protection from foreign competitors is the worst way to
encourage domestic firms to undertake any activity, even research and development. He is correct that integrating a developingeconomy with world markets
offers large potental gains compared with insulating it from such markets
through protection. Openness to investments by foreigners bearing ideas is an

inexpensiveway of promoting growth, and such openness need not preclude the
development of local expertise where warranted. I share Romeres skepticism
about industrial policy for industrial as well as developing countries. I agree that

Japanese or Korean industrial policy institutions are difficult to replicate successfully in other- countries and that even in these countries their long-run survival is not entirely assured. Indeed, as he points out, interventions similar to
those in the Republic of Korea or Japan have been tried in other countries, such

as Brazil and India, without success.
Perhaps the main reason for the lack of success was that the world market
benchmark was not applied. I vividlyrecall my experience in Delhi in the early
-1970s when my institution, the Indian Statistcal Institute, installed a domestically produced photocopying machine. It was half the size of an office room
and involved several steps to produce one smudged page every five minutes!
There was a market for it only because it was the only machine in town-the
notorious indigenous clearance angle of the Indian import licensing system had
made sure of that.
Romer draws attention to the importance of the export processing zone (EPZ)
in explaining the success of Mauritius. The only industry in the EPZ iS textile
manufacturing, established by Chinese entrepreneurs from Hong Kong who
were attracted to the EPZ not only by the economic incentives but, more imporT. N. Srinivasanis SamuelC. Park, Jr. Professorof Economicsat YaleUniversizy.
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tantly, because the notorious Multifibre Arrangement did not yet apply to
Mauridius. In contrast, India is an example of failed EPZS and the systematic
emasculation of a once-thrivingand internationally competitivetextile industry
by misguided government policy. In the 1960s India established an EPz at
Khandla, on the west coast. It failed, first, because Khandla was neither well
connected with the hinterland nor endowed with the necessary infrastructure
and human capital, and, second, because the governmentwas ambivalent about
permitting foreign investment (and other economic activities that were too different from those it permitted in the rest of India). It is well known that expansion and modernizationof integrated textile millsin India were not pernitted, to
protect the handwovendoth sector and domestictextile machinerymakers.
Romer points out that although Taiwan (China) also established EPZS and
bonded factories, it went further than Mauritius in encouraging domestic production and exporting ideas for sale in world markets. I did protect domestic
industry through discretionaryadministrative controls.
India also established several national laboratories under the aegis of the
Council of Scientificand Industrial Research, as well as several institutes of
technology and polytechnics, agricultural research institutes, and universities.
And India's discretionaryadministrativecontrols for granting domestic industry
made-to-measure protection indefinitely are well known. Except in agriculture-where-india's plant breeders successfullydevelopedseveral high-yielding
varietiesof wheat and rice-the rest of the research and developmenteffort must
be deemed cost-ineffective,if not altogether a failure. The contrast between
india and Taiwan (China) appears to be that in the latter the research institutions were givenexplicit commercialobjectivesand the government, in granting
(mosdy temporary)protection, never lost sight of the goal of intemational competitiveness.In India protection once granted becamea permanent entitlement.
I now turn to Romer's model of growth. He refers to the work of Delong and
Summers (1991), in which variations in the rate of investment in equipment
explain a significantpart of the variation in growth in a cross-sectionof countries. One strand of this argument was developed by Mahalanobis (1955), the
father of India's heavy-industrydevelopmentstrategy. He argued for keepingthe
cost of capital goods as low as possible, particularly equipment that is at the
farthest end from final consumption goods. If the government had complete
control over this industry, it would be able to control prices and shape the
pattern of industrialization. And by regulating imports, it could also influence
investmentin the private sector. As it turned out, however, domesticproduction
of equipment by the public sector, price controls, and the restriction of competid from imports raised rather than lowered the cost of this equipment.
tion
In Romer's model the sector that produces knowledge or ideas plays a role
analogous to that of the capital goods sector in the two-sector model of
Mahalanobis (1955) and Feldman (1928, as describedin Domar 1957), a model
well known at least among economistsof my generation. With no nonproduced
factor of production such as labor, holding the marginal product of capital in

Sriniuasan
IOS
each sector constant, this model generates endogenousgrowth without having
to appeal to indefinite scale economies or externalities of any kind. Because
capital, once installed in a sector, cannot be shifted, the share of investment
devoted to accumulationof capitalin the capital goods sector determinesendogenouslythe long-run rate of growth of the economy.
An expanded version of the model (see the Appendix)is helpfulin clarifying
the circumstancesunder which the opening of the economyto world trade can
augment growth. Assumethat there are two consumer goods as well as two
investmentgoods (instead of one each) and that the marginal product of capital
is constant in the production of eachgood. The utility function and the function
that transforms the output of the two investment goods into aggregate investment are Cobb-Douglas.Capital stock in the consumer (investment)goods sector is mobile within the sector producingthe two consumer (investment)goods.
There is no intersectoralmobilityof capital.
Assume,for simplicity,chatthe share of investrnentdevotedto the accumulation of capital stock in the capitalgoods sector is exogenouslyfixed rather than
endogenouslydetermined through intertemporal welfare maximization.Under
autarky all four goods are producedin positive amounts. Supposenow that this
economyis opened to freetrade in consumergoods, with the relativepriceof the
two consumer goods being fixed in world markets. Then the economy will
specializein producingone of the two consumergoods in which it has comparative advantage, and the welfareof the economywill rise in relation to autarky.
But as long as the share of investmentdevoted to the capital goods sector is
unchanged and that sector is dosed to foreign trade, the long-rungrowth rate of
the economywill be unchanged.In contrast, if the carital goodssector is open to
free trade (again at fixedworld relativeprices) whilethe consumergoods sector
is dosed, there will be a positivelong-mn growth effect and a positivewelfare
effect in relation to autarky. The implicationis that, from a growth perspective,
keepingthe growth-inducingsector (say, the capital goods sector or the knowledge sector) dosed to internationalcompetitionis costlier than dosing the consumer goods sector. But of course, keepingneither dosed would be even better
because the model contains no avenue for strategic trade policy or dynamic
externalitiesas a result of learningeffects.I make no apologiesfor this. I do not
believethat the factors that lead to rewarding strategic interventionsin foreign
trade in models of New Trade Theory are present in developingcountries. Nor
do I think that dynamic learning effects are automatic. For example, in the
Indian automobile industry there was very little evidenceof learning, in spite of
more than four decades of shelteredexistence.
In Romer'smodel the foreignmonopsonisttextile producer earns a rent representng the difference between the wage bill and the output produced (at a
constant marginal product) at the optimal number of workers employed. By
settng a minimum wage, the government can ensure that part of this rent
accrues to the workers. The maximum amount that can be so transferred is
determined by the requirement that the monopsonist's share of the rent be
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enough to compensatefor the fixedcost of entry into Mauritius. Buttransferring
-rentthrough minimum wage is a nonoptimal distortionary policy in this context
because there are two objectives: to induce the monopsonist to enter and to
induce the choice of the competitiveemploymentlevel. A policy that stipulates
the employmentlevel or, equivalently,a minimum wage equal to the marginal
product of labor and that inducesentry through a lump-sum subsidyis superior
to the minimum-wage-onlypolicy. This result is the analogue of Oi's (1971)
well-knowntwo-part tariff.
I would like to conclude with a very simple model of innovation and imitation. Suppose a research budget of SR can be spent encouraging independent
innovationefforts at a cost of Sx each and imitation efforts at a cost of Syeach.
To set up innovation, a fixed cost of SF has to be incurred regardlessof the
number of efforts. Suppose the probability of successof an innovationeffort is r
and the probability of successof an imitation effort is i. Then the probabilityS
that at least one effort will succeedis
S = 1 -

[1 - acr(x)J"

[1 -

ir(y)]m

where a = 0 if no innovation efforts are encouraged, a = 1 if n a 1 suchefforts
are encouraged,and m is the number of imitation efforts. The budget constraint
is
-af+nx+my=R.

Let us assumethat
r(0) =

O)

=

,r'

(x) > O, i' (y) > O, r"(x)

<

O,"(y)

c O

and that both -r and *r approach 1 asymptoticallyas x and y tend to infinity.
Now if R 5 F, obviously it is not feasibleto undertake any innovation effort.
Whether or not more than one imitation effort is undertaken would in general
depend on the tradeoff (as a result of the budget constraint) between increasing
the numberof efforts m and the expendituresper effort y; that is, any increasein
-mcan onlycome about with a decreasein y and viceversa. SinceS increaseswith
-mfor fixedy and with y for fixed m, that tradeoff involvestwo opposingeffects
on S. If, for example, *(y) =I - efy, , > 0, these two effectsjust offset each
other, and the probability of successis the same whether one or more imitation
efforts are undertaken. Thus S = 1 - eCR. If R > F, undertaking innovation
effort is feasible. Once again, if r(x) = 1 - c-x and ir(y) = 1 - ecy, then S =
11-e-l
if no innovation is undertaken, and S = 1 - ecR +DF+(v-y)nxif n > 1
innovation efforts are undertaken. Clearly, if ,Ba -yso that imitation is at least
as productive as innovation, no innovationeffort should be undertaken. Even if
(3< -y if OF + (/ - -y)(R - F) > 0 (that is, if the larger productivity of
innovation is not enough to offset the fixed cost F when all availableresources
are devoted to innovation), once again innovation would not be worthwhile.
Only if ,BF+ (o -y)(R- - F) 5 0 is innovation worthwhile. Of course, with
other functionalforms for r and ir, the two effectsdo not just offset each other
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and hence the choice of n and m has to be considered. An implication of this
simple model is that the Mauritian approach of imitation and the Taiwanese
approach of innovation as well as imitation could both be optimal for their
circumstances.
APPENDIX

A. Consumptiongoods sector
Output of goodi
capital = KC.

Qj(i = 1, 2); domesticuse of good i = C, (i = 1, 2); stock of

(A.1)

Production frontier

(A.2)

Utilityfunction

01Qs + O2Qi = Kc
U = (C¶)a(CS)I

B. Investmentgoods sector
Output of good i = Q; domesticuse of good i = A%;stock of capital = K.

y1 QI + -y2Q

(A.3)

Productionfrontier

(A.4)

Aggregateinvestment

I =(A')b

= K'

(Al)'-

C. Capitalaccumulation
Let Xbe the share of investmentdevotedto accumulationof K'. Then
* dK'

7_ =X

(A.S)

dKt

- -:

~(A-6)

t

t

dt

(1

)y.

D. Autarky
Ci= Qic and Al =QJ for i =1, 2.
Maximizationof (A.2)subject to (A.1) leadsto:

(A.7)

Cc= aK"Ifi1, (C2=(1 - 4)K,I02 and

Maximizationof (A.4) subject to (A.3) leadsto:
(A.8)

AII =-,Al
i

Substituting(A.8) in (A.4), one gets:

= (1 -)
T

U

)(

{)aKC.
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(A.9)

(A.9')

K'

-iK'

where

(5)(-)

Using (A.9' ) in (A.5) and (A.6)and solving:
(A.10)

K= K6e'41

(A.11)

Kc = K + (IŽ)K

e1tce- 1).

Tbus the long-rungrowth rates ofK1 K', I, and U are the sameand equal Mp.
E. Free trade in consumergoods ata relatiue pice ir' of good 2 in terms of good

I and autarky in investmentgoods
Without loss of generality, assume tF> 062/01.Then it is optimal to produce
only good 2, export part of the output, and import good 1. It is easy to show
that Q, = 0, Qj = KC/$02, Cc = atK'1# 2 , C
[(1-a)KI/02,
a-(1 - a)Ilrc)aKc/2.
It is easy to verify that given rc > 02/1,0

and U =
welfare U

under free trade is higher than under autarky for any K1. Sincethe investment
goods sector is dosed to trade, the dynamicsof the systemare unaffectedso that
the paths of K( and K' continue to be given by (A.10) and (A.11). Hence the
long-run growth rates of Kc, K, I, and U are still )uz,although the level of U at
each t is higher than under autarky.
F. Free trade in investment goods at a relativeprice of X' of good 2 in terms of
good 1 and autarky in consumptiongoods.
Without loss of generality assume T >

72/1-.

Then it is optimal to produce

only good 2, export part of the output, and import good 1. It is easy to show
that Ql = 0, Q. = K'/'y 2 , Al = cSr'K'/y2 , Ai = [(1 - 6)Kq/17 2 , and I =
-, 61)1 Nr')' K'/-y2. It is easy to verify that given T > v/2/-yl, investmentI
under free trade is higher than under autarky for any K'. Now using (A.5) and
(A.6) and solving, one gets:K' = K'e','

t

where

p =(

-1(1--5(wlpX1zY

and
.

.

.

~~~~K'K- + (1-X

,\ e w -1.

Now given 9 > y2kyj, it followsthat p>

. Hence the valuesof K' and KC
at
each time t under fiee trade in investmentgoods are higher than their corresponding values under autarky, and the long-run growth rates of KK, , and I
are the same at XJL,which is also higher than its value Xqunder autarky.
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Since the consumption goods sector is under autarky given K', Qi = Cl =
.aK/,1/, QS =
[(1 - r)K'J1/6
2 , and U = Ca/#i)aC(1 ur)/fl2 )ltVK9. Since
Kc is higher at each t under free trade in investmentgoods than under autarky, U
is higher as well. SinceKc grows faster, U grows faster as well.
-
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A participant from the World Bank askedlRomer co explain how ideas that are
nonrival but excludable fit with the club theory, which deals with the issue of
goods (such as swimming pools) that are nonrival but excludable. Romer
explained that dub theory assumes that the element of nonrivalry essentially
goes away at finite capacity; with partially nonrival goods, congestion effectsset
in. Ideas are fundamentally different because there are no congestion effects.

That might seem like a small degree of difference, but the implications are
profound.

A participant from the BrookingsInstitution asked Romer what kind of intellectual property law would best disseminate ideas and encourage production.
Romer responded that this question was too complex for the present discussion
but that basically the only reason firms invest in generating ideas is to have a
monopoly on their results for a certain length of time: ideas were used to reap
monopoly rents. The outcome is an imperfect situation wherein ideas are not
freely available, which leads to interventions. This is not market failure in the
usual sense of the word; it happens because ideas, which are incremental in
nature, are appropriable. Most of the discussion on this issue, he added, has
been based, unknowingly, on the object side of the four-way figure in his paper.
The belief that stronger property rights are unambiguously welfare-improving
applies only to that objects column. The subdeties of what would constitute

good intellectualproperty laws are immensebecause of the important efficiency
and distributional questions.
A participant from the Universityof Buenos Aires asked Romer to comment
on the phenomenon of incomplete specification. Suppose that a firm with a
license is given an engineering manual that is incomplete. One would have to
generate knowledge to understand how to use the imported technology, he said.
What kind of knowledge would be needed to use that plant? Should the government subsidize the acquisition of that knowledge?
Codified specificationsare an issue in the transfer of technology, said Romer,
but that should not stop the flow of ideas. People, as well as manuals, might
have to be imported, but it could be done.
A World Bank participant asked what enabled developingcountries to draw
on the stock of global knowledge? To what extent should there be information
This sessionwas chaired by Kemal Davis, director, Country Department 11,Europe and Central Asia

RegionalOffice,the WorldBank.
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servicesand researchinstitutes?What kinds of things must be done to maximize
the externalities available from foreign investment? Continuing this line of
-thinking, another speaker said that since knowledge had some aspects of a
public good, one might want to subsidize its production. Could Romer say
which countries might have a comparative advantage in producing knowledge,
and which might be better off importing it?
:Romer said that support for the importance of ideas ultimatelycomes from
people who look narrowly at the microleveldisaggregatedevidence.Their work
had influencedhim greatly, and he realizedthat his macroanalysiswas uselessif
it did not get down to a micro level. What he had tried to do was to tie things up
in a little package the way economists did with the Solow model when they did
growth accounting.
Making policy claimsin this area, said Romer, took more insight into politics
and institutions than he had, but if someone said that he had to reach some
policy conclusions, he would rely on the evidence on the ground. He would
learn a lot more about what works and what does not work-looking at cases
like Taiwan (China), Mauritius, and Brazil-rather than spend time with a
pencil and paper trying to create a model and derive some condusions from it.
He would encourage schooling,training, and other investmentsin human capital; which have high payoffs, and he would encourage investmentsin machinery. But Mauritius illustratesthat even a low-incomecountry that cannot afford
to provide the schooling and developthe machineryit may desirehas the option
of bringingin qualifiedpersonnel and equipment.
A participant asked Romer and the other discussantswhich they thought was
preferable: some kind of direct, transparent aliocation for subsidizingresearch,
or indirect subsidiesthrough tariffs and other forms of protection?
Marcelo Selowsky (discussant)asked Romer if he thought there was something between the two extremes:picking one firm and completelysubsidizingits
research and development, or telling all firms that for every ten dollars they
invested in research and development(R&D)the governmentwould give them
-one dollar. Romer said he thought that was really two questions. First, how
would you design the institutions? Second (and harder to figure out), what
fraction of GDP should go there? There was a big gap betweensocial and private
returns that could be exploited, even in the United States, if we could figureout
how to do it, said Romer.
One participant suggestedan auctioning of subsidiesthat involved cofinancing, to maximize the mobilization of research funds. The government would
say, we're going to devote $100 million to research, and whoever is willingto
put up the most cofinancingper subsidydollar will get the subsidyfunds. So, if
company A bid fivedollars of cofinancingper subsidydollar and companyB bid
ten dollars per subsidydollar, companyB would win the subsidy.
Romer said that the auction had the flavor of market competition, which he
thought was better than the governments trying to collectrevenues(thus requiring coercion), but that he would probably favor using subsidiesto train engi-
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neers and letting the market allocate where the engineerswould go. The political
economy.there was dear-cut, he thought. He offered the example of the U.S.
Department of Defense, which is implementing an industrial policy for parallel
supercomputers. The department has picked two winners, with two different
architectures. Romer said he thought this mechanism was wrong-first, because
the U.S. Congress would take it over and eventually misuse it, and, second,
because he would not want to rely on the judgment of a few people. He thought
it would be better to tax everybody who buys a supercomputer now-at, for
example, 2 to 5 percent of the price and say that the tax must be devoted to
research on making supercomputers better, but let the buyers decide to whom it
would go. In other words, the government would say that x percent of all
spending has to go to this activity, but the users of the new technology would
decide where that research money would go.
Another participant said that the interesting question was, what proportion of
resources should go to basic research and what proportion to directed
research-and directed in what way? l-t pointed out that Romer had not yet
responded to Marcelo Selowsky's question, in his comments, about testable
propositions.
What critical experiment would support or disprove what I am talking about?
asked Romer. Take a case like this: a country in which GNP increases rapidly,
although there have been no imports of goods or capital-the only thing that has
happened is that some people came in who had ideas, as Hong Kong entrepreneurs had come to Mauritius. This country gets no machinery from outside, it is
not allowed to change the level of schooling, and the labor force is fixed. But by
virtue of people coming in with ideas, there is a big increase in GNP or in output
per worker. Romer said he would take that as strong evidencein favor of the
model he was describing. Mauritius was not the perfect example, but it came
dlose: it had large domestic savings, and although it was not manufacturing its
own sewing machines, it could do so. Romer said that he had not made his full
case yet, but he thought he could. He said his notion of successhad been that in
the end people would say, we knew this all along. The question is not whether it
is true but why there is a disparity between what is true and what the models
predict. If we knew this proposition was true all along, why didn't we spend
time tracking down models that captured it?
A speaker on a later panel brought the discussion back to the empirical
- -- - -question of how to encourage activities and ideas for technical change. He
had two comments. First, governments must be careful about centrally governed or tax-subsidized R&D because R&D iS typically done by larger firms, and
certain actvities might be better handled by smaller firms. Second, in the
-'
'industrial market economies, differences in the capacity to generate and
exploit ideas are determined by the technological activities financed by firms
themselves. If the firms are good capitalists, they will know what is good for
them and wiU fund it. On the whole, he thought, subsidies de not work in
advanced countries.-
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The interesting question, said the speaker, is why, over very long periods,
some countnes are willing to put money into technology-generatingactivities
and others are not. We do not know why the Japanese spend more than the
Americans, or why over eighty years the Germans spent more than the British.
The Britishwent through imperialism,welfare-statism,and Thatcherism, and it
did not make a bit of difference.We do not know why technologicalactivityhas
exploded in firms in the Republicof Korea and Taiwan (China)in the past five
to ten years but not in Latin America. Firms differ enormously in dynamic
efficencies across countries. Those are the facts; explainingthem is the challenge. Inventingdever subsidy schemeswithout understandingthese differences
could be dangerous, he conduded.
A participant from Ankara Universityin Turkey said that the two economies
Romer had chosen as exampleswere small islands with few trade barriers. He
asked if the internal dynamics of ideaswere distinctly different in small island
economiesthan in large countriessuch as India and Brazilor other Latin American countries.
Romer said that limits set by the industrial world would pose an increasingly
serious problem for development. The Multifibre Arrangement was just the
beginning of what might become a series of protective actions. Wages had
already fallen in the United States and would continue to fail in most of the
industrial world, and procedures would continue to be implementedto solve
income redistribution problems. If we do not come up with better approaches
than the Multifibre Arrangement, said Romer, the developingcountries will
suffer. Still, there was something to the notion of learning from the rest of the
world, even if it was done for the sake of domestic consumers rather than for
export. Suppose the West simply behaved badly in this area? What strategy
could be articulated for developingcountries? They might form large trading
blocs that could learn from the industrial countries by allowing technologyimports. They might allow Honda to come in and build an automobileplant in
Turkey, if necessary,and then if Turkey couldn't sell its Hondas in Europe or
the United States, it could sell them to other developingcountries. One country
could sell Hondas, one could sell pharmaceuticals,one could sell computers,
and so forth. If somethingworks, use it over and over again-but that was going
to becomeharder to do.
A participant from the World Bank wondered if Romer thought that moving
toward globalization necessarilymeant mass production. What if a country
wanted to resist that momentum and preserveits culture and handicraftsinstead
of having McDonald's here, there, and everywhere? Should such a goal be
subsidized or supported, even if it meant loss of production? Romer said he
agreed absolutelywith Kaushik Basu (discussant)on the importance of beliefs
and culture and that some beliefswould not facilitate growth. Similarly,some
values would not support growth-and

by definition, when two sets of values

conflicted, those who held one set would seem wrong to those who held the
other. There would be great stress, he said, as countries-for better or worse-
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abandoned value systeinsthat were not conduciveto growth and adopted new
to
ones. Whether that was good or not was philosophicallyalmost imnpossible
decide, but valuesand beliefswould continue to change. Taking ideasseriously,
he said, leadsto the conclusionthat the arena in whichone operates is inherently
a second-bestkind of world; that is when logicprovidessome spacefor intervention. But the best interventionstake advantageof opportunitiesfor the collective
good, not for individualdecentralizedaction. Romer noted that once his viewof
productive opportunity was taken seriously, it was apparent why values and
norms were not a matter of indifference.Later in the discussion,Basuobserved
that peopleget lockedinto a value system.It might be in a society'sinterest to do
away with a certain set of values, and everyonemight be aware of that, but it
m-iightnot be in an individual'sinterest to abandon those values if others were
adhering to them.
T. N. Srinivasan (discussant) said that values, beliefs, or ideologieswhatever one called them-almost all have a functional origin. Beliefsystems
that prohibited eating pork and beef were more cost-effectivethan having an
army of inspectorsexaminingpork production. When beliefsbecome dysfunctional becauseof changesin technology,he said, they may last a while, but they
won't last indefinitely.It is too easy, he said, to treat beliefsas exogenousand as
a given that is unresponsive to market forces. Romer agreed with him completely but said that subtle issues were involved. Suppose certain people had
beliefsthat were not conduciveto growth, and suppose one could come in and
get them to change their beliefsin a way that produced faster growth. Would
that make them better offBAnother.participant pointed out the philosophical
difficulty of evaluating such a change of preferences.If someone changes my
preferences, he said, my welfare with changed preferencescan be observed, but
it cannot be comparedwith my welfarewith unchangedpreferences.
Basu found Srinivasan'sidea that beliefshad a functionalorigintoo simplistic.
A belief might have a functional origin, or it might not. Basu preferred an
evolutionary explanation of changing values and belief systems:societies and
dusters that adhere to dysfunctionalvalues for long periods will do worse and
will vanish from view through natural selection. He said that Srinivasan'sdistinction between exogenous and endogenouswas also simplistic.In a sense, he
said, everything on earth is endogenous;"exogenous' was really an analyses
construct and blurred reality, dependingon one's viewpoint.
Basu said he did not agree that it was only a technicalpoint that the assumption of constant returns to scale was troublesome. Ideas were being treated as
excludablein terms of cross-bordermovements,he said, but not as excludablein
terms of movementwithin a country, whichwas why he saw the justificationfor
constant returns to scale. Allowingfor the fact that an idea might be excludable
even after it came into the country, doublingall other factors mighrnot result in
a doubling of output if those factors did not accruewhere the ideas were. If one
was concerned about the distribution of these factors, one must be somewhat
concerned about the distributionof ideas.
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LaborMarketInstitutionsand Policies:
Help or Hindranceto EconomicDevelopment?
Richard B. Freeman

This paper e-xaminesthe wide disagreementabout the value of institutional interventions in developing county labor market between (World Bank) economists who see
government regulationof wages, mandated contributions to socialfunds, job security,
and collective bargainingas 'distortions' in an otherwiseideal world and International
Labour Organisation (ILO) economists who stress the potential benefits of interventions, hold that regulatedmarkets adjust better than unregulatedmarkets, and endorse
tripartite consultations and collective bargainingas the best way to determine labor
outcomes. It-presentsa scorecardof evidencetojudge which view is closerto the truth
on particularissues.
The paper finds litte support for the notion that interventions are major impediments to resource. allocation, structural adjustment, or stabilization programs,
althosgh in some cases they have sizable costs. At the same time, itfinds little evidence
on the value of socialpacts and relatedconsultative modes of adjustmentfavored by the
ito. The paper proposes a different perspecthiveon labor market policies antd
instinations-as factors in the political economy of economic reform-and develops a
model designed to capture the role of interuentions and institutions in buttressing
suppo rt for economic reforms.

Labor-market polcies-minimum wages, job security regulations, and
social security-are usually intended to raise welfare or reduce exploitation. But they actualy work to raise the
tof labor in the formal sector
and reduce labor demand . . [increase]the supply of labor to the rural
and urban informal sectors, and thus [depress] labor incomes where most
of the poor are found. (World Bank 1
t990b,
p. 63)
Minim um wages have an important role to play in protecting low income
ro.th
e.ofstructural adjustment also calls for a sound industrial relations
system and a commitment to tripartite dialogue.
aOver
the long run
-suppression of free industrial relations jeopardizes prospects for economic
.

development. (ILo 1991b, p. 5) The 1980s highlighted

reguLatethe labor market.
7:

(ILO

... the need to re-

1991a, p. 65)
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As the preceding quotations indicate, there is considerable disagreement
about the value of institutional interventionsin developingcountry labor markets. On one side are econoniistswho see unregulated labor markets as neo-dclassicalboursesin which govermnentregulation of wages, mandated contributions to social funds, job security,and collectivebargainingcreate "distorntons"
in an otherwise ideal world. These economistsview their task as the technical
one of measuring the adverse effectsof these policies.The view that intervendionsare first and foremost distortionspervades most World Bank analyses of
labor issues, and I shall accordinglycall this the Bank Distortion View, although
some Bank analystsreject it and manyeconomistsoutside the Bank endorse it.
On the opposite side are institutionallyoriented economists who believethat
the social aspects of labor markets create such large divergencesfrom the competitive ideal as to make that model a poor measuring rod for policy. These
analysts stress the potential benefits of interventions, hold that regulated markets adjust better than unregulated markets to shocks, and endorse tripartite
consultationsand collectivebargainingas the best way to determinelabor outcomes. When efficiencyconflictswith the social protection of labor, they place
greater weight on the latter. The view that interventionsare first and foremost
sociallybeneficialdominates ILO analysesof the labor market, and I will accordingly call it the ELo Institutional View. Towards Social Adjustment (Standing
and Tokman 1991) forcefullypresentsthis perspective,superimposingthe word
"social"over the word "structural"in its tide.
The differingviews of how labor market interventionsaffect social well-being
have contradictory policy implications.If you believethat interventionsreduce
growth and hamper adjustment, you will recommend that countries elininate
them and will make elimination a condition for adjustment loans under the
slogan of deregulatinglabor markets. If you believe that interventionsimprove
well-being,you will advise governmentsto encourage unionism and collective
bargainig under ILO conventions, and to regulate market outcomesand adhere
to labor standards.
Is there compelling evidencefor either the World Bank or the ILO point of
view? Does experience in developingcountry labor markets and labor market
researchprovide greater support for one or the other?
In this paper I examine these questions. There has been little open debate
between ILOand World Bank researchers,and their analysesoften coincide on
particular issues. I play agent provocateur here because I believeconfrontation
will increaseour understandingmorethan a continuation of the status quo, with
-1. The key lLOconventions are No. 87, Freedom of Association and Protection of dhe Right to
Organise, and No. 98, Right to Organiseand CollectiveBargaining,with article4, "the right to negotiate
wages and conditionsfredy without outside interferenceis a fundamental aspea of dhe freedom of
association: Excluding certain mattes, making collective agreements subject to prior approval or
enabling them to be declared void becausethey run counter to governmenteconornicpolicyis incompatiblewith article 4. In addition, convention131 on minimumwage fiing and convention 154 on collective bargainingare important endorsementsof the validityof interentions.
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each school of thought proceeding along its own path, implicitly dismissing
rather than seriouslyaddressing the daims of the other.
The paper has four sections. Section I introduces the combatants. SectionII
provides a scorecard of evidenceto judge which view is doser to the truth on
particular issues. Section III offers a different perspectiveon labor market policies and institutions-as factors in the political economy of economic refonnthat has surfaced in both World Bank and ILOanalyses. Section IV summarizes
conclusionsand offers suggestionsfor future research.
1.THE

COMBATANTS: BANK DISTORTIONISTSVERSUSILO INSTITUTIONALISTS

In the blue corner, from Washington, D.C., we have ...
The Distortionist Case: Interventions Are Bad

The distortionist case hinges on four claimsabout interventions: they misallocate labor, waste resources through rent-seeking, impair adjustments to economic shocks, and deter investment, therebyreducing rates of growth.
Since the daim that interventions misallocate resources follows from basic
price theory, all economists know the basic arguments and the provisos about
market failures that qualify those arguments. The major premise is that absent
interventions, labor markets set wages at opportunity cost levels and determine
Pareto-efficientlevelsof employment, work rules, training, and so on. Sincethe
unfettered market meets optimality conditions, interventions can only make
matters worse. The resultant allocative distortions are typically measured by
Harberger welfare triangles.
The possibility of transferring income from one group to another through
interventions suggests that interest groups will devote resources to rent-seeking
instead of to activitiesthat raise national output (Krueger1974). Irrespectiveof
the successof such rent-seeking, those resourcesare deadweight losses to society
as a whole. The economics of pressure groups also suggests, however, limits to
the resultant distortions because taxpayers will organize against policies with
especiallylarge deadweightlosses(Becker1985). While no political regime, least
of all a democracy, can eliminate rent-seeking, a state committed to few interventions presumablywill see less such activiy than a state in which interventions
are common. Rent-seeking distortions are measured by the resources spent to
alter or preserve ownership rights and, depending on the way rights are established, may come to equal the value of the rents (Krueger1974).
Distortionists also believethat interventionsreduce wage or employmentflexibility and thus adjustment to economic shocks. Collectivebargaining or wage
indexation schemesthat maintain real wages when national output falls or that
preserve relative wages when changesare needed to induce labor to move across
sectors to meet balance of trade problems reduce the ability of the economy to
respond to new situations. Because economic theory has less to say about
dynamic adjustments than about comparative statics, the a priori case for
adjustment distortions is weaker than the case for allocativedistortions.
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A final potential adverse effect is to reduce rates of return to investment.
Administratively set or collectivelybargained wages that redistribute economic
rent from capital to labor are bad because they reduce the profitability of investments. Taxes or fiscal deficitsthat fund public employmentare bad because they
crowd out funds for more productive private investment. Many small interventions and rent-seekingactivity may interact to lower overall economic efficiency
and returns to investment(Olson 1982). Sincegrowth rates cumulate to massive
differencesin per capita output over time, the existence of intervention-induced
growth distortions is potentially the most important argument in the distortionist armory.
Claims that labor market interventions have an adverse effect do not follow
mechanically, it should be noted, from "pure theory.' Distortionist analysts
make selective use of economic theory. For example, those who believe that
social security payroll taxes adverselyaffect savingsand investmentreject Ricardian equivalence; those who use nonwage costs to measure interventionist distortions reject the fungibility of modes of compensanon; those who argue-that
employment protection laws have efficiencycosts ignore Coase's theorem that
property rights do not affect efficiency.Even distortionist criticisms of minimum
wages involve more than applying optimizing calculus. A small country whose
modern sector capital stock is foreign owned can benefit from labor market
interventions that "soak" foreign capital just as it can benefit from an optimal
tariff.2 Distortionist arguments are not the final word of economic theory.
To validate claimnsthat interventions have major allocative, rent-seeking,
adjustment, or growth costs requires empirical evidencethat interventions are
effectivein producing differentialsin pay or conditions of work that would not
otherwise arise in unfettered markets and that they have sufficiendy large
adverse effects on resource allocation to affect the overalleconomy. The issue of
magnitude is critical, for the general finding that welfare triangle losses are
relatively small has led many economists who accept the basic tenet of distortionism to regard the costs of labor market interventions as of second-order
importance compared with macroeconomicdistortions. Distortionist arguments
should weigh heavily in policy only if estimates of static welfare losses are
misleadingly low, if adjustment distortions seriously impair stabilization programs, or if distortions deter investment enough to reduce growth.
And in the red corner, from Geneva, Switzerland ...
The Case That Interve,rtions Are Good

Because there is no general institutionalist theory, the case for interventions is
more diffuse and less analyticallygrounded than the case against them. A major
2. Consider the extreme casein which all modern sector capital is foreignowned and a minimum wage
and hiring/firing lawpresents foreign capital with an all-or-nothing labor market choice. Then, imposing
this legislation benefits domesric-worlcers.In a dynamic setting the gains from redistributing quasi-rents
to local workers must be balanced against potential loss of future invesunents.
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strand of institutionalist thinking simply rejects the relevance of neoclassical
analysis:"The choice betweenvarious wage policy options must not be based on
the conclusionsdrawn from an ideal economy"(ILo 1990, p. 38). One problem
with the theory is its "overbearingfocus on prices" (Standing1991b, p. 25) and
neglectof other adjustmentsthat may offer more sociallydesirabledirectionsfor
competition (Sengenberger1991, p. 237). When actual labor markets operate
differentlyfrom the ideal, institutional modes of influencingoutcomes, such as
collectivebargaining, tripartite negotiations, and government-mandatedwages
or labor standards, can be Pareto improvements. In the institutionalist view,
they usuallyare.
Institutionalists invariablystress the benefits of interventionsin the form of,
say, insurance from adverse market outcomes or redistribution to low-wage
workers:
The quest for labour security is a legitimate objective. .

.

market mecha-

nisms may need to be circumventedin the interest of social values....
Social progress and labour standards should not be sacrificedin the name
of efficiency.(Standingand Tokman 1991, p. 1)
The market system is a powerfultool for economicmanagement[but] ...
there may be some side effectson economic securityand equity that ...
give riseto a need for state intervention... [to] moderate incomeinequality and provide some minimum economic security. (World Bank 1991,
pp. 41-42)

Standard economic analysisallows us to measure the posited benefitsof intervennons. One can derive demandsfor unemploymentinsurance,social security,
and the like from individualmaximizingbehavior under risk aversion;calculate
the consumer surplus attributable to programs that meet those demands; and
compare the surplus with the inefficiencycosts that result from labor supply
responsesto the program. (Riskaversion parameters may be harder to estimate
than elasticities of demand or supply, but difficulty of estimation has never
stopped an econometrician.)Hansen and Imrohoroglu's (1992, p. 118) simulation of the benefits and costs of unemployment insurancesuggeststhat for the
United States "replacement rates as high as .65 are optimal and the welfare
benefits of unemployment insurance are quite large," although moral hazard
and nonoptimal replacement rates can produce costsin excessof benefits.Whatever the result, it is important to measure rather than assert the posited benefits
of interventions.
Lo support of collectivebargainingis based on a moral imperative:
Countries which are membersof the ILO are presumed to accept the value
judgment that free collectivebargaining between employersand autonomous pluralistic trade unions is the best method of determiningterms and
conditions of employment. Access to such mechanisms is regarded as a
.'basichuman right. Therefore, governmentsare expectedto introducelegis-
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lative provisions to encourage the development of trade unions and free
collectivebargaining. (ILo 1990, p. 39)

* ---

But support for collective bargaining or other institutional modes of wagesetting (such as extension of contracts by ministers of labor to nonunion
workers, as in Western Europe) can also be grounded in theories of bargaining.
Analysesof prisoners' dilenmmagames, for instance, show that bargainingpartners with long horizons can reach cooperativesolutions. This in turn underlies
the standard argument that "neocorporatistecentralizedbargaining resolvesthe
prisoners'dilemma of wage-wageinflationat lower costs of unemploymentthan
decentralizedarrangements.
There are two arguments for labor standards or legally mandated benefits.
The first asserts that standards force employers to "overcome the misguided
preoccupationwith cost-cutting (via lower wages), and [redirect] attention to
the strengtheningof productive power (via training, technicalinnovation, etc.)"
(Sengenberger1991, p. 249). This claim asserts but does not demonstrate that
managers have a bias toward cheap labor solutions rather than toward
equally-or evenmore-productive high-wagemodes of competing.The second
defense for mandated standards is that they are solutions to moral hazard or
selectivityissues that make it unprofitable for firms to offer socially desirable
benefits or contracts and thus are akin to lump sum users' taxes (Summers
1988). This argumentresonates with standard theory of market failure.
In short, economic theory is rich (weak) enough to provide arguments for
interventions as well as against them. The more the world is filled with prisoner's dilemmagames, certain typesof moral hazard problems, and the like, the
greater is the institutionalist case. The closer the world is to the competitive
ideal, the less compelling is that case. The game theory finding that modest
differencesin the rules of games (that is, institutions) can substantially affect
outcomes implies that one cannot dismiss institutional daims as atheoretic,
although the claims may be wrong. All of which means (no surprise) that we
must look at evidenceto decidewho is closerto the truth.
II. THE SCORECARD

-

In this section I assessWorld Bank, ILO, and other research on the validityof
the distortionist and institutionalist viewsin severalareas: sectoral wage differentials, nonwagelabor costs, minimumwages, wage adjustments, employment
securityregulations, and collectivebargaining.Becauseeach developingcountry
has its own experienceswith labor market interventions, in principle I should
draw on hundreds of cases for my scorecard. Instead of essayingthis herculean
task, I have limited my review of studiesto Bank and ILO research in the 1980s
and to the smattering of countries on which I have first-hand knowledge. I
recognizethat cases or studies whichI missedmightlead to a somewhatdifferent
scoringof the debate.
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Are SectoralWage Differentialsan Indicationof Distortion?
In the 1960s and 1970s there was general agreement that massivepublicprivate, formal-informal,or urban-rural wage differentialsin developingcountries, particularlyin Africa, proved that somethingwas wrong with wage determination that affectedthe overallpattern of development.Intervention in favor
of formal sector workers was an obvious culprit. But much changed in the
1980s. As Colclough(1991, table 5, appendix tables 1 and 2) and Lindauer,
Meesook, and Suebsaeng(1988, table 3) document, for many countriesin SubSaharan Africa public sector pay fell markedly in relation to gross domestic
product (GDP) per capita, particularlyfor higher-wagepublic employees.With
government accounting for much of modern sector employment, traditional
urban-rural differentialsalso dropped, in some casessharply Uamal and Weeks
1992). In Latin America, governmentwages also fell significantly, falling 40
percent in real terms from 1985 through 1989 in Venezuela,for example.
The drop in public and urban salary premiums in the 1980s has several
implications for the distortionist-versus-institutionalistdebate. It refutes fears
that institutional rigiditiesmake pay-settinginflexiblein the modern sector (of
which more lacer)and obsolescesmuch distortionistconcern over sectoral wage
differentialsand urban bias in labor market outcomes. Most important, it raises
new questons about the effect of low pay for government workers on the
operation of the public sector (Lindauer, Meesook, and Suebsaeng 1988). In
many countriesthe issue for the 1990s is not how to reduce excessivegovernment pay but rather how to build a productivepublic sector capableof operating
social safetynets for those who lose from adjustmentand stabilizationprograms
and capable of managing infrastructure and education systems for long-term
developmentAMicrostudies
of wages in severaldevelopingcountries have revealed sizable
pay differentialsamong comparableworkers that cannot be explained by state
or union interventions,which castsfurther doubt on the distortionistinterpretation of wage-setting.Summarizingstudiesof the Bombaylabor market, Mazumdar (1989a, p. 11) conduded that "the popular (Bank)viewexaggeratesthe role
of institutionalinterventionsin creatingand maintainingthis wage gap" because
'long before the era of trade union or governmentintervention, wages in large
textile factorieswere high in comparison with alternativeearnings," and that
large wage differencesare found in urban labor markets in countries (Indonesia) where the institutionalapparatus for wage determinationis at a rudimnentary level"(p. 2).3 These findingsresonatewith U.S. research that shows sizable
wage differentialsamong similar workers absent institutional interventions, in
contrast to smalldifferentialsin interventionistSweden.
3. Mazumdar (1989b, pp. 10-11) further notes dhewide variation in wages among villagesin India
and the uniform dailywage rates for laborers with differingskills, absent unionism or governmentpay
regulations.
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To see how the dispersionof earnings across sectorsvanes among countries
with differing levels of development and interventions in the labor market, I
calculated standard deviations of log earnings among manufacturingindustries
using data from the ILO Yearbook of Labour Statistics(1991c). 4 The results, in
table 1, show that differentials are greater in low-income and lower-middleincome countries than in upper-midd.le-incomedeveloping countries and
hiigher-incomecountries; are greater in less interventionistthan in more interventionist high-incomecountries; and are least in formerly Communist countries.5 This pattern suggests that interventions reduce rather than increase
differentialsin the industrial sector, which certainly rules out the use of highwage dispersion across industries as an indicator of interventionist distortions
and suggests, if anything, the opposite: that low-wagedispersion can be taken
as an indicator of interventionistdistortion. The evidencesupports the use of
low dispersion as an indicator of interventionistwage policies in the industrial
sector (Freeman 1988), but not necessarily as a measure of distortion. The
reason is that-the sizable variation in sectoral wages in relatively unfettered
labor markets can be interpreted as the "failure" of those markets to establish
equal pay for equal work in accord with the neoclassicalmodel rather than as
the "right wage structure. Studies in the United States that have sought to
explain wage variations in industry have generally conduded that a sizable
proportion of the variation is rent-sharingbecause finns in sectors that do well
pay above-market wages even though there is no union-or otherintervention.
Are Nonwage Costs an Indication of Distortion?

Another often-mentionedpotential labor market distortion is institutionally
induced nonwage costs of labor (ranging from payroll taxes and unemployment
compensationto other fringe benefits).To the extent that these costs add to the
competitivemarket cost of employment,they will reducethe number of workers
in affected sectors. Exploring this possibility, Riveros (1989) found "no dear
time trend in relative labor costs which would suggestthat enforcementof these
costs introduces (rising)distortions" (p. 19); "that in most less developed countries the existence of nonwage costs does not necessarilyconstitute a distortionary factor" (p. 22); and that "a certain level of nonwage costs associated with
deferred payments or with an insurance system may not be all that distortionary" (p. 20). Whether the failure of nonwage costs to proxy distortions arises
from the fungibilityof labor costs, the quality of the data, the short time-series
to which it was applied, or a more fundamental problem with the distortionist
4. These data are based on establishmentsurveysand are exceedinglycrude because of differencesin
thesize of units reporting in the differentcountries.
5. Note that I followWorld Bankpractice in placing China among the lower-incomecountries rather
than the Commnunist countries.
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- Table 1. StandardDevdationsof Log Earningsacross Industries
in Manufacturing, by Level of Economic Development
Categoryof economy
Law-income
Burundi
China
Gambia, The
India
Kenya
Malawi
Myamnar
Average

Year

Standarddeviation

1985
1990
1987
1986
1989
1988
1989
n.a.

0.222
0.172
0.473
0.234
0.419
0.483
0.126
0.304

1990
1986
1985
1987
1987
1985
1990
1990
1986
1985
1988
1987
1988
1987
n.a.

0.345
0.089
0.460
0.330
0.351
0.363
0.254
0.189
0.351
0.312
0.383
0.453
0.274
0.313
0.319

1989
1989
1988
1990
1987
1990
1988
1989
1989
n.a.

0.179
0.219
0.143
0.278
0.290
0.211
0.353
0.116
0.212
0.222

1990
1990
1989
1989
1989
1990
1990
n.a.

0.245
0.210
0.216
0.251
0.243
0.176
0.267
0.230

Lower-midde-icome

Chile
Colombia
DominicanRepublic
Egypt
Fiji
Guatemala
Mauritius
Mexico
NedterlandsAntilles
Panama
Peru
Philippines
Turkey
Zimbabwe
Average

.

Upper-middle-income

Argentina
Cyprus
Greece
Korea, Rep. of
Portugal
Puero Rico
SouthAfrica
Uruguay
Yugoslavia
Average
High-income,lessinterventionist
Canada
Hong Kong
Ireland
Japan
Spain
UnitedKingdom
United Stares
Average
High-income,more interventionist
Austria
Belgium
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany

1990
1989
1990
1990
1987
1990

0.228
0.175
0.114
0.153
0.140
0.160
(Tablecontinueson thefoLlowingpage.)
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Table I (continued)
Categoryof economy

Year

Standarddeviation

Israel
Luxembourg
Netherlands
NcwZealand
Singppore
Sweden
Average

1986
1989
1989
1990
1990
1990
n.a.

0.2S2
0.196
0.144
0.167
0.214
0.104
0.171

Cuba

1986
1988

0.133
0.101

Czechoslovakia

1989

0.109

Centmrllyplanned
Bulgaria

Hungary
Poland
Romania
Ukraine
U.S.S.R.
Average
u.n.a.
Notapplicable.
Source:Calculated
fromIo (1991c).

1990
1989
1989
1989
1989
n.a.

0.216
0.141
0.108
0.095
0.100
0.125

view is debatable. What is clear is that the exercise did not yield a serviceable
measureof distortionsfor cross-countrycomparisons.6
The inference I draw from evidence on interindustry wage dispersion and
nonwage costs is that there is no easyway to measure interventionistdistortions
using market price data. What is neededinsteadis to look at specificgovernment
programs that intervenein wages or employment,to which I turn next.
Minimum Wages

-: --

-

The minimum wage is a b&tenoire to distortionists becauseit is the textbook
case of an interventionthat misallocatesresources:an effectiveminimumwage
reduces employment. The major question is whether the induced increase is
worth the loss of jobs. If it does raise the wages of the most poverty-strickenat
little cost to employment,manywould find this an appealingway to redistribute
income. If, by contrast, the cost is many jobs, and only a few highly paid formal
sector workers benefit at the expense of lower-paid informal or rural sector
workers, few would favor minimum wage policies. What does the evidence
show?
There is evidence that an enforced minimum wage substantially reduces
employment.Consider, for example,the applicationof the U.S. minimumwage
to Puerto Rico, where productivity and earnings are considerably below mainland levels. As figure 1 shows, the U.S. minimum of $3.35 an hour essentially
dominated the distribution of earnings in Puerto Rico in 1983, creatng a
6. Evenso, nonwagecoststurn up as an indicatorof distortionsin other studies(L6pezand Riveros
1990),presumablyfor lack of anythingbetter,and giveweak resultscomparableto thosein Riveros
(1989).
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Figure 1. Effectof U.S.-LezelMinimumWageon thePuertoRicanLaborMarket:
Distributionof HourlyEarnings,1983
Fraction of Puerto Rican labor force
0.20
0.18
0.16
0.14
0.12
0.10
0.08 0.06-

0.02
0
2.50

3.35 4.00
Hourly wage rate (dollars)

13.00

Note:U.S. minimumwage = $3.35an hour.
Sourc Casillo-Freeman and Freeman (1991).

remarkable spike at that rate of pay. Analyses by Castillo-Freeman and Freeman
(1991) show that the imposition of the minimum wage raised average earnings

on the island, lowered the aggregate employment-populationratio by a significant amount, and shifted employmentaway from low-wagesectors (which had
to raise pay substantiallyto meet the minimum).
But such minimum wage interventionis far from the norm in the developing
world. Many countries set minimumwages too low or are too lax in enforcing
the law for the regulation to have much effect.7 In an assessmentof Mexico's
minimum wage law, Gregory (1986, pp. 260-61) concluded that "the relationship of legal minimum wages to market-determinedwages has evinced frequent
and substantial changes at differenttimes . . . and increasesin the former were
not a necessary precondition for raising real wage levels of those employed
toward the lower end of the nrban wage distribution." Similarly,Fallon's (1987,
pp. 7-8) study of labor regulationin India rejected the importance of minimum
wages: "unskilledwages were substantiallyabove minimum rates in large establishments . . . [implying]that the latter are also ineffective.In smaller establishmnts...
most firns paid at or within 20 percent of the minimum . . . con7. Noncompliance
ratesin Mexicoare 25 percent;in CostaRica20 percent;in Jakrta, Indonesia,
70 percent(ILO
1990,p. 27). SeealsoStarres
(1981,pp. 138-41)studyof minimumwagefixing.
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sistent with the view that advisory boards use going wage rates insmall establishments as the basis for setting minimum rates in the first place."
By contrast, Fallon and Lucas (1991, p. 397) regard the large increases in
minimum wages in Zimbabwe after independence as substantially affecting the
wage structure. Paldam and Riveros's(1987) review of minimum X ages in Latin
America reports mixed effectsof the minimum on wages and a "lack of causal
connections between minimum-wage cL nges and aggregate employment" in
Chile, the one country for which they analyzed the relation between the minimum and employment (p. 26). They conclude that the "existence of minimum
wage causes aggregate effects only.when it is used aggressivelyas a policy toorl
(p. 1). In a-less structured regression analysis, ILO researchers report statistically
insignificant relations between changes in real minimum wages and changes in
real average wages in the 1970s and 1980s in fourteen African and Latin American countries, leading them to reject any impact from the minimum in these
cases (ILo 1990, table 21).8 Additional work by L6pez and Riveros (1989) on
- the effect of minimum wages on skilled and unskilled workers in Latin America
raises doubts about the value of World Bank or ELo exercises based on limited
time-series: the regressions suggest that minimum wages raised the wages of
- - slcisiedworkers in Argentina; reduced their wages in Chile, Colombia, and
Uruguay; and had weak effects on the wages of unskilled workers in all cases
(L6pez and Riveros 1989, tables-1 and 2)-a pattern of results that does not
make much economic sense.
What negates concern that minimum wages have in fact been highly distortionary, however, is not the weak results from multivariate regressions but
rather the evidence that when push came to shove in the 1980s, real minimums
fell precipitously in many countries (see table 2). The minimum floor proved to
-be sawdust-not hardwood, as distortionists feared.
Does evidence that the minimum wage (and possibly other labor market
interventions) rarely distorts the labor market seriously also mean that these
policies fail to accomplish their institutionalist goal of providing protection for
workers? In part, it does point out their limited effect. But there is another way
to interpret the evidence that I think is more useful. This is to view the
interventions as endogenous to economic conditions, and thus sensitive to their
costs and benefits, rather than as exogenously given. From this perspective,
countries will rarely set minimum wages at levels that cut seriously into
employment. If extensive unemployment results, the minimum will often be
unenforceable because both workers and employers will have incentives to
collude to avoid the law and save jobs. I hypothesize that in many cases
countries follow a strategy of "optimal selective enforcement" of minimum
wage (and other) regulations; that is, they effectively implement these laws to
8. The
anddLO
Bank studies ovcrlap for four countries. The mwrcgressions show no effect in Argenrina, Brazil, Chile, and Mexico. The Bank study finds lirde effect in Argentina but effects in the other
countries. The number of years covered and the mode of stadstical analysesvay.
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protect workers when the cost is modest in terms of lost jobs (demand is high
in the labor market; employers have low elasticityof demand for labor), but
they enforce the laws weakly when the cost of employment is sizable (demand
is low; elasticity is high). Such a story is consistent with observed experience
and points to the possibility of a more formal "political economy" model of
optimal minimumwage-settingand enforcement.
Job Securityand Other Employment Regulations
Job security regulations require firms to gain the approval of government or
other institutions (such as works councilin much of Western Europe) for layoffs
and in some cases mandate high severancepay. Such regulationsraise the costs
of reductions in staff and potentially affect the speed of adjustment and total
employment. Evidence on the effects of these provisions for developed countries, where they are strictly enforced,is mixed. Houseman (1991) found that
strong job guarantees in continentalEuropean countries resulted in smaller job
losses in the declining steel industry than in the laissez-faireUnited Kingdom.
Lazear (1990) found that mandatory severancepay reduced employmentacross
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) countries,
although the resultswere "not especiallyrobust to specification"(p. 725) nor to
before-and-after comparisons for the same country. For developingcountries,
Fallon and Lucas (1991) estimatedwage and employment-adjustmentequations
before and after passage of job securitylaws in India and Zimbabwe and found
little evidencethat the laws affectedwages or speedsof adjustment but considerable evidencethat they reduced total employmentin relation to output-an odd
finding, since job security provisions that do not affect wages or the speed of
adjustment carry no extra cost that would deter employment.On the other side,
Standing (1989, pp. 46-48) reports that almost all finmsin a recent ILO survey
stated that a comparable Malaysian job security law had no impact on
employment.
While the results of these studies are equivocal,Spain's experiencewith job
secunityregulations provides a strong case in which relaxation of regulations
spurred job growth. In 1980 the governmentintroduced a fixed-term employment contract as an alternative to permanent contracts (that dated back to
Franco's dictatorship), and in 1984 it enlarged the fixed-term contract option.
The result was a growth of aggregateemployment,consistingalmost exclusively
of persons on fixed-term contracts, beyond what was likely in the basis of past
productivity trends and output expansion. But employmentgrowth is not the
full story, for, as one would expect from human capital theory, workers under
fixed-term contracts appear to get less training than permanent employees,
which bodes poorly for their future (Alba-Ramirez1991). Marshall (1991) also
found that labor laws affect the kind (although not necessarilythe volume) of
employmentand conduded that temporary and part-time work was more common in Lima than in BuenosAires when Peru encouragedtemporary contracts
to reduce unemploymentwhileArgentinadid not.
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Table 2. Indices of Real Minimum Wages and RealAverage Earnings
in Selected Developing Countries

County
LatinAmerica
Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil
. Chic
Colombia
CostaRica
DominicanLepublic
Ecuador
El Salvador
Guatemala
Haiti
Honduras
Mexico
Panama
Paraguay
Peku
Uruguay
Venezuela
Africa
Algeria
Botswana
Burkina Faso
Burundi
Camieroon
Cental AfricanRepublic
Congo
C6e d'Ivoire
Ethiopia
Gabon
Gambia, The
Ghana
Guinea
Kenya
Li-beria
Madagascar
Malawi
Mali
Mauritius

- ~--

Morocoo

:
-

:

Niger
Nigeria
Rwanda
Senegal
SierraLeone
Somalia
Sudan

Real
minimum
wage
(1980= 100)
1989

Real
manfacanring
wage
(1980= 100)
1978-88

Real
nonagriadtural
wage
(1979 = 100)
1984

68.4
68.6
63.5
105.0
110.2
87.4"
43.7
35.6
78.5
97.6
74.0
46.9
99.8
136.5
23.2
78.6
77.1

94.0
106.8
99.3
119.3
85.0

140
48
108
120
94

107.9
89.2
117.3
-

94
106
75
77

198S-86

1980-86

1984

122.7
-

117
-

140.6

44

77.2

85

61.9
103.7

73

85.0b
92.1
88.9
115.0
108.0
57.5
62.2
78.6
77.0
86.8
65.0
154.6
63.6
58.8
83.0
64.0
120.1
91.4b
76.0
1179 b

77.0
79.0
73.4
74.3
16.1
44.2

74"7b
68.1b
77.3
92.09
64.7

96
136
75

55.0b

89.0'
29.8

46
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Table 2 (continued)

Councy
Tanzania

Real
minimum
wage
(1980 = 100)
198S-86

Real
manufacturng
wage
(1980= 100)
I980-6

32.8

74.0b

Real
nonagrcultural
wage
(1979 = 100)
1984
57
-

76.7
Togo
110.4
Tunisia
112.0
Zaire
79
58.9
80.5
Zambia
Zimbabwe
97.6
101
- Not available.
Note: Thesedraaare highlysuspectbecauseof the sizeof firmscoveredandthe priceindices.
a. 1988.
b. Odieryears.
Source:ILO(1990); Standingand Tokman (1991, p. 213).

GovemrnentEmployment

High and increasinggovernmentemploymentin some developingcountriesin
the 1970s raised concerns that a large public sector might itself be a major
distortion in the labor market. These concems are forcefullyexhibited in Gelb,
Knight, and Sabot's (1991) nightmarescenario of the public sector as a sinkhole
of waste. Their simulationsshow that under some conditions a bloated government sector can choke off productive employmentand economic growth and
suggest that distortionists should concentrate more on the number of public
employeesand their job activitiesthan on pay differentials.This warning recalls
some African experiences,where reductions in government budgets generally
took the form of lower pay rather than lower employment, with disastous
effectson public sector competence(Lindauer, Meesoolc,and Suebsaeng1988).
There is, however, no economiclaw that public employeesare nonproductive. Malaysia's experience of rapidly growing public sector employment in a
period of economic expansionserves as a fruitful counterexample.More generally, Kormendiand Meguire(1985)report that growth of public sector spending
in relation to output across countriesis uncorrelated with growth of per capita
income. I interpret this as indicatingthat while govermmentemploymentbeyond
some level may prove disastrous, few countries let things get that out of hand.
Here, as with minimum wages, there are presumablypolitical checks and balancesthat limit the distortionistnightmarefrom becomingreality.
WageAdjustments
III the 1980s the sluggishworld economyand the debt crisis were major tests
for the labor markets of developingeconomies. Did institutions obstruct stabilization and adjustment programsin accord with distortionistdogma? Did countries that relied more on consensualmodes of adjustment fare better than others
in accord with institutionalist dogma?
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Table 3. A Numerical Model of Declining Supportfor a BeneficialEconomic
Reform Programfor Five Periodsof Time after the Reform
Pegiod
0

Winners

Loers

Expected

Percentage
in favor of

gain
refonn
0.10
100
I
0.2S
-0.75
-0.50
25
4=
0.44
-0.56
-0.12
44
3
0.58
-0.42
0.16
58
4
0.69
-0.31
0.38
69
5
0.77
-0.23
O.S4
77
Note: The reformgiveswinnersa gain of one.unit in each period and costslosersone unit in each
period. Of the populationof losers, 25 percentadvanceto the winners'group in each period. The
discountrate is 0.9.
In period0 the presentvalueof gain is -0.5 - 0.11 + 0.13 + 0.28 + 0.35 = 0.10. Supportis 100
percent.

Afterperiod1 the discountedgainfor losersis -0.5 - 0.11 + 0.13 + 0.28 =-0.20. Supportis 25
percent(winnersonly).
Afterperiod 2 the discountedgain for losersis -O.S - 0.11 + 0.13 = -0.48. Supportis 44 percent
(winnersonly).
Afterperiod3 the discountedgain forlosersis -0.5 - 0.11 =-0.61. Supportis 58 percent(winners
only).

The answer to the first question is no. At a crude level, the sharp drops in real
wages shown in table 3 refute distortionist fears that labor market institutions or
interventions produce wage rigidity when declines are necessary.9 Detailed
studies of labor markets in twelve countries (Horton, Kanbur, and Mazumdar
1991, p. 17) confinn this reading of the data. In Costa Rica wage indexation
rules contributed to rapid downward adjustment of real wages during inflation.
In Bolivia the elimination of much labor legislation did not produce economic
recovery. Analysis of microsurvey data in ate d'Ivoire shows further that
aggregate wages can significantly understate real wage flexibility by failing to
allow for compositional changes associated with reduced employment (Levyand
Newman 1989). Between 1979 and 1984 aggregate real wages in C6te d'Lvoire
rose 17.5 percent, apparently contributing to the loss of modern sector employment that accompanied structural adjustment. But research based on microdata
that adjusts for changes in the skill composition of the work force shows that
real wages corrected for changesin skill composition fell 8 percent! The misleading aggregate data failed to take into account the fact that the least skilled were
more likely to lose their jobs, biasing upward the average wage. In fact, the
disaggregated data show considerable downward flexibility of wages among
new hires. Fallon and Riveros (1989, p. 23), who studied sixteen countries,
induding Latin American and African countries whose labor institutions are
often severely criticized, conduded that "there is little prima facie evi9. 1recognizethat the real wage data used in this table suffer from potential problems with the universe
surveyedand the price indexes. In some cases the underlyingdata show sharp fluctuations in real wages in
short periods that must be at least in part due to data problems. Still, the overall pattern shown for so
many countries is unlikely to be the result of flaky data.
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dence on downward real wage rigidity as often suggested by opponents of
exchange rate devaluation."
To what extent ought the finding of real wage flexibility be modified by
changes in unemployment in developing countries in the 1980s? Institutional interventions may not have prevented real wages from falling during
economic declines, but perhaps they produced a suboptimal rate of reduction
with accompanying open unemployment. There is evidence that open unemployment (admittedly poorly measured) rose in several developing countries in
the 1980s (see, for instance, Vandemoortele 1991) and that employment in the
informal sector grew substantially. Nevertheless, to argue that the solution is
even greater real wage reductions than those shown in table 2 for many countries seems excessive,because it puts the entire burden of adjustment to macroeconomic distress on wages and the labor market. When unemployment rises
- and real wages fall in industrial countries with little institutional intervention, as
in the United States, no one calls for real wages to fall more rapidly; the response
is to seek ways of expanding the economy or augmnentingthe skills of workers.
When the reduction in real wages necessary to eliminate open unemployment
exceeds the huge reductions observed in many developing countries, I would
look beyond the labor market for the root cause of the economic disaster.
Turning to the tripartite forums or social pacts favored by institutionalists, I
am unable to judge whether or not they improve the economic or social face of
adjustment and stabilization. Such arrangements played a substantial role in
reducing real wages during the 1980s in Belgium and Australia, among other
OECD countries, but I am unfamiliar with studies assessing the role of these
arrangements in developing countries. It would be valuable to see how social
pacts such as the Moncloa Pact and ensuing social accords in Spain or the Pacto
Solidaridad Econ6mica in Mexico actually work and whether they contribute in
an important way to the adjustment process. My limited knowledge of tripartite
forums in the marketizing economies of the East makes me suspicious of claims
that these institutions are all that important, but the situation could be different
elsewhere.
CollectiveBargaining
The success in the 1980s of the East Asian economies that suppressed
or severelyrestricted unions (Korea, Singapore, Malaysia, and Taiwan, China)
and the mid-1980s success of Chile (after a long period of economic failure
under military rule) raises the nasty question of whether suppressing unions
contributes to economic growth. No study has dealt head-on with the question
for these countries, though Lindauer and others' (1991) analysis of the labor
market in Korea shows that suppression of labor was associated with high
accident rates and produced a remarkably disgruntled work force despite large
gains in real wages. The experience of advanced and developing countries in
general does not sustain any generalization that less unionism means more
growth but rather shows that unions are no impediment to rapid economic
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development. Japan and Germany, in particular, have had outstanding growth
records with labor institutions that are a far cry from laissez-faireideals. The
poor performance of the U.S. economy in the 1980s, when the private sector
was largely nonunion compared with the 1950s and 1960s, also shows that low
levels of unionism are no guarantee of economic success.Studieson the relation
between unions and adjustment in Horton, Kanbur, and Mazumdar (1991) find
that union responses to adjustment programs range from militant opposition to
active cooperation and that the strength of unions need not bear any simple
relation to the prospects for recovery(p. i). In particular, 'weakening the unions
(as in Bolivia)does not seem to be sufficient to ensure recovery" (p. 55). Their
conclusion?A warning that more detailed examination of the role of unions and
other labor market institutions is needed "before launching into a wholesale
advocacy of dismantling such institutions" (p. 57).

The ILO'SWorld Employment Programme has undertaken enterprise-level
surveys on the microeffectsof unions on wages, mobility, flexibility, training,
and productivity. The results from 3,000 establishmentsin Malaysia (Standing
1989, 1991a) show that unionism is associated with wage and nonwage outcomes similar to those found in industrial countries (Freeman and Medoff
1984): higher wages and reduced employmentgrowth (the standard neoclassical
monopoly effect); smaller wage differentialswithin enterprises,lower turnover,
greater fringe benefits, higher productivity (standard 'voice" effects); and more
job training. The analysisalso reveals that industrial unions have greater effects
on some outcomes and smaller effects on others than weaker "house" or company unions. The overall effectof unions is positive, despitethe welfare triangle
lossesfrom higher wages and lower employment.
In sum, extant studies reject the proposition that unions are a general impediment to macroadjustmentsor to enterprise performancein developingcountries,
although they may be so in particular cases, such as in Peron7sArgentina.
M. LABOR INSTITUTIONS AND THE POLITICAL ECONOMY

The design of adjustment programs should take into account the political
support necessary to sustain the program ... Compensatory measures,
such as severance pay and job retraining, should encourage exit from
groups that oppose reforms and entry into groups that benefit from (and
will support) the program. (World Bank 1990a, p. 8)
A considerablebody of experiencepoints to the crucialimportance of political and institutionalfactors in determiningthe successor failureof structural
adjustnent programs ... Where this (a sound labor relations systemand a
commitmentto tripartite dialogue)is not the case ... the consequenceshave
been popular protests ... governments have abandoned the adjustment
programme, or they have lost power. ([Lo 1991b, p. 2)
There is a growing awareness among World Bank and ILO analysts that labor
market institutions and policiesplay a more complex political role than recog-
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nized in the distortionist-institutionalistdebate. Consonant with this position, I
offer below a model of how labor market interventions influence attitudes
toward reform programs and modes of expressing those attitudes. The discussion, which is based on Freeman (1992), is more speculative than that in the
preceding sections.
Time Patternof Benefits and Costs
Consider an economic reforn that pays off in the future but that costs
workers in the present. For simplicity, assume that workers initially receive
numeraire wage 0 and that the program creates two classes:winners, who earn
W (> 0) after they attain that status; and losers, who earn -L (mc0). Assume
further a transition probability of p per period for moving from the losing to the
winning group. Under these conditions the value of the reforms in year t will be:
(1)

pW

(1-py)-L(1-p)=

W-(W

+ L)(1-p)t

where the summation is from i = 0 to t - 1. In continuous time, we have
(1)'

-L exp-P' + W(1 -exp-P t)

W -(W

+ L) exp-PI

which is negative at low values of t (=-L
in year 0) but approaches W as t
rises. The present value of the change from 0 to oo at discount rate r is:
(2)

Wj (exp')

-

(W + L) I (expt-Pt)

= [(pW - rL)/r(r + p)]

which must be positive for the program to be worthwhile. I assume that t goes to
-- for algebraicsimplicity and vary r to reflect different lengths of working time.
The present value model providesa framework for consideringthe pattern of
support for reforms among workers and over time. Older workers have few
years to reap benefits, so r will be high for them, implyingthat they will be less
supportive of reforms than younger workers. More interesting, equation 2
shows that workers may prefer a program that generates more inequality of
earnings (W - L) to one that generatesless inequality. They will prefer greater
inequality when their chance of becoming a winner exceeds their discount rate
(p > r), since they then benefit more from high future W than from lower
current L. This is a variant of Hirschman's (1973) "tunnel effect," according to
which losers in the early phase of growth tolerate rising inequality because they
view the gains of others as a signof future gains for them.
Consider next how support for reforms changes over time in a fixed homogeneous population. Initially everyonefavors the program (2) > 0. In period one
there are p winners and 1 - p losers. Winners continue to favor the program,
but the present value of benefitsfalls among losers because they have fewer years
to reap the rewards (in the infinite horizon model, r rises). In period two there
are p + p(l - p) winners and (1- p)2 losers, whose present value of benefits
drops further. At some period T the present value turns negative for losers,
potentially producing massive opposition (see the example in table 3), after
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which support.nses as p percent of the remaininglosers move into the winning
group. The critical period for the reform program occurswhen support bottoms
out. If more than 50 percent of the population tuns against the program, a
democratic government mnightback away from reforms-even though the program has, by assumption, a positivepayoff.
The potential for erroneously rejectng reforms will be enhanced when personal experiencesinfluence an individual's expected transition probability. If
each person updates his expectedp along Bayesianlines, losers will continually
revise downward their present value assessmentof the program. If people have
differentunknown transition probabilities,losers with high ps may mistake bad
luck for low ps and erroneouslyplace themselvesin the low-p group. Similarly,
random shocks create the danger that some will misinterpreta bad draw (world
economic slowdown; changed terms of trade) for a bad program and reject
reforms. All of which strengthensthe point of table 3-that support for reforms
will follow a U-shapedcurve.
'What happens if we extend the analysisto a changinglabor force, with new
cohorts favorable to reforms entering the labor force and older cohorts leaving
the labor force to become pensionersin eachperiod? The influx of new workers
has the potential for counterbalancing the loss of support among existing
workers, modifying the U-curve of support. If all pensioners (including those
who gainedfrom reforms)oppose the reforms becausethey reducethe real value
of pensions,however, this may offset the rising support of new workers, so that
the relative sizes of the two groups will affect the analysis. But perhaps some
pensionerssupport reforms becausetheir children are likelyto benefit or because
they foresee increased pensions with successfulreforms. To deal sensiblywith
these and other possible problems (for instance, likely declines in support for
reforms in a given cohort when winning is not an absorbing Markov state) the
model must be made more complicated.In principle, one can derive separate
U-curvesof support for various age cohorts under differing assumptions and
then sum them to get an aggregate curve of support for the population. As with
other issues of aggregation, the weights on the groups will help determinethe
overall shape of the support curve.
Rather than expanding the model (see Freeman 1992), however, I turn to the
more salient issue of how labor institutions and policies can influencethe attitudes that underlie the support curve and the actions that those attitudes may
precipitate.
Interventions and the Benefits and Costs of Refomns

The most straightforward way for interventions to affect attitudes is
through side-payments to losers chat alter the benefit-ost calculation. The
U-shapedarrve of support suggeststhat the timing of payments may be critical.
Interventionswill be most valuablewhen support bottoms out and may be least
effectivein preserving reforms when they are spread over time (or, what may
be worse, if they decline over time as the fiscal costs of interventions become
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clearer). With respect to specific interventions, job training and active labor
market programs that, increase employability are undoubtedly preferable
to straight "bribes"or subsidiesthat keep alive unprofitable enterprises, but the
latter may still be worthwhile if they buy additional time for painful reforms.
In the United States trade adjustment assistance to workers who lost their
jobs becauseof trade did litde to promote employabilityand may have reduced
labor mobility, but this was a small price to pay for additional free trade.
Consistent with the notion that transfers may be a price for certain economic
policies,Bates,Brock, and Tiefenthaler(1991) present crude data that countries
with larger per capita transfer payments programs have more open
economies.
Going beyond governmentprograms, an alternativeway to attract support is
to give losers institutional power to defend their interests in the postreform
world-for instance, collectivebargaining rights for workers-whosemarket pay
falls but who may be able to negotiatea "share" of gains through union activity.
Profit-sharing or distribution of stocks or national bonds to workers in firms
undergoingprivatizationcan also offer losers options to benefit from the future
gains of reform even if they are likelyto do poorly in the postreform competitive
market. Sinceside-paymentsmust be paid from taxes (inflation),they will lower
the benefits to winners (and expected winners) and extract a deadweight loss
from societyas a whole. This means that buying support for programs through
social or labor market interventionshas a dear danger: the payments may build
up distortionist inefficienciesthat abort the reforms. The benefits of interventions in the form of higher tolerance for the costs of reforms must be weighed
against the distortionist costs of the interventions. By normal diminishingproductivity arguments, the issue is not one of whether to intervenebut rather of
how much and in what ways to intervene to give losers some possibility of
maLdnggains and thus buttressing support for the reforms.
Labor relations institutions can also influence expectations of gains from
reforms. In a world with heterogeneous labor, Hirschman's tunnel effect will
work only if losers see persons like themselvesbenefiting from reforms. This
suggeststhe virtue of unions that includeprivate and public sector workers, not,
as in East bloc marketizingeconomies, unions concentrated in (largely losing)
state enterprises. Simrilarly,policy (collectivebargaining) nught spur profitable
enterprises to share economic rents with workers during the initial phase of
reform so that there is a dear example of workers' benefiting from the gains.
This thrust is consistent with recent World Bank efforts to encourage governments to package reforms to produce identifiable benefits and create public
support for the broader reform effort.
Influencing Reforms through Protest and Voice

When workers decide, righdy or wrongly, that reforms are undesirable, there
is a danger that they will protest and attempt to overturn the program. In my
model successfulprotests at the bottom point of the support curve risk a self-
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fulfilling prophecy of failure: if people had greater tolerance for the costs of
transition, the program would work as planned, but if losers have sufficient
power to protest, the program fails, possibly producing a Latin American-style
populist policy cyde (Sachs 1990). One way to reduce the likelihood of such a
scenario is through labor policies that limit freedom of association or the ability
to stage a broad strike-for instance, through laws that encourage enterpriselevel unions and discourage broader union groupings. A more extreme possibility is to suppress unions for some period. If Korean-style suppression of labor
could guarantee 6 to .8 percent annual growth in real wages for two decades,
many developing economies would sign on. Although there are no studies linking the suppression of unions to growth, most recent work shows that dictatorships (which usually suppress unions) have lower or no higher per capita growth
or success in adjusting than democracies(which invariably permit free unions).
(See Scully 1988; Kormendi and Meguire 1985; Renuner 1986; Weede 1983;
and Haggard and Kaufman 1990.)
The polar opposite to weak or suppressed unionism is an all-encompassing
union organization that negotiates "tripartite pacts" or neocorporatist centralized wage-setting arrangements with business and government. Allencompassing unions presumably internalize distortionary costs in favor of a
broad national econornic perspective (Olson 1982). Empirical analyses suggest
that they worked well in certain time periods in industrial countries (Bruno and
Sachs 1985; Calmfors and Driffil 1988; Freeman 1988). Such systemnsare not
easy to institute or maintain, however, as the ongoing breakdown of cooperative
centralized arrangements in Sweden shows. They require a strong labor movement, with leaders able to assess the economic scene and convince workers to
accept current consumption losses for future gains; a business community that
accepts labor as a social parmer; and a government willing to share some prerogatives with its social partners.
Finally, labor institutions can contribute to a reform program by providing
social feedback on program outcomes. Even with the best intentions, governments following World Bank and International Monetary Fund (mF) advice may
blunder in the specificsof stabilization and adjustment programs. Inflation costs
may be greater than expected. Unemployment and output losses may be bigger.
Workers, pensioners, or children may suffer more than anticipated in the short
run. If technocrats and politicians are more attuned to the world financiai
community than to local realities, they may be slow to realize that things are not
working and thus to make adjustments. The greater the uncertainty about the
success of reforms, and the more removed government officials are from the
lives of the citizenry, the greater is the need for independent groups to provide
feedback about the real effects of programs and to pressure politicians to make
changes. The same unions and businessgroups that from a rent-seeking perspective endanger reforms can, from a social perspective, contribute to the program's
success. More abstractly, "winner's curse" considerations, whereby more optimistic assessmentsof the outcome of reforms (rather than gloomier assessments)
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take precedence in political debate, suggest that nearly all reforms will have
greater short-run costs than expected and make the feedback from labor and
management critical in correcting errors.10
Lacking detailed studies of specific reform programs to test the validity of
these ideas, I can only offer some examples where a political economy analysis
seemsrelevant. One example is Venezuela, whose adoption of standard imFand
World Bank policy reforms in the 1990s sufficientlyunnerved the population to
produce major riots and an attempted military coup in 1992. Prior to its reform
program, Venezuela's economic policies fit an interventionists' nightmare; the
government wasted the bonanza of high oil prices, interfered in the economy in
all sorts of ways, and brought the country to near economic ruin. But the shortrun costs of the standard prescriptions were greater than anticipated, in part
because of the sluggish response of the private business sector to the new economic environment and the inability of an ineffective and underpaid bureaucracy to implement social interventions to buffer the costs of the reforms. In
addition, the president and the reformist technicians were unable to enlist the
support of the population for the reforms. This set the stage for loss of support
as time proceeded, and for some requisite backtracldng.
Zambia's failure to stick with its 1985 IMF stabilization package has been
attributedin a Bank report to the 'unrealistic assumption that the majority of
middle- and lower-income urban Zambians would tolerate pauperization" (Colclough 1989). In other words, the government failed to give adequate consideration to political factors. An iLopaper argues that the case of Zambia shows how
faulty assumptions about the labor market led to the failure of adjustnent
(Vandemoortele 1991, p. 84). In the marketizing xonomies of Eastern and
Central Europe and the former U.S.S.R., a failure to alleviate social costs or to
develop appropriate labor market institutions may be prove to be the Achilles'
heel of economic reforms.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
There were three surprises to me in preparing this paper.
The first was that studies designed to support the distortionist view of labor
markets in developing countries failed to make a stronger empirical case than
they did. Part of the problem is the lack of adequate measures of distortions, and
part is the excessive attention give'nto limited time-series data as opposed to
detailed studies of worst-case situations. More can be learned, in my opinion,
about which interventions are excessive or disastrously implemented from
detailed case studies than from cross-country time-seriesregressions with weak
data. If the Uruguayan social securityretirement system is the economic disaster
10. The expression "winner's curse" refers to die problem in auctions, in which the person with the
mostoptimistic view of the value of the good wil win the auction. As long as the average view of the
value is correct, the winner necearily pays more than the good is worth. Similarly,in politicaldiscourse,
the reformer who has the most optimistic view will make the biggest promises-"reform will bring
nirvana in two years"-and potentiallywin the policy debate.
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that some claim, the distortionist lesson to be drawn is not that social security
systems are bad, but rather that systems should not be developed along
Uruguayanlines. This research problem aside, the principal reason for the weak
distortionist case has to be that declinesin the 198Osin real wagesand changes
in relativewages-in many developingcountriesshowed that many distortionist
interventions were paper tigers at crunch time. It is ironic that distortionists,
who generallyrevere unfettered markets, understated the power and flexibility
of labor markets to overcomepotentiallyinefficientinterventions.
In hindsight, I should not have been all that surprised at the weak empirical
case for the distortionist view nor at flexiblereal and relative wages in developing country labor markets. Researchon labor markets in industrial countries
shows that labor markets work tolerably well and that real wages are flexible
downward under diverse institutions, ranging from decentralized U.S. labor
markets to centralizedSwedishor Australian wage-setting.From a distortionist
perspective,German labor relations, with strong unions and governmentextension of contracts, mandated works councils with veto power over some enterprise decisions,worker representativeson boards of directors, and so on, ought
to make that country one of capitalism'sbasket cases.Similarly,imaginewhat a
full distortionist critique would say about the Japanese labor market, with its
idiosyncraticinstitutionsand practices.But the Germanand Japanese economies
work quite well. No labor market works exactly according to simple neoclassical models, but most respond reasonablywell to shifts in market conditions.
The secondsurpriseis the paucity of studieson two major claimsof the disputants: the distortionistclaimthat labor market interventionsimpair investmentor
growth and the institutionalistdlaimthat consultativemodes of decisionmaking
or collectivebargaining are superior to less structured labor market modes of
adjustment. SomeBank researchershave begunto buttress the distortionistmodel
in waysthat addressthe formerissue. L6pez(1991b)and Gelb, Knight, and Sabot
R(1991)
show under what assumptionsthe public sector can kill growth. Butmuch
more is needed,both conceptuallyand empirically.Olson (1982)and Kendixand
Olson (1990) offer some evidencelinking indicators of institutional rigiditiesto
unemploymentrates and growth of per capita incomein industrial countries, but
more is neededfor developingcountries.Giventhe importance of infrastructure
and investmentsin education on growth, we need to examinehow theseinterventions fare in the new economic environmentof stabilizationand adjustmentprograms (BirdsallandJames 1990).
On the other side, I found litde information for assessingthe possiblerole of
tripartte decisionmakingbodies and social pacts in adjustment in developing
countries and thus had to rely on industrial countriesto see such arrangements
at work. Becausemany of the marketizing economies of Eastern and Central
Europe, including Russia, have instituted such organizations, it is important to
determine whether they can serve useful functions in the absence of a strong
private sector. Studiesof Spanishand Mexican socialpacts and of tripartite and
consultativedecisionmakingare needed to assessthe value of these institutional
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interventions or to suggestother institutional mechanismsthat could enlist private bodies into the reform process.
The third surprisewas the most pleasant: findingconvergentWorld Bank and
ILO interest in the political role of labor interventionsin economic reforms. To
the extent that ;iis interest reflects problems observedin implementingreforms
in the 1980s, it is the best possibleempirical support for this paper, though not
necessarilyfor my specificarguments or model. There is an exciting practical
researchagenda here: determiningthe conditions under which the politicaleconomy advantagesof interventionsoutweighpotential interventionistcosts; determiningwhich interventionsare most effectivein buttressingsupport, and which
are likely to lead to more economic troubles; and determining which reforms
outside the labor market are worth interventionsin that market. The presumption underlying my analysis is that the benefits from more open economies,
convertible currency,stabilization,and the like dwarf the costs of labor market
interventions. Is this correct? Looking at labor market interventions as part of
the political economyof reform suggestsa very different research agenda than
that reviewedin my scorecard.
Finally, I was struck by the extent to which views of labor market interventions seem grounded not so much on models or econometric evidence but on
observation of specific country experiences. I think it is no accident that the
institutionalist perspectivecomes from Western Europe, where Germany, Austria, Scandinavia,and others provide examplesof reasonably successfulinstitutional interventions,whereasthe distortionist perspectivecomes from the Americas, where analysts contrast the largely unfettered American economy with
state interventionsin Latin America. If I am correct that first-hand experiences
or specific cases have greater salience than econometricmodeling, research on
labor policies and institutionswould benefit from more detailed investigations
of how specific interventions and institutions work in particular countries as
opposed to aggregate statisticalanalyses. Certainly specificstudies are a necessary first step toward making valid generalizationsthat take account of idiosyncraciesthat allowsome interventionsand institutionsto work in sorne places
but not in others, and thus to draw lessonsacross country lines.
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I would like to comment on three aspects of Freeman's paper: the effects of
interventions on wage determination, the labor market consequences of labor
regulations, and government versus private employment. In addition, I would
like to suggest that future research efforts explore the linkages between labor
marker interventions and policy sustainability, incorporating collective-not
only individual-reactions.
I. WAGE

POLICIES

Three main premisesrelated to wage policiesjustify action through a reform
package: the potentially negative effect of minimum wage policies on employment; the downward rigidity of real wages, which slows the process of adjust-~
ment (and in turn is linked to collective bargainig); and wage differentials,
which should be widleenough to encourage labor mobility.
Minimum V/age Policies

According to Freeman, legal miinimumwages are too low (or the standard is
too weakly enforced)tu constimte a distortion, and endogenous economic factors work to prevent the introduction of distortions that could come about if
mminiumwages are set too high. The author is right in arguingthat real minimum wages deteriorated in the 1980s and that they are presentlytoo low in the
developingcountries. In Latin America, for example, the averagereal minimum
ware in 1991 was $88 a month-35 percent below the 1980 level. Mfinimum
wages during the period 1980-91 fell 40 percent in VenezueIa, 60 percent in
Mexico, and 85 percent in Peru. It cannot be argued that thesewages are high in
ternmsof international competitiveness,since the hourly labor cost in manufacturing in Latin Americais ten timecsless than in the United States and is below
the present level in Hong Kong, the Republic of Korea, and Singapore. The
Victor E. Tokmmnis director of die Interntional Labour Organisarion'sRegionalEmployment Programnfor Latin America andldie Caribbean (ILO/IPREAC),Santiago, Chile. The views expressed in this
cotrment do not necessarilyrepresentthose of the ILo.
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reasons for the deterioration are threefold: accelerated inflation, weaker union
bargainingpower, and deliberatepoliciesto abandon the minimumwage for the
sake of stabilization and adjustmentprescriptions.
I would argue that in spite of earlier experience, minimum wage policies
constitute an important policy instrument and that the risk of their introducing
distortions is, as Freeman argues, not high. They are effectivein setting a floor
for the wage structure belowwhich it is sociallyunacceptableto hire labor. They
have also been effective in raising the incomes of the poor (provided that the
macroeconomicsituation was favorableand could absorb the potential demand
and cost effects).This was dearly the case in Colombia in 1983-84 and in Chile
after 1989.
The potential distortions in the labor market are not significant. The risk of
increasing already high wages and hence of reducing employmentisnmodem
sectors is not great; the evidenceconsistentlyshows that the entry levelin those
sectorsis usually more than twice the minimumwage and is dctermined through
collective bargaining. The endogenous economic conditions that keep this
instrumentunder control are also important and have been reinforcedas a result
of economic policy reform. The traditional regulatory mechanism of macroeconomic imbalances that doomed populist governmentsis today reinforced by
the requirementsof moreopen economies.Becausethere is no possibilityof passing
on wage readjustmentsby raisingpriceswithoutaffectinginternationalcompetitiveness, rcalwage increasestend to followproductivitychangesmoredosely.
Wage Adjustment and Collective Bargaining

Freeman argues that real wages, on average, have shown downward flexibility, particularly during the 1980s. But there might be tradeoffs between
wages and employment, depending on prevailing macroeconomic conditions.
RecentLatin American experiencesuggeststhat if output decreases,as in 198183, both wages and employment fall but that the distributional outcomes are
influenced by the flexibility shown by each variable. The same pattern occurs
during economicrecovery, when employmentand wages usually expand but at
variable rates (depending on their respectiveelasticities).Elasticitiesare in the
short run not only a technicalcoefficientbut also the result of economicpolicies.
In Mexico, for instance, unemploymentdid not increase during adjustment, but
real wages contracted significantly. Uruguay's case illustrates the opposite
behavior; real wages were not significantly affected, but unemployment
expanded. In Chile after 1990, employmentand real wages increasedin tandem
with a sustainedeconomic recovery.
Freeman refers to the need for more analysis to determinewhether tripartite
agreements are important for efficientwage-setting.This is a welcome suggestion, but I would add that the analysis should go beyond wage issues and
examine other effects. In particular, tripartite agreements have been demonstrated to be unique instruments in times of transition from authoritarian to
democratic governments. This has been the case in Chile after Pinochet, in
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Uruguay after 1984, and in Spain after Franco. Their importance lies in ensuring that the rules of the game are legitimizedby the collective actors. This
reduces uncertainty, thus encouraging investment and, hence, employment. It
also indicatessocial acceptance.In some cases (Chile is an example) labor legislation may be required to restore a degree of labor protection that had been
eliminated. In general, tripartite agreementsrequire action at the national level
becausesignalsmust be widelytransmitted to be effective.
The paper also notes the influence of trade unions and levels of collective
bargaining on adjustment outcomes.Nelson (1991) condudes that the strength
of the labor movementis an important elementto be considered. An aggressive
stance on wagestends to be associatedwith moderately strong unions, generally
at the sector or branch levels.Enterprise-basedunions tend to be more moderate
becausethey are in a better position to perceivethe effectsof their claimson the
firm, but surprisingly, the largest and most powerful unions also tend to be
moderate because they are dose to macroecononic decisions and results. In
developingcountries the situation can be more complicatedbecause of the militancy of the few large unions and the importance of public sector unions. The
economic cyde is another important factor. Depressions reduce militancyalthough whether the political regime is authoritarian or democratic does not
seem to be crucial; the nature of the political parties and the ways unions are
connectedto them are more important.
Wage Differentials

Freeman examines the alleged effect of labor market interventions on wage
differentialsand finds no evidencethat differentialsincrease as a result of interventions. The prevailingargument, however, holds that wage differentialsare
not large enough to provide an incentivefor labor to move into more productive
sectors. That was dearly the case in Eastern Europe, where wage differentials
were very small, but the argument is not valid everywhere.-Wagedifferentials
tend to be associatedwith the degreeof homogeneityof the economic structure,
independent of the intensity of institutional intervention. It is, for instance,
difficult to allege that wage differentialsin Latin America need to be widened,
since they are already the largest in the world. In addition, higher wages are
associated with higher productivity (or with protected sectors). Under these
circumstances, allocative distortions are possible, but they are becoming less
important becauseeconomies are more open. Such distortions thus are more a
marter of trade policy than of institutionallabor measures.
I share the author's view that the flexibilityof labor markets in the 1980s has
b&een
underestimated.In Latin America during the past decade a de facto flexibility occurred without institutional changes or government guidance. Only
toward the end of the decade were labor reforms enacted in a number of
countrnes.
This de facto flexibility took the form of increased unemployment(on average, up to 10 percent) during the depression; an increased share of infonnal
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employment in urban centers (from 33 million to 62 million people between
1980 and 1990); and an increased share of part-time and subcontracted jobs,
which conforms to Freeman's statement that he finds no evidence of distortions
being introduced as a result of labor regulations. If anything, judging from the
effect of labor reform in Spain, the increased flexibilityin labor hiring and firing
regulations produces a substitution effect as pennanent workers are replaced
with temporaries. At the same time, however, some overprotected groups-both
in labor and in business-were able to slow adjustment in key sectors, particularly ports, railways, mining, and other basic industries. The result of unfettered
market operation has been a double distortion: a new class of unprotected labor
has emerged that needs attention, while the necessary changes in some of the
overprotected sectors are still pending.
The paper argues that public employment performance during the 1980s does
not support the interpretation that government intervention in the labor market
choked off productive employment. The data for Latin America confirm this
finding: real wages in the public sector fell even faster than average wages, and
the share of public sector employmentin nonagricultural employment remained
constant from 1980 to 1990. By the second half of the decade an increasing
number of Latin American countries even registered a dedining share of public
employment, a development that was driven by the need to reduce fiscal deficits
and privatize government enterprises under adjustment policy packages. In addition, this dedine took place during an inflationary period in which purchasing
power was eroded.
An important question for the future is who will be responsible for creating
jobs. Clearly, the government will not be as activelyinvolved as in the past. That
places the main responsibility on the private sector. In a move that has policy
implications, many governments have, in practce, abandoned full employment
as a priority objectve. Because a favorable economic environment is necessary
to motivate entrepreneurs to create employment, this requirement calls for welldesigned macroeconomic policies and a regulatory framework that encourages
domestic and foreign investment. To promote policy stability, moreover, the
prevailing rules must have social legitimacy; that is, they must ensure a supply of
jobs that pay more than the minimum wage and that provide some degree of
protection. As Solow (1990) notes, the labor market requires a perception of
fairness by both main actors. No efficiency wage or insider-outsider theories
work when the labor outcome is perceived as unfair or when its determination
lies with only one of the parties.
II. THE POLMCAL ECONOMY OF LABORPoLiciEs

I would like to suggestan additional topic for discussion, concerning the costs
and benefits of interventions to soften the costs of reforms. As Freeman points
out, there is a consensusthat state interventions during transition are functional
to the reform. T'he difficult question is how much can be allocated to this
0objectve without introducing serious distortions. Is a social fund amounting to
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2-3 percent of GDP (like Ghana's or Bolivia's) acceptable? What about a food
subsidy that costs 8 percent of GDP, like Egypt's. Would such a subsidy affect
key prices during the adjustment process (UNDP 1990)? How should these programs be financed? So far, the only rules of thumb we have are that they should
not increase fiscal deficits and that small programs are acceptable, while large
ones (an undefined category) are not.
But if only small programs are feasible, they cannot be more than marginal.
The equity result, and thus the social acceptance of the refonn, will depend on
how the macroeconomic package handles sequencing, timing, and instruments.
'WorldDevelopment Report 1990 (World Bank 1990) suggests protecting consumption levels during the early phasesof the transition while sacrificinginvestment. Fiscal and price policiescan also be reviewedfrom this perspective.
Finally, economists usually build a theory casting individualsas consumers or
producers. Another perspectivewould incorporate society, which is not the sum
of individuals. To be a citizenrequires sharing some collective goals and adopting collecrive action to achieve them-action that is particularly important in
relation to labor market institutions because they are the best way to ensure an
equitable outcome in the real world. The building of civilsocietyor the enhancement of its role is not an automatic result of the market; it requires investingin
more than individuals. Human development alone is not sufficient to ensure
equity.
There is a need for new programs. It was fashionable at one time to assume
that government could do and guarantee almost everything. More recently, the
assumption was that the market would handle it. The world has changed, and
the changes affect individuals as well as society. Take, for example, collective
bargaining and union strategy. There is a dear trend in collective bargaining
toward decentralization at the enterprise level. At the same time, a new enterprise requires flexible regulation with elements of self-control and disciplined
workers who consult with managers. Several changes apply in this new situanon: enterprise decisions will increasingly be applied in a bipartite rather than
tripartite manner; the regulatory system will move from protection of workers
on the basis of legal norms to agreements reached in the context of collective
bargaining; and the institutional framework will have to adapt to the new
situation by reinforcing the government's capacity to guarantee private
agreements.
There is thus a need for representativesocial actors, particularly trade unions,
to ensure equity, good governance,and the permanence of the reforms. Unions
have been weakened. Full employment is no longer a state responsibility. Creation of employment increasinglydepends on private investmnent,and wages will
have to conform to productivity levels. Union claims for wage increases that
ignore these changes are doomed to fail. To be effective, unions should adapt
their strategies to build up their presence at the enterprise and national levels,
recognizingthat societyhas socialobjectivesthat go beyond the particular interests of organized labor. The problems of the poor, of informal workers, and of
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pensioners should become part of the unions' agenda. Workers should embrace
a broader balance of interests that recognize the new economic realities but at
the same time promote changes to achievegreater equity.
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Kwadwo A. Tutu

ProfessorFreeman'sexcellentpaper presents the issuesin a concise manner and
'identifiesthe mode of analysisand the yardstickfor judgment. Becauseit takes a
serious look at stereotypingand examines both positions from a theoretical and
empiricalpoint of view, it is easier to confront attackers and defenders and see
the merits in eachcase.
The findingsof the paper are instructivein that the empirical results do not
support many of the neoclassicists'allegations of distortions caused by labor
market institutions. The author's conclusion that we need to do more empirical
work in individualcountriesis as important as the theoreticaldebate.
One theme that the author has neglectedis the potential for labor to play a
cooperativerole in the production process(in addition to its traditional role as a
factor of production). Unless we understand that this is appropriate behavior,
the productivityeffectsof labor-enhancingpoliciesarising from institutionalism
will be largelyignored. It is also a mistake not to recognize that the notions of
replacement cost and capital depreciation-which are standard investment
writeoffs-also apply to the wear and tear incurred by the labor force. These
and other characteristicsimpingeon labor's productivity.For example, there is a
fundamental link between work effort and the employer-employeerelationship.
The three broad categoriesof work effort listed here provide a framework for
understandingthe behavior of labor.
Slave labor. In this situation labor suffersunder a tyrannical environmentfor
little pay. In some countries payments to selectedcategoriesof labor are so
low that they could be equated with slavelabor. In this case strict supervision
could lead to increasedoutput, but no creativitycan result from such labor.
* Productivity-augmentedlabor. In this case labor is given incentivesthat produce a high earning profilefor the worker. Increasedproductivity could result
from improvedefficiencybut isunlikelyto lead to creativityor innovation.
* Cooperative labor. This is the optimal situation: there is increased productivity, and labor is not antagonistic. Respect developswhen labor is considKwadwoA. Tutu is lecturer in cconomicsat the Universityof Ghana.
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ered part of the management and production team and not just a factor of
production. It is only in such circumstancesthat both productivity and creativity can occur. It is this form of labor that provides the rationale for the
existenceof institutionsthat are often considereddistortionary.
In many less-industnalizedcountriesformal earnings are below a basic living
wage, resulting in low productivity and the migration of skilledworkers. The
establishment of minimum wages, nonwage labor benefits, and job security
could increaseprofitability. This is the example displayedto some'degreeby the
codetermination of Germany,the paternalistic labor practices of Japan, and the
workers' industrial cooperativesin Spain. If productivity is a function of the
quality of labor and higher minimumwage improves the qualityof labor, higher
productivity can result from minimumwage legislation.
Although the paper has made significant contributions to the debate, two
other issuesneed to be addressed. The first concerns public sector employment.
It has been argued that taxes and fiscal deficits that fund public sector employment crowd out investmnent
in more productive private sector enterprises. This is
not necessarilytrue. In Africa, where there has been significantdeterioration of
the economy, public investmentin rehabilitation of infrastructure can be very
productive. Moreover, the notion that all public sector enterprisesare inefficient
should be approachedwith caution. There are efficient-and inefficient-public
enterprises. it is important to separate investmentin the public sector from the
management of that sector. If management is left in the hands of competent
personnel without undue interference, it is possible to conduct business efficiently. Ethiopian Airlinesis a good example; this parastatal company is one of
the best airlinesin Africa.
The second issueconcerns labor unions. It is not usefulto concentrate on the
traditional role of unions by looking at ways to curtail their power or eliminate
them. A more constructive approach would be to help transform them from
antagonists to cooperative partners, not only in profit-sharing but also in the
management of enterprises.In severalcountries, induding Ghana, unions cooperated with governmentefforts to lay off workers in parastatals once they were
convinced of the need. Researchto address a more productive role for unions is
essential.
While we argue about whether labor interventions are distortionary, it has to
be pointed out that these laws are irrelevant. The earnings of most workers in
less-industrializedcountries are so low that there are serious costs to society
resulting from shirking, stealing, lethargy, and rent-seeking. Obviously, these
are influential factors in the efficientmanagementof the economy. The costs of
these activitiesto societyare immenseand would far outweigh the direct costs of
paying labor decent wages. There is an urgent need for research in this area.
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FLOOR DISCUSSION OF THE FREEMAN PAPER

Starting the floor discussion, a Nigerian economist said that he found Freeman's
arguments full of flaws because of the selective way he used economic theory.

He felt that the greater the prisoners' dilemma and similar problems are-as in
many developing countries-the stronger the case for the institutionalist position.
Freeman was pleased that the speakerthought prisoners' dilemma, moral hazard, and agencyproblems were severe,but Freeman himself had not seen serious
evidence of this. The speaker agreed with Freeman that views of liberal market
interventionsshould be grounded less on models and more on case studies; in the
cases of Taiwan (China) and Mauritius the government had intervened, yet there
had still been economic growth. Freeman'sobservations about minimum wages,
wage adjustment, and collectivebargainingalso held true in Nigeria, he added.
A participant made two comments. First, he stated that Freeman's paper
focused too narrowly on trends in wage labor, which accounts for less than half of
employment in many developingcountries. Second, there could be two views on
why the distortions made no difference:interventionssuch as the minimum wage
might not be enforced or might be evaded, in which case one would not expect
them to affect the economy. And if they were enforced, one would have, first, an
enforcement cost, and second, the rent-seeking Freeman had talked about. The
speaker said that he didn't know how to interpret this empiricalevidence.
Freeman admitted ignoring nonwagelabor. As for interpreting distortions, he
said that in countries where interventions were determined domestically and
where it was evident that maintaining the minimum wage during a massive
decline would be disastrous, political economy would compensate. People
would say, 'Wait a minute, this is crazy." Freeman said he had given the example of Puerto Rico to show that he fully understood that one could have a
distortionist nightmare in a particular economy. Puerto Rico was nor a good
example, however, because interventions and incentivesintroduced there were
imposed by an outside authority, the United States. If Puerto Rico had not had
U.S. subsidiesthrough such vehiclesas the U.S. welfare systemand tax breaksand if the one-third of Puerto Ricans who lived in the United States (who tended
to be the less-educated Puerto Ricans) had been returned to Puerto Rico-we
would not have seen the mininmumwage in Puerto Rico, enforced or not,
because there would have been a total disaster.
The session was chaired by Lyn Squire, chief economist, Middle East and North Africa Region, the
World Bank.
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Another participant insisted on the importance of timing in discussingwage
flexibility:it made a differencewhether flexibilitycame before or after a crisis
and adjustment. In Chile the unemploymentrate had gone from 8 to 25 percent
in five quarters because a dictatorship mandated that real wages could not fall.
Flexibility often comes after a crisis, she argued. To restructure in Eastern
' Europe and the former U.S.S.R., flexibilityis needed.
Freeman agreed that the question of timing was important but said that he
had not focused on particular countries. Instead, he had been struck by how
much real wages had declined over time in many countries. And there did not
need to be a dictatorship for that to happen. There had been no dictatorship in
Costa Ricawhen, as one study daims, interventionistwage policies had actually
- helped adjustment in that economy. It was because trade unions in Eastern
Europe and the former U.S.S.R. favoredreform and the market economythat
the old guard has not been able to causetrouble there, said Freeman, and the old
guard was not usually found in the old Communist trade unions. The story
might differ from country to country, he said, but one should not assume that
the only way to get wage flexibilitywas through force.
A participant did not think it was useful at this point to go back to setting up
straw men. He thought it was about time for labor economists at the World
Bank and the International Labour Organisation (ILo)to collaborate on ways of
finding a consensuson labor market policies. One fruitful area of research for
the two groups would be how to increase voice options in the labor market
without sacrificingthe efficiencyof market mechanisms.He stated that it was an
oversimplificationto think of issues as regulationist or deregulationist. Labor
market regulationstake many forms, and they should not be viewed as all of one
type; to think of them as differentwould open up a tremendous researchagenda.
The samewas true of institutions. He agreedwith Freeman that there was a vast
literature on collaborative, cooperativeforms of labor institutions and thought
it would be usefulif both camps took stock of the costs and benefitsof different
Ikindsof institutions. Indeed, he felt that more such research was available than
Freeman had indicated.
- Larry Summersargued that although public sector wages were lower in some
countriesthan they used to be compared with private sector wages, in dozens of
countriesnurses' wages were triple the average wage, yet the countries couldn't
afford stethoscopes;or the student-teacherratio was twelve-to-one,but students
didn't have books-all becauseof the pressureto keep wages high. Governments
were eager to privatize, but labor would not tolerate it, and labor's strength
greatlycompromisedthe public sector's effectiveness.
Second, said Summers, arguing that everythingwas okay because real wages
had fallen spectacularlyreminded him of commentson British public finance in
the 1960s, when people contended that 93 percent tax rates hadn't produced
much revenue, so they couldn't be doingmuch damage. If by restrictingproperty
rights labor could discourageinvestment,he argued, one could expect a reaction
in the form of low real wages. In many countries, substantial real overvaluation
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had grievouslyhanmed the agricultural sector, where two-thirds of the labor
force (the disproportionately poorer two-thirds) worked. Devaluing exchange
rates under adjustment had increasedequity and reduced urban workers' measured wages; labor had resisteddevaluation, but if labor were less powerful and
cohesive, there would be less.resistance to these egalitarian adjustments. Summers asked Freeman if the evidencein his paper refuted the two propositions he
had just made.
Freeman said he had known someone would come up with a strange country
that provided evidenceto counter his, but dozens of countries?He would like to
know where nurses were so highly paid, especially if they were womencertainly not in the United States. He had not found those dozens of countries in
the studies produced by the World Bank and the [LO. Freeman tended to agree
with Summersthat the fall in real wages was greatlyexaggeratedbecause people
had large quantities of consumer durable goods, but he felt that nobody should
take joy in fallingreal wages in any case because some people were getting a lot
poorer. There was evidence,however-certainly for Hungary-that a third of
labor earnings was coming from gray market activities, so it was missing the
boat to look only at officialreal wage figures.
The World Bank's view, as Freeman read it, was that countries that imposed
minimum wages could never devalue their currency: the labor market might
(and he emphasized"might") mishandle an economicallyessential devaluation.
But the evidence,he said-even in studies by peoplewith a strongly distortionist
perspective- was that these institutionshad not stopped a devaluation that was
necessary. A decline in real wages was an unfortunate consequenceof devaluation that he was neither for nor against. He was willingto be convincedthat real
wages in agriculture had increased greatly because of devaluation, but in his
reading, the day wages of agricultural laborers had not increased sharply,
although possibly the incomesof farmers and those sellingfood (whom he had
neglectedin this paper) had improved.
A participant, prefacingher remarks by saying that it was not fashionable to
argue the interventionistcase, asked Freeman if he did not think there was a case
for regulatingat least workers' conditions-for example,forbidding child labor,
guaranteeing women equal pay for equal work, or insistingthat workers be paid
the money they earned instead of having it doled out at the end of the month,
after employershad subtracted an unfair amount in deductions. Freeman admitted that he had experiencedsome ambivalenceabout child labor laws in developing countriessincehis visit to a brick factory in Sri Lanka where he had seen a
child of six or seven working. He had asked the employerwhy he was allowing
such a child to work and the employerhad said that otherwise the child would
have -starved to death. One might prefer that homeless children get money
without having to work for it, but before one prohibited child labor one should
be sure a systemwas in place to provide for such a child's welfare. In setting up
stabilization and adjustment programs, it was also important, he said, to be sure
that people could not only survivebut possibly better themselves.
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A participant said he wished Freeman had talked less about static efficiency
and growth and more about dynamicefficiencyand growth. If one shifted focus,
the institutional issues were different. Investment, innovation, and incremental
productivity were associated not just with formal rules and obligations but also
with values and norms that shaped the patterns of discrimination, motivation,
and commitment which might be important for productivity growth. He
thought important research might be done to identify stable clustersof institutions (there might be alternatives), to see which were associatedwith egalitarian
and which with inegalitariangrowth patterns, and to tackle the issueof how one
got from one to the other.
Freeman said he thought a logicalcase could be made for the issue of dynamic
efficiency:that raising wages a bit through a minimum wage reduced incentives
to invest, which had a negative effect on society. The evidencedid not seem to
offer a great deal of support for this argument, he said, but maybe that was
because people hadn't worked as hard as they should have to make the case.
Freeman agmred,however, about the importance of the rules of the game. The
Aoki model of a Japanese firm, he said, was very differentfrom the model of the
firm economists usually deal with, in which the boss tells you what to do and
you do it. Bringinglabor creativelyinto the production process clearly affected
production, said Freeman, and China seemed to be doing reasonably well in
growth despite bizarre property rules about who owns what and how. Freeman
added that productivity seemedto be pretty high in cooperativesettings,judging
from studies he had seen on profit-sharingin the United Statesand trade unions
in Malaysia, among others. He had found no serious discussionof the tripartite
national groups Victor Tokman (discussant)had mentioned. He wished rules
had been established that everyone could have followed so that in Eastern
Europe and Venezuela more players had been made to feel part of the reform
process. If they had, perhaps there would not have been an aborted military
coup (which did not upset the country because the people felt they had been left
tiut of the processanyway).
In bringing the debate to a close, Lyn Squire (chair) said he had drawn from
the discussiontwo conclusions about future research. First, the evidence-such
as it was-suggested that labor market interventionsmight cost less if they were
better implemented. If so, research should be focused on countries in which
distortions are especially severe, and it should be country-specific research
rather than cross-countryregressionanalyses.
Expressingsympathy for Freeman'ssuggestionthat it might be worthwhileto
intervene in the labor market during reform if that would help reform succeed,
Squire suggestedan additional need for more empiricalresearch and analysisof
such issuesas severancepay, unempnloyrnent
benefits, and tripartite agreements.
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LaborMarketAdjustment
in TransitionalEconomies
Jan Svejnar

This paperoutlines the principal labor market developments in the transitional (formerly centrally planned) economies, presents a framework for conceptualizing the
fuinctioningof these markets, and drawsconclusionswvithrespectto public policy in the
Labormarket..It assesses the effect of transition on wages, employment, and trade
unions. Trhepaper observes that although wage controls played an important role in
stabilizinzgthese economies, -they also maintained and aggravated major distortions.
The paper recommends the imnpositionof hard budget constraints and proposes that
profitable enterprisesin the business of producing tradabkesbe permitted to set their
own wages. With rapidly rising unemnployment,the reallocationof redundant labor
requires immediate attention. The paper argues that social-rather than privatewelffarecriteriashould guide the behaviorof state enterprises.Finally, trade unions and
other employee institutions have not beeninvolved in the formulation and implementation of market-riented reforms. Although they have been amenableso far, the danger
is that mounting job lossesand economic hardship could turn these organizationsinto
formidable adversariesof the transitionzprocess.

As the econonnctransformation of the formerly Communistcountries unfolds,
it is becomingincreasinglyevident chat managing macroeconomicstabilization
is far simpler than achieving an adequate microeconomic transformation.
Poland, Hungary, and Czechoslovakia,for example, managed to bring inflation
down to less than 2 percent a month within a few months of the start of the
tranisformationprogram (Bruno 1992), but they have so far failed to comniercializestate-owned enterprises, and only Czechoslovakiais carrying out largescale privatization. Sinceevidencefrom the developingcountries suggestschat
macroeconomicstabilization tends to unravel in the presence of inadequate
microeconomicrestructuring (Kigueland L.iviatan1991), the early successesof
the transitional economiesmay be misleading.
Jan Svejnaris professorof economicsat the Universityof Pittsburghand chairmnan
of the facultyof the
Center for EconomicResearch and Craduate Education, Charles University,Prague. The author would
like to-thank Marek G6ra for useful comments on an earlier version and Julio Kipnis for his help in
assemblingthe data for table 1. He is indebted to the National Council for Soviet and East European
Researchfor its assistance.
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An understanding of labor markets provides important insights into how
economies operate, how their enterprisesfunction, and how governments formulate microeconomicpolicies. This paper assesses the developments in the
labor markets of the transitional economies,uses stylized facts to conceptualize
the behavior of the main kinds of firms, and draws condusions about public
poLiciesvis-a-visthe labor markets.
I. FEATURES
OFTHELABORMARKET
The formerlycentrallyplanned economieshave all embarked on the transition
to free markets with a common set of labor market characteristics: zero open
unemployment and visibleexcess demand for labor; a relatively low level and
rate of growth of absolute wages; small wage differentialsacross most skills and
industries; significantquit rates but low geographicmobility;virtually 100 percent membershipin the official Communisttrade unions; and the introduction
of worker participationin enterprise management.
The system of soft budget constraints for state-owned enterprises, the shortages and unpredictabledeliveriesof material inputs, and the penalties incurred
by managers and workers for underfulfillmentof plan targets made it rational
for finrs to hoard labor. This systemnled to full employment with parallel
vacancies and redundant labor. Marginalproductivity of labor was low or zero
(see Terrell 1992), work effort was generally low, and yet firms continuously
advertised vacancies.
The systemfunctioned becausethe authoritiesmaintainedabsolute wages at a
low level. Workers tolerated the system because it seemed egalitarian (wage
differentials were small) and because it was promulgated and supervised by
trade unions in a totalitarian system. The strength of the labor unions can be
attributed to their affiliation with the Communistparty apparatus (Windmuller
1971). Members enjoyed specialbonuses in the form of vouchers for vacations
at recreational facilities and spas, subsidizedpurchases of consumer durables,
and so on (Freeman1992).
The full employment-cum-vacancies
system resulted in significantlabor turnover becauseworkers could advance somewhatby changingemployers(Riveros
1990). Regional labor mobility was minimal, however, in large part because
housing was under strict rent control and hence in short supply.
In the 1980sPoland, Hungary, and Czechoslovakiagave employeesparticipatory rights in the selectionof management.These rights were not as extensiveas
those enjoyed by workers in Yugoslavia, and under the Communist regime
participation was more de jure than de facto. As a result, attempts to spur
productivity by involving workers in the production process were by and large
ineffectual. Enterprise (workers') councils were staffed mostly by parry mem-

bers, and influenceover the nomination and recall of enterprise directors was
limited.

-Anatural outcome of the system was a low-wage, low-effort equilibriumin
the public sector and a marketdike behavior in the informal (private) sector. The
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private sector gradually became more important as the Communist party began
to lose control, and workers in state-owned enterprises increasinglyengaged in
informal-and sometimesillegal-activities.
The quality of the labor force in Central and Eastern Europe (especially
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and Poland) is relatively high: the proportion of the
labor force with more than a basic education is comparable with that in the
average member country of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD)(Boeri and Keese 1992). In higher education, the transitional economies do not rank as well, but they usually dominate some of the
OECDcountries. The type of education also differs; a higher proportion of
secondary school students attend vocational schools, and the proportion of
higher-level students in the field of engineering tends to be greater. Data on
enrollment rates in secondary and postsecondary schools indicate that Central
and Eastern Europe lags the West in the educational level of recent labor force
entrants. Finally, perhaps the most important question is, to what extent are the
skills acquired by Central and East Europeans obsolete, and how much retraining is necessary to renew their human capital?
-1. TRANSITIONAL
LABORMARKETPOLICIES
ANDSHOCKS

In all the transitional economies, independent trade unions, collective bargaining, and the right to strike are now legal. Pattern bargaining takes place at
the level of a tripartite decisionmaking apparatus made up of trade union
(con)federations, government representatives, and employer federations, but
additional earnings adjustments take place at the companylevel.
While comprehensive price liberalization has been one of the pillars of the
transformation, every country has imposed wage controls to prevent high
(hyper-) inflation. These incomes policies have taken various forms. Poland, for
instance, established an enterprise wage indexation scheme in 1990 that compensated in part for expected inflation. Any increase in the growth of the wage
bill above the benchmark level was penalized by a prohibitive 500 percent tax.
In 1991 the scheme was targeted to the average wage to minimize a potentially
negative impact on employment. The government of Czechoslovakiaestablished
a similar, although graduated, tax scheme targeted to the average wage in 1991,
forgot to renew it in the first half of 1992, and reimposed it in July of that year.
In recent years Hungary, where wage controls have been in effect since the
1980s, has not taxed-or has taxed only lightly-wage increasesif they correspond to increasesin value added. Moreover, since 1991 the tax leviedon wages
has decreased in parallel with a decrease in the fiwm'semployment, thus encouraging firms to lay off redundant workers.
Layoffs are now legal, as are short hours and part-time employment. Unemployment benefit schemesand activelabor market policieshave been introduced
to cope with rapidiy rising unemployment. Initially, these compensation
schemes were relatively generous and provided workers with more than 60
percent of their previous wage for up to a year. Recendy, budgetary problems
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and risingunemploymenthave forced Czechoslovakiaand Poland to scaledown
these generousbenefitsand reducethe eligibilityperiod (Boeriand Keese1992);
other countries may have to follow.
A number of other policies as well as external shocks have altered labor
demand and the operation of labor markets. Subsidiesto enterpriseshave been
cut substantially-as have commoditysubsidies-malkng it difficultfor firms to
maintain employment and wages at previous levels. In some countries retroactive increasesin interest rates on existing bank loans had the same effect. The
dissolution of the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance (cMEA) and the
collapse of the Sovietmarket led to a declinein regionaltrade and negativeterms
of trade shocks as transactions shifted from transferable rubles to convertible
currencies.Rodrik (1992), for instance,estimates that the total 1990-91 Soviet
trade shock amounted to a loss of 7-8 percent of gross domesticproduct (GDP)
for Czechoslovakiaand Hungary and 3.5 percent of GDP for Poland. Because
these calculationsare conservative(they do not include, for instance, the multiplier effect),they probably understate the external shock.
Ill. PRINCIPALLABORMARKETOUICOMES

Table 1 contains comparative data on output, employment, and real wages
for 1989, 1990, and 1991. In Hungary, where a gradual transition began earlier
(Dervis and Condon 1992), the decline in employmentand wages that could in
part be attributed to external shocksand transition polices has been milder than
in other economies. Poland's rather sudden transition in January 1990 resulted
in a rapid dedine in output, real wages, and (to a lesser extent) employment.
Output fell in 1990 in Bulgaria and Romania as well-a reflection of the collapse of the cMEAmarket-but in both countries, and in Czechoslovakia, the
principal shock occurred in 1991, when they had launched their economic strategies and were coping with the terms of trade shock associatedwith the shift of
cMFAtrade into convertiblecurrencies.
A closerexamination of the data in table 1 and of more disaggregatedfigures
reveals a number of regularities.First, the dcline in output at the start of the
transition tends to be deep and fairly(though not completely)uniform, signaling
a shock rather than intersectoral restructuring. Furthermore, the decine in
employmentis significant, especiallywhen one considers not only the decrease
in the number of employees but also the decline in hours worked. In
Czechoslovakia, for instance, the average number of hours worked declined
from 1,859 in 1989 to 1,817 in 1990 and 1,724 in 1991. With the possible
exception of Hungary, however, cuts in employmenthave not matched reductions in output, and labor redundancy,whichwas estimated to range from 15 to
25 percent of the work force before the transition Uackman, Layard, and Nickela1992), has increased.
The fall in real wages has been comparableto the steepestdedines recorded in
the developing economies during stabilization and structural adjustment. In
Poland the decline was in part offset by the real wage gains recorded in preced-
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Table 1. Production,Employment, Wrages,and Unemploymentin Selected
TransitionalEconomies
Industrial
production
(percentage

Country

change)

Annuatclhange
in
employment
(percentage)

Real earnings
(percentage
cbangep

Unemployment
rate
(year-end)

Bulgaria

1989

-1.1

1990
1991

-16.8
-27.5

-8.2
-17.1

0.2

0.7
-3.7
-23.0

0.3
-2.5
-12.0

2.3
-2.8
-33.8

1.5
1.s

Czechoslovakia
1989
1990
1991
Hungary
1989

1990
1991
Poland
1989
1990
1991

1.0
12.5
-26.0

1.0
6.0

-4.0

0.9

O.S

-11.3

-S.1

2.0

-21.5b

-16.5

-5.8

8.0

-0.5
-24.2
-14.2

-1.4
-8.9
-12.6

-37.2
-8.4

6.3
11.4

-1.0"

_9.0b,

Romania
1989
-6.6
1.9
2.4
1990
-19.2
-1.3
4.6
1.0
1991
-13.0
-18.7
-24.9
2.2
- Nonexistent.
a. Real arningsfor Bulgariaand Czechoslovakia;real wages for Hungary, Poland, and Romania.
b. Firmswith fifty or more employees.
Source:Various governmentand World Bank data.

-

mugyears, but in Czechoslovakiaand Bulgariareal wages fell from a relatively
low base.-The wage differentials between Eastern and Western Europe have
thus grown dramatically. Recent estimates, for instance, indicate that Volkswagen's hourly cost for production workers is more than DM 50 in Germany,
DM 25 in Spain, and DM 8 in Czechoslovakia.Yet, the efficiencyof the Czech
'and Spanishplants is reportedly comparable.
Unemployment, which was unknown outside of Hungary before 1989,
emergedin 1990 and has risen rapidly. By the end of 1991, unemploymentin
Bulgaria, Poland, and Slovakia exceeded10 percent of the labor force. In some
countries (for example, Czechoslovakia)the unemployment rate fell in 1992,
but much of the change was the result of a decreased eligibilityfor unemployment benefits.
There is no doubt that in an important way labor has bome the brunt of the
early stages of transition. From the policy standpoint the interestingquestion is
why there has been a more moderate decline in employmentthan in output and
wages in most of these economies.There are severalpossibleexplanations. One,
of course, is the tremendous decline in real wages that is documented in the
table. With labor costs shrinking to between S and 10 percent of total costs,
managershave focused on economizingin other areas (energy,for example)and
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have tended to substitute labor for other inputs. Another reason is that managers, workers, and government officialsview the maintenance of employment
as an important goal during transition. Indeed, such behavior is consistent with
the pursuit of rational objectivesby state-ownedenterprises,taking into,account
the falling shadow wage in the economy (Svejnar and Terrell 1991), the
expected utility maximization by workers, and the cost-minimizingbehavior of
managers in the presenceof costs of labor adjustment.
PrivateFinmsversusState-OwnedEnterprises
Unlike state-owned enterprises, domestic and foreign private firms and joint
ventures appear to economize on employment. They also pay considerably
higher wages and elicitgreater effort and quality of work from their employees.
The private sector thus behavesconsistentlywith profit maximizationand possibly pays efficiencywages to generate higher effort. Stabilizationpolicies severely
constrain the ability of state-owned enterprisesto pursue an active wage policy
and stimulate their employees to exert greater effort. They are increasingly
victimsof brain drain as the best workers in all skill and occupational categories
leave for the private sector. Unfortunately, although the private sector has
expanded in all the countries in this group, it is still too small, and the inflow of
Western capital has been too limited, to offset the decline of state-owned
enterprises.
The evidenceemergingfrom the transitional economiespoints to a number of
common patterns. The enterprise sector indudes private finns that behave consistently with profit maximization and state-ownedenterprises that emphasize
employmentand try to evade hard budget constraints. Unlessbound by a prior
agreement with the government, Western firms that acquire local enterprises
tend to slash employment;they usually employ a small labor force, frequently
on short-term contracts. State enterprises, in contrast, maintain a large work
force even in the face of sharp declinesin demand. This situation is only tolerable becauseof declining labor costs and subsidiesfrom the government (or the
ability to increase the enterprise's indebtedness). The state-owned firms are
releasing excesslabor, albeit at a rate that is much slower than a rapid adjustment to a profit-maximizing level would dictate, and the private firms are
absorbing the released workers and the new entrants to the labor force. The
main problem is that in the early phases of transition the private sector is too
small to absorb all the workers who have been released by state-owned firms.
The result is a graduallyemergingand growingunemployment.
Unions, Wages,and Employment
The artificial 100percent unionizationrates characteristicof the former Communist economieshave vanished, and membershipis now estimated at between
30 and 75 percent (Freeman 1992). Surprisingly,however, most workers have
opted to remain in the old -unions rather than join new independent trade
unions, apparently because of the advantages of incumbency. The old unions
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responded to the challengeposed by transition reforms by expellingthe Communist leadership, taking control of the unions' (considerable)resources, and effectivelyrepresenting their membersin the workplace. The new unions face major
disadvantages:limited financial resources;inadequate staff; and, frequendy, an
intellectual, rather than a blue-collar, orientation (Freeman 1992). The fragnmentationof the union movementand the questionable legitimacyof the successor unions has enabled governmentsin most of the countriesin transition to
dominate the tripartite deliberations and reduce the unions to consultativerather than bargaining-partners in wage settlements. The unions are, however,
reported to be gaining influencewithin firms, where decisions about employment, layoffs, and wage increasesare made.
The behavior of wages during the Polish (1990) and Czechoslovak(1991) big
bang provides an instructivepattern. The nominal wage increasesobserved in
the first six months of 1990 in Poland and the first six months of 1991 in
Czechoslovakiafell well belowthe wage (control) norm, although real earnings
declineddramaticallyin both countries(seetable 1). In the secondsix months of
the transition (Julyto December 1990 in Poland and July to December1991 in
Czechoslovakia)wages started to catch up with the norm in both countries. In
the second year average wages in Poland substantially exceededthe norm, and
enterprisespaid the stiff penalty tax.
These developmentsare interestingbecause they reveal a different approach
to wages and employmentat the national and enterprise levels.At the national
levelthe decision to set the wage well below actual inflation reflectedan underestination of future inflation, an attempt to achieve price stability, and the
desire of the social partners (especiallygovernment) to limit the negativeimpact
of the transition on employment.Within the firm, the initial (below-norm)wage
increase reflected the desire of trade unions, management, and workers to limit
layoffs in a period of uncertainty and existential anxiety. Nevertheless, when
rcal wages fell precipitouslyand it becamedear that reductions in employment
could in large part be accomplishedthrough attrition, hiring freezes, and the
termination of fixed-term contracts, unions and workers pushed for higher
wages. The wage norm hence seemsto be unsustainable in the medium term in
the presenceof a sharp declinein real wages.
Worker Participationin Management
Employee participation in management-and profits-is controversial and
has been criticized by governmentofficialsand external advisers.Indeed, some
observers(see Hinds 1991) have argued that the poor economicperformanceof
Poland, Hungary4 and Yugoslaviain the late 1980s reflected the strong control
exerted by employeesin these economies.
The potential abuse of power by workers inside the firms should not be
underestimated. But economic theory and empirical eviadencedo not support
such a negative view of participation. Economic theory on participatory and
unionized firms indicates that in a competitiveenvironment these finns do not
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behave very differently from their profit-maximizingcounterparts. Moreover,
under conditiourLof redundant labor, participatory and unionized finns tend to
allocate labor b6' the same criteria as profit-maximizingfirms even in the presence of extranol mal profits or rents. Econometric evidence also indicates that
the economiceffxctsof these schemesare nonnegative(see the surveysin Blinder
1990).

More casually,economic performanceworsened not just in the socialisteconomies that introduced participation (Poland, Hungary, and Yugoslavia), but
also in those that did not-Czechoslovakia, the former German Democratic
Republic (GDP.), and the fonner U.S.S.R. Moreover, neighboring capitalist
economies (Austria and the Federal Republic of Germany) fared well in the
postwar period, with significantworker participation in management. The former CDR adopted codetermination after German unification with no obvious ill
effects. And a recent study by Prasnikar and Svejnar(1991) found that government intervention, a lack of competition, and the absence of dearly defined
property rights-rather than employeeparticipation per se-appeared to be the
principal shortcomingsof Yugoslavia'seconomicsystem.
The Social Safety Net

As noted above, fiscal problems have already forced Czechoslovakiaand
Poland to reduce the level and duration of unemployment benefits, and other
governments are likely to follow. The ability to sustain social safety nets will
become increasingly limited. Active labor market policies, including training
schemes, public works programs, and subsidiesfor new employmenthave been
introduced, but so far they account for only a small proportion of total labor
market expenditures and do not appear to be very effective.As the financingof
unemployment compensation becomes a growing priority, these policies may
becomemarginalized.
IV. POuCY JMPLICATIONS

A relevantmodel of the labor market behavior of enterprises in transition can
be cast in the form of a tripartite bargaining framework in which the government, managers, and workers jointly maximize an objective function that contains profit, wages, and employment(see Svejnar 1986; Prasnikar and others
1991). As the transition proceeds, the weight that the three parties place on
employmentgraduallyfalls, while the emphasisplaced on profitability and wage
growth rises. Figure 1 depicts in a simpleway the variety of wage and employment outcomesthat can be observedin the transitional economies.Let RL be the
marginal revenue product of labor, W the wage, and curves I, U, and Ill the
isoprofit curves (all wage-employmentcombinations on a given isoprofIt curve
yieldingthe same level of profit; the higher the curve, the lower the profit). A
labor market outcom- correspondingto the private (profit-maximizing)firm is,
for instance, RL = W,, depicted by point A in the figure. Now, most enterprises
started the transiticn.with redundant labor, thus implicitlyplacing emphasison
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employment and displaying RL C W. In the figure this means that the outcome
is to the right of the marginal revenue product curve of labor at a point such as
B. Because the pretransition situation was often characterized by subsidies
(negativeprofits), the outcome is depicted in the figure as lying relatively high in
the northeast-lying on a low- (possibly negative) profit isoprofit curve and
displaying relatively high wages and employment. The transition and the negative external shocks shift the marginal product curve to the left as demand falls,
and they also result in a reduction in subsidies to the state-owned enterprises.
This effect is captured in the figure as a move to point C above the new marginal
revenue product curve RL. The outcome is characterized by somewhat lower
employment, significantly lower wages, and greater labor redundancy (more
labor with low or zero marginal product). In the later phase of the transition one
then observes a rise in wages and a further decline in employment(thlatis, a shift
from C to D and later to E). The characterization of the transition in terms of
enterprise employment and wage behavior hence consists of the accumulation
and reduction of redundant labor and the absorption of the released labor by the
emergingprivate firms.
From the standpoint of economic efficiency, a fundamental question that
arises with respect to the transition policies is whether the wage (bill) controls
(norm) ought to be maintained. The principal justification of the norm is that it
induces price stability and prevents workers from according themselves unwarranted wage increases and thus decapitalizingstate-owned firms. The disadvanFigure 1-. Wagesand Employment in TransitionalEconomies
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tage of the' norm is that it maintains much of the previous distortion and prevents the transforming economies from overcoming low effort and poor workmanship by a skilled and relativelywell-educated labor force.
Since the transitional economies in Central and Eastern Europe are resource
poor, the negative incentives imposed on the human factor are a major hindrance to a successful transition. This latter aspect appears so important in the
context of the transforming economies that one ought to think seriously about
alternative measures. Sincethe economies are now relatively open to trade, one
possible scheme would be to allow state-owned firms in the tradable goods
sector to pay profit-sharing bonuses if they are able to (a) operate without
subsidies, (b) reinvest a givenproportion of capital, and (c) pay the govermnent
a set real rate of return. A schemeof this kind retains the incentive for the firm to
increase productivity, improve marketing, maintain prices at world market
levels, and reward key employees.Incentive schemes for managers (and possibly
workers) should also be based on the company's successful long-term performance (for example, shares of stock that are nonredeemable for a number of
years).
The second policy issue concerns the optimal approach to redundant labor.
Measures encouraging labor mobility are clearly desirable. One often observes,
however, an exclusiveemphasis on reallocating-resourcesand dosing unprofitable operations. Far less attention is paid to increasing the efficiencyof resources,
given their allocation. In particular, the question arises as to whether resources
ought to be reallocated to a massive extent in the short run. For instance, it is
not dear how many workers would be employed in Czechoslovakia's steel
industry under perfecdy competitiveconditions. Their productivity may be low,
but as the earlier discussion indicates, it is low elsewhereas well. It may not have
made sense to develop the steel industry to begin with, but with a limited inflow
Of Western capital in the short run, the relevant issue is how to use labor
optimally, given the existing capital structure. To the extent that governments
maximize a social welfare objective such as gross national product, the stateowned enterprises ought to employ labor to the point where labor's marginal
product equals the-shadow wage (productivity of the marginal employee elsewhere in the economy) rather than the actual wage. This makes it optimal from
societys standpoint to maintain higher employment levels in state-owned firms
than would be dictated by the profit-maximizing criterion alone because the
total product of these firms cannot be increased by reallocating labor among
them. By implication, as long as actual wages exceed shadow wages, too few
workers are employed by private firms from society's perspective. Finally, in
deciding to dose unprofitable enterprises, it is important to take into account
the fact that the profitability of a firm may not be indicative of its efficiency
unless it is evaluated at shadow prices and wages. (For a detailed discussion of
these issues see Svejnar and Terrell 1991.)
My third point concerns the role of trade unions and the industrial relations
system. The early successesof transition have come in part from the weakness of
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the unions and their toleranceof stabilizationmeasures.Somegovernmentshave
effectivelyignored the unions and have pushed through labor market measures
without "codetermination' under the framework of the establishedsocial partnership. This approach is effectivein the short term and, if unionization does
not take off in a major way, it will work in the long term as well. The approach
may backfire, however, if unions become stronger and workers become less
tolerant of the transition measures.Since transition promisesto be a protracted
and painfulprocess, it is likelythat workerswill sooner or later start questioning
the merits of the transition program. The trade unions, which have in many
cases been channeling membershipducs and significantincome from property
rentals to the strike funds, may become powerful adversaries. With private
employersand governments likely to be relatively weak, the entire transition
process could be endangered. A more cooperativeapproach to industrial reladionsfrom the very start of the reform may hence be a superior strategy. Note
that there are obvious advantagesto a participatory rather than an adversarial
system; participation has historicallyworked well in Austria and the Federal
Republic of Germany. Workers' councilsor similar mechanismsemergedspontaneously in Central Europe whenevercentral controls were lifted (after World
War II, as well as during the Communistera) in the former GDK and Poland in
1953, in Hungary in 1956, in Czechoslovakiain 1968, and in Hungary and
Poland in the 1980s.
Finally, unemployment has been growing rapidly and is likelyto become an
increasinglydivisivesocial and economicproblem. With fiscalproblemsworsening over time, this aspect of the labor market will requirespecialattention.
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COMMENTON "LABORMARKETADJUSTMENT
IN TRANSITIONALECONOMIES,"BYSVEINAR

Marek GCra
The transition to a market economy in Central and Eastern Europe has proved
to be much more complicatedthan economists,politicians, and private citizens
had predicted. The macroeconomic stabilization programs instituted between
1989 and 1991 should be seen as elements in the first stage of the transition.
But different issues are involved in the subsequent-microeconomic-stages
that must follow. Jan Svejnar's paper discusses this next stage and comments
on the pressures that labor markets exert on the transition process. I agree with
his diagnosis;we need to recognize that these pressures have a crucial influence
on economic decisionmaking.
In the pretransition period, the accepted view was that Eastern Europe was
in economic distress because of the command system and Soviet domination
(which was true in part). Hence it was expected that removing these national
and international obstacles, establishing democracy, and converting to free
markets would lead almost immediatelyto prosperity. This assumption, unfortunately, was an illusion, but it helped advance the proposition that the more
radical the reforms, the faster would be the transformation to a prosperous
future. Thus radical stabilization programs were introduced and, in general,
successfully completed. Since then, however, mounting economic problems
have generated resistance, and the public has been less than enthusiastic about
the next stage of the transition process.
At this stage, however, when changes in work habits, living standards, and
ways of thinking are essential, we must face the fact that most people have
very little-if any-commitment to reform left. Yet the behavior patterns
associated with a command economy are not appropriate in a market-driven
economy. What incentivescan be devisedto persuade the labor force to adjust
to the new economicenvironment?
I. THE HERITAGE OF THE PAsT

Professor Svejnar notes that a number of features of the command system
tended to insulate labor markets, making adjustment to competitive markets
Marek G6ra is adjunctprofessor of economicsat the WarsawSchoolof Economics.
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difficult. First, full employment, based on artificially high demand for labor,
was guaranteed. Second, workers spent a substantial amount of time and effort
outside their official workplace and received part of their income from this
kind of activity (swapping goods and services, for example). Third, the state
provided many free goods and services and subsidized numerous others. And
fourth, industrial relations were highly centralized, with very little, if any,
scope for talented individual workers.
- would add to Svejnar's list another negative influence: the lack of motivation to work. Under the command system generations of workers had nothing
to lose and nothing to gain from the work effort they expended. If they worked
harder, they were not paid more. If they had been better paid, they would have
not worked harder. In my opinion, this legacy of indifference is the most
destructive element in the situation.
Although these features were common throughout Eastern Europe, their
scale and intensity varied from place to place. In any discussion of the potential
of these economies, it is important to remember that the past exerts a strong
influence on the labor market today.
11. ADjUSTMENT IN THE LABOR MARKET

-

Sveinar's model of the employment and wage-setting process in the transitional economies yields a formula for the marginal revenue product of labor in
these economies. On this basis he offers a two-stage outcome of transition. In
the first stage, employment and wages fall, and labor redundancy rises. This
theoretical result is fully supported by empirical evidence in all the economies
in transition. In the light of Sveinar's analysis, what we observe is not the result
of policy mistakes or a random outcome of the change. Labor market adjustment seems to be an element of the move from a centrally planned economy
toward a market-oriented economy.
The model concludes that the outcome of the second stage will be a further
decline in employment accompanied by a rise in wages. Although I would like
to believe this scenario, I am afraid that another outcome is also possible. If
transition does not proceed quickly enough (particularly as regards privatizadon), we may see a kind of economic dualism. State-owned firms may play the
role of the "noncapitalist" or "indigenous" sector and thus serve as a reservoir
of labor for the "capitalist" sector. As'a result, newly established private firms
will operate in a context of unlimited labor supply. Low productivity in the
state sector will prevent the wages of those workers from rising, while wages in
the private sector-although higher-will not increase because, at a rulingwage rate, the supply of labor will be greater than demand.
Sveinar also suggests that a reduction of redundant labor, which is unavoidable (and may be beneficial for state-owned enterprises), will parallel the
absorption of that labor by new private firms. I would note, first, that the scale
of the expected reduction in employment in the state sector will significantly
exceed the demand by new establishments and, second, that the structure of
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this new demand is unlikelyto correspond to the structure of the labor supply.
This mismatch is likelyto affect labor markets.
In some ways the labor market situation may be even worse than the
statistics suggest. On the demand side, the end of labor hoarding meant that
even if production had not fallen, redundant labor would have been dismissed.
But in fact production fell much more than employment, so labor hoarding
actually increased. Effective labor demand decreased more than the numbers
on employment and vacancies suggest.
On the supply side, the fall in real wages induced an increase in the labor
supply as a result of a strong income effect and a weak substitution effect.
These, in turn, are a consequence of the elimination of many elements of the
traditional parallel economy. Hence people are ready to supply more labor
than the unemployment figures suggest. These effects may have significant
laggedresults in the future.
III. PARTICIPATION

Svejnar argues that labor should be involved in management affairs. It is
difficult to know whether participation is a good or a bad option for transitional economies. It is probably a good one, but it may also be an obstade. In
Poland, for instance, workers were granted extensiverights in the early 1980s
(paradoxically, just after the imposition of martial law). But because these
rights were de jure only, labor had no influence on the situation. Then,
virtually overnight, the de jure position became de facto; trade unions and
workers' councils claimed real power. In some state-owned enterprises, particularly the largest ones, labor's influence slowed or even blocked necessary
reforms. Workers, fearing that a change would mean substantial layoffs and
slight, if any, increases in wages for those who remained, were anxious to
maintain the status quo.
If labor is to play an active role in East Europe, its participation should be
based on dearly established roles. The legacy of the command system of
industrial relations may not promote the most desirable outcome.
IV. POLICYIMPLICATIONS

- '

Svejnar's paper draws policy-oriented conclusions in regard to the productivity of state-owned enterprises and their employees and the importance of
avoiding undesirable economic, social, and political externalities. I would like
to stress that the transition process has winners and losers. Right now, a much
larger number of people (usually employees of large state-owned enterprises)
are convinced that they are losers. This group, which constituted the driving
force for political change, is in a strong collectiveposition. T'he labor situation,
particularly for this group, is bad and is getting worse. We should not overlook the likelihood that these "losers" will resist the new ideology. This may
make the transition either endlessor biased. In both cases, the outcome will be
destructive.
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To avoid this possibility, I agree with Svejnar that a more cooperative
approach to industrial relations is crucial. The question is how to convince
workers and managers to shed their antagonism and work cooperatively in the
process of transition.
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Information Flows and Discrimination
in Labor Markets in Rural Areas
in Developing Countries
Andrew D. Foster and Mark R. Rosenzweig
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A variety of implications of a pervasive labor market information problem-tbe inability of employers to perceive perfectly the skills of heterogeneous workers-are considered. The principal objective is to provide empirical evidence on the effects of imperfect
information in order to achieve a better understanding of how workers are rewarded
and to identify potential interventions that may reduce the costs associated with such
problems. The emphasis is on the casual labor markets that characterize most rural
areas of developing countries. Among the topics addressed are the infonnatienal
assumptions of nutrtion-wage theory; the processes by wbich employers learn about
differences in worker capabilitiesand their implicationsfor changesin wage inequality
over the life cycle of workers; and worker mobility, infotmation-based effieiency costs,
and the identification of employer discrimination among workers on the basis of
worker traits unrelated to employer-perceivedproductivity.

Two principal issues in the study of labor markets with heterogeneous workers
concern how employers select workers for employment and how worker contributions are rewarded. An essential ingredient of the processesby which heterogeneous workers are matched to jobs and rewards are allocated to workers is the
information available to employersabout workers. Employers must be able to
discriminate among workers in order to match optimally worker characteristics
with particular tasks. Thus, the quality of information available in the labor
market is an important factor in the efficiency of the market, and because it
determines which workers are rewarded well and less well, it can have a significant effect on the distribution of income.
A number of theories of labor markets have focused on information problems
in the labor market. But they have for the most part been concerned with moral
hazard and with effort incentives for unmonitorable, but homogeneous,
workers. Much less attention has been paid to the sorting of heterogeneous
workers among employers and tasks in markets in which employershave imperAndrewD. Fosteris assistantprofessorand Mark R. Rosenzweigprofessorin the Departmentof
Economicsat the Universityof Pennsylvania.
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fect knowledge about a worker's potential productivity. Moreover, the empirical evidence on the importance of employer ignorance and its relevance to
developing countries and to the process of development have received little
attention. Many empirical studies of labor markets have failed to take into
account the problems of information barriers, with potentially misleading
results.
In this essay, our principal aim is to provide empirical evidenceon the effects
of information problems in labor markets to better understand how workers are
rewarded and to identify potential interventions that may reduce the costs associated with such problems. We focus on the casual labor markets that characterize most rural areas of developing countries. These markets are important in
most of the world and readily permit the empirical study of information barriers. By understanding the contrast between the features of these markets and of
those characterizing industrial countries, it is possible to assess the implications
of information costs for development.
In the first part of the paper we discuss the informational assumptions of
nutrition-wage theory. The empirical evidence on this theory is problematic
because of the absence of attention to information problems. We also discuss the
important implications of the processesby which employers learn about differences in workers' capabilities for changesin wage inequality over the life cyde of
workers. These processes affect how changes in the age structure and in worker
mobility within a labor market alter income inequality and labor market efficiency. The efficiencycosts implied by the asymmetry of information between
workers and employers are discussedin the context of efficiencywage models
incorporating adverse selection. Finally, we discuss the information problems
faced by employers to identify whether wage inequality is also determined by
employers' preferencesfor or against workers on the basis of traits unrelated to
productivity.

In the second part of the paper we employ data sets from the Philippines,
India, and Pakistan to test several implications of infonnation theory in rural
labor markets of developing countries. Our evidence indicates the existence of
considerable heterogeneity in workers' contributions to output, as measured by
the interworker variability in piece-ratewages. Whereas a substantial portion of
individual workers' skills is rewarded, the evidence suggests that there is also
considerable ignorance among employers about individual differences in
workers abilities. One example is the evident lack of employer knowledge about
individual differencesin the food consumption of workers.
The data also indicate that there is adverse selection in casual labor markets,
as implied by information theory. Evidently because employers are not fully able
to identify the better workers, such workers tend to participate less in jobs
paying time wages. Employers learn about worker abilities as workers' participation ("exposure") in the local labor market and job tenure increase. This
finding implies that equally able workers with less participation and employer
attachment are ex ante more costlyto hire. Thus, women are at a disadvantage
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because on average they have less time on the job than men. But in our tests of
taste discrimination, which incorporate the limits on employers' information
about workers, we find no evidence of taste discrimination against women in
either the Philippine or Indian data. There is, however, statistical discrimination: among workers with the same productivity, women are paid lower time
wages. That there is both statistical and taste discrimination against low-caste
workers in the Indian village from which we have data becomes apparent only
when attention is paid to employers' imperfect knowledge about workers'
capabilities.
The empirical evidence presented in this paper is not meant to be conclusive
regarding the effects of information barriers in labor markets in developing
countries. It suggests, however, that further attention to these issues may have
significant payoffs for understanding the consequences of economic growth and
designing policies that contribute to equity and efficiency in labor markets. We
discuss some of these implications in the concluding section.
1. LABOR MARKET THEORIES AND INFORMATION PROBLEMS

Many models of labor market processes assume that fundamental problems in
wage setting are that employees are heterogeneous in their abilities or contributions to output and that employers do not have full knowledge of each worker's
productivity. If we let the productivity of worker i be yA,then worker i's productvity as perceived by employers, 4, is based on a set of observed worker
characteristics:
= E(A

ZMjVmeMM)E'

Equation 1 states that worker iAsproductivity as perceived by employers (p7*)
is the expected value of worker i?sproductivity, based on the employer-observed
characteristics of the worker, where Zmi is the mth characteristic of worker i in
the set of characteristics observed by the employer (ME). The relation between
the productivity of worker i and worker is productivity as perceived by
employers is given in equation 2:
(2)

;

0

=

uj
p7+u,

where ui is the component of actual productivity that is unknown to employers.
There is imperfect information in the labor market if var(u;) > 0. The import of
equation 1 is that rewards paid to workers by employees will depend on ti The
rewards depend on true productivity (gd-)only to the extent that p7and p,; are
correlated. The wedge between rewards paid to workers and their productivity
represents an allocative cost to an economy. It also has implications for the
distribution of earnings and for the types of contractual arrangements between
employees and employers.
A theory of labor markets is incomplete without explicit assumptions about
the limits on information about workers and about the processes that forn
employers' perceptions of worker productivity. Thus, we need information on
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what observable worker characteristics enter into ME and how the information
-varieswith respect to contractual arrangements between employer and employee
and other features of the economic environment.
Nutrition Efficiency Wage Theory and Information
One of the most influential models of wage setting in developing countries,
nutrition efficiency wage theory, makes a very strong assumption about the
employers' information set. This theory posits not only that there is a significant
relationship between worker productivity (ji,) and food consumption that is
known to all employers, but also that employers know the food consumption of
each individual worker and offer time wages on the basis of that knowledge. The
theory is important because it provides an explanation for a so-called natural
floor on wage rates in rural areas in developing countries. The theory thus has
strong implications for the relationship between efficiencyand inequality in such
settings, both within and across households. The wage minimum exists in this
model because there is some level of consumption below which an increase in the
time wage incre2ses worker productivity by more than the wage increase.
Even without the hypothesized nonlinearity in the relationship between worker
productivity and consumption, which sets a minimum wage, the model predicts
that wages paid will be closely tied to consumption. It predicts that better-fed
workers receive higher wages in competitive labor markets and lower wages in
monopsonistic markets (since such workers will be more efficient than less well
fed workers at the same wage). Thus, the operation of the labor market either
exacerbates or reduces income inequality. By contrast, in conventional models
(with perfect markets), wealth (and thus the ability to finance consumption) is
independent of wage rates. Moreover, if consumption at the margin is differentially rewarded across jobs, the distribution of foods within households will
depend on the occupational distribution of household members (Pitt, Rosenzweig, and Hassan 1990).
The nutrition-based efficiencywage model has intuitive appeal because of its
potential relevance to developing countries, where consumption levels are low
and are likely to be cdoselytied to income. The strong informational assumption
of the model is that the individual consumption of workers is part of employers'
information set, ME. Although critical to the model, this assumption is not
appealing if employers do not know which job applicants have a higher level of
consumption. Employers then have no basis for rationing jobs among particular
workers, and wage rates paid on a time basis cannot be related to consumption.
Despite this information problem, only the assumption of the model concerning
the productivity-consumption relation has received appropriate empirical
attention.
Strauss (1986) tested the productivity-consumption relation on the basis of
Sierra Leone data, and Deolalikar (1988) tested it using data from the semiarid
tropical region of India. They estimated farm-level production functions incorporating worker consumption to test the effect of food consumption, nutritional
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status, or both on workers' productivity.Both studies found that increasedcalorie
consumption did significantlyaffectproductivity (the obvious simultaneousrelation between consumption and production was taken into account). Neither
study, however, tested appropriately the second assumption of the model, that
daily time wages paid by employerswere influencedby worker consumption. In
the Strauss study itwas noted thatwage rates, by sex, did not varyacrossworkers.
Deolalikar attempted to test directly whether calorie consumption affected
wage rates. He failed, however,to distinguishbetween time-wagerates and piecerate wages. Piecerates will alwaysreflect worker productivity. If most of the wage
rates paid are on a piece-ratebasis, Deolalikar's finding of a positive relation
between worker consumption or health and wage rates may merelyindicate that
consumption augments productivity; it does not say anything about employers'
knowledge of individual worker consumption. It is known, for example, that in
the survey areas harvest operations, which employ the most people, are almost
exclusivelypaid on a piece-ratebasis (Walker and Ryan 1990). Indeed, if food
consumption is only rewarded at harvest time, it may exhibit seasonal patterns
that are wholly the result of changesin payment regimesover the year.
The distinction between the effectsof workers' food consumption on time-rate
wages and piece-rate wages providesevidence concerningthe information set of
employers. Strauss's observation that time wages in his sample area of Sierra
Leonewere more or lessuniform, despiteheterogeneityin consumptionlevelsand
consumption-productivityeffects,is suggestiveof the importance of the information problem. Experimental evidencereported in Basta and others (1979) also
ilustrates the consequencesof constraints on employers' abilities to discern consumption and the importance of distinguishing between payment methods. In
that experiment, randomly selectedanemic plantation workers in Indonesia were
given either an iron supplementor a placebo. The study found that in relation to
the workers giventhe placebo, the workers giventhe iron supplementand paid on
a piece-rate basis receivedhigherwages, while those paid on a time basis did not.
Given that the supplement was random and temporary, it is not surprising that
employers paying time wages had little or no basis on which to discriminate
among workers with respectto their iron consumption.
In nonexperimental local labor markers, employers may have better information for predicting workers' consumption over the long term. Employers' ability
to discern and reward workers usingtime wages based on workers' consumption
is a necessarycondition for the distributional implications of nutrition efficiency
wage theory. But there is litde evidenceon this condition in rural labor markets of
developingcountries.
Life-Cycle Inequalityin Earningsand Information Costs
The now-convention2l model of the evolution of earnings over the life cyde
emphasizesworkers' and finnesinvestnents in human capital (Mincer 1974). In
this framework, labor markets may be competitive and there may be no differences in workers' abilities, but workers may choose differentlife-cycleinvestment
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paths. Earnings inequality would first decrease, on average, with worker time in
the labor market (work experience) and then increase until worker retirement. In
a world with no human capital investments and a labor market information
problem, however, the life-cycletrajectory of earnings inequality is quite different. It is a well-known result from basic probability theory that the variance of
equation 1 will be larger the more information employers have about MAi
(the larger
is employers' information set, ME) 1 The labor market experience of workers may
lead not to increased worker skills but to the transmission to employers of better
information on workers' time-invariant abilities. Then the variance in worker
earnings, based on employer expectations, will increase monotonically with
worker experience, which in this case might be better named worker exposure.
Intuitively, employers' priors on the unobserved ability of workers will be relatively homogeneous. It will convergeto the true distribution of abilities, which are
less homogeneous, with increased observations of workers.
With respect to the time path of earnings (wage rates) for individuals, in the
Mincer world of homogeneous (preinvestment) abilities, earnings of all workers
will either be flat or will rise over the life cycle. In a heterogeneous world
without investments, however, some workers (those with below-average pi) will
experience declines in wages paid, while others (with above-average productivity) will experience wage increases as worker abilities are revealed. On average, in the human capital model with no heterogeneity, earnings rise with age; in
the heterogeneous worker model with information problems, average wage rates
are constant over the life cycle, or a major part of it. Moreover, in the Mincerstyle model with no heterogeneity, lifetime earnings are the same for all workers.
In the imperfect information model workers with greater ability have larger
lifetime earnings, but because of information barriers, the differential between
the lifetime earnings of low- and high-productivity workers is attenuated the
greater and the more persistent is employer ignorance. This comes about
because initially (among workers with little exposure in the labor market) highproductivity workers are underpaid and low-productivity workers are overpaid.
In the extreme, when employers know nothing and learn nothing about worker
productivities, all wages are identical.
In a world in which there is both human capital investment and employer
learning, the implications of information considerations for life-cyde wage
inequality hold within observable investmentgroups. Glaeser (1992) directlytests
some of the implications of information theory in labor markets in the United
States. He shows that residuals from wage regressions on worker schooling and
1. That is, ife is measurementerror that is uncorrdatedwith anyof the elementsin the infornnationset
and ME, is a larger set than ME2, then
E(pj4Z..,VmeME
2 )

=

E(p,jJZ,,iVMME2)
+ e

and
var[E(jpjIZ,,,vmEMEd)

> VarfE(p,I ZiVMfMrMp].
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potential work experience increase with worker experience. In a more sophisticated analysis based on Bayesian models of learning with the same longitudinal
data, Glaeser also shows that employer updates of workers' productivity shrink
faster the longer a worker has been with a particular employer. The updates do
not shrink verymuch, givenjob tenure, with total labor market experience. Thus,
in an industrial economy such as that of the United States, there appears to be
employer-specificaccumulation of knowledge about individual workers that is
not readily transferable, which may have implications for job mobility.
It is unclear how relevant findings from industrial countries on the role of
information are to the casual labor markets in developingcountries. In the latter,
worker-employer attachment is rare, job tenure intermittent, and workers' geographic mobility relatively low. Thus, worker exposure in the local labor market
may be closely related to worker time-wage compensation through general
employer learning in such environments. Moreover, in casual labor markets,
work is mosdy based on rudimentary, physical tasks. It is likely that learning by
doing is of considerably less importance than in industrial countries, and it may be
less important than accumulation of knowledge by employers. This means that
the implications of information theory for life-cyde wage inequality may be more
saiient in developing countries. Interventions dealing with information problems
in those contexts may have dramatic effectson the distribution of earnings.
Tests for employer learning may also be clearer in casual labor markets. In
industrial countries human capital accumulation is important, but worker abilities and worker investments may be correlated, making the identification of
einployer learning more difficult. In industrial countries wages rise faster for the
inherently more able workers. Thus, wage deviations from average wage growth
rates increase for the more able and decrease for the less able. This mimics the
patterns expected if employers learn about worker abilities and if worker investments are either nonexistent or are orthogonal to nbility.
The two distinct causesof the life-cyde growth in wage inequality are employer
learning and investment in human capital. If the growth in wage inequality over
the life cyle of workers is the result of employer learning, that is evidence of
information barriers and, perhaps, of market failure. Such barriers may be
reduced by means of appropriate labor market policies, with possible overall
efficiency benefits to an economy (although reductions in information costs, as
noted, exacerbate lifetime wage inequality). The life-cyclegrowth of wage dispersion as a result of complementarities between worker abilities and human capital
investments does not obviously require policy attention, but such attention may
be needed if the correlation is caused by failures in markets that provide the
resources for investments in human capital.
Efficiency Costs of Information and Adverse Selection
In addition to affecting the distribution of wages in a population, incomplete
information is costly to an economy and can have important implications for
efficiency. In particular, inefficiency can arise from four sources: misallocation
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of workers to tasks and sectors; supervisory costs; unemployment; anid the
inability fully to capture returns to investment.
Misallocation of workers to tasks and sectors. In the absence of complete
information, it may not be possible to allocate a worker to a task or sector of the
economy in which he or she has comparative advantage. Consider, for example,
a model in which a worker works for a wage Wk,performs task k, and receives
utility U(wk - k). If workers are paid on a piece-rate basis, it is easily seen that
the most productive workers will allocate themselves to the high k tasks. All
workers experience the same cost of doing high k tasks, but the more productive
workers earn more than less productive workers earn on a piece-rate basis.
Thus, for example, if the piece rates for two tasks are such that less productive
workers are indifferent between the low and the high k task, the more productive workers will strictly prefer the high k task and will allocate themselves
accordingly. In effect, the high-productivity workers have comparative advantage in the production of more difficult (that is, high k) tasks, and as a result
specialization by them in these tasks is efficient.
If workers are paid a time wage, however, and if employers cannot distinguish
between more and less productive workers, it will no lon' be the case that the
most productiveworkers will be allocated to the high I rd ',. With time wages
there is no way of differentially rewarding more producave individuals. In this
case, whenever the less productive workers are indifferent between the low and
high k tasks, given the time wage paid for that task, the more productive
workers will also be indifferent, and thus there is no incentive for workers to
allocate themselves on the basis of their comparative advantage. The inability to
allocate workers to tasks in which they have comparative advantage leads to a
loss of efficiency.
Supervisory costs. It is argued that a piece-rate payment system will be fully
efficient even in the presence of employer uncertainty. But why are time wages
paid when there is employer uncertainty about worker abilities? The answer is
that piece-rate employment has associated costs that do not arise in the context
of time-wage employment. It has been argued that the costs of monitoring
output quantity and quality will be higher in piece-rate employment for technological or other reasons (Roumasset and Uy 1980). Foster and Rosenzweig
(1991) show that for low levels of employment, supervisory costs are higher
when piece-rate employment is used than when time wages are used. The cost of
supervising piece-rate workers is thus both a barrier to the efficient allocation of
workers by task and a source of inefficiency. Of course, supervisory costs in the
time-wage sector also represent a loss in efficiency that may be attributable, in
part, to problems of information.
The possibility that informational asymmetry can lead to equilibrium unemployment as well as to an inefficient allocation of workers across sectors of the
economy has been examined in detail by Weiss (1980). Individuals in rural areas
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of developing countries face the opportunity to work in the time-wage labor
market, in which unknown productive differentials cannot be compensated, as
well as the opportunity to work on their own farms or on a piece-ratebasis. But
time wages underpay the most productive workers, while the latter types of
employment fully reward productivity differentials. Therefore,-the composition
of workers willing to work for a particular time-wage employer will be affected
by the levelof time wages. From an alternative perspective, the reservationwage
for time-wageemployment will be an increasing function of the levelof productivity. Although the Weiss model focuses on understanding unemployment in
industrial countries, it is arguably a more appropriate characterization of labor
markets in developing countries. Indeed, as Weiss points out, "the positive
correlation between acceptance wages and productivity is easily justified in the
context of a less developed country where acceptance wages are determined by
output in agriculture and handicrafts" (Weiss 1980, p. 29).
The simplest version of the Weiss model incorporates the assumption that
productivity differentials are completely unobservable to the employer but are
known to the employee. Under these circumstanceswe may let q(w), where w is
the wage offered in the time-wage sector, denote the efficiencyof the worker
who is indifferent between working for time wages and working elsewhere. The
assumption that more productive workers have higher reservationwages implies
that q'w) > 0. Because only workers with efficiencyq s q(w) will be willingto
work in the time-wage sector if they are offered a wage of w, the average
efficiencyof workers in the time-wagesector [Q(w)] may be written:
(3)

Q(W)=

Ff(w)(q)

where F(q) is the distribution function of worker efficiencyin the labor market.
From equation 3, Q' (w) > 0: a higher wage draws more productive workers
into the time-wage sector and thus raises the average productivity in that sector.
Adverse selection occurs when wage rates affect the distribution of workers.
Its empirical implication is that individualworkers with higher productivity will
participate less in the time-wagemarket when they have an opportunity to work
on a piece-rate basis. We are unaware of any empirical evidencedemonstrating
that phenomenon, however, despite its central role in this influential model.
Unemployment. Unemploymentis one possible result of the adverseselection
equilibrium. Under asymmetric information, equilibrium in the labor market
depends on supply and demand conditions at the wage that minimizesthe cost
per efficiency unit of labor, w*, where w* = w/Q(w) and Q(w*) = w*Q' (w*).

If labor demand exceeds supply at this wage, competition among firms will bid
up the wage, which then attracts more produciv'- workers until the labor market equilibrates. If labor supply exceedsdemand, however, there will be queues
in the time-wage labor market. Some workers will strictly prefer work in the
time-wagesector over work in the piece-rate sector at the going time-wagerate.
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Employers will not employ these workers at a lower wage because to do so
would raise the cost per efficiencyunit of labor.
The adverse selection model also yields implications for the distribution of
jobs across workers differing by observable characteristics that signal productivity, such as sex or age. Suppose that potential employeescan be divided into a
number of different groups with similar observed characteristics but that there
remains substantial heterogeneity in productivity within each group. As Weiss
shows, equilibrium in this more complex labor market can be identified by first
ranking each group by the minimum cost per efficiencyunit of labor. Employers
will then choose workers on the basis of their observed characteristics, selecting
first that group with the lowest cost per efficiencyunit. If labor supply in this
group exceeds demand, its members will facejob queues, and membersof other
groups will be excluded entirely from the time-wage labor market. Otherwise,
other groups may be employed in inverse order of the minimum cost per efficiencyunit of labor.
Under thtesecircumstances the allocation of workers to jobs will depend not
on differerces in average productivity but on the distribution of perceived productivity within each group. This has an important implication for discrimination. Ar application of the envelopetheorem to the cost-minimizationproblem
yiAr-Itthe result that a mean-preservingincrease in the spread of the distribution
of unobserved productivity which lowers the proportion of workers willing to
work at the cost-minimizingwage will raise the minimum cost per efficiencyunit
of labor.2 Informally, the latter condition is likely to be met under the same
circumstances that result in the rationing of jobs in the time-wage sector: a
relativelyhigh cost-minimizingwage. Thus a group of workers for which information is less precise will be more likely to be excluded from the time-wage
sector than one for which information is more precise. In addition, as estabished above, employer information will be more precisefor individualswho are
more active in the labor market. This result implies that individuals with less
labor market experience as a group will find it more difficultto find time-wage
employment even if their lack of work experience has no effect on their actual
productivity.
2. Let c'(v) denote rhe minimum cost per efficiencyunir of labor arising in a group with an unobserved
productivity distribution FIq;p), where;v parametcrizes the distribution. An application of the envelope
theorem to the cost-minimizationproblem yieldsthe followingresult:
dc (q)

>

0

F[q(w)Js

G(qp.) dq

-

C;[q(w)j

SO

F(q;ig)dq >

a

where
G(q;j)

= tF(q;q)

a;

The first term on the right side is positive whenever ;l' > ;h, which implies that F(q;l') second-order
stochastcally dominates F(q;;). Thus, if G(q[w'(JJ];;l C 0, a mean-preserving increasein spread will
raise the minimumcost per efficierncyunit of labor.
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The implications of the Weiss model for efficiency stem largely from the
question of whether groups that are excluded from time-wage labor have a
comparative advantagein that sector. For example, more productive individuals
may have comparative advantage in planting, but for technological reasons,
planting tends to be paid on a time-wage basis. There would be a gain in
efficiencyif productivity differentialswere known and these workers could be
allocated to the time-wagesector.
The inability to fully capture returns to investment. The final efficicncycost
associated with informational asymmetriesarises becauseinvestmentsin human
capital may not be fully rewarded if the resulting productivity differentialscannot be perfectly measured. Not only does this mean that there will be underinvestment in human capital, on average, but the allocation of human capital may
also be less efficient. The returns to human capital investmentfor an individual
will in part depend on the distribution of human capital among individualswith
similar observed characteristics. But it is possiblethat more able individualsin a
group for which signals of productivity are noisy will invest less than will less
able individuals in a group for which the signals are more accurate (Lundberg
and Starz 1983).
Taste and StatisticalDiscrimination
The adverse selection model shows that labor market information problems
-have implications for the interpretation and analysis of discrimination on the
part of employers. This is especiallyrelevant to the important issue of distinguishing between statistical and taste discrimination. Statistical discrimination,
implied by equation 1, results from employers' efficientuse of their information
set. Taste discrimination refers to the notion that employershave a preference
for employing certain kinds of workers. Net of perceived productivity, pmtas
given by equation 1, such workers will receive higherwages.
In the absence of taste discrimination, a simple model with a competitive
labor market yields the result that workers should be paid according to their
expected productivity. In linear form, with or without some employer igno;rance,but with taste discrimination,wages are paid according to
(4)

=

)2

4Z,,,i +

a>,r

In equation 4, wtu denotes worker iAswages,under taste discrimination, Zmi
represents the mth characteristic of individual i, and MD describes the set of
characteristicsof an individual subjectto taste discrimination.
-In the empiricalliterature there is no information on 4and no knowledge of
the set of worker characteristics (ME) that employers use to predict worker
productivity. These are fundamental problems in the identification of whether
the a4 in equation 4 are nonzero. Most studies that attempt to measure the
effectsof taste discrimination include the variables concerningwhich employers
may have preferences. They also include a vector of characteristics that are
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hypothesized to be the set ME which employersuse to paedict productivity. If
employers know more than the researcher and the omitted component of ,atis
correlated with characteristics that are hypothesized to be subject to taste discrimination (that is, are preferred by employers given aJ, then incorrect inferences result. If, for example, height is a determinant of productivity that is
known to employers but not to the researcher, it may appear that men receive
higher wages than women, net-ofother observedcharacteristics.
The existence of imperfect knowledgeon the part of employersmeans that
identification of taste discrimination(a,) is not possible without knowledge of
the employers'estimate of productivity,p° This is true evenif the researchercan
measure workers' productivitiesexactly (psiis known) because worker compensation depends only on that part of gzthat can be predicted on the basis of the
characteristicsknown to the employer.Foster and Rosenzweig(1991) analyzea
regressionof time wages on actual productivity of the followingform
(5)

Wti =

,,,Z,

+ agsi

'meMD

;=
*
- -

where MD is the set of characteristicshypothesizedto be subject to taste discrimination. They show that the coefficientsin equation 5 will not yield consistent
estimatesof the parameters of equation 4, whichcan revealtaste discrimination.
Consider a population containing four kinds of individualsin equal proportions but with differentlevelsof productivity. For example, the four groups can
pick the following number of baskets of corn in an hour: productive men, four;
unproductive men, two; productive women, three; and unproductive women,
one. Note that men are on average more productive than women but that more
productive women can pick morein an hour than less productivemen.
Assume further that employers cannot distinguish between productive and
unpreductive individrualsof the samesex, that monitoring costspreclude the use
of piece-rate paymenrts,and that labor is supplied inelasticallyby the four
groups. Under these circumstancesa nondiscriminatingemployer in a competitive labor market will pay individualsaccording to their expected productivity:
all men will receive a wage of three and al women a wage of two. A regression
of wage on actual productivitv and sex (equationS) willyield a coefficientof one
on male and a coefficient of zero on productivity because all men receive a
higher wage than all women. Thus, ignoring problems of information, the
incorrect condusions might be drawn that women are subiectto discrimination
and that productivity differentialsare totally unrewarded.
Although estimation of such a regressioncan be misleading,it is nonetheless
of some interest. The regressionindicates that a man would have a higher wage
than an equally productive woman. The result that efficient employerstend to
pay higher wages to individualswho come from groups with above-average
productivity is what is implied by statistical discrimination (see, for example,
Aigner and Cain 1977). To distinguish this form of statistical discrimination
from discriminationarising from the exerciseof employer preferences that are
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orthogonal to perceived worker abilities is the principal objective in the empirical literature on discrimination in labor markets.
II. THE DATA
Information on worker productivity is a critical feature of data that are
needed to learn about employers' perception of, and the allocation of rewards
to, workers' performance and abilties. A common practice in agricultural labor
markets is the use of piece-rate payment methods in at least some agricultural
operations. Given common paymentsper piece across workers and farns, piecerate wages should provide a good measure of workers' productivities. In some
environments data are available on piece-rate and time-based wages for each
unit of time worked for the same workers. It is thus possible to directlyassessthe
extent to which employers are cognizant of individual productivity differences
across workers. Moreover, it is possible to examine the determinants of the
accuracy of and the amount of bias in employer assessments of differences in
worker productivity by comparing the time wages offered to workers with their
productivity as measured by their piece-rate performance.
Of course, piece-rate wages for each time period may differ from time wages
for the same worker in the same activity because of the moral hazard problems
associated with time wages. We would expect, however, that piece-rate performance is the best predictor of productivity under time wages. It is reasonable to
assume that more able workers in a task earn higher piece-rate wages and incur
less disutility from work in that task. Thus, they are more productive in that
task, compared with other workers, and less prone to shirk if supervisionis lax.
We have selected data sets from the Philippines, India, and Pakistan to
explore the issues of information asymmetriesand employer bias. The data sets
from the Philippines and India permit the comparison of piece-rate and time
wages for individual workers. The data set from Pakistan provides information
on time wages in an area in which there is evidently significantin-migration.
The Data Setfrom the Philippines

-

The data set from the Philippines is from a stratified random panel of 448
households in Bukidnon in northern Mindanao. The households were interviewed in four rounds at four-month intervalsin 1984-85 as part of a study on
the nutritional effects of export cropping. The study was carried out by Bouis
and Haddad (1990) under the auspices of the International Food Policy
Research Institute (Firu). For each round information is available on general
household demographics, individualfood intake, own- and off-farm labor activities, and wages for all family members by activity, crop, and payment method
(piecerate or time).
Three important characteristics of labor markets in the survey area in the
Philippines make that area particularly well suited to the study of information
problems in casual labor markets. First, because of evident scale economies in
supervision costs and differencesin the scale of operations (land size) across
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employers, both piece-rate and time-wage payment methods are used for the
same operations in the same time period (Foster and Rosenzweig 1991). Second,
because of a relative absence of seasonality, the same crop activities occur at
different times of the year across different employers. Third, few workers work
for the same employer for any length of time; they move from employer to
employer as operations are finished. Thus, the labor market is almost exclusively a spot market, and most laborers are casual. Most important, because the
employers who engage workers on a piece-rate basis are not the same as those
using time wages, unbiased discrepancies between-time wages and piece-rate
productivity measure the extent of the diffusion of information on worker abili3
ties across employers.

The Data Setfrom India
The data set from India provides information on piece-rate and time wages
from the Indian Village Level Studies of the International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-AridTropics (ICRISAT). These data provide detailed information for up to ten years at approximately three-week intervals on all transacdions, and on labor supply and wage rates for all individualsresiding in a sample
of forty households in each of ten villages in the semiarid tropics of India. As in
the Bukidnon survey area in the Philippines, almost all workers are hired on a
daily basis and work in their home village.The surveydata provide information
on the basic demographic characteristics, work time, and wage rates of all
workers. In addition, there is informnationon the caste "rank" of all the households, based on a detailed classificatory study by a resident anthropologist
(Walker and Ryan 1990). Thus, it is possible to study employer discrimination
with respect to both the sex and the caste of workers.
One important shortcoming of the Indian data set-a feature it has in common with most other data sets-is that no direct information was elicited on the
kind of payment method used in the labor market. For most of the Indian
villages, however, agricultural operations are highly seasonal (unlike the Philippine case), and the survey provides information on the kind of activity (agricultural operation). For example, workers engaged in harvest operations in this
setting are compensated exclusivelyon a piece-rate basis. Thus, it is possible to
infer payment method and to identify, for the same workers, piece-rate and time
wages.
Another unfortunate limitation of the Indian data set is that the information
on worker activity (harvest, planting, and the like) is only provided for household transactions that cannot be linked to individuals. In three of the ten villages
(Aurepalle, Rampura, and Shirapur) harvest operations did not overlap significantly with other operations during certain periods of the year because of the
highly seasonal nature of this monsoon economy. Thus, in our tests on Indian
3. Piece-rateperformance could differ across farms depending on the levels of complementary inputs.
In the survey area, however, farms do noc differ very much in capital equipment (harvest knives, rakes)
used. fle survey farmsdo differ in the scalc of operations.
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=ata we only use the information from these three villages.For tests performed
using the Indian data set, we assume that a worker's harvest productivity, measured by his or her harvest piece-ratewages, is a relevant measure of productivity in the preharvest operations, which are paid on a time-wagebasis.
Many employers will be able to observe the piece-rate performance of a
worker whom they might hire at a different time in the year for time wages,
albeit for a different agricultural task. This could imply that information on
individualworker productivitiesis better known in the Indian context than in
the Philippinesetting, in whichpayment regimesdiffer across employers.
An important advantage of the Indian data set is that it has a significant
longitudinal component. For two of the three villagesfrom which piece-rate
wage rates can be most preciselyinferred, consistent time-serieson individual
wage rates and market participation are availableover the years 1979-84. For
one village (Rampura) such information is available for the period 1980-84.
The longitudinal data pernit assessmentsof how workers' exposure in the village labor market influences employers' ability to discern accurately worker
productivity. Finally,in one of the villageareas (Shirapur)a major governmental
e-nploymentprogram nearby accounts for a significantshare of the total wage
employmentof villageresidents. To the extent that this program offers a nondiscriminatory(in the taste sense)opportunity for all workers, we can assessits
impact on wage differencescaused by the taste discrimination of the village
employers,if we find evidenceof suchdiscrimination.
The Data Setfrom Pakistan
Another FPIlIdata set, the Pakistan Food SecuritySurvey,provides information on worker (time)wage rates in an area in whichthere is evidentlysignificant
in-migration. This surveywas based on a stratified sampleof 926 households in
three major wheat-growing provinces of Pakistan-Punjab, Sind, and the
Northwest Frontier Province. The sample was followed in twelverounds over
the period from July 1986 through September1989, with information on length
of residencein the villagefor each sampleindividualcollectedin the fifth round.
Unfortunately, no information on piece-ratepayments was collectedin the survey, so it is not possibleto compare true and employer-perceivedproductivity
across workers classifiedby their yearsof settlement.We can, however,examine
wage variancesby length of residence.
Ill. THE EVIDENCE
In this section we employ the data sets from India, Pakistan, and the Philippines to test several implicatons of information theory for labor markets in
developingcountries. We present the resultsof statisticaltests in six areas. First,
we use data from the Philippines to test whether the information set of
employers in a casual labor market indudes the individual consumption of
workers. Second,we uisedata from India and Pakistanto test the hypothesisthat
inequalityin time wages among heterogeneousworkersrises as the workers age.
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Third, we use data from the Philippines to test whether the tenure of workers
with specific employers provides informational benefits. Fourth, using data
from India and the Philippines, we analyze the relation between perceived productivity and a series of employer-knownmeasures of worker productivity and
estimate the known and unknown components of the variance in worker productivity. Fifth, we use data from the Philippines to test for the presence of
adverse selection. Sixth, we use data from India and the Philippines to test for
discrimination based on sex and caste.
Is Worker CalorieConsumption Known by Employers?
We first test whether the information set of employers in a casual labor
market indudes the individual consumption of workers, a necessary condition
for the existence of nutrition-based wage setting. As noted, the data set from the
Philippinesprovides information on individual calorie consumption for all sample household members, including those who participated in the labor market as
wage workers, in all survey rounds.
To test whether employers are able to discern and thus reward (or exploit)
worker consumption, we need to establish that increased calorie intake aug.mentsactual productivity. Given that piece-rate wages reflect worker contributions to output, we can ascertain whether calorie consumption and piece rates
are positively correlated- As is well known, however, wage rates may cause
calorie consumption to increase. To eliminate this simultaneity problem, we
employ instrumental variables. We assume that a worker's landownership (a
proxy for wealth) affects his or her calorie consumption but does not, given
consumption, directly affect wages. Either employers do not know worker landownership, or, more plausibly, it is irrelevant, given calorie intake, to productivity. We also assume that the sample period (round) affects calorie consumption because of seasonality in prices and imperfect ability to smooth
consumption.
Table 1 reports the results of weighted two-stage least-squares estimation of
the effectsof calorie consumption on harvest wage rates by method of payment.
(The weights are total days of employment.) In the first column, as in most of
-the econometric studies, we do not distinguish between the piece rate and time
wages. The estimates indicate a positive relationship, net of the sex of the
worker and his or her height and age. This would lead researchers to conclude
that there is support for the compettive version of nutrition-based efficiency
wages. We chose harvest wages, however, to get the most precise estimate of the
effects of calorie consumption on productivity. Harvesting is characterized by
the highest incidence of piece-rate wage payments (about 60 percent of total
employment days) of all the agricultural operations in the Bukidnon area of the
Philippines. The estimates in the first column may thus only reflect the productivity effectsof calorie consumption. They do nor necessarilyindicate employers'
recognition of worker consumption as reflected in the time wages rewarded.
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Table 1. The Effect of Calorie Consumption on Harvest Wage Rates,
by Method of Payment, in the Philippine Survey
Differencebetween
worker'swithinroundpiece-rateand
time wage
0.316

Harvestwages
All
Piecerate
Time
0.211
0.438
-0.0153
(2.36)
(3.13)
(0.22)
(2.59)
Age
0.0208
0.01S3
0.0567
-0.074
(0.82)
(0.43)
(2.02)
(1.38)
Agesquared(x 10-3)
-0.142
-0 216
-0.721
1.09
(0.38)
(0.41)
(1.70)
(1.41)
Height
1.04
0.446
0.040
1.91
(2.37)
(0.74)
(0.30)
(2.18)
Male
-0.366
-0.357
0.285
-0.628
(2.37)
(2.66)
(0.61)
(3.59)
Constant
0.747
1.40
1.S9
-1.72
(0.90)
(1.21)
(2.22)
(1.15)
F(S,d.f.)
2.81
2.17
2.73
2.72
Degreesof freedom
322
286
108
188
Note. Resultsare fromweightedtwo-stageleast-squaresestmationof the effectsof calorieconsumption on log wage,usingtotal daysof employmentas weights.The absolutevaluesof asymptoticf-ratios
are in parentheses.
a.- Endogenousvariable.Identifyinginstrumentsindudelandownedby workerand dummyvariables
forround.
Source.:
Authorscalculations.
Variable
Calories consumed' (x 10-3)

-

In the second column we report the estimates of calorie intake on piece-rate
harvest wages. These indicate a significant positive productivity effect of
increased calorie consumption. In the third column, however, we see that there
is no effect of calorie consumption on harvest wages when they are paid on a
time basis. The estimated rime-wage calorie effect is not statistically significant
and does not have the expected sign. Thus, when attention is paid to payment
method, we see that there is no support for nutrition-based
efficiency wage
theory. Employers do not appear to be able to differentiate workers according to
their calorie consumption, even though it evidendy affects workers' contribudions to output.
In the last column we report a test based on regressing the difference between
a worker's piece-rate and time wages in a survey round on his or her (predicted)
calorie consumption in that round. This test reveals whether the effect of
increased calorie consumption on a worker's productivity, measured by the
piece-rate wage, is greater than the effect on the worker's time wages. The
estimate confirms what is indicated by the estimates in columns two and three:
calorie intake augments productivity significantly more than it increases time
wage rates. The infonnation set of employers thus does not appear to contain
worker consumption. This constraint on information makes it impossible, at
least in the Philippine context, for employer. wage setting to be nutrition based,
ev'n though it evidently would be advantageous for employers to take worker
consumption into account.
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If the achievement of more accurate assessmentsof worker productivity
depends positivelyon the number of employer observationsof workers' performance, then, in the absence of important investmenteffects, inequality in time
wages among heterogeneousworkers risesas the workers age. We test this using
the longitudinal Indian data set and measuring productivity with piece rates.
The general information effect of labor market experience is possible in the
casual labor market because most of the workers are emnployedby farmers
residing and farming in the same village (Rosenzweig1988). Unlike Glaeser
(1991), we do not need to make assumptionsabout the homogeneityof workers
across experience groups. We can assess directly whether the discrepancy
between piece rate (actual productivity)and time wages (employers'perceptions
of productivity) for any individual worker decreases with the labor market
exposure of the worker.
As noted, employer ignorance of worker ability decreaseswith the worker's
labor market exposure. This would imply that the variance in the time wages of
a group of workers that is heterogeneouswith respect to productivity would
increase with the age of the workers to the extent that age and average cumulative labor market exposure are positively correlated. The variance would
- increaseeven if labor market experiencedid not augmentworkers' productivity.
It is likelythat in the agriculturalenvironmentcharacterizingthe survey areas
- in both India and the Philippinesthere is little scope for learning by doing among
workers becausemost operations are straightforward and mechanical in nature.
Worker experience is thus likelyto have litle effecton either time or piece-rate
wage rates, on average-a proposition we can test using the piece-rate productivity measure. Rather, some workers will experiencea downward path of time
wages and others a risingtime path. In both casesthe time wage rate approaches
the time-invariantpiece-ratewage if there is learningby employers.
We again employeda two-stage estimation procedure for two reasons. First,
wage work experienceis clearly endogenouslyrelated to the market wage of the
worker. Second, the Indian data provide only a segment of any worker's total
wage employment history, corresponding to the 1979-84 or 1980-84 survey
intervals. We first regressedthe actual number of days a worker participated in
the wage labor market over the sample period on his or her age, age squared,
sex, and landholdings. We then used this predicted wage market experience
indicator in regressions in which the dependent variables were the piece-rate
wage, the time wage, and the absolute value of the differencebetween the log
piece-rate wage and the log time wage for the worker. The third dependent
variable is a measureof employerignorance of worker productivity.
The estimates of wage market experienceon the three dependent variables are
reported in table 2, which also includes estimates for controls for the sex and
caste of the worker. The estimates indicate that neither piece-rate wages nor
time wages are influencedby workers' market exposure; there appear to be no
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Table 2. The Effects of WageMarket Experience on Employer Ignorance,
PieceRates, and Time Wagesin the Indian Survey
Employer

Logpiece-

Worker characteristic

ignorancea

rate wage

Cumulative days in market(x 10-3)

-0.285

Male
Lowcaste
Literate

(2.27)
-0.0107
(0.43)
-0.0348
(1.14)
-0.0392
(1.30)

0.217

(0.79)
0.534
(9.85)
-0.0378
(0.56)
0.0214
(0.33)

wage
Log time
0.000954

(0.04)
0.484
(10.8)
-0.0681
(1.23)
-0.0133
(0.25)

Note: Resultsare from two-stageleast-squares
estimation of the effects of cumulativedays in the wage
labor marketby workeron employerignoranceof workerproductivity,logactualworkerproductivity
(one randomlychosen
(measuredbypiece-ratewages),and logtimewages.Thereare 114observations
timeperiodperwageworker).Specification
alsoincludesvillagedummyvariables.Theabsolutevaluesof
asymptotic1-ratiosare in parentheses.
a. The absolutevalueof the difference
betweenthe logpiecerateand the logtimewage.
Source: Authors calculations.

direct experience effects on productivity. Consistent with the hypothesis that
workers who have spent more time in the wage labor market are better known
by employers, however. increased exposure in the wage labor marker does
reduce employerignorance. In particular, for each year (300 days) a worker is in
the wage labor market, although working for different employers,the absolute
value of the differencebetweenhis or her piece-ratewage and time wage declines
by 6.5 percent.
The estimatesalso imply that, net of labor force exposure, there is no difference in employer uncertainty about productivity across men and women or
across low-caste and other workers. Because women in these economnieson
average spend less time in the local labor wage market than do men, L3:wever,
the estimates in table 2 implythat there will generallybe more uncertainty about
any given woman's productivity compared with that of any man with the same
observable characteristics. Information theory suggests that employers would
therefore find it more costly on average to hire women even if they were on
averageas productive as men.
The results in table 2 imply that in the casual labor markets of these Indian
villages,wage inequality monotonicallyincreaseson average as the population
ages without any significant skill augmentation by manual workers. Unfortunately, there are too few observationseither over time or in a given year to
describeaccurately the time-wagedistribution by worker age.
An additional reason why someworkers are less known by employers, apart
from their labor market participationrates and age, is that some workers arrive
at different times in a local labor market. Newly arrived heterogeneous inmigrant workers should have lower variability in time wages than lifetime residents who are otherwise c.omnpositionally
similar in productivity. The variance
in wage rates should rise with length of residence, given age, for any group of
heterogeneousworkers. But the Indian villageshave few wage labor in-migrants
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Table 3. The Relationship between YearsSettled in Villageand Wage
Dispersionfor Male Wage Workersin the PakistanSurvey

Yearsin village
:OS
6-10
Morethan 10

Wagerate
(1988 rupees)
Standard
Mean
deviation
5.23
24.3
24.3
7.93
26.2
9.25

Number of
workers
15
16
166

Test statistic (d.f., d.f.)
2.70 (165,14)
1.36 (165,15)
n.a.

1.85 (165,30)
6.80
31
10 or fewer
24.3
n.a. Nor applicable.
a. Test of differencein wage standard deviationof row group with workers settled more than 10 ycars
in village.
b. Significantdiffernce at 0.02 criticalvalue.
Source: Authors'calculations.

significandlyabove age twenty.4 Thereforewe use the IFPRI Pakistan surveydata
to analyzethe effect of worker in-migrationon employers'information sets.
Using the data set from Pakistan, table 3 provides the average and standard
deviation in wage rates for male daily wage workers by the number of years the
workers had resided in the village. These figures, consistent with learning by
employersin the villagesin which theseworkers currently reside, show a monotonic rise in the standard deviation in wage rates as the average length of residence of the workers increases.The averagewage rate of workers residingmore
than ten years in a village is 7.8 percent greater than the average wage of
workers with ten or fewer years of residence,but this differencein mean wages is
not statisticallysignificant. The 36 percent differentialin the standard deviation
in the wage rates of these two groups of workers, however, is statistically
significant.Wage inequality is smalleramong new in-migrantsthan in the resident population, as impliedby imperfectinfornation theory.
Job TenureEffects
The results from the Indian and Pakistan data suggestthat information about
workers with little or no attachment to particular employers becomes diffused
among employersas the workers increasetheir participation in that market. The
data set from the Philippines enables us to test whether the tenure of workers
with specific employers also provides informational benefits. In that environment a proportion of the workers is more or less permanently attached to
employers.We can compare the variance in time wage rates for these workers
with that for the more prevalent temporaryworkers. If the continuityof employment with particular employers increasesthe speed at which worker productivity is discerned and appropriately rewarded, permanent workers should be
characterized by a higher time-wagevariance, given the same variance in pro4. The in-migrantsare almostexclusively
womenwhomarryvillageresidents(Rosrnzweig
andStark
1989).
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ductivity. We cannot obtain enough piece-rate wage observations for the small
group of permanent workers to assess whether the variance in-actual productivity differsacross workers classifiedby their attachmentto employers.We can,
however, control for observableworker characteristicsand kind of work (agricultural task and crop) by estimatinga regressionof time wages on these variables and comparingthe residual variances.
Table 4 reports the gross and residual variancesof the time wages of permanent and temporary workers. The gross wage variancesthat do not control for
differencesin worker heterogeneityare no differentacross the two groups. But
the variancesnet of differencesin observableworker characteristicsand in kinds
of work are, as expected, higher for the permanent workers, and the difference
in variancesis statisticallysignificant.Thus, there is support for the hypothesis
that worker tenure is negativelyrelated to employer ignorance, although it is
possiblethat there are remainingdifferencesin the variancesof worker productivity across thesekinds of workerswhich are not captured by age, sex, or work
task.
How Much Do Employers Know about Worker Productivity?

To measuredte extent of employeruncertaintyabout workerproductivity, we
obtain an estimateof the variance in worker productivity.We then decompose
the variance into the components that are known and unknown by employers.
Estimates of the effect of a unit percentageincreasein it,rceivedproductivity on
the wage (oc) and the parameters of the measurementequations (CX..)
are presented in table 5, where the Xm are coefficientsassociatedwith the measurement
equations relatingemployer-perceivedproductivityto the measuredcharacteristics in the data, Zmj:
(6)

Z., =X4

+e-.

Because employersare assumed to use information efficiently,the residual
component of the measurement equation (ez,,,) must be uncorrelated with the
unobservedcomponentof productivity.Thus the measurementequations imply
that Zmi is a valid instrument for pin estimating equation 4. In the data sets
from both India and the Philippines,higher perceivedproductivity is associated
Table 4. Gross and Residual Wage Variancesfor Permanent and Temporary
WorRers in the Philippine Survey
Ilem
Wages
Residualsa

Categoryof worker
Permanent Temporary
7-40
7-67
7.15
5.94

P-value
0.323
0.007

Note: There were 133 observations for permanentworkersand 240 for temporary workers.

a. Residualsobtainedfromregression
of timewageson crop,task,age,agesquared,sex,andcanGory
of worker.
Source:Authors' calculations.
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Table 5. The Relation among Time Wages,Employer-ObservedWorker
Characteristics,and PerceivedWorker Productivityin India and the Philippines
item
Log time wage,In W,
Age

India
0.960
19.252)
I
1.562
(0.399)

Agesquared(x 10-a)
Education
Male

0.759
(0.175)
1.094
(5.232)
1.453
(19.897)

Height
Shirapurvillage
Aurepallevillagea
Lowcaste

-0.287
(2.530)
0.307
(4.964)
-0.176
(2.434)

Philippines
1.476
(2.414)
10.053
(1.508)

1.558
(0.734)
1.582
(2.S00)
0.197
(2.122)
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

available.
n.a. Not applicable.
Note: Resultsarc frommaximumlikelihoodestimation.The absolutevaluesofasymptoict-ratioKare
in parentheses.
-Not

a. Referencevillageis Rampura.
So-irce:Authors'alculations.

with significantly higher time wages.5 A number of other factors, including
education, sex, village, and caste, are also associated with the employerpredicted productivity. There is nothing structural about these estimates; they
simply reflect the covariance between these employer-observedattributes and
productivity. Thus, for example, the reason for the covariance between educadon and perceivedproductivity may be that sex is correlated with productivity
and education is correlated with sex. Moreover, these correlations only reflect
the sample of individualswho work in the labor market and thus are affectedby
selection into or out of the labor market.
It is apparent from these estimates that men in both labor markets are more
productive than women and that taller individuals(who are more likely to be
men) are also more productive. Of greater interest are the estimates of the
variance decomposition,given in the top two rows of table . In both countries
there is evidenceof significantuncertainty about productivitydifferentialson the
part of employers,although the magnitudeof the effect is quite different. In the
case of the Philippines only about 32 percent of the variancein productivity is
known by employers,whereas the correspondingfigure in India is 88 percent.
The information set of employersappears to be more completein the Indian
context. This may be because fewer employers in the Philippinesample employ
S. The higherestimateof a in the Phillippinesthan in India is attributableto the facr that the
productivitycsintatcin the Philippincs
is netof cropand task.

-ms
.

-
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Table 6. Estimates of Employer Knowledge of Worker Productivity in India
-t--0-:

---

and the Philippines
-Component
of the varianrce
inworkerproductivity
Knownby employer,u2{p*)

India
0.061

Plslippines
0.015

(11.933)
(1.637)
0.008
0.032
(3.282)
(2.007)
0.884
0.319
Ratio of known to total,oZ(p)i[a 2 (p)+u 2 (u)J
Note: Resultsare from maximum likelihoodestimation. The absolute valuesof asymptodc*-raios are
in parentheses.
Source: Authorscalculations.
Unknown by employer, ar2(u)

the same workers under the two payment regimescompared with employers in
India. Thus, in the Philippinesfarmershave less opportunity to observeworkers
on the basis of their piece-rate performance, unlike almost all farmers in the
Indian villages.The relativelyhigh degreeof employer information among the
Indian farmers may also indicate that harvest piece-rate productivity is a good
predictor of productivity in other activities. Piece-rateproductivity estimatesin
India, however,were constructedby selectingwages from periods when harvesting predominated. Therefore some of the piece-rate wages that are used may
actually be time wages. If this is indeed the case, the estimate of the variancein
true productivity (g) in the Inidianvillages will be too low, but the estimated
variance of the known component of productivity (pf-*)
will be unaffected. This
will lead to an overestimateof the proportion of productivitythat is known.
There are other possiblereasonsfor the differencein the informationknown by
the employersin the Indian and Philippinesamples.For example,the mobilityof
the work force may be differentin the two areas. As noted above, the extent of
employerignorancewill dependon theexposureof individualsin a particularlabor
market. Thus, increasedmobilitywilllead to greater unknownvariancein productivity. Similarly,the size of the labor market may affect the extent of employer
uncertainty;if villagesare relativelyisolated and individualsarc unlikelyto move
from villageto villageto find employment,information on even casual workers
should be relativelycomplete.A thorough investigationinto the causesof differences in employerknowledgeis beyondthe scope of this essay, but it is dearly a
topic of importancefor identifyingremrediesfor informationproblems.
Is There Adverse Selection?

M.

--

Having decomposedworker productivity into the componentscorresponding
to those known and unknown by employers,we can estimate the extent, if any,
of adverse selection in the market. We estimate the covarianceof the share of
labor force time spent in piece-rate work (PRS) with the component of produc-

tivity that is not known by the employer.6 The test of adverse selectioncan be
carried.out using the Philippine data because in the Philippinesboth types of
6. Specifically,a(w,j. PRS) = (p, PRS)and o(w,;, PRS) = a't
PRS) - a(w, PRS)/a .

P.RS),and thus e(u, PRS) =
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payment methods exist contemporaneously.We cannot test for adverseselection
using the Indian data because, as noted, in the Indian sample villagespiece-rate
wage activitiesand time wage activitiesdo not occur at the same time of the
year.
The estimatedcovariation betweenthe differencebetween actual productivity
and productivity as perceivedby employers,u, and the share of labor force time
spent in piece-rate work, PRS, in the Philippine data is 0.021. The associated
asymptotic t-ratio, 1.75, is significantat the 0.08 level, suggestingthat there is
adverse selectionin the labor market in the Philippines. This estimate and the
variance estimateof u (0.032) in table 6 suggestthat a 10 percent increase in the
unobservedcomponent of productivityin the Philippinesleads to a 6.6 percentage point increase in the share of market work time that a worker devotes to
10 = 6.6).
piece-rateactivities([[o(PRSW)]f/[a2()]JI
Do Employers Discriminateagainst Women and by Caste?
The Indian villages and the Philippine survey area both exhibit pattens of
time wages by sex that are similar to those in many areas of the world. Table 7
reports the averagewage rates of men and women in the two surveys,dassified
by method of payment. In the Indian sample. -maledaily time wages are on
average 62 percent higher than those of females; a the Philippine sample, male
time wages are 24 percent higher than femaletime wages. These differentialsby
sex in timewages, however, are not very differentfrom those in piece-ratewages
in the two samples. The differentialin piece-rate wages is 87 percent in favor of
males in the Indian villagesand 20 percent in favor of males in the Philippine
survey area. Strong differentials in work activitiesacross men and women are
also evident in the two areas. For example,according to Foster and Rosenzweig
(1991), 26 percent of the days men spend in the wage labor market in the Indian
Table 7. AuerageTime- and Piece-RateWageRates by Sex and Caste
in the Indian Surveyand by Sex in the PbilippineSurvey
India
Piece-rate
Itenm
Men
Women
Low-castemen
Low-castewomen

ime wage

wage

7.87
(1.91)
4.85
(2.35)
8.16

7.17
(1.84)
3.83
(0.82)
6.30

( 1.74)

(2.42)

3.60
(0.61)

3.91
(0.71)

Philippines
Piece-rate
wage
Time wage
23.3
29.7
(8.,75)
(13.3)
18.8
24.8
(5.61)
(12.1)
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

n.a.

n.a. Not applicablc.
Note: For the Indian data, wage rates are in rupees per day and the piece-rate wage is based on the
harvest wage. For the Philippinedata, wage rats are in pesos per day from the fourth round. Data for
both countriesare for 1984-85. Standard deviationsarc in parenthescs.
Source: Authors'calculations.
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'villagesare devoted to plowing, the highest-paidactivity(24 percent for men in
the-Philippines),whereas only 1 percent of the Indian women's labor market
days are spent in plowing (3 percent in the Philippines).The wage patterns
displayedin table 7 are less clear for differentialsby caste in the Indian villages.
The time wages of low-caste women are evidently lower than chose of'other
women, but the time wages of low-castemen are higher than those of all men.
How much, if any, of the time wage differentialsby sex and caste exhibited in
table 7 reflect individualproductivity differentials,employer'suse of proxies for
individualproductivity, or employerprejudice?To identify these factors, we use
the information on piece-rate and time wages to carry out a test for the presence
of statistical discrimination. This involvesthe equivalent of a regression of the
rime wage on a series of employer-observedcharacteristicsand on actual productivity (ge).We use two observationsfor the same worker on his or her piecerate wages (to eliminate measurementerror). These estimates are presented in
table 8, where we have used variablesthat can be observedby the employerand
are availablein the data. These includethe worker's age, schooling,and sex for
both samples; height for the Philippine sample; and caste and village for the
Indian sample.
In the equations determining the existence of statistical discrimination, the
presence of a positive coefficient for a particular characteristic implies that
individuals with that characteristicwill receivea higher wage than equally productive individualswithout that characteristic. As noted above, the difference
could arise because of the presence of either taste discrimination or statistical
Table 8. Estimates of Statistical Discrimination in India and the Philippines
ktern
Age
Age squared
Education
Male

India
0.579

0.424

(3.387)

(1.552)

-0.474
(3.056)
-0.005
(0.393)
0.110
(2.910)

Height
Shirapur village
Aurepalle village'
Low.caste
Actal2worker productivity, pi
--

Philippines

-0.046
(1.743)
0.0 14
(0.537)
-0.072
(3.986)
0.690
(9.879)

0.006
(0.673)
0.150
(2.844)
0.256
(0.710)
n.a.
n.a.
n.2.

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
0.761
(2.281)

Not available.

na. Not applicable.

Note: Resultsare from maximum likelihoodestimation. The absolute valuesof asymptotic t-ratios are
in parentheses.Source: Authors' calculations.
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discrimination. The most striking feature of table 8 is that, among workers with
the same productivity, men are paid a higher wage than women. This differential is significantand of similar magnitude in the Indian and Philippinevillages.
Thus, there is either taste or statistical discrimination in favor of males. Our
findings of significant employer ignorance (table 6) and a covariance between
perceivedproductivity and sex (table 5) for both populations suggeststhat statistical discrimination may play an important role. The estimates also indicate that
among workers with the same productivity,low-casteworkers in Indiareceivea
lower wage. Again, because caste was observed to be correlated with productivity, this result may reflect statistical discrimination,although taste discrimination may also be involved.
Table 9.provides a clear resolution of these issues. In contrast to the equation
for which estimates are reported in table 8, the estimates reported in table 9
control for perceived worker productivity rather than actual productivity. Sex
does not affect the time wage net of perceived productivity in either sample.
Thus we may conclude that the significanteffectsof sex observedin table 8, and
some of the wage differentials by sex exhibited in table 7, are the result of
statistical discriminationbut not taste discrimination.A rather differentpicture
emerges with regard to the effects of caste. Our estimates suggest that among
workers whose productivity is perceivedby employersto be the same, low-caste
individualsare paid a wage 6.8 percent lower than the wage paid to workers of
higher castes. Thus, at least some component of the caste differentialin table 8
appears to arise from taste discrimination-a result not very apparent in the
gross time wage differentialsby caste in table 7.
The presenceof a government employmentprogram in Shirapur provides an
opportunity to examine the hypothesis that taste discrimination, which evi-

Table9. Estimates of Taste Discriminationin India and the Philippines

Item

Male
Low caste
Low caste x Shirapur

-Nor

Worker productivity
as perceivedby
employers,A*
available.

India
Withdummy
variablefor
Sbirapur
With control
interacted
for male
with caste
0.030
(0.691)
-0.068
-0.083
(3.655)
(4.131)
0.064
(1.384)
0.878
0.946
(8.956)
(18.545)

Philippines
-0.143
(0.830)
n.a.
2.77
(2.13)

n.2. Not applicable.

Note: Resultsare frommaximumlikelihoodestimation.The absolutevaluesof asymrcouic
i-ratiosare
in parentheses.
Source:Authors'calculations.
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dently exists in the study villages,can be reduced or eliminated through the
provision of alternativeemployment.In table 9 the second set of estimatesfrom
the Indian sample is fromna specificationthat includes a dummy variable for
Shirapur interacted with caste. Although the resulting interactivecoefficient is
significantonly at the 0.15level, the point estimate suggeststhat there is substantially less taste discriminationin Shirapur. Indeed, while one can soundly
reject the hypothesisthat there is no taste discrimination in the other villages,
one cannot rejectthis hypothesisin the caseof Shirapur. Of course, there may be
relevant characteristicsother than the presenceof the governmentprogram that
lead to thisdifferencein wages for low-casteindividualsacrossthe three villages,
but exploring this issue requires data with more environments. Clearly, however, the causesof differentialsin the extent to which taste discriminationaffects
wages are important topics for investigation.
IV. CONCLUSIONS

It has long been argued that employers' inability to completely discern
workers' productivity plays an important role in determiningthe structure of
labor markets in rural areas of developingcountries. Little evidence, however,
has been advancedconcerningthe importance of this problem. In this paper we
have used survey data from the Philippines,India, and Pakistan to show that
information asymmetriesin labor markets in developingcountries may be substantial. These asymmetriesare an important influence on the distribution of
wages acrossworkers and over time for individualworkers.
Information problems interact in a number of important ways with the process of economic development. One of the main features distinguishinglabor
markets in developingand industrial countries is the extent of permanency of
labor contracts. The differencecan be attributed to a number of factors, including the relative importance of firm-specifichuman capital, as well as the highly
seasonal nature of labor demand in agriculture. This differencein labor contracts has implications for both efficiencyand equity because employers with
longer ties to their workers are better able to distinguishdifferencesin workers'
abilities. The equity implications arise because differentialscan be rewarded
only when employersknow or can measure productivity differentials.The efficiencyimplicationsarise becausean employerwith better knowledgeof workers'
abilitieswill do a better job of allocatingworkersto tasks.
Informational asymmetries also have important implications for worker
mobility. Unless there is an efficient mechanism for transmitting information
-aboutworker productivityfrom one villageto another, very little will be known
about the productvity differentialsamong recent immigrantsinto an area. As a
result, the problem of adverse selection will reduce both the hiring of recent
immigrants in the time-wagelabor market and the averagequality of those who
do migrate. Thus, information problems impose a kind of tax on mobility,
particularly of high-productivityindividuals,and regional differencesin wages
may persist longer than might be the case if differencesin individualproductivity
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could be readily assessed. A further implication is that family connections may
be import:nn in facilitating migration. As the process of developmentproceeds,
informational barriers to mobility are likely to lessen because of regional integration of firms (andlthus informnation)as well as the increased importance of
readily observed signalsof productivitysuch as education, regardlessof whether
education affectsproductivity.
Information (and therefore wage inequality) increases with age because
employers learn about worker prodUCtiVityas workers gain exposure in the
labor market. This finding has imnplicationsfor the distribution of income. In
particular, as population growth slows and the population ages, the inequality
of wages will increase even if there is no systematicrelationship between average
wages and age. As the economydevelops, inareasesin the returns to experience
may eventually swamp age-related informnationeffects. Nevertheless, these
effectsmay be important in the early stagesof development.
Informational asymmetries can a. reduce the private returns to human
capital investnent and so attenuate economic growth. From ancquity perspective, the extent of the wedge between the private and social returs for an
individual will depend in part on the magnitude of inforationali asymmetry
among idividuals with similar observed characteristics. For example, if, as a
result of lower attachment to the labor force, productvity differentialsamong
women are less lkly to be rewarded than those among men, women will be
especialy likely to underinvest in human capital. This, in
rur,
leads to greater
male-fermalewage differentials. The magnitude of the informational effect on
nvestment is likely to diminish with economic development, as human capital
investment takes a form that is readily measured (such as educational
attainment).
The results in this paper also suggest that data collection efforts should
mgude information on the form of payment. Becausedifferencesin productivity
can easily be compensatedwhen wages are paid on a piece-rate basis, infortation problems have less impact on the piece-rate labor market. As a result,
inference that ignores the distinction betweendfor of payment may yield misleading conclusions, as we showed in the case of a regression of wages on
calories. Moreover, having information on both piece-rate and rime wages can
be extremely useful for measuring the extent of employer ignorance and how it
changes. Another implication of this research for data collection is the need to
obtain data on the relationship between workers and particular employers;our
findings implythat job tenure decreasesinformation inefficienciesand thus has a
distinct and important effect on wage levelsand wage inequality.
Development policy should also be sensidtveto the implications of informational asymmetries in labor markets. There are a number of issues that we
believeto be of particular relevance.First, because the ability to monitor work
output wifl in part depend on the production technology used in a particular
setting,
employers inability to utilize piec-rare paymenntmethods under certain
technologies may be a significantbarrier to technologicalchange. Under these
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circumstancesit would seemrelevantto considerthe implicationsof monitoring
costs for the designof agriculturalextensionprojects.
Second, in addition to reducing the extent to which employerprejudices will
lead to lower wages for certain groups, our results suggest that employment
programs can influence the structure of information in the economy. Because
employerignorance about worker productivity in a particular group depends in
part on the labor market experience of that group, certain groups may be
systematicallyexcluded from the time-wagelabor market because of information problcns. Thus, employmentschemestargeting women or others with low
attachment to the labor forcemay lead to efficiencyincreasesif this employment
provides employers with better information about the group. Public employment programs, however, may have a perverseeffect on the wages of disadvantaged groups if they lead to increased ignorance among private employers by
reducing the exposure of the individualsto private employers.
Third, one solution to information problems in labor markets is to increase
the permanency of employment. The seasonal nature of agricultural employment is a significantbarrier to permanencybecause the employermay not have
sufficientwork for permanent workers during the off-peak periods. The development of activitieswith differentseasonalpatterns of labor demand may lead
to an increase in permanency and thus reduce the extent of informational
asymmetries.
Fourth, the problems of employerignorance are reduced to the extent that
individualswork for themselvesrather than for employers. Increasedsmall-scale
credit, by increasingthe ability of low-income individualsto be self-employed
both in the agricultural and in the nonagricultural sector, may reduce some of
the efficiencycosts associatedwith employerignorance. Increasingthe availability of land to poor workers either through land reform or through a shift toward
fixed rental or share contracts will have the same effect.
Finally, because informational asymmetriescan lead to underinvestmentin
human capital, information problems provide a justification for subsidizing
human capital. The efficacyof educationalattainment as a mechanismfor providing information to potential employerswill depend on the development of
consistentstandards of education across schools.
APPENDIX. DECOMPOSITION
OFTHE VARIANCEIN WORKER PRODUCTalIv
INTO ITS KNOWN AND UNKNOWN COMPONENTS

In this appendix we establish the information needed to measure the extent of
employer uncertainty about worker productivity and to test for the presence of
adverse selection in the labor market. The objectiveis to obtain an estimate of
the variance in worker productivity, auNi),and then to decomposethis variance
and its unknown component, o2(u).
intoits knowncomponent,U2(p*),
To estimate the component of the variance in worker productivity that is
unknown by the employer, we assumethat the piece-ratewage at any particular
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point is equal to actual productivity plus an error term that reflectsmeasurement
error and any idiosyncraticcomponent of the piece-ratewage:
(A.1)

wp,-

A + epi

where subscript p indicates piece-ratewages. Assumingthat the error terms ep;
are uncorrelated, using two piecerates for each individual, Wpl and Wp 2 , c2(p) =
cov(wpl ,wP2 ). If piece-rate data include information on different tasks, as in the
case of the Philippines, task controls may be estimated using a fixed-effects
procedure, and a noisy productivity estimate, net of task, may then be constructed. The rest of the procedure remains unchanged.
To estimatethe component of productivity that is known by the employer, we
compute the covariance of one piece rate and one time wage, w,1, for each
individual. Using equations 2, 4, and 7 (assumingthere is no taste discrimination in equation 4), along with the fact that ui is uncorrelated with p*, and
assumingthat the measurementerror in the piece-ratewage is uncorrelatedwith
measurement error in the time wage, we obtain the following: a,aNp*) =
cov(w,1,w,,J. Thus, if an estimate of a,,, the effect on time wages of a unit
increase in perceivedproductivity, can be obtained, it will be possible to solve
for the known component, a2(p*) and, since 2(g) = e2 (p*) + t9(u), it will be
possibleto solvefor the unknown component, ac2 (u), as well.
The principal problem that arises in estimating a* is that, as noted above, a
regressionof the time wage on actual productivity, p, will not yield a consistent
estimate because u is a noisy measure of the component of productivity that
actually affectsthe wage, g. The implicationis that if one can identify variables
that are correlated with g but not with u = A - pA or time wages net of
predicted productivity, instrumental variables may be used to obtain consistent
estimates of the parameters in equation 4.
Instruments are readily available as long as the researcher has access to
worker characteristicsthat are correlated with productivity,that are known by
the employer, and that can be argued on a priori grounds not to be subject to
taste discrimination.As argued above, an optimiizingemployerwill form expectations of productivity on the basis of any worker characteristicsthat he or she
knows. Thus, any characteristics that are known by the employer must be
uncorrelated with the unknown component of productivity, u. As long as these
characteristicsare correlated with productivity and are not subject to taste discrimination, they will be correlated with expectedproductivity but not with time
wages net of expectedproductivity.
Instead of computing a series of separate covariances, as suggested by the
above discussion, we use an alternative approach to estimation that involves
fitting the theoreticalcovariance matrix impliedby the model and parameters to
the data covariancematrix. There are severaladvantagesto this approach. First,
simultaneous estimation of the different components of the model leads to an
increase in efficiency.Second, if errors are distributed as multivariate normals,
the approach is maximum likelihood and is therefore fully efficient. Third,
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standard errors can be computed for variance estimates,making it possibleto
test hypotheses about the structure of information. These and other standard
error'scan be correctedso chat they are robust to misspecificationof the distribution generatingthe data.
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Nancy Birdsall

This carefullyprepared paper makesimaginativeuse of the limited information
avaiable to employers about their employees. (I'm tempted to say that if the
employerswere as cleveras the researchersin sorting out the characteristicsof
the employees,there would be no information problem in theselabor markets.)
Yet I have a sense of dissatisfactionabout this paper. The authors do well
what they set out to do; they assessand dissectthe effectsof poor information in
labor markets in low-productivity,rural economies. But they do not broaden
our understandingof why economiesare underdeveloped,nor of what could be
done to spur the development process. The paper brings the fill panoply of
sophisticated economic thinking and careful econometrics to a question that
may not be the correct one-a bit like hitting a small nail with a sledgehammer.

Is this a fruitful area of research, either for improving our fundamental understanding of developmentor for guidingdevelopmentpolicy? I do not think so.
This may reflect a failure of my own imagination, and I'll return to that point
later. But first let me illustratewhy I do not think so.
Findingsin the paper indicate that at least two problems can arise because of
employers'poor information about their employees:job immobilityand statistical discrimination. These two problems impinge on the smooth and efficient
operation of the labor market in poor rural areas. But note that the efficiency
costs which these problems create are largely static-they are inefficienciesthat
make iow-productivityagriculturemarginallylower than it might otherwise be.
Are these static costs the fundamental development problem or question? As
with the small Harberger triangles that Richard Freeman has mentioned, the
static costs studied in this paper under a high-poweredmicroscope amount to
asking, why is per capita incomein rural India $100 a year, when with a onetime gain from eliminating static inefficiencyit might rise to $102 or $103 a
year?
In contrast, we could address questionsof efficiencycosts in a more dynamic
sense. Why is productivity growth in rural India or in the Philippines 1 or 2
percent a year instead of the 6 or 10 percent recorded in East Asian countries
Nancy Birdsallis director of the CountryEconoxnicsDepartment of the World Bank.
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when they were transforming themselves into societies with much higher
incomes?

Take the example of job immobility. The authors show that there will be a tax
on migration for the most productive workers. These workers are reluctant to
move around because when they do so, they separate themselvesfrom employers
who have better information about their characteristics and who thus are willing
to pay them higher wages (when they are paid on a time-wage basis).
This seems to me to be a classic example of a static efficiency loss. If all the
workers in rural India could be put exactly where they ought to be by a one-time
reallocation, thus correcting in one fell swoop the job immobility that arises
from the information problem, there would be a one-time efficiencygain. But
surely for development in the larger sense, this one-time efficiencygain would be
minimal. Such a one-time gain through reallocation might be important in Eastem Europe; if we were able to move people around and get them reallocated
optimally to the tight industries in the right regions, the one-time increase in
productivity would be substantial and would set the stage for subsequent
dynamic growth. But it does not strike me as central in the low-productivity,
rural labor markets of the poorest parts of the world.
The gains that could be realized in India or the rural Philippines from that
one-tune reallocation would surely be less than the gains that could be achieved
by giving every worker in these parts of the world an additional year of education or by ensuring-if we could-the correct package of macroeconomic and
structural reforms to get these economies moving and growing.
What if job immobility is itself a cause of underinvestment in human capital?
This does seem more costly in a dynamic sense because it could be selfreinforcing from one generation to the next. But, as the authors are careful to
point out, the differences in human capital among the workers are not associated with formal schooling. This is part of the problem; these are differencesin
human capital that the employer cannot observe. Once levels of school
achievement increase in a population, it turns out that there is usually a
correlation between unobservable human capital (for instance, innate ability)
and schooling, and the problem of unobservable (to the employer) human
capital is eclipsed. A straightforward approach to the employers' information
problem, and thus to any costs of labor immobility, might be simply to
increase the supply of schooling. More education would resolve much of the
problem of concern to the authors-that is, the employers' lack of information
about their employees.
Consider another example: statistical discrimination. The authors propose a
nice method for distinguishing taste discrimination from statistical discrimination. For women in the sample for rural India, they find no evidence of taste
discrimination. They do find, however, that there is statistical discrimination
and that it has a substantial effect on the earnings of women in that sample.
The negative effect of this statistical discrimination on the logarithmic wage of
women, as shown by the coefficients,is similar in absolute terms to the positive
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effect we expect from an additional year of schooling, as seen in a standard
regression of earnings on schooling. In short, statisticaldiscrimination in rural
India reduces a woman's wage about as much as one extra year of schooling
increasesthe wage in most developingcountries. On the one hand, this is a large
effect, especiallyin societieswhere average schooling is as low as two to three
years. On the other hand, the story of developmentover the past few decades
has been one of rapid expansion of schooling, so that now we see in most
developingcountries virtually 100 percent enrollment in primary school. These
may not be very good primary schools, and not all students complete primary
school. But compare the effect of statistical discriminationin terms of a static
efficiencyloss to the static and potential dynamic gains a society reaps by educating girls (see Summers 1992). The existence of stadstical discrimination
reveals welfare losses for women as a group. But its elimination in rural India
would not in itself matter much for development-not the way that eliminating
lack of schoolingwould.
It is worth consideringthe dynamiccosts that may occur as a result of statistical discrimination.For example, such discriminationmay reduce the willingness
of parents to invest in girls' education, so that from one generation to the next
there is underinvestmentin girls' education (seeBirdsall and Sabot 1991). But
again, the real issueand point of leverageis to increaseaccessto girls' education.
In their concludingsection, the authors do point out some policy implications
of their research and touch indirectly on dynamic costs. They note that programs such as land reform and better access to credit would increase the number
of small landowners; this would reduce the efficiencycosts associatedwith labor
immobility,sincesmall landowners do not have the monitoringand information
problem of large landholding employers. These are steps that might bring larger
and more dynamic gains. Similarly,they note that agricultural technologythat
minimizes the costs of monitoring workers (given the information problem)
should be developed and encouraged in rural areas and that certain approaches
to targeting public programs could help to reduce the statistical discrimination
problem.
In the end, I remain skeptical about the value of this work for understanding
critical development questions. But my experience with the work of Mark
Rosenzweig and his various coauthors over time is that these microanalytic
studies, becauseof their emphasison understandinghuman behavior in response
to the economic environment, insinuate themselvesinto our thinking in important ways-and eventuallydo turn out to have implicationsfor the way in which
we address developmentquestions.1 So my dissatisfactionwith this paper may
ultimately reflect my own failure of imagination.
1. Similarmicroeconomic
analysishas greatlyincreasedour understanding
of the linksbetweendevelopmentand familychoicein such areas as education,investmentin girlsversusboys, fertility,and the
linksamongfactormarkersin poorruraleconomies.See,forexample,the reviewartides andcitationsin
Rosenzweig
(1988),BehrmanandDeolalikar(1988),
Birdsall(1988),and Schultz(1988).
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In response to discussant Marek Gora's comments about the legacy of poor
motivation to work under the command system, Svejnar said he thoughtWestern economists probably underestimated that factor because they think people
will always work harder given reasonable incentives. He said that he had been
struck by the inertia in Central Eastern Europe, which he saw now was reflected
in the slow emergence of markets. One positive aspect of the situation was that
unemployment was not linked to poverty so much as to waiting things out. In
the parts of Czechoslovakiathat had the highest unemployment rates, for example, workers were being imported from the Ukraiie because wages in the booming construction sector were so low that local workers didn't want to do the
work. So the unemployment figuresdidn't necessarilymean hardship and privation, although that might come. In response to G6ra's question about if, and
how, people could be motivated to work harder, Svejnarwondered how it could
be done in the context of state ownership, given that privatization was proceeding very slowly.
A participant from the World Bank said that he was struck by the apparent
conflict between Svejnar's discussionand what Larry Summers had said earlier
that day. Svejnar had said that worker-controlled enterprises did fine if they
operated in a competitive environment and that Eastern Europe's experience
under worker control was satisfactory. But Summers had said that things got
worse if you went from central control to markets without incentives-a position Svejnar found too simplistic. Manuel Hinds of the World Bank, said the
participant, had suggested in his research that workers given control of an
enterprise with $10 million in capital would be tempted to simplydecapitalizeas
quickly as possible, which would soon leave the country with little or no capital
stock. What one saw in countries with worker control was centralized regulation to prevent that kind of abuse, so it wasn't really pure worker control. One
also saw pressures for subsidiesor loans at negative interest rates. Codetermined
solutions were useful, said the participant, but only under privatization, when
the workers were part owners, so they didn't have an incentive to decapitalize.
The Bank had a proposal on the table, he continued, that would privatize
enterprises in the Russian Federation and give workers roughly 25 percent ownership. He asked if Svejnarthought that was an appropriate balance.
This session was chaired by Gcershon Feder, chief, Agricultural Policies Division, Department of Agriculture and Rural Development, the Wo%rldBank.
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Sveinar responded that managers of state-owned enterprises told him that
their hands were tied because wage levels were regulated. Was it possible to
control state enterprises while at the same time providing strong incentives?The
wage norm was imposed out of concern that managers in these firms would
decapitalize and siphon off wealth, ultimately destroying the enterprise. If the
decision was that distorting an important market was worthwhile for macroeconomic stabilization and long-term gain, why not impose such a constraint
directly in a way that wouldn't distort the labor market? Why not impose
binding taxes and force the owner (in this case, the state) to reinvest and achieve
a certain rate of return? In a way, said Sveinar, this would be a commercialization of stace-owned enterprises, which the Bank has looked at in various
countries.
As to what role worker participation in profits could play, in a recent article in
Comparative Economics Svejnar and a coauthor had examined the Yugoslav
experience and had found that outcomes had been greatly affected by social
ownership and government intervention (for example, banks being owned by
enterprises), two factors that were not necessarilyfeatures of worker participation. He thought that if you isolated the issue of worker participation-whether
in management, ownership, or profits-you would not see negative effects.
The codetermination example was a good one, said Svejnar. The question
always has to be, how do you impose the constraints that are needed? As for the
specific question about Russia, evidenceabout the benefits of worker ownership
was very weak. If one were to ask whether it was better to go for profit-sharing,
worker ownership, or worker participation in management or decisions, the
evidence on ownership was in some sense nonnegative, but it was not very
strong either way. Svejnar said he would use different criteria, worrying about
such things as how to boost productivity.
An economist from the World Bank who had studied the worker participation
issue said there really wasn't a contradiction because in Yugoslavia it had only
appeared that workers were the owners and decisiomnnakers.Political elites were
the real owners, so it was no wonder that workers would opt for money in their
pockets if they were given a chance. He had observed another interesting feature
of worker participation in Eastern Europe and the former U.S.S.R.: worker
participation did not preclude shedding labor. He had visited a steel mill where
the workers themselves, through the workers' council, had laid off 2,000
workers, about a third of the total. He asked for a more thorough evaluation of
what the Bank calls proactive labor market policies-for example, training and
public employment programs; wage subsidies; job creation or unemployment
reduction measures (such as direct government spending or investment tax
credits); and public employment programs.
Svejnar said that there were many examples like that of the steel mill just
mentioned. German workers had okayed Volkswagen's moving its plant to the
United States, for example, after thc long-term benefits were explained to them.
Svejnar also agreed that more attention should be paid to proactive labor poli-
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des. Eastem Europe should be focusing on income maintenance; they were
giving these policies less attention by default. He had always argued that the
Czechoslovakgovernment should ask workers to build highways and similar
projects, but things were at a crossroads in these areas, and you could not get
workers to work even though unemploymentwas risingfast.
Gershon Feder (chair)asked if any studies had distinguishedbetween the two
effectsof worker participation in nonagricultural enterprises:the effect on management decisions(such as what the wage rate should be and what investments
should be made, and for how much) and the effect on worker effort. Did
Manuel Hinds' work criticizeworker participation on one count or both?
Svejnar said he thought worker participation had been criticized on both
counts but especiallythe first. The answer depended on how sophisticated a
model you used. Very simplemodels say that the larger the group, the more you
have a free-riderproblem; in the cooperativemodel, workers self-monitor. The
outcome varies with the approach. The best empirical studies examine
enterprise-levelpanel data, looking at the performance of firms with different
degrees of worker participation, ownership, decisionmaking,and profit. The
weakness of the data is the amount of variation; firms either have worker
partcipation or don't have it, but ownership may range from 10 to 60 percent.
Svejnar said they hoped in the ongoing World Bank research project to get
before-and-afterdata on enterprisesin Central and Eastern Europe so that they
would effectivelyhave a laboratory experiment.
Nancy Birdsall's (discussant)criticism of Rosenzweig'spaper elicited a strong
reaction. A participant from the World Bank felt the implicationsof the paper
were serious. Rosenzweighad shown information problems to exist in a labor
market in which workers and employerslived in the same village, knew a lot
about each other, and were evaluating rather simple tasks, such as how much
cotton you can pluck in an hour. If you found both taste and statistical discrimination there, consider how much more serious they would be in complex situations where employers didn't live near or know workers and where jobs were
more difficultto evaluate.
A participant from the Universityof Minnesota agreed that the paper raised
important issues for development-not so much for the efficiencyloss as for
equity of access to employment. The problem was probably more serious in
urban labor markets employingcasual craft labor, such as the construction
industry. He thought the paper provided a theoreticalbasis for segmentinglabor
markets by such criteria as gender, ethnicity, and kinship. The paper showed
that poor people with a gender or kinship connection associatedwith low productivity were shut out of labor markets. Alleviatingthe information problem
might help alleviatepoverty.
Rosenzweigcame to BirdsalPsdefense.He said he'd been asked to do a paper
on discrimination and his response had been that he hadn't thought it was an
important issue for development for some of the same reasons Birdsall had
given. He had thought it might be interesting, though, to look at discrimination
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in the broader context of informationproblems, sincethey were able to compare
data on people who had worked for both piece rates and time wages in the same
area. He agreed that the implicationswere even worse for more complexwork,
where skill differentialswere more subte. Choosing the wrong economist or the
wrong corporation president would have far broader ramifications than choosing who was going to do the weeding.
On the one hand, the cost of information-related problems in casual rural
labor markets must not be high, or employers would do something about it.
Rosenzweigsaw a ccrtain irony there. It had cost economists hundreds of thousands of dollars to interview rural workers to understand the data on piece-rate
performance and time-pay performance, and in principle the farmers could do
the same thing. But they don't do it, for a good reason: despite large discrepancies between true productivity differencesamong workers and what employers
know about them, the consequencesof their misallocationsare no; that serious.
On the other hand, in thinking about economic transitions, one shouldanticipate the emergenceof institutionsand problems. It is important, for example, to
understand the informational implicationsof reduced population growth and an
aging population. Wage inequalitywill increase; the question is, whether to do
somethingabout it or not. Inequity of distribution is exacerbated by information
problems. Moreover, as skiffsbecome more subtle, more important, and more
differentiated, differentpayment fonns may emerge, and employersmay have to
do things to cope with these problems, through tenure, tests, or other instruments. A lot of research in labor economics is focusing on what the optimal
forms of compensation are, and information problems are part of what one
looks at to explain different payment methods. We need to think more, said
Rosenzweig,about the consequencesof information problems-about whether
they will become more important to development, whether they will hinder it,
and what we should expect to see as labor markets alter.
Birdsall said that as she had predicted, the discussion had revealed her own
failure of imagination about information problems. The challenge,she said, was
to explore dynamic efficiencylosses and their unpleasant connection with the
equity problem. Statistical discrimination deservesmore thought because it discourages the next round of investmentin human capital for the groups experiencing discrimination-including women and people of lower castes-leading to
another round of perhaps more intensifieddiscrimination, so that we could end
up with a serious self-reinforcingsituation.
The paper had tentatively suggestedthat employment programs influencethe
structure of information programs in world labor markets, so one speaker
thought there was something to be said for pushing employmentprograms and
examiningthe implicationsand effectsof individualprograms in specificsettings.
A Bankparticipant said he had always been puzzled by the term "statistical discrimination," which had neverstruck him quite as discrimination. If two groups
differ in averageproductivity, they should be paid differentwages. The problem
would come if discrimination affectedworkers' motivesto improve themselves,
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which was a much more subtle thing. Rosenzweigsaid that while it was fine if
employersusedall the information they had to reward employees,problemsarose
when employerscouldn't perceiveproductivity differencesamong workers and
where there was a gap between true productivity and an employers' assumption
about productivity for workers with less exposure in the labor market-women,
especially,who were thereforediscriminatedagainst as a group in the market.
To darify the problemof statisticaldiscriminadon,another participantgave the
exampleof a universitythat washiringprofessors.If you were at sucha university,
he asked, would you be more likelyto hire a professor who you knew was a solid
scholar, or a professorwho had a 50 percent chance of being Einsteinand a 50
percent chanceof being an idiot?It depended,of course, on whether you had an
option to fire people. If you could, then you might hire the possiblegenius. If he
turned out to be a genius and could prove it to everybody,he might stay, but he
might also moveon. If you couldkeep private the informationthat he was terrific,
he would be morelilcelyto stay. Usingthat argument,it seemedwrong to arguethat
uncertainty about productivity would lead to discrimination.Rosenzweigagreed
with the speakerin that context but saidthat in casuallabor marketsyou didn'tget a
chanceto find out, and infonnation was kept private.
Nancy Birdsall posed this situation: if one had a son and daughter who were
equally able, if there were a positive interaction between ability and returns to
investment on schooling, and if there were statistical discrimination against
women (if employersperceivedproductivityX for all women and productivityX
plus Yfor all men), then, given scarceresources,all other thingsbeingequal, one
would be inclinedto invest in more human capital for the son than for the daughter. Another participant said that becauseof such discrimination,the opportunity
cost would be lower for the daughter than for the son- In the livelydiscussionthat
followed, one participant observedthat thesephenomenaare quitesubtle.
Rosenzweigtried to clarify the main point he was making by sayingthat in a
particular situation-say, harvesting-you might observe that women were 20
percent less productive than men. In that situation, to pay women less would be
rational. But when men and women are observed to be equallyproductive at
harvesting, women are still paid 20 percent less. The nice thing about their study
was that it compared the same workers in essentiallythe same task but under
different payment schemes. Nobody had a problem with payment under the
piece-rate scheme; inequity set in under the time pay scheme. And that was why
Rosenzweighad made the distinctionin his paper about 'good" (statistical)and
"bad" (taste) discrimination.
A participant from the International Labour Organisation (ILO) linked the two
papers by reporting that in ILO studies of labor markets in the transitional economies, particular groups were suffering disproportionately-including women,
minorities, older workers, and the disabled. Something like 78 percent of the
recognizedunemployedin Russiawere women, he said, and many of the unemployed werehighly qualified.He agreedabout the need to complementthe current
analysiswith a considerationof differentlabor market policies.
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Knowledge, Property, and the SystemDynamics
of Technological Change
Paul A. David

Technologicalchange and its relationship to the growth of knowledge are considered
herefrom a generalsystems-tbeoreticperspective. The traditionallinearmodel that has
influencedeconomic tbinking and policy analysis suggests a unidirectionalflow of
causation, from exogenous fundamental discoveries in science leading eventually to
technologicalinventions, innovations, and the diffusion of new products and production techniques. Scientificand technologicaladvance should be approached, instead,
from a general evolutionary viewpoint,as a phenomenon of 'organized complexity"
that results in cumulative and irreversibletransformations in knowledge and use of
economic resources.
Thispaper examines some of the system effects of variousinstitutional solutions to
theso-calledappropriabilityproblem affecting the production of information. It points
out some of thescience-technologyinteractions that have often been overlooked and
discusses the implications of positive and negativefeedbacks between the dynamics of
innovation and diffusion. It concludes by consideringwhat these may itnplyfor discussions of North-Soutb differencesover the policy of strengtheningprotectionfor intellectualproperty rights.

For a long time, most economists' conceptualizations of technological progress
have been held in thrall by one or another expression of the linear, reductionist,
analytical approach that has dominated the discipline as a whole. There is a lot
to be said for tryingto understand the workings of a system as complicated as an
economy by examining the behaviors of its component parts and trying to
characterize the equilibrium states of the various subsystems that can be identified. This is what we do in neoclassical microeconomics and related branches of
analysis. Difficulties do tend to arise, however, in grasping the ways in which
these subsystems can interact. This is especially true when some of the subsystems are driven far from the neighborhoods of their more readily characPaulA. Davidis WilliamRobertsonCoeProfessorof AmericanEconomicHistoryin the Department
of Economicsat StanfordUniversity.
This paperwasoriginallydraftedwhilethe authorwasa fellowat
the International Center for Economic Research (iCER), Vllla Cualino, Turin, Italy. The aurhor extends
his gratitude to ICERand its staff for their hospitality and to Crisriano Antonelli, WesronHeadlqy,Paul
Romer,and FranciscoSagastifor their helpfulcomments.
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terized equilibrium states. The behavior of the system as a whole frequently
diverges from what one is led to expect by simply adding together the effects
identifiedin analysesof its constituent subsystems.' Economistsare rather belatedly rking a more seriousinterest in the analysisof nonlinear dynamic systems.
Our colleaguesin the natural scienceslong ago saw that the paradigm offered by
dassical (Newtonian) mechanics was not the only-or, indeed, the most
useful-way of thinking about dynamical processes.
Yet old habits die hard, especiallyhabits of the mind. Consider the persistent
influence of what I refer to as the Simplest Linear Model, or SLIM. This elementary and familiar construct depicts technological change and productivity
growth as the end results of a unidirectional causal sequence,often graphically
represented by a series of boxes, each connected to the next by a single arrow
pointing from left to right. The system flow-chart tells us that (1) fundamental
science yields discoveries, which lead to (2) experimental findings of applied
science, which lead to (3) acts of invention, which provide the stimuli and basis
for (4) entrepreneurial acts of innovation (commercial introduction of novel
products and production methods), which incite (5) imitation and so bring
about (6) diffusion of the new technology into general use. From diffusion will
flow changes in productivity and welfare improvementsbut also quite possibly
profound alterations in market structure and untoward effects such as the displacement of workers, the downward valuation of assets rendered economically
obsolescent, and the demise of firms that fail to adapt to the competitive pressures unleashedby more efficientmethods and better-qualityproducts.
I am by no means the first person to notice that this idealized sequence of
events vastly oversimplifiesand distorts the workings of the world.2 It is widely
appreciated that for much of the world's history new technologies had little
indebtedness to what we would call "science.? Even today, inventions do not
necessarily follow from applied scientificdiscoveries. Furthermore, important
developments in applied science-consider recent breakthroughs in hightenperature superconductivity,as one example-often occur well in advance of
an understanding of the fundamental processes underlying the phenomena in
question. Technological mastery may run far ahead of science and is in many
regards both a stimulus to scientific inquiry and the means whereby such
inquiries can be conducted.
Most of the criticisms that have been lodged against SLIM focus on three
glaring deficiencies. The first problem, which has just been reviewed, is the
inadequacy at an epistemologicallevelof the account it providesof the evolution
1. See Rapoport (1986) for a useful discussion of the strengths and limitations of the analytic and
holistic, or gestalt, approaches to cognitionand an introductionto general systemrheory.The application
of a systems approach to scienceand technologypolinmaking has been discussedby others,notably in a
thoughtful monograph by Sagasti (1972).
2. See, forexample,,the detailed critique of the classic linear model by Klineand Rosenberg (1986),
which givesspecialattention ro thecomplicatedways in which product and factor demand conditions and
interrelated derveopmentsin scienrificand technologicalknowledgeimpingeon the innovation process.
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of the stocks of scientificand technologicalknowledge. The second is the depiction of scienceas neatly separated into fundamental and applied compartments,
with the activities carried on in the first compartmnentbeing exogenous to the
economyand therefore appearing in the role of the driver of the entire sequence
of activitiesand events. The determinantsof induced invention and the institutional conditions affectingmarket-orientedinvestmentsin research and development (R&D) thus receive no explicit notice. Instead of extending an influence
backward into the search for scientificprinciples that will help guide a profitmotivated research in quest of prespecifiednew products or production techniques, would-be inventors in the world of su.mrawait their cues from the realm
of autonomous science.
The third major distortion of reality is that changes in the technological
opportunity set available to producers are conceptualizedas resulting from discrete advances or research breakthroughs. There is a great deal of evidence,
however, that most long-run increasesin technicalefficiencyand dedines in the
price-performanceratio of products in an industry have been the result of the
cumulation of a myriad of small improvements.These incremental modifications are usually based on experiencegainedin actual production operations and
in the repeated interactions between the users and the manufacturers and vendors of complex products. In short, endogenous experience-basedlearming,
which is predicated on having gotten beyond the innovation stage, is an important source of the technical developmentsthat SLIM would ascribe to an anterior
stage of invention.
These three lines of criticismihardly exhaust the listof features of SLIM that are
sufficiently problematic to deserve notice at the outset. Even more glaringly
absent from sumtis a recogcition of the way that past, current, and anticipated
future economic conditions determine decisions affecting the allocation of
resourcesin the several activitiesdistinguishedby the schema. The interconnecdons between the generation and the diffusionof innovations need to be articulated in ways that the unidirectionalflow of influencewill not admit.
Althoughseeminglyinnocuous,this way of organizingone's thinking about the
process of technologicalchange has had some subtle and pernicious influences
whichpersistdespitecritiquesofthe model. UsingSLIM, each stageof the dynamic
sequenceis seenas characterizedby a distinctiveresourceallocationproblem that
can be separatelyaddressed for purposes of policy analysis. Thus, government
subsidiesfor organizedscienceare designatedas the "policyfix" for public goods
problemsconnectedwith fundamentalscientificknowledge.Intellectualproperty
rights policiesare seen as the appropriate choiceof a policy instrumentto stimulate invenrion and innovation (commercialization),although at the undesirable
sacrificeof wider diffusion. Differentpolicy measures are addressed to the separate stages-as indicated by designations such as basic sciencepolicy, sciencetechnologytransfer policies, innovaton (company-financedR&D support) policies, and, in the United States recently,technology diffusionpolicies-and their
effectsare implicidypresented as separableand additive. This approach does not
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address policies that have side effectsor knock-on effectsthat may show up as
perverseconsequenceselsewherein the system.
Economic analysis needs to move beyond SLIM to articulate the interdependence and interactions among the subprocessesin the overall system governing
the production, distribution, and utilization of scientific and technological
knowledge. Scientific and technological advance may more usefully be
approached from a general evolutionaryviewpoint, as a phenomenon of "organized complexity"that results in cumulativeand irreversiblelong-run change. A
systems-theoretic view would emphasize the interchangeability of supposed
causesand effectsas the context isvaried. It would noticethe existenceof intricate
feedback loops, including positive feedbacksthat will, if sufficientlydominant,
lead to the existence of multiple equilibria and to nonlinearities that may cause
catastrophe-likediscontinuitiesin the dynamicresponses to policy interventions.
A program of this kind would enable us to understand technologicalchangeas a
channeledhistorical process that exhibitsstrong aspects of inertia and continuity
but that also is capable of generating abrupt changes in pace and direction; it
would enable us to begin to frame policies for differently situated economies
accordingly.
That, however, isnot a simpleprogram. Nor is it one that can be systematically
pursued here. What I shall attempt, therefore, is to resurveysome of the familiar
terrain with an eye for features that cannot be readily seen from the SLIMperspective but appear more salient from a complex systemsperspective. In section 1, I
examine some little-noticed interactions, dynamicfeedbacks, and nonlinearities
between scienceand technologythat affect the generation of knowledgethrough
organized R&D processes.I try to show why it is important to achievethe contextually appropriate mix of public patronage, governmentalprocurement contracting, and protection of intellectualproperty rights.
In section II, I identify various feedback mechanisms(positive and negative)
that link technologicalinnovation and diffusion. Their implicationsare shown to
include variouspossibilitiesthat perverseresultswill arise from the interactionsof
policy interventionswhich often are supposedto be separableand additivein their
effects. In section III, I reconsider from the systems perspectivethus gained the
current proposals for global harmonization of intellectual property protection
regimes. I condude that even if it were legitimate to identify the interests of
industrial and developingcountrieswith the earlier and later stages, respectively,
of the linear model'sactivity sequence-with inventionand innovation in the case
of the industrial nations, and with imitation and diffusion in the case of the
developingworld-that is not sufficientto indicate the areas of conflict and conciliation betweenthem in regard to the protection of intellectualproperty rights.
I. THE GROWTH OF SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL KNOWLEDGE

The economicsof information and its bearing on the production and distribution of scientificand technologicalknowledgeis a logical starting point for our
discussion. To avert later confusion, a few definitions and terminologicaldis-
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tinctions will be introduced before plunging into the substantive issues. A number of terms employed throughout this section have precise meanings that differ
somewhat from those assignedthem in ordinary language usage.
Information is knowledge reduced to messages that can be transmitted to
decision agents. This accords with the standard information-theoretic view in
economics that such messages have information content when receipt of them
causes some action or alteration in the subjective or objectivestate of an agent.3
Transformation of knowledge into information is thus a necessary condition for
the exchange of knowledge as a commodity. When a knowledgeable agent puts
what he or she knows into a form with legally protected use-rights, we may say
that the commodity in question is information. This is the case with a proprietary report for a client, a copyrighted publication, or a patent describing an
invention.
Information can be disclosed (made available by one agent for transmission to
others) without valuable consideration being demanded. In other words, information is not an economic commodity by its very nature because it also may be
left as a free good. The transformation of knowledge into information commodities does not suffice, however, to remove the special features of knowledge (and
information) that oblige us to distinguish it from the run of ordinary commodities exchanged through conventional markets. Correspondingly, it will be seen
that the production and distribution of additions to the stocks of scientific and
technological information call for reliance on some special resource allocation
mechanisms.
Codified and Tacit Knowledge and the Properties
of Information as a Commodity
Knowledge can be gained through accidental discoveries, or it can emerge
from systematic, rational inquiry and observation, but in all cases knowledge
products are distinctive rather than homogeneous goods. In addition to being
highly differentiated, knowledge is characterized by an extreme form of indivisibility: it is sufficient, at least in principle, to acquire a specific piece of
knowledge once. There is not much social advantage to repeating the process of
its acquisition; although the wheel does seem to have been invented on several
occasions, the documented instances occurred in different and isolated societies.
But the most important characteristic of knowledge is the possibility of its being
possessed and enjoyed jointly-even simultaneously-by different individuals.
This property in a commodity may be referred to as perfect expansibility.4
3. Shannon's well-known measure of the quantity of infonnation was fornulated to serve the specific
needs of communications theory (see Shannon and Weaver 1949) and has been found unsuitable for
application in economics(Arrow 1969; Marschack 1971).
4. Following Thomas Jefferson (Koch and Peden 1972, p. 629), who wrore of ideas being -like fire,
expansible over all space, without lessening their density at any point, I suggest expansible as an
alternative to the term nonrival. The latter term has been introduced by Romer (1990 and in this volume)
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Knowledge,in being expansible,displaysone of two propertiescommonlyass,ciated with the general categoryof public goods. The other definingattribute of
a public good-the nonexcludability of individuals from its use-is not necessarily present in the case of knowledge because it remains quite possible to
enforce exclusive use. Intellectual property rights are social contrivances that
prevent nonowners from using information for certain purposes even though
they have gained possession of it.
While these latter observations form the point of departure of the classic
analysis of the economics of R&D (Arrow 1962), they hardly can be daimed as
modem insights. Consider the following passage in a letter written in 1813 to
Isaac McPherson, a Baltimore inventor, by Thomas Jefferson:
If nature has made any one thing less susceptible than all others of
exclusive property, it is the action of the thinking power caled an idea,
which an individual may exclusively possess as long as he keeps it to
himself; but the moment it is divulged, it forces itself into the possession of
every one, and the receiver cannot dispossess himself of it. Its peculiar
character, too, is that no onrepossesses the less, because every other possesses the whole of it. He who receives an idea from me, receives instrucdion himself without lessening mine; as he who lights his taper at mine,
receives light without darkening me . . . Inventions then cannot, in nature,
be a subject of property. Society may give an exclusive right to the profits
arising from them, as an encouragement to men to pursue ideas which may
produce utility, but this may or may not be done, according to the will and
convenience of the society, without claim or complaint from anybody.
(Koch and Peden 1972, pp. 629-30, emphasis added)
Codification of knowledge is a step in the process of reduction and conversion
that renders the transmission, verification, storage, and reproduction of information especially casy. Codified information typically is organized and
expressed in a format that is compact and standardized to facilitate and reduce
the cost of such operations. The demand among any community for codification
of knowledge in a given form will be influenced in part by the recognizability of
the encoding conventions employed. The encoding conventions affect the
decipherability of the compressed message and the ease of making a translation
from an abstract, generic formulation to one that will have specific applicability.
The degree of comprehensiveness, or sufficiency, of the codified communication
also matters, as does the reliability of the source and the availability of means of
certifying the accuracy of the information. If essential data are omitted or
to describe the possibility of a given piece of information being used concurrently by a number of
independentusers. Nonrival, however,is a confusingtermnin this context because althoughit is intended
to indicate that the nature of the good itself does not require competiEionamong individuals for its
poession, such individuals well may be economic rivals in the market and may thereforecompete for
exdusive possessionof the information in question.
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thought to be inaccurate and are costly to validate and to replace, the value of
the messageto the receivermust be reduced.
On the supply side, whether or not knowledgeis put into codified form is in
part a questionof how costly it is to do that and in part a matter of whetherand
to what extent there are rewards for the extra effort entailed. Certain kinds of
knowledge that are tedious and costly to describe precisely in words may be
easily and cheaply conveyedin pictorial or other modes. Graphical representations can be directly displayed and are less subject than expressionsin natural
language to errors of translation. Consequently, it would seem that the firstorder effects of improvements across the range of infornation technologies
would be to increase the extent of codification, as well as to expand potentialintemational accessto the stock of codifiedscientificand technologicalinformation. 5 Yet, somewhat paradoxically, because the process of codification
enhances the convenienceof transactions involvinginformation commodities,it
interacts with technologicallydriven reductions in the costs of transmitting and
processingdata to render the knowledgethey conveyall the more subjectto joint
possession.It also makes the retention of exclusiveuse more dependent on the
interposition of artificial obstructions to access. I shall return to consider the
implicationsof this for both the producers and the users of such knowledge.
The foregoing discussionof codified knowledgeshould not create the impression that knowledge of all kinds can now be transmitted at negligiblysmall
marginal cost or that the private and social costs of filtering, interpreting, and
utilizing information are insignificant.In juxtaposition to codified knowledge,
the concept of tacit knowledge refers to the common perception that we aJl are
often generallyaware of certain objects without being focused on them.6 That
does not make them less important: they form the context in which focused
perceptionbecomespossible, understandable,and productive.
Like the knowledgethat is codified and packagedas information, tacit knowledge can, in principle, be freely shared or exchanged. The transfer process
usually involves demonstrations, personal instruction, and the provision of
expert services (such as advice and consultations) by those who possess the
knowledgethat remains in an uncodifiedform. But the arrangements for effecting such transfers, and the extent to which they occur among scientists and
between scientistsand members of other communities-such as industrial and
military technologists,health care providers, and the polity at large-are various
and remain to be studied more fully.

S. Eisenstein(1980) emphasizes the important effects of the wider circulation of scientific findings
(both valid and nonvalid, as it turned out) that Rowedduring the seventeenthcentury from the reduced
costs of printing books and pamphlets containing pictures accompaniedby textualexplanations and
comments. The modern analogue is the revolurion that is in progress in the computer generation and
transmission of scientific and engineering information in graphical forms. See, for example, National
Academyof Sciences(1989).
6. This followsPolanyi's(1966) conceptualization.
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Recent discussionsof the economics of R&D and technology transfers, however, do recognizethe significanceof tacit components of technologicalknowledge. They emphasizethat the information contained in papers, patents, blueprints, and other forms of codified knowledge often will not be sufficient to
implement the technology in question. Complementaryknow-how is required,
and to acquire it will be often an expensive proposition.7 The worlds of the
technologist and the scientist resemble one another more closely in this regard
than has been supposed by some of the leading philosophers of science-and
those who have paid them heed. Nagel (1961), Hempel (1966), and Popper
(1968) emphasized the epistemological bases for distinguishing between the
scientific and other modes of human understanding, stressing formal methodological rules of scientificprocedure. By contrast, Polanyi's (1966) insights
concerningthe role of tacit knowledge have led more recent observers, such as
Latour and Woolgar (1979), to see the practice of science as a craft. That is,
sciencedraws in an important way on field- and laboratory-specificsets of skills
and techniques-expertise in scientific know-how. These forms of knowledge
are acquired experientially and are transferred by demonstration, rather than
being reducedimmediatelyor even eventuallyto consciousand codified methods
and procedures. Thus both codified and tacit knowledgeare generated by scientific researchers,and both are used to produce further knowledge.
Feedbacks and Interactions between Advances in Technology and Science

Advancesin the domains of scienceand technologyappear entangled with one
another in complicatedways. It will become evident in the next subsection that
the interdependent relationships between the conduct of scientific research
aimed at publication, on the one hand, and the pursuit of proprietary knowledge
for commercialpurposes, on the other hand, must be affectedby the mix among
the various institutional arrangements establishedin a given societyto support
research activities. The mix of institutional arrangements also affects the balance between the growth of the stock of scientificknowledgethat is codified and
made public and the accumulation of tacit knowledge. Much of the knowledge
that we are apt to designate as belonging to the realm of technologyis likely to
take a form that is specific as opposed to general, and idiosyncratic as opposed
to universal. Although it may be codifiedso that property rights to its use can be
secured, much of it will remain tacit.
Before discussingthe institutional complications, it is worth noting that technological progress impinges in a causal way on the growth of the stock of
scientificknowledge. The connections I have in mind here are essentiallyepistemological, for they have to do with the way in which scientificknowledge is
gained. I have in mind here something additional to the point that artificial
7. See Pavitt (1987), Rosenberg(1990), Nelson (1990), and, with specialreferenceto the role of tacik
knowledgein technologytransfers involvingdevelopingcountries, Arora (1991). The early work of Teece
(1976) recognizedthe problem of tacit knowledge as a major source of the surprisinglyhigh costs of
technology transferswithin large multinational corporations.
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phenomena may pique the curiosity of the purest of scientists-as the effects
observed in the cycle of the steam engine'soperations provoked the nineteenthcentury developmentof thermodynamictheory, beginningwith the work of Sadi
Carnot. I want instead to emphasizewhat may be called the "instrumentation
interconnection" betweenscienceand technology.
Practicingexperimentalscientistshave to make observations,measurements,
and calculations. Someof the apparatus and technical skill that they developin
the course of their work is quite simple,and some of it representsthe solutions
to enormous technologicalchallenges.High-energyparticle physicists-at facilities such as CERN in Geneva, FermiLabin Batavia,Illinois,and sLACin Stanford,
California, for example-have constructedhuge and intricate piecesof scientific
apparatus to generate, detect, record, and analyzethe products of particle collisions. Just as such technologiespose explanatory challengesto the scientists, the
work of the scientistposes technologicalproblems, the solutions to which may
find applicationsin industrialspheres.5 In this respectthe expansion of the scale
and diversity of scientificresearch activitieshas contributed in a very direct and
immediatefashion to generatingnew technologies.The use of laser techniques
for aligning laboratory apparatus, and their subsequent wider application in
surveyingand construction work, is one instance. Similarly,the computational
needs of natural scientists(perhaps even more than those of engineers) have
renained a force driving the technical development of high-speed electronic
computing.

That is only half of the story. The other half, involvingthe reverse flow of
causation along the instrumentation interconnection-from the improvement
and standardization of instrumentsfor measurement and data analysis to the
practice of science-is no less important. The standardizeddefinitionsof physical units, and the associated concepts and law-like relationships among them,
permit scientistsworking in differentlaboratories situated in differentcountries
throughout the world to communicatetheir findingsreadilyand so cooperate in
adding to the stock of verifiedknowledge.Many of the standardizeddefinitions
are operationally grounded in standardized measurement procedures. These
procedures can be implemented with standardized apparatus (for example,
pieces of equipment as simple as the voltmeter and the ultracentrifuge or as
complicated as the electron microscope)that can be produced in long production runs and marketed at far lower unit costs than the laboratory-constructed
prototypes. Thus standardization has a dual influenceon the progress of scientific knowledge.
First, the introduction of such equipment almost invariably raises the task
productivity of scientificresearchers by permitting faster and more accurate
measurementsand data analysis. Of course, qualitative advanceshave resulted
from being able to perform experimentsthat previouslywere infeasiblebecause
S. For some illustrative details in the case of high-cnergyparricle physics, see David, Mowery, and
Stcinmueller(1988, 1992).
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the range of measurement error was too great. But the quantitative impact of
technological advances that are embodied in industrially produced scientific
instruments also has been impressive.As a result of improvementsin instrumentation techniques, including the deveiopment of generic computer software for
data processing, storage, retrieval, and network transmission, the unit variable
cost of performing some research tasks has dedined by as much as two orders of
magnitude, and in some instancesthree orders of magnitude, over the course of
the past thirty years (Moulton, Young, and Eberhardt 1990). While significant
increases in the fixed capital costs of doing science have been experiencedin
many areas of research, advances in instrumentation technologies have been
dramatically reducing the price-performanceratios of many types of scientific
equipment.
I would contend that in some part the long-run international tendencytoward
relative expansion of the volume of R&D-vis-a-vis

other activities conducted in

the private and public sectors-has reflected the supply-side push effects of
fallingunit costs of R&D performance. Growth in R&D does not simplyrespond
to derived demand generated by the growth of (final) demand for novel goods
and servicesand for more efficientprocessesof production. This is not a view
that can be held if one maintains the traditional conceptualizationof one-way
causal relationships, such as are represented by the traditional linear model of
scientificand technologicalchange.
Second, the tendency toward increasingcapital intensity in scientificresearch
activitiesgives rise to equipment that embodiesinstrumentation techniquesthat
are increasinglystandardized. Once standard equipment becomesavailable, the
research procedures that are designedto make use of it become easier to replicate at differentsites, and new scientificfindingscan be more quicklytransferred
from one laboratory for applicationsin others. The trend toward decentralized
collaborative pursuit of scientific knowledge ("globalizing" the conduct of
research) has thus been furthered by the greater availability of standardized
procedures embodied in new instruments of generating and analyzing data, as
well as by the availability of high-speeddigital communicationsnetworks for
linking spatiallyseparated researchers.
The discussionto this point has stressed the falling unit costs of performing
selectedresearch tasks. It is also important to acknowledgethat in many areas of
basic scienceand industrial R&D the physical facilitiesand scientificapparatus
required are not only technologicallycomplexbut also have absolutelylarge and
indivisiblefixed costs. The capital sunk in such facilitiesmay strain the financial
resources of large corporations and even national governments, creating pressures for the formation of consortia to undertake collaborative funding of
shared research facilities. The need for some centralized management of the
facilities located at collaborative research sites, and of the social interactions
among the researchers, raises the costs of having the participants maintain individual proprietary control of information through secrecy.Hence, the technological developments affecting the conduct of company-financedresearch have
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~~beenconduciveto the adoption of cooperativeR&D strategies, especiallywhere,
~~asin the United States, the antitrust laws are relaxed to allow so-calledprecom-

petitive researchcollaborations.
The feedbacks from the advances in technology to the practice of science
through the instrumentation interconnection also may have organizational
effects that are biased toward collaborative research. It is true that in some
contexts standardization of research techniques favors decentralizationand the
geographic dispersal of proprietary R&D activities by transnational corporadions. But in my view standardization more strongly supports the collective
pursuit of public knowledge.9 That is, the drift of technological progress is
tending to increase the potential power of the cooperativemode of inquiry that
has been associated historically with the norms and institutions of "open science?' In open science new findings are quickly disclosedand widely disseminated so that they may be verifiedand used by others to generate further additions to the stock of public knowledge.Yet the treatment of scientificfindingsas
public goods-which is required to reap the benefits of this technologically
enhanced mode of collaborativeinquirys-is itselfa highlyproblematic feature in
the organization and funding of modem research.
Appropriability Problems and Institutional Arrangements for Science
and Technology: "The Three Ps"

*

Nonrival possession(made possible by the "perfect expansibility"of ideas),
low marginal cost of reproduction and distribution (makingit more difficultto
~~exciudeothers from accessto informnation),and substantial fixed casts of original production arc three properties generallyassociatedwith public goods. And,
as is well known, competitive markets cannot be relied on to perform well in
allocating resources to the production of goods with those characteristics.
Where prices are driven toward marginal costs, the revenues received by compentitivesupplierswill not even cover their full costs, much less approach the usevalue of the goods to the consuming public. Indeed, the attempt to make the
beneficiariespay for value receivedwould so reduce demand as to result in an
inefficientlylow level of consumption. All this was appreciated three decades
ago in the path-breaking work of Nelson (1959) and Arrow (1962) on the
"appropriability problem" and the economkcsOf R&D. From that time forward,
the principal economnic
rationale offeredfor public policy interventionsaffecting
R.&D activitieshas been the putative failures of competitivemarkets (a) to elicit
revelation of the actual demand for new scientificand technologicalknowledge
and (b) to provide private individualsand organizations with sufficientincentives to induce the socially optimal amount of investmentin the production of
such information.
In the literature of public finance economics, alternative allocative mechanisms have long been recognized as solutions to the public goods problem.
9. See Pavitr (1992) for a discussionof recent trends in the internationalizationOf R&D activitiesand
their significance.
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There are three principal alternatives. One is that society should provide independent producers with subsidies financed by general taxation and should
require that the goods be made available to the public freely or at nominal
charge. A second solution would have the state levy general taxes to finance its
direct participation in the processesof production and distribution, contracting
where necessary with private agents to do the work. The objective in this
approach, again, is to supply the good without having to charge a price that
recovers its costs of production. The third solution is to create a publicly regulated private monopoly and to allow it to charge customers prices that will yield
a normal rate of profit. There is a striking correspondence between this set of
solutions for the standard public goods problem and the three main institutional
arrangements that have been devised to cope with the appropriability problems
which arise when competitive markets are left to guide the production of knowledge and pure information goods. 10I will refer to the latter arrangements as "the
three Ps": Patronage, Procurement, and Property.
The term patronage stands for the system of awarding publicly financed
prizes, research grants based on the submission of competitive proposals, and
other subsidies to private individuals and organizations engaging in scientific
discovery and invention, in exchange for full public disclosure of their findings.
Patronage characterizes the pursuit of open scientificinquiry and is the dominant institutional and social mode of organization associated with the conduct
of academic science in the democratic societies of the West.1 Procurement is
associated with governmental contracting for intellectualwork generally and for
scientific research performance in particular. Whether or not the information
produced will be disclosed for public use is an important policy issue, but a
secondary one, the determination of which is left in the hands of the procuring
agency. Thus, defense-related R&D typically is carried on by government
employees and private contractors under secrecy restrictions in secure facilities,
whereas much public-contract R&D and the scientific work of governmentally
operated laboratories and agricultural experiment stations is undertaken with
the intention of disseminating the findings rapidly and widely.
The third institutional solution is for society to grant private producers of new
knowledge exdusive private property in the use of their creations, thereby forming conditions for the functioning of markets in which the originators will be
able to collect (differential) fees for the use of their work by others. Here we
come to the specific legal contrivances that define and institute intellectual property: patents, copyrights, and, somewhat more problematically, trade secrets.'2
10. This parallelism is treated more fully in Dasguptaand David (1988); the discussion here also
draws on the more detailed presentation made in David {1992a) concerning the drawbacks and tradeoffs
among the alternative arrangements applied in the case of knowledgeproduction.
11. On the connections between patronage and the historical emergence of the institutions of open
science, see David (1991b) and referencestherein.
12. Unlike patenr and copyright statutes, the law of rrade secrets (evenwhen given scatutory structure)
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None among "the three Ps" provides a complete and perfect solution to the
problem that they all address. Some field of useful employment has been found
for each type of institutional arrangement, but no one has emerged as dearly
superior to the others in all contexts.
In most practical applications both the patronage and the procurement solutions will be marred by the problems of informational asymmetries. Theoretically, of course, one can conceive of establish'i., criteria for the award of
prizes and research grants or of drawing up procurement contracts that would
reward researchers commensuratelywith the anticipated social use-valueof their
discoveriesand inventions. Unfortunately, however, the public authorities generally do not know enough ex ante to set efficient contractual terms for such
awards and prizes. In thin markets where the expertise about the likelycosts and
benefits of particular research projects is unevenly distributed, contracting will
entail high transaction costs even to arrive at imperfect agreements. Ever since
Adam Smith,13 economists have delighted in noting that this particular drawback can be avoided simply by granting intellectual property rights and Jetting
the economic rewards be determined ex post through the workings of the market, as is done where patentholders are allowed to sell licenses to use an
invention.
Alas, as economic critiques of the system of statutory protection for private
rights in intellectual property repeatedly point out (for example, Plant 1934;
Machlup 1958; Kaufer 1989), the property solution, unlike patronage and procurement, inherently entails restricting the extent of useful application of the
new knowledge by permitting the imposition of license and royalty charges on
the users. The more secure is the patent monopolist or the copyrightholder in
possession of the right to exclude others from using the information in question
(even though it has been publidy disclosed), the higher are the charges that can
be levied. This reduces the benefits that would have accrued to society at large,
and to consumers in particular, had the information been made available for
competitors to exploit in the form of new products or production processes.
These lost benefits have been referred to in the conventional jargon of economists as the deadweight burden of (patent and copyright) monopolies.
Relying on the property solution brings additional drawbacks, which have
grown more worrisome as greater importance has been attached to the utilization of scientific and technological findings as intermediate (informational)
inputs into other R&D projects. The maintenance of secrecy,of course, raises the
is rootedin commonlaw principles,indudingtheoriesof contractand tort, as wellas propertyconceprs.
Indeed, the general tendency among modern legal scholars is to deemphasize rights to property in

informationthat is held secrer but to argue for the appropriatenessof the indirectprotection that is
providedto those who investin the originationof such knowledgeby enforcingtheirrightsto establish
relationshipsof confidentialfty-forexample,betweenindustrial firmsand their employees,including
workers engaged in research. See Jager (1991, pp. 4-9) and David (1992a, pp. 14-15) for further
discussion.
13. See the citation in Smith (1776I1976, p. 754, n. 69) to the discussion in his Jurisprudence,A.ii:
pp. 31-33.
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costs of the search for new knowledgeborne by the researchersthemselvesand,
ultimately, by the whole of society. The withholding of information, even temporarily, leads to social inefficienciesby making it difficult, if not virtually
impossible, to coordinate the planning of research pursued by different entities
and so avoid delay and duplication by optimally sequencingthe solutions to the
myriad subproblems that make up a research problem of any realistic degreeof
complexity.14 In order to enforce property rigl-, under the laws of trade
secrecy, firms are obliged to take deliberate measures to keep their practices
secret. But even where it is more advantageous eventually to discloseresearch
findingsto obtain the benefits of statutory protection under patent or copyright
law, those modes of appropriation create strong incentivesto hide the processof
one's research from rivals.
This latter source of social inefficiency(in the conduct of the search for new
knowledgeitself) is a direct consequenceof the payoff structures that characterize not only intellectualproperty rights systemsbut also the organization of open
scienceunder patronage arrangements. At the root of the trouble is the tendency
of property and patronage to draw researchers into racing against one another
for priority of invention or discovery. To secure the benefits of a rapidly accumulating stock of knowledge, it is desirable to elicit speedy disclosure of new
findingsso that these may be disseminated, verified by replication, and put to
use by others. Only in this way can the fullest scope be provided for the realization of the cumulative, interactive process through which ideas proliferate and
generate still more ideas. To achieve that goal, full and prompt disclosuremust
be sought under the patronage and the property approaches, and both, therefore, are impelled to base their assignment of rewards in some way on the
establishment of priority. In the case of patronage this is achieved by offering
prizes and by awarding subsidies in the form of research grants to those who
have established reputations for research success.Among academicscientistsin
the West, such reputations are won by being able to daim priority in discoveries
and inventions that expert peer groups deem useful contributions to the collective pursuit of knowledge.' 5 Under the modern patent systemthe role of priority
is equallycentral: it appears in the criteria of originality (havingoriginatedwith
the inventor in question) and novelty (not having been invented independently
byanother)whichmust be satisfiedif a patent is to issue.16
14. Simulationstudiesby Fo]ster(1985)suggestthat dhelossesfrom suboptimalsequencingof the
solutions to the constituentparts of a large research problem may be quantitativelymore important than
the duplication of effort caused by the common pool problem, discussedbelow.
1S. On the importance accorded to matters of priority in scientificcommunities,which has long been
recognizedby sociologistsof science, see Merton (1973); Lamb and Easton (1984) provide an historical
survey of priority races and priority disputes. The functional significanceof priority in the organizationof
scienceis examinedfrom the viewpoint of economicsby Dasgupra and David (1987, 1988), from which
the present compressedtreatment is drawn.
16. Under the U.S. Patent Act (35 U.S.C., Sec. 1-376) a patentable invention must also satisfy the
criterion of nonobviousness (not being obvious beforehand to a person having ordinary skill in the
pertincnt art). Priority of inventionis what is required under the U.S. patent system, but in other (Wesrern
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A common implication of priority-based reward systems is that they give rise
to competition-whether among reputation-seekingscientistsor among patentseekinginventors-that is fueled by the winner-takes-allstructure of the payoffs
for those who participate.'7 The contestants consider only what they individually stand to gain, not the effect of their participation on the expected outcomes
for all the other competitors. The situation therefore resemblesthe inefficient
resource allocation patterns that emerge when there is a common pool problem:
seen from the societalviewpoint, there will be too many contestantsentering the
races for priority in discovery and invention (see Dasgupta and Stiglitz 1980;
Wright 1983). Furthermore, in addition to the crowdingof the fieldwith contestants, private rents tend to be dissipatedin acceleratingthe race for priority. The
private value to the researcher(s)of arriving at a new finding a litde sooner than
the second-placecontestant is likelyto greatlyexceedthe benefit that societyas a
whole will derive from the slight consequent advance in the date of discoveryor
mventon.
Whether or not the inefficienciescaused by excessiveinvestment in competitions for priority are a serious defect of the patronage and property solutions,
the winner-takes-allstructure of the payoffs from "research races" results in the
potentially morewasteful failure to coordinate the research effortsof rival investigators (F6lster 1985). The effort to win races leads researchersof all stripes to
shroud their ongoing efforts under a cloak of secrecy. This is a deviance from
idealisticsocial norms subscribed to by the membersof ostensiblyopen-science
comnmunities.Nevertheless, such behavior is encountered frequently enough to
have gainedwidespread toleration.
PublicPolicyand the Fundingof Basicand Applied R&D
The argument generally offered for public policy interventions to enforce
intellectual property rights is that there is a marker failure. That is, in the
absence of governmental interventions, competitivemarkets would not provide
private parties with sufficient inducements to undertake the socially optimal
amount of investmentin creating public goods in the form of new scientificand
technologicalknowledge.This problem is likelyto be especiallyacute in lines of
research where the outcomes are more uncertain and where the implicationsof
the findingsare contingent on developmentsin other, possibly remote, domains
of knowledge.
Although fundamental, or basic, scienceresearch has these characteristics,it
also has consequencesfor those seeking knowledge with more immediate and
European) national systems the touchstone is priority of registration. Becausenovelty is not a requirement for the protection of property under copyright law, priority does not play quite the same role there,
even though the absence of priority of registrations makes it more difficult to meet the requirementthat
the material registeredfor copyrightmust have originated with the author in question (Bender1986).
17. This pertains to the awardingof patent rights in the case of rivalriesamong inventors. It does not
iMply that the original recipient of a patent automatically captures all, or even the lion's share, of the
private economicgainsderiving from a successfulinvention.
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more predictablc utilitarian implications, rather than being only an intellectual
input into further research. One should think of the funding of fundamental
scientific inquiries as providing maps to guide mission-oriented researchers,
directing explorers on the applied sciencefrontier to the more fruitful areas, and
sparing them the wastage of time and resources in searching barren regions or
trying to cross unbridgeable chasms (David, Mowery, and Steinmueller 1988,
1992). Basic research may, of course, yield unexpected discoveries that have
immediatepractical uses, some of which will be extremelyvaluable, as has been
true in the cases of lasers and of enzyme restriction techniques for recombinant
DNA in the field of biotechnology. These, however, are the rare exceptions.
More typically,the important economic payoffs from basicresearch come in the
form of higher rates of return on expenditures allocated for applied research.
From the societal perspective, basic and applied research should be viewed as
complementary activities. The problem is that by investing in applied R&D,
firms and nations can reap much of the benefit of prior basic research to which
they may have contributed nothing. The existence of this manifestation of the
familiar appropriability problem, and the linkage between applied and basic
R&D, however, do not imply that the best remedy is to institute some new and
strongly protected private rights in intellectual creations that take the form of
fundamental scientificdiscoveries.
It appears that for a societyto arrange for just the right amount of investment
in creating new -knowledgeof the right kinds is rather more difficultthan economists first supposed. The incipient tendencies toward underinvestnent caused
by knowledge spiliovers, free-riding behavior, and the difficultiesthat individuals and firms encounter when seeking to privately appropriate the benefits
certainly can be overcome by institutng protections for intellectual property
rights. But there will be costs of doing so, namely, the costs of creating payoff
structures that channel R&D investmentinto activitieswhere the expected social
marginal rates of return are far below the expected private marginal rates of
return. The consequence is what Dasgupta and Maskin (1987) refer to as the
tendency toward "excess correlation" in research portfolios among firns
engaged in racing one another for patents in areas where the profit potential of
winners appears to be highest. These congested (and contested) territories will
coexist with other, much less populated, fields of inquiry where researchers are
comparatively starved for funding despite the potentially high social rates of
return that incremental efforts could be expected to yield. The current distribution of expenditures on pharmaceutical R&D illustrates this.
Intellectual property rights generate concurrent areas of excessand deficient
investment in R&D, thus falling rather short of allocative efficiency. Unfortunately the situation is not much improved by the possibilities of privately
appropriating the benefits of inventions and discoveriesin production methods
that can be protected as trade secrets. The most reliable mode of private appropriation entails being first to exploit the newly acquired knowledgeby establishing a cost advantage in actual production operations-racing potential competi-
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tors to be farthest down the learning curve for the new activity. 1 ' Thus there is
likely to be a rent-dissipating scramble to come up with R&D results.
Furthermore, the public patronage of open scientific inquiry, carried on in a
decentralized fashion by communities of largely autonomous researchers, also is
not free of the tendency toward excess correlation of research strategies and
racing behaviors among rival investigators and their research teams. 19Even the
purest of pure scientists are human, driven by a mixture of personal ambition
and socially reinforced pattems of behavior and responsive to the various
reward systems that their environment provides. This is evident from the recent
frequency with which academic scientists have participated as major equityholders and executives in start-up ventures organized to exploit their knowledge, as well as from the longer history of consulting relationships between
industrial firms and university-based researchers in the natural sciences, engineering, and medicine.
The tensions from conflicting norms of scientific conduct are likely to be
relieved by artificially exaggerating the differences between the nature of the
activities carried on in the different organizational or institutional milieus. Thus,
it is easier to maintain conformity with the communitarian norms that call for
faul disclosure of findings and cooperation among academic scientists (and government scientists engaged in nonmilitary research) when the phenomena under
investigation are perceived as being "fundamental," in the sense of not presenting immediately realizable opportunities for lucrative commercial application.
In this way the differences in the reward structures of the nonprofit and private
enterprise research conmmunitiesinduce a tendency for their research products to
become more starkly differentiated along the basic-applied axis: the codified
results disclosed in scientific papers aim at greater generality but tend to omit
discussions of the specific, utilitarian applications of the finding under discussion. Such "practical" knowledge as may have been uncovered in the research
process remains tacit when research findings are reported in scientific journals
and at public conferences, even though the act of publication itself announces
the possibility that arrangements could be made for the private transfer of
commercially relevant information from the scientists involved.
Industrial enterprises may support open science by funding basic science
research because they recognize the potential advantages of gaining access to the
stores of codified and tacit knowledge that are made available to scientists
through their membership in invisible colleges and specialized networks for
18. This is so because trade secrecylaw does not conveyan cxclusiveright; ir provides no protection
against competitorswho acquire the same knowledgeby sociallyconscionablemeans-which indude not
only independentresearch activitiesbut also deliberatereverseengineeringof ones product or decompiling the (machine language) object code of ones compurer program to leam the source code (Bender
1986). Technologicaladvances insuch methodsmake it increasinglydifficultto preserveindustrialsecrets
for very long, so that an innovating firmcan expectto protect only temporarylead-timeunder the law of
trade secrecy.
19. See Dasgupta and David (1990) for fuller treatment of resource allocation problems in publicly
supported science.
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information exchange. Mowery (1983) and Cohen and Levinthal (1989) have
called attention to firms' monitoring of external technological change through
their conduct of in-house R&D, which is often overlooked in the emphasis usually placed on the internal generation of innovationsthrough the performanceof
R&D. Rosenberg (1990) suggests that both the monitoring function and the
development of capabilities for absorbing scientificknowledge may be important motivts for company-financed"basic" research.
Scientificallysophisticated business corporations may in this way be better
able to keep abreast of the advance of scientificknowledge in certain fieldsand
to develop capabilities for rapidly integrating and utilizing new information
about research methods and findingsthat are of commercialrelevance in their
branch of industry or in new branchesthat they may be enabled to enter.2 0 Yetit
is difficultfor any individualfirm to fund fundamental scientificresearch that is
not profit oriented on a scale that is large in relation to its proprietary R&D
activities.
One rather obvious reason for this lies in the uncertainties surrounding such
long-term, option-like investmnentsand in the necessityfor such outlays to be
financed internally from the firm's retained earnings. This is simply another
aspect of the appropriability problem. Another limitation is the difficulty a
profit-oriented organization will encounter in establishing a credible commitment to commerciallydisinterestedpatronage of scientificresearch. To gain full
access to the dub and its facilitiesfor information exchange, the companymust
be accepted as beingcommitted to having the scientistsin its employ behaveas if
they were independent members of the open-sciencecommunity. Doubts about
this will intensify,quite reasonably (since the first-mentionedproblem is widely
recognized), with every increase in the scale on which the firm pursues such a
program. Justifiably or not, scientistsengaged in basic research under the auspices of private corporations often find themselvesisolated by suspicions that
the company which employs them may be trying to "free-ride" and is limiting
their disdosure of proprietary information. Thus, profit-seelcingmotives for
conducting basic research cannot be expected to reduce significantlythe needs of
modern industrial societies to support open-science research communities
through various public patronage mechanisms.
Il. DYNAMIC
FEEDBACKS
BETWEEN
INNOVATION
ANDDIFFUSION

The dynamicsof technology adoption (diffusion)processes are dosely intertwined with the dynamics of technology development resulting from endogenous, incremental innovation-rather than belongingin the separate com20. Whereas these argumenrs concern the demands of firms for the products or byproducts of basic
research activities, Dasgupta and David (1987)suggestthe exisrenceof a different set of considerations
that motivate individualresearcherswOparticipate in open science(doing basic research for rapid publication), even though it is their aim, eventually, to find employment in industry (engaged in applied,
proprietary research).
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partments assigned to them by SLIM (David 1986; Stoneman and David 1987).
This point is distinct from and, in the significanceof its implications, goes well
beyond the more widely acknowledgedlinkage between innovation and diffusion that was examined in the preceding section. There it was noted that
although R.&D performance and the generation of innovations might be stimulated by instituting strong protection for intellectual property, such a policy
would adverselyaffect diffusion by raising the costs of access to the protected
new technologies. Here it is important to emphasize that a variety of feedback
effectslink the processesof innovation and diffusion. Someof these connections
generate negative feedback effectswhich tend to stabilize the rate of technological progress and therefore may cause policy interventionsto have surprisingly
perverse consequences. The dominance of positive feedback effects, however,
would have the destabilizingconsequence of producing "cross-catalytic"reinforcement of the dynamic behavior of the coupled innovation-diffusion subsystem. Thus, an impulse promoting a new technology'sadoption leads to the
quickening of the rate at which it undergoes further technical improvements;
that, in turn, promotes further widening of the sphere of the technology'sdiffusion, and so forth, until it has displaced rivals and saturated the market. But the
same structure that is capable of generating virtuous cirdes and upward spirals
can also lead to the establishment of vicious circles: early failure of an innovation to penetrate the market can deprive it of opportunities to undergo subsequent improvementsthat would remedy its initial defects, thereby blocking its
eventual diffusion.21
The New Microeconomicsof TechnologyDiffzusion
The view just sketched of the variety of outcomes that may emerge from the
interdependence between the innovation and diffusion processes rests on the
new perspective that has been gained by empirical and theoretical research on
the microeconomics of technology adoption. The classic early studies of the
diffusion of agricultural and industrial innovations were carried out by Griliches
(1957, 1960) and Mansfield (1968; Mansfield and others 1971). They conceptualized the process as one involving a new technologywith engineering and
economic characteristicsthat were prespecifiedand unchangingand an equally
unchangingpopulation of potential users who had to be persuaded of the profitability, or utility, of using the innovation. The objective economic environment was one in which the only consequential change taking place was the
gradual disseminationof information about the benefitsof the new technology.
This might occur as a "contagion"-through the contact between adopters and
21. Dynamicsof this kind are exhibited in David and Olsen's (1986, 1991) formal modelsof rational
decisions abouc when tO adopt innovations, given learning by doing in the supply of a capital good
emnbodyingthe new technologyand under conditions in which there are heterogeneitiesamong firms that
are al fullyinformed and haveconsistentexpectationswhich the dynamicsof the systemfulfills.
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nonadopters in the population.2 2 Thus regarded, the gradual increase in the
extent of an innovation's applicationacross the firms and sectorsof the economy
has the appearance of an adjustment process, which eventuallyapproaches the
restoration of equilibrium.
An alternative conception, however, has emerged from consideration of the
historical and contemporary evidencethat many new technologiesare initially
introduced in forms, and under market conditions, that make them profitable in
immediateapplications for only some finns, and perhaps only in the operations
of some industrialplants or departments within those finns. Subsequently,however, as the technology and its microeconomicenvironmentevolve,the range of
profitable applications is broadened (David 1969, 1975, 1984; Rosenberg
1972;Gold 1979, 1981; Sahal 1981).
The class of so-calledequilibriurmdiffusionmodels constructedon these foundations emphasizestwo points. The first is that even if information relevant for
rational decisionmaking about the innovation were instantaneously disseminated without cost, there would remain many reasons why states of equilibrium
would exist involvingless than completediffusionof the new technologywithin
the industry. Heterogeneities among the potential adopters with regard to their
objective circumstancesthat affect the choice of technique could lead some of
them to prefer alternativesto the innovation in question.
Firms consideringa new production technologyembodied in fixed equipment
may face differentraw material costs, energyprices, and transport charges; they
may differ in the makeup of technicallyrelated product arrays produced using
joint facilities; they may operate in different labor markets and have different
implicit or explicit contractual commitmnentsto their employees;and they may
encounter different terns for borrowing. Furthermore, such firms are likely
already to possess some durable capital equipment of varyingages and vintages,
which they would have to retire were they to adopt the new technology. Plant
and equipment that is younger tends to have lower unit operating costs and is
consequently more likely to continue generating some quasi-rents.Another differentiating circumstance arises where the innovation entails use of a technique
of production that is fixed-factor-intensivein comparison with the preexisting
alternatives: larger-scaleproducers will be in a better position to enjoy a reduction in unit costs because they can spread the greater fixed costs of the new
technologyover bigger production runs.23
22. It is wellknownthat if suchcontactscameabout-one at eachinstantin time-through random
mixing,andeachhad the sameprobabilityof generatinga new(permanent)adoption,the expeaedtime
path of the proportionof a stationarypopulationthat alreadyhad adoptedtheinnovationwouldfollow
the logistic.
23. David(1969)formalizedthreshold-size
modelsof adoptionand showedhowthe combinationof a
lognormaldistributionof firm sizesand an exponentialrate of declinein the break-even(or threshold)
scalefor adoptionof a fixedcapital-intensive
techniquewould generateadoptionpathswith structural
parametersthat could be estimated econometrically

by regression-probit analysis. Davies (1979) also

proposedthe estimationof probitmodelsof diffiusion,
withouttharrationale.
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Second, the extended duration of the upward course of the diffusion curve
could be tracing a moving equilibriumin the distribution of the population of
fully informed, rational agents-between those for whom adoption is advantageous and those for whom it is not. This follows directly from the first set of
propositions, and it implies that a complete account must identify the forces
driving the equilibrium point (corresponding to the point of indifference
between adoption and nonadoption) through the population. An important set
of forces that play this role consists of those that operate on the supply side to
progressivelylower the cost-performanceratio associated with the use of the
new technology (David 1969; Stoneman and Ireland 1983; David and Olsen
1986).
The terms on which users can acquireeffectiveaccessto new technologieswill
reflect one or more of three classesof cost. The first class contains the costs of
securing and evaluating information about the technologies. The second is the
class of costs of obtaining the specializedmaterials or equipment in which new
technologies having particular performance characteristics are physically
embodied by supplying firms. The third dass includes the costs of specialized
facilities, ancillaryproducts, and servicesthat are technicallycomplementaryto
the innovation and thus will affect its performance. All three classes of
technology-accesscosts share a common feature that is crucially important to
the dynamics of diffusion processes: each is likely to undergo a decline in
response to the widening use of the technologyin question.
An exampleis coordinated technologytransfer involvingcontractual arrangements betweenfirms, or managed transfersbetween units of a large organization
such as the multinational corporations studied by Teece (1976). This appears to
be a decreasing-costactivity in the sense that its costs decline with each application of a given innovation or with each start-up undertaken by the transferring
organization. In addition, uncoordinated transfers of technicalinformation can
and do occur through the acceptedmobility of scientificand engineeringpersonnel within, and sometimesbetween, industries.The larger the cadre of scientific
and engineeringworkers who have become familiar with a new technology,the
greater is the potential for the outward percolation of information through those
channels.
With regard to the second categoryof access costs, it is essentialto appreciate
that technologiesdo not remain static. Typicallythey undergo a gradual evolutionary development along a trajectory that is bound closely to the course of
their diffusion. Initial versions of new products or production systems often
suffer from numerous flaws in designor manufacture. They are plagued by bugs
or defects,the identification and correctionof which in many instancesdepend
on the accumulationof feedback information from the users. Rosenberg (1982)
has labeled this process learning by using, by analogy with the widely documented phenomenon of learning by doing. Along both kinds of learning curves,
the accumulation of experience that diffusion itself makes possible is what will
govern and sustain a flow of incrementalimprovementsthat the supplyingfirms
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may pass along as reductions in the cost-performanceratio that faces potential
adopters.
Finally, as has recently become more widely appreciated among economists,
network technologies-distributed, multicomponent systemswithin which there
are strong technical complementarities-dramatically exhibit many of the same
dynamic features in their development and elaboration as have here been recognized in freestandingproduct and process innovations. As a telephone network's
coverage is extended by linking up additional subscribers,the cost of providing
basic servicesto each subscriber will decline. The advantages of being able to
access and be accessedby a widening circleof subscriberswill raise the utility of
joining the system for successiveentrants. The specialeconomic problem posed
by such systems, however, is that integration requiressome measure of technical
compatibility or standardization and thus imparts to those standard "interfaces"
.the characteristics of public goods. The benefits derived (or the effectivecosts
incurred) by any one prospective system user may be dependent on the willingness of others to incur the costs of achieving compatibility with the same
network.
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The existence of these sources of positive feedback brought about by the
irreversible, dynamic, decreasing cost effects of the diffusion of a new technology implies that small initial advantages or disadvantages(and seeminglytransient impulses, including policy shocks experiencedat an early stage of a new
technology's history) can cumulate readily into large advantages or disadvantages in comparison with alternative technologies. A particular product design,
process technology, or organizational system thus can become "locked in,"
while rival technologiesore "locked out" through the workings of decentralized
competitivemarket processes.2 5
From the policy standpoint the implications of this are significant indeed.2-6
The dominance of positive feedbacks means that multiple outcomes are possible, some of which would be better than others from the standpoint of their ex
post efficiency.It means that historical circumstancesmay matter vitally in the
evolutionary selections made among alternative technologies. Furthermore, it
means that there will be critical phases, typically rather brief in duration, during
which modest policy interventions can exert disproportionately great leverage
over the course of future developments. And there will be other, more protracted, phases when policymakersmust recognize that very large commitnents
of resources would be required to successfullyovercomeor redirect the momentum that has been developed by the cumulative process of diffusion and incremental improvement along a particular technologicaltrajectory.
24. For a surveyof the recentand rapidlyexpandingliteratureon networkexternalitiesand compatibilitystandardization,seeDavidandGreenstein(1990).
25. On thissubjectandthe broaderthemeof path-dependence
in economicprocesses,manyreferences
could begivento worksof mineand of myStanfordcolleagueW.BrianArthurand our students,but the
followingwillsufficeforthe presentoccasion:Arthur(1989, 1990)and David(1985,1988,1992b).
26. Someof rhesehave beenexplored more fully in David (1987, 1992c).
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Feedback Effects and Some Technology Policy Paradoxes

Although a conceptual separation between diffusionphenomena and innovation phenomena may be useful for purposes of economic analysis, eventually
their study must be reintegrated. The importance for intelligenteconomic and
technologypolicymakingof taking a more integrated approach to the design of
innovation and diffusion policiescannot be overstated. This point may be illustrated briefly by consideringa few potential surprises or paradoxically perverse
outcomes that might be produced by proceeding to set policies in ignorance of
the actual interconnectionsthat link the two areas of microeconomicbehavior.
First, efforts to speed up the rate of innovation in industries supplyingcapital
goods can create expectations of larger capital losses through obsolescencefor
firms that are considering adopting the new technology(Rosenberg 1976; Ireland and Stoneman 1986). If such expectations are entirely correct, a rational
determination of the date of adoption, under conditions of perfect foresight
about the future course of input and output prices, would involve deferring
investment in the new equipment as long as the marginal cost of delay-which
would be the loss of the instantaneous benefits (say, from savingsin production
costs)-is smaller than the marginalgain from delay. For an innovation embodied in a piece of durable capital, the gains from deferringpurchase for another
period are the sum of the averted rental costs and the averted capital losses
(which would otherwise be incurred becauseof the fallingreproduction costs of
a piece of capital equipmentwith identicalperformancecharacteristics).Hence,
a credible public policy commitmentto acceleratethe future rate of innovation
in a specific area could retard the current pace of the diffusion of available
technologiesand thereby slow the rate of productivity growth.2 7
Second, tax and other subsidiesfor R&D can reduce the costs of imitation and
lead to expectedwider diffusionof a new technologythrough an industry. But if
it is expected that everyone else will adopt the technologyquicldy, the inducements to bear the costs of adopting it early are reduced. So, R&D subsidiesmay
slow the initial sDeedof diffusioneven though they do help disseminateinformation about the new technologymorewidely and thus increasethe eventualextent
of its adoption (Stoneman 1983; Stoneman and David 1987).
Third, providing public funds for disseminatinginformation to users of innovative technologieswhen supply is monopolized under a regime of patents or
trade secretscan inducethe supplyingfirms to set initially higherprices for their
wares than they might otherwise choose to do. In the absenceof the subsidized
information program, a monopolist would consider the demonstration value of
exposing more potential adopters to information about the new product by
increasingthe cadre of those who were using it already. Becausethe information
effect of initial adoptions positively shifts the market demand and marginal
27. For a marSematicalsimulation model in which dhe growth rates of labor productivity and total
factor productivity growth are derived as functions of the rate of change along the diffusion path, see
David (1991a, appendix A).
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revenue schedules that the monopolist will be facing in the next period, there is a
rationale for reducing the price to encourage more early adoptions-as long as
the discount rate applied to future revenues is not too high.2 8 Thus the combination of a policy measure meant to promote innovation with another measure
that is supposed to encourage diffusion may work, perversely, to slow the actual
course of adoption of a technologyby the marker.
The three feedback mechanisms that have just been identified involve the
expectations that may be created by pro-innovation policies. The possibility of
perverse impacts on the realized rate of technological progress arises because the
expectational effects on pricing and adoption decisions are negative. However,
these conclusions remain partial inasmuch as the analysis has abstracted from
the possibility that positive feedbacks also might be at work. The important
message is the need for caution and for careful prior empirical analysis of the
entire decision system that may be affected by government policies motivated by
the intention to promote technological progress in particutlar industries or
sectors.
XII.TECHNOLOGY,
TRADE,AND GROWTHIN NORTH-SOUTHPERSPECTIVE

More than fifteen years ago, Harry Johnson (1975) called attention to the
importance of technological innovation as the chronic disturber of existing patterns of comparative advantage. Although it has taken some time, the economics
profession can now claim to have at last absorbed the point. One obvious
manifestation of this is the large and rapidly growing literature associated with
the industrial organization approach to international trade theory, and with
technology-gapmodels of trade in particular. 29
This recent trend in economic analysis focuses on the relationship among
technology, trade, and long-run growth rather than on the classical questions
concerning the size and distribution of short-term (static efficiency) gains that
could be achieved by moving to an open-economy resource allocation regime.
International differences in production techniques, and in technologically based
product characteristics, now occupy the center of the field in explanations of the
structure of comparative advantage and the pattern of trade; differences in
factor endowments (along with the Heckscher-Ohlin models in which they figured so prominently) have been pushed to the sidelines.
A related, distinctive feature of the new analytical outlook is the treatment of
the sources of differencesin the techniques employed by different countries and
regions as endogenous to the dynamic process under examination, rather than as
predetermined and place-specific. Economies of scale and externalities of locational agglomeration are realized through the expansion of production and the
28. See Swonemanand David (1987). The "second-best" policy of creating a monopolist who can

expectto capture the spilloverbenefits(in the form of learningeffectson the costs of production)by
speedingupthe initialdiffusionprocesshas beenanalyzedin anothercontextby Davidand Olsen(1991).
29. Thisliteratureis carefullysurveyedby Goglio(1991).
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geographic redistribution of mobile resources, especially in the case of "footloose industries." Technological progress, as distinguishedfrom the realization
of static scale economies, is depicted as resting on the accumulation of knowledge obtained by investments in R&D and by the acquisition of production
experience. Dynamic, irreversiblescale economies, characterized as learning,"
can be localizedgeographically,as well as production in technologyspace.
In the genre of technology-gapmodels of trade, the differential pace of technological progress is depicted as the force creating international divergencesin
comparative advantage and asymmetriesin national patterns of foreign trade. It
is supposed that additions to the stock of knowledgegenerated in one country
will have positive externalities for firms located in that country but will not
diffuse rapidly across national borders even though international spilloversand
imitation by producers in other countrieseventuallymay occur. Generalequilibrium models of North-South technologicaldevelopmentand trade, such as those
constructed recently by Grossman and Helpman (1989, 1990), suggestthat the
ransfer (imitation) of technological innovations generated in the North and
thxeirapplicationto the production of tradables in the initiallylower-wageSouth
mlust work to increase the specialization of the two regions. The volume of
conmodity production employment in the North is forced to contract by the
entrance of Southern imitators, and (given the assumptions of full employment
and labor malleability)the displacedworkers are absorbed in the R&D activities
of the North, thereby increasingthe global rate of technologicalprogress.
What should we take from this when consideringthe role of technologyand
the scope for technology policy measures in developingcountries? Is it reasonable to identify those countries with the stylized,technologicallylaggard South
of the "technology-gap"models?How informativeis the foregoingcharacterization of the processesof technologicalinnovation and diffiusionttransfer) and of
the conditions affecting them? These challengingquestions certainly are worth
consideringat some length. But on this occasion I can best respond to them by
brieflyintroducingtwo notes of skeptical caution. The first is a comment on the
overly simplifiedconceptualizationof the nature of technologicalknowledgein
these models and the implications that has for the treatment of imitation and
technologytransfers. The second touches briefly on the potentially misleading
conclusions that might be drawn from this literature in regard to areas of conflict and harmony between the interests of the industrial and the developing
countries in strengtheningthe protection of intellectualproperty rights.
Tacit Knowledge and the Problems of "Learning to Borrow"

The basic conceptualization of technologicalknowledge in the technologygap literature is that it is codified information that, because it is unambiguous
and cheaply transmitted, is difficult to keep from leaking out for more than a
brief interval of time. Competitors, it is supposed, soon will learn enough of a
new technique to borrow it. A related view is that the essential technological
knowledge is embodied in the very design of the product and, with some effort
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and expense, can be retrieved by reverse engineering. These characterizations
are tolerably accurate for some purposes, particularlywhen they are applied to
the situation of innovating firms in the industrial countries. But because they
convey only a part of the truth, the picture that emergestends to understate the
very considerable problems that may attend the transfer of complex modem
technologiesto developingcountries.
As pointed out in section I, in addition to codified technologicalinformation
there is uncodified, tacit knowledgewhich is complementaryto it. Without the
latter, production processeswill not deliver output of the expected quality at the
anticipated rate. Someof this tacit knowledgeconsistsof the details and material
specifications that have been omitted from the blueprints-intentionally, or
simply because they are standard in the country where the design originated.
Other necessaryknowledge may reside in the technicalexpertise of production
engineersor of the work force.
The more complex the process or the product design, the greater the dimensionality of the tacit knowledge problem. For example, as Steinmueller(1989)
has pointed out, the knowledge involved in effective production of advanced
information technology products entails far more than the transfer of a set of
blueprints. Differences in the availability of individual components, subtle
effectsbrought about by seeminglyminor adaptations in designto accommodate
local least-cost methods of manufacture, and the necessityof achieving interoperability with other information technology systemsthat are not standard, all
may frustrate attempts to implementa patented process or product design. This
is especially so if that attempt is made in a foreign industrial setting, without
access to the tacit knowledgeof agents who have experiencegetting the technology to work in its original setting.
The greater the technologicaldistance between firms in terms of the degreeof
overlap or disjointnessin the domains of their production experiences, the more
serious is the problem posed by tacit knowledge. Tacitnessitself implies that the
agents wiil not have a conscious, focused perception of what it is that they know
that is critical for successfuloperations. The smaller the set of analogous experiences,the more difficult it is likelyto be for one firm to elicitfrom the other the
list of subjectson which additional information is required. Of course, common
training of skilled personnel and easy mobility of such personnel among firms
will help greatly in overcoming these problems and hence will increase the
likelihood of successfulimplementationof codified technologiesthat have been
transferred through licensing of patents, reverse engineering,or imitative R&D
programs.
It therefore seemsunwarranted to assume that technologywill leak automatically to developing countries in much the same way (albeit with a litle longer
lag) that it becomes diffused among competing firms in the technologically
advanced region of its origin. A corollary of this, however,is that the successful
transplanting of advanced technologies may have important externalities in
building up stocks of tacit knowledgein the receivingcountry, which will make
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it cheaper and less risky to transfer other analogous, or technically related,
innovations. The development of technological competenciesin a particular
field, especiallyone such as information technology, can have pervasiveapplications across a range of industries and sectors. Development of information
technologyalso will make ' more feasiblefor potential borrowersto identifythe
most competent innovating firms from which they might seek to acquire access
to the newest relevant techniques. The acquisition of competenciesof these
kinds might well be termed learningto borrow.
These self-reinforcing,positivefeedback mechanismsimply that there may be
marked divergencesin the rate of imitation, or technology-absorbingcapacity,
across industries and even across broad sectors of developingeconomies.Those,
however, have remained largely unrecognizedin the technology-gapliterature,
which has focused instead on positive feedback mechanisms that operate to
generate divergencesin rates of innovation in the industrial countries. It would
be useful to explore the properties of open-economy models that incorporate
positive feedbacks affecting the rate of technology borrowing or imitation.
Combining those feedbacks with positive feedbacks in the rate of innovation
undoubtedly would uncover much richer dynamics, as well as policy implicadons rather different from those that have emergedto date.
IntellectualProperty Protection,Innovation, and Diffusion:A Reprise
Many of the recent technology-gap models of intemational trade serve to
reinforce the view that under conditions of free trade the economic interests of
the developingcountries are identified with conditions in which it is easy and
inexpensive to borrow or copy new technologies (Grossman and Helpman
1990). In these models the interests of the North are seen as bound up almost
exclusivelywith the generation of innovations. In other words, the industrial
countries are pictured as operating in the first four compartments of the traditional linear model-they do fundamental and applied science, invention, and
innovation, whereas the developingnations are occupied with imitation and
technologydiffusion.
This stylization, unfortunately, plays into traditional economicanalysisof the
tradeoffs involvedin opting for the property solution of the appropriability problem. It reinforcesthe long-standingnotion that there is an unavoidableconflictof
interest between the technology-borrowing developing countries and the
technology-generatingindustrial countriesover issues of protection for intellectual property. In the 1960s and early 1970s the United Nations Conferenceon
Trade and Development (UNCTAD)articulated the charges of many developing
countries that the international intellectualproperty systemwas biased against
them. They daimed that it gave monopolyrightsto foreign holdersof patents and
copyrights at the expense of consumers in developing countries (Mody 1990;
UNCTAD 1991, pp. 19-23). The explicit justification offered for not subscribing
to internationalpatent and copyrightconventionswas essentiallya distributional,
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or equity, argument: poor countriesought not be asked to pay for knowledgethat
would Liltimatelybe part of the universalheritageof manlcind.
An alternativerationale could have been givenGqrregimesof weak intellectual
property protection in the developingcountries'markets, since in most cases the
parentholdersand copyriglitholdersof the North had not conceivedor developed
their creationisfor the marketsof theselow-incomecountries.Althouglhit might be
debated as a matter of equity that being beneficiaries,the developingcountries
shouldpay, or that beingpoor, they shouldnot be asked to pay, the important point
remainedthat eventIolLgh theywerenot expectedto pay, it would not muchmatter
froin an efficiencystandpoint.The world'ssupplyof such innovationswould not be
muck diminished,if at all, by thesecountries'adoption of a free-ridingpolicy.Of
course, this obviouspoint is obscuredwhen one puts on the convenlientblindersof
that peculiarapplication of SLIMin which(Northern) firms undertakingR&D are
imagined to be completelyspecializedin research activitiesand so not to have in
mind any markets for their innovationsin the industrialcountries.
In the event, Argentina, Brazil,and India, among other countries, passedlaws
restricting the scope of intellecrualproperty protection, while the international
system of protection was somewhat strengthened (during the 1970s) by the
expahisionof the number of signatoriesto the Paris Conventionfor patents and
the Berne Conventions for copyright protection. The 1980s witnessed a new
departure as the United States, supported by other industrial countries, began
pressingfor a much greater strengtheningof the machineryfor enforcingcompliance on the part of the signatoriesto these conventions and using the threat of
trade retaliation to induce the holdoutsto join. Increasingly,trade sanctionshave
been invoked by the United States in pursuit of a strengthened international regime of protection for intellectualpropertyrights.
This has once again emergedas an arena of great contention into whichI do not
have to enter further on this occasion than will be needed to make the following
simpleobservation: there is another faceto-theNorth-South conflictoverintellectual property protection, and it is one that is too often overlooked. The complementary role of tacit knowledge creates difficulties in successfullytransferring
codified technological information from industrial to developing countries.
Therefore, involvingfirms from industrial countries through cooperativeventures, technologysupport, and trainingcontractswill be in the interestsof firms in
developingcountries. (And one should also consider that there will be positive
externalitiesin the form of learningto borrow, as has already been noted.)
Information asymmetriesand monitoringdifficultiesmake it virtuallyimpossible to write efficient contracts specifyingthe transfer of tacit knowledge. It is
neverthelesspossible to design contracts for the successful implementation of
technologiesby bundling the provisionof assistance(conveyingtacit knowledge)
together with the licensingof the use of codifiedinformation such as patents and
copyrights(Arora 1991). But if protection for such property rights is weak in the
borrowing country, and if transferees cannot be bound effectivelyto preserve
trade secrets,the originating firm is unlikelyto enter such contracts.
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The implication is that, where the tacit knowledge components are vital and
remain unavailable domestically, the would-be borrowers of technology have an
interest in a regime of stronger protection for intellectual property. Such protection could take the form of statutory measures or judicial enforcement of trade
secrecy rights.3 0 This conclusion is distinct from, although not at odds with, the
argument (recendy advanced by Chin and Grossman 1990) that because the
prospect of licensing patents to the South would stimulate a faster rate of innovation in the North, both regions stand to gain from an international regime
providing strong protection of intellectual property. Because it focuses on the
successful transfer of codified and tacit information regarding innovations that
already have been made in the North, the foregoing analysis shows that the
South would gain even when there was no incremental innovation-inducement
effect of extending intellectual property protection into the South's markets.
To complete the suggested reversal of conventional thinking on this matter, it
may also be pointed out that strong protection for intellectual property, especially the upholding of broad patent claims and Judicial use of injunctions and
criminal prosecutions in trade secrecy cases, can stifle innovation. The protection of one firm's property places constraints on the ability of other firms to
profitably extend, improve, and integrate that piece of technology into larger,
more productive systems. Technological progress is a cumulative and synergistic
process carried on by a multiplicity of actors with heterogeneous competencies.
As the experience of the West with the institutions of open science has amply
shown, rapid disclosure of, and inexpensive access to, the latest research findings is a recipe for rapidly expanding the stock of knowledge. What is needed is
to subsidize or otherwise provide incentives for those engaging in the risky
business of research.
The familiar view is that instituting strong enforcement for patents, copyrights, and trade secrets involves accepting the tradeoff of static efficiency losses
(because of monopoly restrictions on technology utilization) for faster productivity growth through technological innovation. We would do better to couple
the familiar view with the obverse proposition. Tolerating weaker and narrower
protection of intellectual property rights involves accepting the tradeoff of
slower and less widespread diffusion of technological innovation to the developing countries in exchange for a more rapid pace of knowledge accumulation that
may eventually become available to all. This would be true at least in the sectors
of the industrial economies where R&D project costs are modest enough to
permit recovery by firms that have only a brief period of technical advantage
over their direct competitors.
30. Of course, one cannot suppose these arguments apply with the same force in sicuadionsin which a
significantdomesticcapabilityfor borrowing has been created already,or in branches of industrywhere,
as seems to be the case for many pharmaceuticals, is is a relativelystraightforward businessto manufacture products with composition and propertieschat can be fullydiscoveredoutsidethecontexts in which
they were designedand developed.
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Such reorientations in policy perspectives may be counted among the benefits
ascribed to escaping from the mental straitjacket of the SLIM approach to the
dynamics of technological change.
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Ashok Desai

Because knowledge is inherently differentiated and nonquantifiable, the economics of scienceand technologyofferslimited scope for rigorous modelingand
quantification. It has long provided a home for untidy minds. There was a
danger that some basic order would be imposed on this area of indisciplineby a
sequentialmodel that looked on basic research, applied research, innovation,
and diffusionas successivestages. Paul David has tried to demolish this emerging order and restore chaos. 1, for one-having thrived on the disorderlinessof
technologystudies-wholly applaud his enterprise.
The paper is wide ranging, and to savetime I am going to concentrateon three
areas that I think are central to David's analysis. These are the relationship
between basic research and applied research, the relationship between innovation and technologydifusion, and the effect of policies and legal arrangements
on diffusion,induding technologytransfersto developingcountries.
1.BASicANDAPPLIEDRESEARCH
David deniesthat basic research comesbefore applied research, or indeedthat
science is necessary to the developmentof technology. Rather, he points out,
advances in science depend to a considerable extent on technology. Here he
stresses advancesin instrumentation, which increase the accuracy and productivity of scientificresearch and hence the efficiencyof research and development.
To my mind, however, the basic point is not that applied research influences
basic research but that the distinction between basic and applied research is an
economic, not a scientific, one. Scientistswould have us believe otherwise
because basic and applied scientists are different tribes with different goals,
ideals, rituals, and customs. But whateverthe scientistsmay say, basic research
is not necessarilymore basic or deeperor better or prior. It is simply research
that- is not directed toward commercial gain, whereas applied research must
have tangible expectations of commercialgain. What is basic research today
may become applied research tomorrow. Conversely,what is applied research
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today may see its prospects for profits dwindle until only basic researchers are
left pursuing it.
Both basic and applied research are subject to externalities, and both justify
subsidies. But obviously, subsidieswill have a much greater effect on the scale of
basic research; applied research can survive without subsidies as long as corporations find it profitable.
Thus the question worth asking is not whether basic research should be
subsidized but what the aim of subsidies should be and how they should be
structured. There may be political and sentimental reasons for subsidizing basic
research. But from an economic point of view, basic research is best looked on
as a meadow in which the cows of applied research may feed. Thus the best
candidates for subsidization would be the servicesprovided by basic scientific
institutions to the technology generators-for instance, the work of scientists or
technically trained specialists, lumpy equipment that individual corporations
may not be able to utilize fully, and libraries. Among the indicators of performance for basic research, communications criteria-or indicators of codification, in Paul David's terminology-must take precedence.The American custom
of rewarding academics on the basis of their written output is imperfect, but it
does reward them for the volume of their communication.
I. INNOVATION
ANDDIFFUSION
On the relationship between innovation and diffusion, David begins with the
proposition that owing to difficulties of appropriation, there will be underinvestment in the production of knowledge if competition is unrestrictet. He
considers three administrative arrangements-patronage, procurement, and
property. Patronage involves subsidies to research on the condition that the
results will be fully disclosed. Procurement means contracting for certain results
of scientific activity with or without insisting on public disdosure. Property is
giving inventors exdusive rights of use and transfer over their inventions.
David notes that both patronage and procurement lead to races to establish
priority. Actually, this is true of property as well and is indeed characteristic of
the innovation process whatever the institutional arrangement. The first-comers
earn higher rents irrespective of whether the law protects their property or not.
Whatever their final effects, the intentions behind the patronage, procurement,
and property systems are different.
* The patronage system seeks to reward research that would not be commercially justified and hence to increase the output of knowledge.
* The procurement system seeks to turn technology known to be possible but
uneconomic into products and thereby to expand the realm of the tried and
tested.
* The property system seeks to create a market for technology that is distinct
from the market for products made with the technology and thereby to
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reward the inventor who does not have the resourcesor inclinationto go into
production.
The interrelationshipsbetweeninnovation and diffusionare complex. David
brings out their complexity and warns against an assumption that faster or
easier diffusionis better for innovation. An innovator willnot normally transfer
his innovation unless he finds transfer more profitable than nontransfer. Hence
any legal modification must be based either on a legal conceptof ownership that
has little to do with economics-and I would suggestthat the general position of
industrial countries on intellectualproperty rights is such a legal definition-or
on an assumed divergencebetween the private and the social utility of knowledge, which is a rather woolly difference. I expect many papers but no firm
conclusionsin this area.
III. TECHNOLOGYTRANSFERS
In his discussionof transfersof knowledgebetween the North and the South,
David makes the important point that much of the knowledgethat is formally
transferred to developingcountries is codified knowledgeand that it would be
more efficientlyused if it were accompaniedby tacit knowledge,which is more
often transferred by teaching, example, and imitation. I think he is absolutely
right. But what is even more important than the transfer of tacit knowledge is
the stock of tacit knowledgein developingcountries. I note that technologically
dynamic economies are characterizedby dose links between industry and the
repositories of tacit knowledge-universities, laboratories, research institutes,
and so on. I also note that the most successfuldevelopingeconomies,such as the
Republic of Korea and Taiwan (China), have one or two cities where institudionsof learning and industries are closelyintertwined. This synergyof science
and technologywithin developingeconomies may be more important for their
industrial performancethan the links they forge with industrial countries.
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I would like to comment on Paul David's paper from the perspective of its
relevance to a structuralist framework of economic growth-a framework that
is increasingly important to developing as well as industrial countries (see Just-

man and Teubal 1990, 1991). This policy focuses on structural change (interpreted broadly to indude new industries, new generic technologies, and a
restructuring of important sectors and regions) as a condition for growth.
Sociallydesirablestructural changemay be difficult to achievebecause market
forcesby themselvesmay not be adequateto provide the requisiteinfrastructure
and capabilities (see Halperin and Teubal 1991; Justman and Teubal 1992).
Governments must assist the process by adopting policies to encourage the
developmentof new capabilities.
Countries face enormous challengesin developingthe wide spectrumof capabilities required for conventional and high-technologyindustries. Cutting-edge
capabilities,which are generated by precompetitive,collaborativeresearch and
developmentin such areas as microelectronics,biotechnology,and new materials, differ from routine research and development. The latter are short term,
oriented to specificproducts and processes,and executedby individualfirms.
Similarly,technical capacity in conventionalindustries, which largelyrelates
to the adoption, assimilation, and diffusion of foreign techno'ogy, may also
require "collectiveaction" over and beyond the efforts of individualfirms. For
example, successfulabsorption of a product design capability by a technology
center serving the plastics industry may be a precondition for the successful
adoption of this capability (or of product design services)by individualfirms.
Thus a complementarytechnologypolicy may be required to effect the structural changes dictated by the liberalizationof trade, technology, and foreign
investment.
What does Paul David's paper tell us in this context? I would like to discuss
four issuesreviewedin the paper: the codificationof tacit knowledge, standardization in scientificresearch and in instrumentation, diffusion policies,and the
relation of intellectualproperty to genericresearch.
Morris Teubal is professor of economicsat the Hebrew University of Jerusalem and head of the
Industrial DevelopmentPolicyGroup at the Jerusalem institute.
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Tacit knowledge. David suggeststhat codified tacit knowledge may be an
important component in the adoption of foreign technology and is probably a
precondition for diffusion. Choices will have to be made, given that codification is largely a fixed cost. His discussion breaks some new ground and is
extremely suggestive. Further research should analyze this issue in concrete
settings.
* Research and instrumentation standards. David points to the existing
trend toward standardizing methods of measurementand scientificprocedures.
This important trend has implications for the transmission of cutting-edge
technologies. It tends to promote the diffusion of scientificresearch and support such new technologies as optronics and lasers, microelectronics, and
biotechnology. It also has implications for the configuration of a particular
infrastructure-for example, whether it should be centrally developed and
housed in a single institution or whether a more decentralized setting is
desirable.
* Diffusion policies. I am less sure that David's technologypolicy paradoxes
are relevant for developingcountries. His analysisshowing that stimulation of
innovation through research and developmentmay delay diffusion-and with
it, productivity growth-seems to be severelylimited, for two sets of reasons.
The first relates to an open economy that exports goods and imports technology. In this case the innovator resides abroad, beyond the scope of policy in
the technology-adoptingcountry. Moreover, research and developmentwithin
the country may be directed to developingnew products for export. This is the
case in Israel and, I presume, in other countriesas well.
The second set of reasons concerns the mechanisms through which certain
kinds of innovations are diffused to small and medium-size enterprises in
developingcountries. As noted earlier, that may have to begin with the absorption of technology within, say, a technology center. Successful absorption
depends as well on markets for technological services, in connection, for
example, with product design, quality control, testing, choice of production
equipment, and so on. Consultants are important here in bridging the gap
between supply and demand Uustman and Teubal 1992). This process is quite
different from that implied by David's framework, although his assumptions
may be more appropriate to radical innovationsin advanced countries.
* Intellectualproperty. David points out the possibility of overinvestmnent
in
research and development that results from the "all-or-nothing" payoff structure implied by the patent system and, more generally, the inadequate profile
of the research and developmentprojects undertaken. Given the importance of
precompetitive development of technology, it is important to point out that
some of the technologicaleffort that is important for developingcountries may
not receive patent protection, specificallythat associated with establishing
standards and methods of measurement,the properties of materials involved in
the new technologies,and other engineeringknowledge. This has been pointed
out by Nelson, Pack, and Kalachek (1967) and Tassey (1982), among others.
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The implication is. that society should emphasize altemative methods of promoting these activities, induding temporary catalytic subsidies and assistance
in coordinating the various actors.
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Accumulating Technological Capability
in Developing Countries
Martin Bell and Keith Pavitt

In the earlystagesof developmentthe accumulationof technologyis influencedby
factor endowmentsand intersectoral
linkages.In laterstagesthe levelof technological
knowledgeitself can becomea sourceof comparativeadvantage,reflectedin producdon know-bow,the designof capitalgoods,anda capacityfor reverseengineering
and
imitativeresearchand development.Evidenceshows thatfirms playa centralrole in
thisprocessand that, contraryto receivedwvisdom,prodtnction
capacitydoesnot lead
automaticallyto technological
capacityin developingcountries.Market-related
institudons tend to undervalue technologicalaccumulation; it is essential that the develop-

ment banksdo notfollow suit in theprojectsandprogramstheyfinance.

In the pasc few years there has been renewed interest in activitiesthat generate
technical change. They have become a central feature in the new trade and
growth theories (see, for example, Krugman 1986; Grossman and Helpman
1990; Romer 1990) and have emergedin empirical studies as one of the major
factors explaining differences among the industrial countries in growth and
trade performance (Fagerberg 1987, 1988; Cantwell 1989). The comfortable
assumption that best-practice techniques diffuse quickly and cheaply among
countries is no longer so widely held, as is evident in the contrast between the
economic performance of Japan and the United States (and as explored, for
example, by Abramovitz 1986). "Forging ahead" and "fallingbehind" are now
receivingas much analytical and policy attention as "catchingup.'
Similarly,a growing body of evidencefrom the developingcountriesnot only
shows considerable international variation in the static efficiencywith which
apparently "given"technologiesare used (see Pack 1987) but also shows considerable differencesin two types of dynamic efficiency:first, the intensity with
which industrial technologiesalready used by firms are changed by continuing
adaptation, improvement, and development(see Katz 1984; Bell,Ross-Larson,
and Westphal 1984; Enos and Park 1988; and Meyer-Stamerand others 1991);
and second, the efficiencywith which new bases of comparativeadvantage are
created in increasinglytechnology-intensiveindustries.
MartinBelland KeithPavitt are with the SciencePolicy ResearchUnit at the Universityof Sussex.
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None of this variability in the technological dynamism of economies and
firms is likelyto come as much of a surprise either to economic historians or to
development economists. It shows that, although centrally planned socialism
may be dead, history most certainly is not. There remains ample scope for
experimentation and debate within market economies about the theoretical
framework within which to analyze technical change and about the policies
and institutions most likely to promote such change and improve dynamic
efficiency.
The theoretical debate is being pursued elsewhere. In particular, the characteristics of technical change in market economies that we describe later in this
paper have led some analysts to adopt a heretical evolutionary approach to
technical change, emphasizingthe central importance of dynamic competition
through continuous innovation and imitation, together with disequilibria,
uncertainty, learning, and interfirm and intercountry differencesin competencies and behavior (see, for example, Freeman 1982; Nelson and Winter 1982;
Dosi 1988; Dosi and others 1988; Dosi, Pavitt, and Soete 1992).
In this paper we attempt to contribute to the policy debate on industrial
technology in developingcountries. SectionsI and II deal with the framework
for our analysis. We reject the clear distinction between innovation and diffusion, with its implicitassumptionthat technicalchangecan easily and quicklybe
promoted through investment in new production capacity. Instead, we distinguish such capacity from the resourcesand institutions that make up a country's
technological capabilities, emphasizingthe evidence that the accumulation of
technologydoes not necessarilyfollow from policiesto achieveother objectives;
it must becomea policy objectivein its own right.
Section III summarizeswhat we know about the nature and determinants of
technological accumulation and examines their implications for policies and
institutions. We draw on the experiencesof the industrial and developingcountries as well as of the centrally planned economiesto try to distinguishbetween
the chara-teristicsof successfuland unsuccessfulcountries.
Section IV turns to the accumulation of technology and how it relates to
technical change, given that technical competencerequires the accumulation of
skills and institutions that support continuous changes in products, processes,
and procedures. In sectionsV and VI we identify the links betweentechnological
capacity and competitive advantage and examine the reasons for the uneven
pace of industrial technologyin the developingcountries, stressingthat technology is no longer an automatic by-product of production capacity. We also
review the policies and institutions that support the developmentof indigenous
capabilities, with special emphasis on the importance of firms and the role of
government policy. While the "market failure" approach is useful in defining
government'srole in funding education, training, and basicresearch, it has been
unable to grapple with the international differencesin dynamic efficiencynow
emergingin both industrial and developingcountries. In some countriesmarketrelated insitutions appear to undervalueprocesses and projects of cumulative
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learning that are technicallycomplex, increasinglyseparated from production,
and long-termand diffusein their effects.
The final section concludes that successful technological accumulation
depends on (a) the acquisition of foreign technology; (b) investmentin educadon, training, and research; (c) economic incentivesfor innovation and imitation; (d) continuous growth of demand; and (e) institutions and policies
designedto encouragefirms to accumulatetechnology.
I. THE MISLEADINGDISTINCTIONBETWEEN"INNOVATION"AND"DIFFUSION"

Conventionally, technical change in industry has been seen as a two-step
process: frst, the developmentand initial commercializationof significantinnovations; and second, the wider application-or diffusion-of those innovations.
The former activity is heavily concentrated in the industrial countries and is
significant in developing economies only as they approach the international
technologicalfrontier. Before that stage, since developingcountries are seen as
involvedprimarily in the diffusionof technologyor in the choice and adoption
of existing technologies,creative innovation and technical change seem irrelevant. From this perspective, the accumulationof technologyin industrializing
countriesis seen as technologythat is embudiedin production capacity:in other
words, in the stock of capital goods and operating know-how required to produce existinggoods at the relevantproduction efficiencyfrontier.
In fact, diffusioninvoivesmore than the acquisition of machineryor producr
designsand related know-how. It also involvescontinuing, often incremental,
technicalchangeto fit specificsituations and to attain higher performancestandards. In technologicallydynamic situations, these forms of technical change
typically involvetwo stages. First, technologyis adopted for incorporation in
new production facilities, at which time the original technology may be
improved on or adapted for the specific situation, as described by Amsalem
(1983). Second, there is a postadoption phase that both raises initial efficiency
and modifiesthe technologyto conform to changes in input and product markets. The analysis of learning curves in industrial production shows the economic gains from this continuingimprovement,but it has typicallyobscuredthe
underlying processes(Belland Scott-Kemmis1990). These learning curvesare
generated by continuingpaths of creative technicalchange as describedin Hollander's (1965) analysis of cost reductions in Du Pont's rayon plants after the
technologywas imported from Europe, or in more generalanalysesof the role of
continuous improvementin the competitivesuccessof Japanese firms (seeImai
1986). The significanceof this incremental technologicaldynamism has also
been highlighted in a handful of studies of firms in developingcountries-for
example, in the steelindustry in Brazil(Dahlmanand Fonseca 1987) and in the
petrochemicalindustry in the Republic of Korea (Enos and Park 1988). More
recent studies have emphasized the importance of continuing change in the
organizational dimensionof production technology(see Hoffman 1989; MeyerStamer and others 1991).
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Alongside these two stages of technical change there is the continuous accumulation of knowledge and skills in the technology-adoptingfirms and countries. Initially, firms must accumulatethe skills and know-how for operating the
new processesat their expected performance standards and for producing the
new products to existingspecifications.In a second stage firms accumulate the
deeper forms of knowledge, skill, and experiencerequired to generate continuing paths of incremental changethat both improve on the original performance
standards of the technologyin use and modify its inputs, outputs, and processes
in response to changing input and product markets. At the same time they may
also strengthen their capabilitiesfor seekingout and acquiring technologyfrom
other firmsand economies.
At a third stage firms can build on these capabilitiesto introduce more substantial technicalchanges-perhaps incorporating significantimprovementsinto
processesalready used or into process technology acquiredfrom elsewhere-to
modify existing products, produce substitutes, diversifyinto the production of
input materials or equipment, or improve the technologiesused by supplier
industries. This stagemay blur into a fourth in which finns produce the kinds of
technicalchangethat are usually thought of as "innovations."
Thus there is considerable scope for variation in the gains from adopting
internationally transferred technology. In particular, the intensity with which
the developingcountriespursue these interactng processesis likeiyto influence
a range of important performancevariables: the efficiencyof investmentin new
production capacity (both the efficiencyof input combinationsand the levelof
technical efficiencyinitiallyattained); the subsequentrate of total factor productivity growth in existing firms and industries; the competitivenessof their product specificationsand designs;the strengthof backward and forward Iinkagesto
suppliers and customers; the structural change toward more technologyintensive lines of production; and, as the intemational technologyfrontier is
approached, the ability to successfullyenter new product markets.
Becausethe shortcomingsof conventional concepts and terminology make it
difficultto see what affects technologicaldevelopment,the literature has begun
to focus on the resourcesrequired for acquiring, using, and changingtechnology
in industrial production and the processes involved in accumulating those
resources. See, for example, Teitel (1982); Katz (1984); Bell,Ross-Larson, and
Westphal (1984); Dahlman, Ross-Larson,and Westphal (1987); Enos (1991);
and Zahlan (1991); and Lall's (1987, 1990) more elaborate taxonomies of
technologicalcapabilities.

II. THE DISTINCTION
BETWEEN
PRODUCTION
CAPACITY
ANDTECHNOLOGICAL
CAPABILITIES
Our approach draws a distinction between two stocks of resources: production capacity and technological capability. The former incorporates the
resources used to produce industrial goods at given levels of efficiency and given
input combinations: equipment (capital-embodied technology), labor skills
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(operating and managerial know-how and experience),product and input specifications, and organizational systems. Technologicalcapability incorporates the
additional and distinct resources needed to generate and manage technical
change, including skills, knowledgeand experience, and institutional structures
and linkages. This distinction is important because we are interested in the
dynamics of industrialization, and hence in the resources necessary to generate
and manage that dynamism.
We also identify two processes: technical change and technological leaming
(or accumulation). The former encompassesany way in which new technology
is incorporated into the production capacity of firms and economies: through
the incorporation of new technology in relatively large lumps (such as investment in new or additional production facilities)or through the incorporation of
incremental technical changes. Inputs for large technical change projects (capital
goods, engineering services, project management services, and so forth) can
usually be acquired through market mechanisms, and the technology-usingfirm
can, in principle, play a passive role. But such a "turnkey" approach cannot be
used to generate continuing incremental changes in existing facilities; the user of
the technology must play an active role and must therefore have the relevant
technological capabilities.
Technologicallearning refers to any process that strengthens these capabilities
for generating and managing technical change. These processesare the central
focus of the paper. One reason for this emphasis is that the intangible resources
required to generate and manage technical change can no longer be considered a
marginal adjunct to the resources constituting industry's production capacity.
They are becoming quantitatively much more significant, reflecting the rising
knowledge-intensityof industrial production. In the industrial countries expenditures by leading industrial companies on research and development are now
often larger than the investment in fixed capital (for Japan, see Kodama 1991).
At the same time, firms have increased expenditures on human resources (see,
for example, Wiggenhorn 1990 or the more general review in Eurich and Boyer
1985).

Alongside this quantitative trend is a less dearly definable qualitative shift
toward increased differentiation and specialization in the knowledge resources
used by industrial finns. A growing distinction has emergedbetween the kind of
knowledge and skill required to operate given production systems and the kind
of knowledgerequired to change theem.As a consequence, explicit investmentin
acquiring and accumulating knowledge has become a necessary basis for building industry's capacity for generating change. As we note later, there is good
reason to expect firms in certain market conditions to underinvest in these
technological capabilities.
A second reason for emphasizingthe distinction between production capacity
and technologicalcapabilities is that it helps to focus discussionabout policy. For
two hundred years the central policy debates (particularly on trade) about late
industrialization have focused on alternative measures for stimulating the accu-
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mulation of production capacity. To the extent that the technological dynamism
of industry has been considered at all in these debates, it has usually been treated
as a more or less automatic by-product of trade policy and investment in production capacity. For those advocating protectionist policies, technological dynamism was often seen as an inherent property of the protected sector; it would
emerge more or less automatically given the existence of a manufacturing sector
or (later) a capital goods sector. Similarly,but from the opposite policy position,
technological dynamism was seen as an almost inevitable consequence of an
export orientation or of the competitive pressures generated by liberal trade regimes. Obviously, trade policy matters, but as industry's change-generating
resources have become increasingly specializedand complex, it has become less
and less likelythat trade or other policiesconcerned with optimizing investmentin
production capacity will also ensure the most efficient levelsof investment in the
capacity to generate technologicaldynamism. The policy debate must explicitly
address the problems of accumulatingthese capabilities.
Ill. MAJOR FEATURESor TECHNOLOGiCALACCUMULATION
Many factors influence the ability to acquire and use technology.
- Resource inputs. Even in advanced countries, research is rarely the core
activity in accumulating technology. Because the central feature of technology
is its complexity, trial and error are central to its operation and improvement.
Thus even major innovations require the design, construction, and testing of
prototype products and pilot process plants, and expenditure on these development activities far outweighs the funding for research programs. Product
design, process, and production engineering without any direct links with
researchand development are important sources of technical change and are
likely to be even more important in developing countries. As Imai (1986)
points out, Japan's experience shows that knowledge and skill can be harnessed to drive continuous improvements in production and thereby sustain
industrial competitiveness.
* The role of firms. Firms are the most important actors in accumulating
technology because they learn from develrping and operating specific production systems. By concentrating on other institutions, science and technology
policy in most developingcountries has been misplaced; the objective should be
to encourage the development of technologicalcapabilities within firms because
market mechanisms alone may be insufficient.
* Tacit knowledge. A large part of technology involvestacit-not codifiedknowledge: rules of thumb that are acquired only with experience and are
embodied in people and institutions. Transfers of such knowledge are neither
costless nor quick (see, for example, Rosenberg and Frischtak 1985; ScottKemmis and Bell 1988). This has major implications for policymakers when
they designnational systems of scienceand technology.
* Learning by doing and by other methods. Although the importance of
acquiring tacit knowledge through experiencehighlights the role of learning by
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doing, it is far from the whole story. Learning should not be seen as an
inevitable by-product of some other activity; it may have to be undertaken as
an activity in its own right. One kind of activity is seldom adequate preparation for undertaking a qualitatively different kind of activity. Routine production skills, for instance, may contribute very little to developing the kinds of
knowledge and experience that are required to generate and manage technical
change (Bell, Scott-Kemmis,and Satyarakwit 1982; Bell 1984). It is therefore
important to define what activities contribute most effectively to the accumulation of technology. Given the increasing division of labor within firms in
the operation and management of technical change, this will include research
and development laboratories, design offices, production engineering, and so
forth.
- Cumulative change. Technological accumulation tends to be incremental.
Given the importance of specific and tacit knowledge, individuals and firms
are not capable of learning simultaneously across diverse technological and
organizational dimensions. Nor do they simply jump into totally new areas of
technology. Jnstead, they tend to move along particular trajectories in which
past learning contributes to particular directions of technical change and experience reinforces the existng stock of knowledge and expertise. These cumulative properties of technological accumulation have three implications. First,
differences in technical efficiencybetween firms and countries arise not only
from different factor endowments or from barriers to entry but also from
differences in accumulated technological competence (as reflected in the
models reported by Soete 1981; Fagerberg 1987, 1988). Second, national
competence cannot be changed rapidly (see Pavitt 1988). And third, the rate
and composition of technologicalaccumulation influences not only short-terrn
competitive efficiencybut also longer-term comparative advantage.
- Externalities,appropriability,and uncertainty. There are significantexternalities in the accumulationof technology, in the sense that the full benefits are
not necessarilyappropriated by the finns investingin the technology. Thus in
the Republic of Korea the effectivenessof one firm's acquisition of technology
for the petrochemical industry was enhanced by drawing on the engineering
capabilities of a firm in the refinery industry (Enos and Park 1988). Elsewhere,
the engineeringand project management capabilitiesaccumulated by a powergenc.ating utility enhanced the efficiency of firms entering the powerengineering and equipment industries (UNCAD 1985). In these and countless
other ways, the contribution made by firms to an economy's overall pool of
technology may in principle be little different from that of other institutions
more explicitly concerned with education and training. Nevertheless, the two
kinds of institutions may not be effective substitutes: the relevant skills and
knowledgecan only be acquired in firms and through their investmentsin learning. Preciselybecause it is impossible to appropriate the full returns to these
investments and because the private returns are likely to be uncertain, there is
likely to be significantunderinvestmentby firms.

Table 1. A TFechnology-Based
Classificationof Business Firms
Characteristic
Typical coresector

Sizeof firm
Type of user

hi

Supplier-doninated
Traditional manufacturing
(for example,textiles,
garments, leatherand
footwear, wood
products)
Small
Pricesensitive

Categoryoffinn
Scale-inite,sive
Science-based
Bulkmaterials(steel,glass) Electricaland electronics
Consumerdurables
Chemicals
Automobiles

Specializedsupplier
Capitalgoods
Instruments
Software

Large
Pricesensitive

Large
Priceand performance
sensitive
Cost reductionandproduct
innovationand
improvement
Corporate R&D

Small/medium
Performancesensitive

Reverseengineering;R&D
Hiringqualifiedscientists
and engineers
Basicresearch
Productionengineering
Design
Technology-related
products

Reverseengineering
Learningfrom advanced
users
Advancedusers

[Concentric]
R&D know-how
Patents
Imitationand learning
curve lags

[Concentric]
Designknow-how
Patents
Knowledgeof users' needs

Main focusof technological Cost reduction
activities
Designfor nichemarkets

Cost reductionand product
improvement

Main immediatesourcesof
technicalchange
Main channelsof imitation
and technologytransfer

Process,production and
designengineering
Equipmentpurchase;
know-howlicensing;
reverseengineering
Productionlearning
Suppliers
Design
Processtechnologyand
relaredequipment

Suppliers
Purchaseof equipmentand
relatedservices

Main sourcesof technologi- Productionlearning
cal accumulation
Advisoryservices
Main directionsof technologicalaccumulation

Main methodsof protection
againstimitation

Processesand related
equipment
Product design
Production
Organization
[Variable]
Nontechnical(marketing,
trademarks)

[Upstream]
Processsecrecy
Imitationand learning
curve lags

Product innovationand
improvement
Designand development

Product development
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Sectoral differences. Table 1 examines the acquisition of technology by
firms in four categories of technological development, based on studies of the
industrial economies. (For more detail see Pavitt 1984; for a recently developed
alternative see Malerba 1992.) Each category is reflected in a model of technical
change found in economics. It is worth describing them in a litde more detail
because each category has its distinctive method of acquiring technology, with
particular implications for policy.
In supplier-dominated firms technical change comes from suppliers of
machinery and other production inputs. Technical choices reflect relative factor
costs, and opportunities for technological accumulation are mainly improvements and modifications of production methods and associated inputs and occasionally of product design. Most technology is transferred in the form of capital
goods and other inputs. Supplier-dominated firms bear some resemblance to
those found in the conventional production function.
In scale-intensivefirms technical change is generated by the design and operation of complex production systems or products, or both. Given the economic
advantages of increased scale combined with the complexity of products and
production systems, the risks of failure associated with radical change are potentially very costly. Process and product technologiestherefore develop incrementafly on the basis of operating experience and improvements in components,
machinery, and subsystems. Technology accumulates as the capacity to design
and build components, machinery, and subsystemsand eventually as the capacity to design and build large-scale, complex systems. Technology transfers
require the firm to license production and design know-how and related training, in addition to equipment and other inputs. (SeeSchmookler's 1966 analysis
of investment-induced technical change and Arrow's 1962 analysis of learning
by doing.)
In science-basedfirms technology emerges mainly from corporate research
and development and is heavily dependent on academic research. Fundamental
discoveriesopen major new product markets and invite a wide range of potential
applications, including a horizontal search for new and related product markets.
Technology imports require more than the purchase of production inputs and
the licensing of production know-how; they also require a strong capacity for
reverse engineering (that is, analyzing and copying competitors' products),
which itself requires research, development, and design activities and trained
research scientists and engineers with foreign contacts. This style of technical
change is best exemplified by the large innovating firm, as described in Schumpeter (1943).
Specializedsupplierfinns provide high-performanceequipment in the form of
components, instruments,or software to advanced user firms (Stigler 1956;
Rosenberg 1976). The accumulation of technology takes place through the
design, construction, and use of these production inputs. Such firms, which
benefit from the operating experience of advanced users-in the form of information, skills, and the identification of possible modifications-continuously
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accumulate the skills to match advances in designwith user requirements. Typically, given the complexity and interdependence of production processes, the
purchaser puts a premium t n reliability and performancerather than on price.
We explorenext the extent to which thesepatterns of technologicalaccumulation in the industrial couno ies help us understand the dynamicsof competitive
advantage in the developingcountries.

IV.TECHNOLOGICAL
AccuMuLATIONANDCOMPETITIVENESS
The mechanisms through which a country's competitivenesschanges over
time proceed from these patterns. Our framework envisagestwo extremes. At
one, in supplier-dominatedsectors (like textiles), the Heckscher-Ohlinassumptions about comparative advantage may hold reasonably well: technology is
universally available, and technical choices are made largely on the basis of
factor endowments. In such sectors low-wage countries can exploit their comparative advantage, provided their firms are effective in acquiring technology.
At the other economic extreme, comparative advantage in high-wage countries
is dominated by technological leads and lags in science-based, scale-intensive,
and specialized supplier sectors (Soete 1981). What happens in between these
extremes? Below we sketch the historical experience of the industrial countries
and discuss whether we can anticipate a similar evolution in the developing
countries.
Technological Trajectories in Industrial Countries
David (1975) and, in a different -tradition, Porter (1990), who have explored

the paths of national technologicaldevelopment, note that the accumulation of
technologyhas involved the cumulativeacquisition of (largely country-specific)
'intangible capital" in the form of personal, organizational, and institutional
skills. Changes in international competitiveness evolved along with-and
increasingly as a result of-these national tedmological trajectories.
Three sets of inducement mechanisms seem to have been particularly important: factor endowments, persistent investments with strong intersectoral linkages, and the cumulative mastery of core technologies. Their relative signifi-

cance has changed over time. In the early stages the directions of technical
change in a country or region were strongly influenced by local factor endowments and investment opportunities. At higher levels of development, the accumulation of specific technological skills accounted for the paths of technical
cha.ge.
-iactor endowments. The most obvious local inducement mechanisrn has

been the search to alleviatea relative factor scarcity. Its historical importance in
the developmentof labor-savingtechniques is well documented, as is its importance in generating technical responses to differing natural resource endowments. Consider, for example, the effects of fuel prices on the development of
automobiles and related technoicoties in the United States, Europe, and East
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Asia. A search for space-saving technologies is said to have been important in
early postwar improvements in Japan's methods of mass production. Environmentally related inducement mechanisms may become more important in the
future.
- Investment-led inducements and intersectoral linkages. Another analytical

tradition stresses the importance of investment-induced technical change
(Schmookler 1966), and technical linkages and imbalances among firms and
sectors (see Carlsson and Henriksson 1991; Justman and Teubal 1991). The
exploitation of abundant natural resources is one variant, creating opportunities
for local technical change, technological accumulation, and competitivenessin
upstream extraction and downstream processing. Witness the effects of abundant natural resources in Canada, the United States, and Scandinavia, where,
for example, the abundance of wood has contributed to the competitivenessof
wood-processing machinery and, more generally, the development of natural
resources has contributed to competitivenessin the capital goods used in these
sectors (Patel and Pavitt 1991b). Other important linkages have included those
from investment in mass-produced automobiles (and some other consumer
durables) to technologies for manufacturing associated capital equipment, and
from governrnentinvestment programs to shipbuilding, railway, and communications sectors in Japan (Nakaoka 1987).
=Mastery of core technologies. Cost- and investment-induced mechanisms,
however, cannot explain all technology-based competitiveness. For example,
Switzerland's competitivenessin marine diesels has little obvious link with any
national endowment in maritime resources but can be explained by the engineering competence originally developed in textile machinery. Thus it reflects the
cumulative mastery and exploitation of a core technologywith multiple potential applications.-The core technologies are science-based, and the linkage is
horizontal rather than vertical; for example, Switzerland's strength in pharmaceuticals grew out of earlier strength in dyestuffs.
Two features are common to countries that have followed such technologybased trajectories. First, they tend to make technologicalchoices not simply on
the basis of expected financialrewards but also with a view to the expected value
of learning for the exploitation of future technologicalopportunities (Pavitt and
Patel 1988). Second, in science-basedand scale-intensivesectors, country-specific
inducement mechanismsand technologicaladvantage are reflected in the technological activitiesof a number of large domestic firms (Patel and Pavitt 1991a).
Technological Accumulation in Developing Countries

Over the past thirty years developingcountries have increased and diversified
their production capacity, moving from sectors that are mainly supplierdominated (such as textiles) into products in which scale-intensive,specialized
supplier firms predominate (such as metals and metal products, capital goods,
bulk chemicals, and consumer durables) and even into science-based sectors
(semiconductorsand telecommunicarionsequipment). This experience confirms
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that between the "price-sensitive"goods produced with simple technologyand
low wages and the "performance-sensitive"goods produced with world-frontier
technologyand high wages, there is an intermediate range of goods in which
firms and countries can be competitivein world markets. This is likelyto be the
case in product groups where, on the supply side, progress toward the technological "best practice" is relativelycheap and where, on the demand side, lower
input costs compensate for any distancefrom such best practce.
The rate of technological accumulation, however, has been very uneven
among the world's catching-up countries. In the early 1980s Poznanski (1984)
pointed to the poor performance of the (then) centrally planned economies
compared with the so-called newly industrializedeconomies(see also the more
recent comparisons by Ray 1991). And within this category East Asian economies have performed better than Latin American countries, particularly in
electronics(Riedel1988; Freeman 1991).
The sectoral trajectories of growth and diversificationmay be similar to those
found in earlier patterns of industrialization:from supplier-dominatedto scaleintensive sectors, and from scale-intensiveto science-based and specializedsuppliersectors. And abundant natural resourcesand infrastructuralinvestment
programs will continue to be important inducement mechanisms,even though
labor scarcity is likely to be less important for technologicalaccumulationthan
energy and environmentalscarcities.
Furthermore, recent historical research on Japan shows at least a superficial
resemblanceto contemporary experiencein Korea (Nakaoka 1987; Odagiri and
Goto 1992). Japan's modernization was built on a combination of imported
equipmentand indigenous capabilityin metals and machinery. Ties with foreign
firms were necessary in the automotive and electrical industries, and reverse
engineenngwas important in railway roiling stock. Nakaoka (1987) and Kim
(1984, 1985) argue, however, that it is more difficult for developingcountries
today to absorb fast-movingtechnologiesthat depend on specializedactivities
(such as corporate research and development, design, and producton engineering) rather than on line production experience.
These observations both clarify the significant differences between today's
and earlier industrializingcountries and explain why some countries have performnedbetter than others.
- Links betweenproduction capacityand technologicalcapabilities. The central feature in technological accumulation of the industrial countries was the
parallel and interacting accumulationof production capacity and technological
capability. This was perhaps most evident in the industries where technical
change is now supplier-dominated.For example, in the nineteenth century textile mills in the northeast United States developed and produced much of their
own machinery. As a consequence,the basis for new areas of competitiveness
was present in, and emerged from, old areas of competitiveness.
With growing specialization and vertical disintegration in these increasingly
supplier-dominatedindustries, that pattern is no longer characteristic. Amsden
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(1989) has emphasized the small role of Korea's early leading sector-cotton
spinningand weaving-as the foundation for more complex industrial activity.
Thus automotive production has probably replaced textiles as the major stimulus to developinglocal technologicalcapacity in capital goods, and telecommunications investments have become a major stimulus to upstream developments in electronics(see Hobday 1990 on Brazil'sexperience).
Access to science-basedand scale-intensivetechnologies.A distinguishing
feature of technologytoday is that most of the fast-movingfields are in sciencebased and scale-intensivesectors, making the process of acquiring technology
more difficult and demanding. While sources of capital goods technologiesmachines, processes, and instruments-are relatively dispersed, with multiple
suppliers (Pateland Pavitt 1991a) and everyincentiveto sellto firms in developing countries (Cooper 1991), the acquisition of these technologies is very
complex.
The large firms that dominate these sectors develop and control significant
proportions of both their product and process technologies.They are reluctant
to lose their competitive advantage and prefer direct investment to licensing
when they rmoveabroad (Patel and Pavitt 1991a; Contractor 1985). Contrary to
a widely held assumption, technology does not spread among the industrial
countries mainlythrough these channels but rather through reverse engineering
and imitativeresearch and development(de Melto, McMullen, and Wills 1980;
Levin and others 1987). And in a study of forty-eightproduct innovationsand
their U.S. imitations, Mansfield, Schwartz, and Wagner (1981) estimated that
the ratio of imitation to innovation times was on average0.70 and of imitation
to innovationcosts, 0.65. Only 11 percent of imitation costs were incurred as a
result of patent protection (although the share rose to about 30 percent in
pharmaceuticals, one sector in which property rights make up a significant
proportion of the total cost of the technology).
These characteristicshelp explain why the accumulationof production capacity in today's industrializing countries has led to a more limited and uneven
accumulationof technologicalcapacitiesthan in earlier historical periods: production capacity is a less direct and automatic inducement to the capacity to
generate and manage change. Obviously,there has been some accumulationof
technological capabilities because the growth and diversificationof industrial
output could not have been achieved without some competence in acquiring
technology from foreign sources (see Lall 1980). But tne depth of this competence has been limited when technology is incorporated in new production
capacity through turnkey projects and direct foreigninvestment.
One common response to these circumstancesis to argue that it does not
matter becauseindustrial latecomershave in the past-and can today-draw on
a wealth of available technology and therefore need not undertake the costly
investmentin capabilitiesfor generatingtechnicalchange. But this argument is
unconvincing.First, it maintains the simplisticdistinction between innovation
and diffusionthat we dismissedearlier. Second, it ignoreshistorical experience.
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In the past, latecomers drew very heavily on technologyimports, but they also
developed their own technologicalcapabilitiesin associationwith their expanding production capacities. And third, it ignores the experience of the most
successfuldevelopingeconomies.In particular, across a wide range of sectors in
Korea and Taiwan (China) firms have accumulatedsubstantial capabilities for
generatingcontinuous changesin acquiredtechnologies,for synthesizingdiverse
elements of technology into new processesand products to replicate imported
technologies, and for developing innovations to improve performance (Westphal, Kim, and Dahlman 1985; Enos and Park 1988). These accomplishments
have been reflectedin the growth of business-financedresearchand development
(Ozawa 1974, 1985; Fukasaku 1986; Amsden 1989; Cohen and Levinthal
1989). Korea's experience in electronicsalso shows the growing importance of
postgraduate education (and subsequent work experienceabroad) for local scientists and engineers, both for training and to provide access to the infornal
international networks that are so important in advanced technologies.In Latin
America, India, and China the accumulation of these kinds of technological
capabilities has been much more limited, or narrowly focused, and in Africa it
has been virtually absent.

V.NATIONALSYSTEMS
FORACCUMULATING
TECHNOLOGY
Although policy prescriptions based on national systems for technological
accumulation are considered unfashionablein an age of globalization, we must
point to the local, person- or institution-embodiednature of technologicalaccumulation, the strong influence of national institutions, and the overriding
importance of the homecountry to the technologicalactivitiesof even the largest
and most multinational of firms (Porter 1990; Patel and Pavitt 1991a). While
other units of analysis(such as the region) may sometimesbe more appropriate,
the nation-state is a good starting point. Someprogress has been made during
the past ten years in describing the essential characteristicsof "best-practice"
national systems for the accumulation of technology(see, for example, Nelson
1992). The main conclusionscan be summarizedas follows.
-

The Importanceof Firms

Given the specific, cumulative, and partly tacit nature of technology, most
technological learning takes place in firms. Even in the industrially advanced
countries, research and development activities are only the tip of the iceberg,
since they are a form of accumulation typical of large firms in science-based
technologies. In smaller firms technologicalactivities are sometimespart-time
and come under the rubric of "designe and "production engineering"departments. Both historical studies and contemporary research on developingcountries show that research and development, design, and production engineering
often emerge within firms that have been involved in prior activitiesin quality
control and production organization (Katz 1987; Amsden 1989; Mowery and
Rosenberg 1989).
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There has been a vigorous and productive tradition of applied research to
identify the conditions for the successfulmanagement of technical change in
firms in innustrial countries(see, for example, Rothwell1977; Harris and Mowery 1990). The literature shows that successfulimplementationat the project
level depends on the effectiveintegration of specializeddisciplines,functions,
and divisionswithin the firm and on outside links with sourcesof expertiseand
with the needs of customers.We know far less about what factors affecta firms'
strategiesfor technologicalaccumulationor about the managementof technology in developingcountries.
The failure to recognizethe firm as the central player in the accumulationof
technologyhas been a major shortcoming of technologypolicy. The most flagrant examples have been the former U.S.S.R. and other centrally planned
economies, where the design and research and development functions were
separated (geographicallyand organizationally)from production units (Hanson
and Pavitt 1987). Similarpolicieshave been followed in some other developing
countries where govemment-funded research and development laboratories
were establishedin the mistakenexpectationthat-without matchingtechnological capabilities in firms themselves-they would produce practically useful
results (Desai1980; Bell1984). Thesepolicies were sometimesbuttressedby the
theoreticallyrespectable-but empiricallyinaccurate-assumption that technology emergesfrom research and developmentas easilytransmissibleand applicable information.
Linkagesbetween firms-especially when they involve(often untraded) flows
of knowledge and skills (see Lundvall 1988)-are also important sources of
technology transfer between science-basedand technology-intensivefirms and
their (often small and specialized)suppliers. The centrally planned economies
tended to discourage the emergence of specialized suppliers, with negative
effects on the diffusion of technology and the efficiencyof the capital stock
(Hanson and Pavitt 1987).
Market Structureand CompetitivePressures
Conventional cross-sector studies of the influence of market structure on
technologicalperformancein industrialcountriesare not veryrevealingbecause,
as recent research has shown, industrial structure is endogenousand is determined by technological opportunity and appropriability (Levin, Cohen, and
Mowery 1985; Pavitt, Robson, and Townsend 1987). When both are high,
concentration tends to be high, and innovatingfirms tend to be in such industries as chemicals, electricalequipment, and electronics. When opportunity is
high and appropriability is low, innovatingfirms tend to be small, as in capital
goods.
The importance of competition as an incentive for the accumulation of
advanced technologyemergesfrom case studies of textile production in Africa
(Mytelka 1985), from national studies of competitveness (Porter 1990), and
from statistical studies of large firms (Patel and Pavitt 1992). An almost com-
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plete lack of competitive pressure was one reason the centrally planned economies failed to adopt more efficienttechniques.
Government and Market Failure

Most governments in market economies have stepped in to correct market failure and influence the rate and direction of technologicalchange through policies
that include the adoption of standards for interfaces and networks and th eimposition of penalties or restrictions on technologies that have adverse effects on
health, safety, and the environment. They might also be persuaded to include
policies to improve technology and information flowsto small firms in traditional
industries and-with greater success-to the agricultural sector, where technology is generated by suppliers and information for usersis imperfect.
A major govemment contribution to technological accumulation is its investment in education and training. It is widely recognizedthat education policyhas a
strong influence on the effectivenesswith which technologiesare assimilated and
improved. Thus, literacy is advantageous in supplier-dominated technologies,
and higher technical and graduate engineering skills are necessary in scaleintensive and specialized-supplier technologies. Comparative studies traditionally tended to concentrate on differencesin educational achievementbetween
industrial and developing countries. More recently, however, significant differences in achievement have been identified that are said to have contributed to
differences in the rate of technological accumulation within each of the two
categories.
Thus among the industrial countries, differenceshave become apparent in the
levelsof education and skills of the two-thirds of the working population who do
not receive a qualification in higher education; in particular, workers in Germany, Japan, and their neighboringcountries have higher qualificationsand skills
than those in the Anglo-Saxoncountries, and this has measurable effectson productivity and productquality (see, for example, Prais 1981). Similarly,amongthe
developingcountries workers from East Asia are better qualified than those from
Latin America-in terms of literacy rates, technical secondary education, and
graduate engineers-with similar results (Westphal, Kim, and Dahlman 1985).
Although various forms of "doing" are central to the learning processes, so are
more explicit kinds of training. In industrializing countries in particular, the
potential role of explicit technological training within the firm is especially
important, and although there are good grounds for expecting firms to underinvest in this activity, the issue has receivedremarkably little policy attention. This
seems to be largely because it falls between two areas of policy and analysis.
Education and training typically focus on the infrastructural institutions that
generate human capital for industry (and other areas of the economy), while
industrial policy usually concentrates on the accumulation of production capacity through investment in physical capital and on-the-job training. Effective
policy intervention to induce firms to invest more substantially in training to
create change-generatinghuman resources seemsrare.
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The Economic Significanceof BasicResearch
Most analyses of the contribution of academicresearch to the development of
science-basedtechnologiesare not very enlightening.Many economists conclude
that developing countries do not need academic research to further economic
growth since they assume that its benefits come in the form of published information that call easily be obtained elsewhere (see, for example, Vernon 1987).
Moreover, sociologists often assume that most basic research in developing
countries is unsatisfactory because only a very small proportion is published and
cited in the international literature (see, for example, Scientometrics 1992).
Both sets of assumptions overlook studies showing that the main economic
benefit of basic research is not published information but a supply of scientists
and engineers with problem-solving skills, familiarity with research methodologies and instrumentation, and membership in informal and international
networks of professional peers (Gibbons and Johnston 1974; Nelson and Levin
1986; Senker and Faulkner 1991). For this reason, the capacity for academic
research and postgraduate training is an important component of nanonal policies to promote advanced technologies, even if they are not initially at world
levelsof academic excellence; imitative learning activities in science are a necessary part of the process of development and should be linked to policies for
international academicexchanges.

VI.GOVERNMENTS
ANDDYNAmICEFFICIENCY:
Do INSTITUTIONS
EVALUATE
THEFULLECONOMIC
BENEFITS
OFLEARNING?

Dealing with market failure far from exhausts the public policy agenda related
to technological accumulation-if only for the very good reason that so-called
perfect market conditions create no financial incentive for innovation. Govemments have therefore established systems for protecting intellectual property
rights to reinforce the potential temporary monopoly rents afforded would-be
innovators by the natural time lags and costs of imitation.
More relevant to the concerns of this paper have been the persistent differences in technological accumulation among the industrial countries that cannot
be explained by different rates of market failure or defenseof intellectualproperty rights. For some analysts, these differences can be attributed entirely to
differencesin macroeconomicconditions, reflected in rates of inflation, interest,
and growth. For others, they reflect deep-seated differences in management,
industrial finance, and education and training. Thus there is a view that Germany and Japan, with their strong emphasis on "insider" methods of corporate
control, have more effectivesystemsfor ensuringtheir commitmentto long-term
corporate goals, including technology (Corbett and Mayer 1991). There have
also been strong criticisms of systems of corporate management that emphasize
hierarchical organization and short-term financial targets rather than research
and development, production, and marketing skills (Abernathy and Hayes
1980; Chandler 1989).
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At the heart of this debate is the need to devise a system to ensure that market
processes fully evaluate and encourage cumulative learning-or technological
accumulation (Pavitt and Patel 1988). In addition to training externalities, the
very processes of specialization and professionalization are likely to result in
underinvestment in learning for two reasors. First, the potential benefits of
learning are no longer immediate and obvious (as is, say, a cost-reducing
improvement in a process) but rather are in the future and diffuse (as with, for
example, an improved capacity to design a specific product). Second, the knowledge required to evaluate accurately the potential value of learning has become
increasingly complex and beyond the comprehension of anyone not continuously active in the field.
In this context, conventional project appraisal techniques used by managers
and public policymakers are inadequate because they completely neglect the
"option value" of path-dependent, irreversible learning (Myers 1984). One possible solution is to treat potential technological investments explicitly as an
option value (Mitchell and Hamilton 1988). Another is to ensure that corporate
and financial institutions have enough engineers to counteract the dangers of
myopic analysis by accountants and business school graduates. Amsden (1989)
notes this is true of Korea; Morita (1992) advised that it would be useful in
Great Britain.
As we have noted, technological capacity does not follow automatically from
the establishment of production capacity. Consequently, policies for technological accumulation cannot be treated as a derivative of, say, industrial or trade
policy but must be dealt with explicitly. Deliberate firm-specific investment in
technological learning involves short-term cost and risk. In developing countries, where imitative innovation dominates, th-emain risk is technical failure
associated with learning. Nakaoka (I 987) points out that the degree of technical
risk is closely correlated with the expected degree of learning: modest technical
objectves are safe but allow little learning; ambitious technical objectives are
risky but can lead to great strides forward. One of the critical skills is identifying
the appropriate mix-at each stage of development-of imported and indigenous technology in the following areas: components and parts, machinery,
skills, production engineering and management, and product development and
commercialization. In Japan, Nakaoka reports, the government provided risk
finance, training funds, and a market for the products that were developed. This
suggests two areas of government policy beyond those concerned with the provision of skills and technologically competent financial and industrial institutions:
providing advantageous terms for funding high-risk technologies, and temporary and focused import substitution to stimulate local demand in the early
stages of learning.

VII.CONCLUSION
What we dtink we know is that these features are associated with the successful accumulation of technology:
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A substantial inwardflow offoreign technology, closely coupled with the
rapid development of indigenous capabilities in business firms. In Japan's mod-

ernization, there has been a close association between the volume of technology
imports and the rate of indigenous technological accumulation (Ozawa 1974;
Oshima 1984). At the other extreme, the formerly centrally planned economies
imported foreign technology less frequendy, and in smaller magnitudes, than
either industrial or developingmarket economies (Hanson and Pavitt 1987), and
the same may have been true for India (Lali 1985). Among industrial countries
Gennany and Japan have been more successful than the United Kingdom and
the United States (Patel and Pavitt 1991c).
I*nvestment in education and training. The work forces in the United States
and the United Kingdom are deficientin vocational and technical skills in comparison with those in Germany, Japan, and their neighbors. The formerly centrally planned economies in Central Europe still have a well-educated labor
force in the German tradition. In scienceand mathematicseducation East Asian
countnes are now moving ahead of the Anglo-Saxon and some continental
European countries (see, for example, Prais 1981; The Independent 1992).
* Incentives for innovation and imitation. Such arrangements were weak or
nonexistent in centrally planned economies. In industrial countries the incentives for innovation include intellectual property rights, in addition to natural
initation lags. The pressure of competition and a favorable macroeconomic
climate are also of crucial importance everywhere. On these grounds, East Asia
has performed better than Latin America (Katz 1991). The formerly centrally
planned economies face particular difficulties.
- Favorable market conditions. In addition to the pressures of competition,
the prospect of a large and continually expanding product market is likely to
encourage technological accumulation, not only in producer firms but also
through vertical links to suppliers. Except in the largest countries, such market
growth is more likely to be achievedunder policies of export promotion than
import substitution. In addition, a more equal distribution of income is likelyto
stimulate domestic demand for capital and durable consumer goods in the early
stages of learning (see Nakaoka 1987).
There is still disagreement on the question of whether economic agents and
institutions, under certain circumstances, systematically undervalue the economic benefitsof path-dependent technologicallearning in firms (see, for example, Stiglitz 1987). Some analysts argue, for example, that this is the case for
bankers and managersin the United States and the United Kingdom, in comparison with their counterparts in Germany and Japan (see, for example, Pavitt and
Patel 1988).
It is also argued that effectivelearning in developingcountriesrequires sectorspecific intervention involvingpreferentialfinance and various measures of protection (Wade 1990; Kim 1980). Investment in infrastructure is also essentialto
meet the needs of different categories of technology (see Jusrman and Teubal
1991).
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We still need to know how to establish the conditions for successfulleaming.
With a few notable exceptions (such as Westphal, Kim, and Dahlman 1985;
Katz 1987; Amsden 1989), we have few empirical studies on what institutions
and policies, including government policy, can be used in developing countries
to encourage learning in firms or industries. For this reason we propose a
research agenda to answer the following questions:
* What are the characteristics of successful firms in developing countries in
terms of technology and dynamic efficiency?How are these characteristics
similar to-and different from-those found in industrial countries?
* How does the long-term accumulation of technological capability evolve in
successful firms in developing countries? Does it follow the sequence
described in this paper? Do imports of capital goods lead to the acquisitionof
production know-how, then to incremental modifications to products and
processes, and finally to the design of capital goods and to imitative research
and development?
* How important are interfirm and intersectoral linkages in developingcountries? And how important are linkages between scale-intensivefirms and their
specializedsuppliers of capital goods?
- What is the role of government-funded infrastructure (for instance, education
and training, basic research, and government-sponsoredresearch)?
- How important for technology are academic research and intemational training for scientistsand engineers?
- How does the behavior of financial institutions (and of senior managers)
influence the evaluation of the economic benefits of technology?
* What should the development banks do to ensure that the potential costs and
benefits of technological accumulation are properly evaluated in investment
projects and programs?
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Do poorer developing countries benefitfrom relative backwardness? Was their growth
in the years 1960-85 greater than would be predicted on the basis of the accumulation
of capitazand education? The cross-sectionalevidencefor convergence is not consistent
with time-series estimates of rates of growtb of total factor productivity. Moreover,
some of the existinggrowth of productivity in developing countriesis attributable to the
reallocationof laborfrom agricultureto manufacturing and services, which have higher
marginal productivity. Nevertheless, afew economies in Asia have benefitedfrom their
ability to shift to higher industrial production functions. Their historical e -ience,
including the interaction between general economic policy and acquisitic u .._hnology, sheds light on the lessonsfor realzing benefitsfrom industrial backwardness.

There has recently been a resurgence of interest in the sources of differencesin
levels of per capita income across countries and in whether such differencesare
decreasing over time. The concept that poorer countries could take advantage of
the benefits of relative backwardnesswas put forward by Gerscuenkron (1962).
The measurement and explanation of the varying levels of manufacturing
productivity in developingcountries has receivedconsiderable attention (Clague
1970, 1991; Hirschman 1957; Pack 1984, 1987; Teitel 1981). Concern with
economywide productivity levels increased following a series of papers on the
convergence of per capita income levels (Barro 1991; Baumol 1986; De Long
1988; Dollar 1992; Mankiw, Romer, and Weil 1990). Krueger (1969) analyzed
the extent to which human capital could explain differencesin income levelsand
was a precursor of mnanyof these studies.
Part of the resurgence in interest stems from the research of endogenous
growth theorists (Lucas 1988; Romer 1986), who interpret the neoclassical
Solow-Swan model as implying convergence. In the view of the endogenous
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growth theory, economies at different levels of per capita income will not converge to the same income levels. Nevertheless, the failure of economies to converge could be attributable to many factors other than the external economies
suggested by early versions of endogenous growth theory.'
The recent literature on convergence finds that countries which were among
the poorest in 1960 have had more rapid growth in per capita income than
would have been expected on the basis of standard factors such as capital
deepening. This research employs a one-sector economywide model and hence
suppresses important aspects of the development process. In particular, for the
lowest-income countries, agriculture is the major sector and as late as 1960
employed roughly 77 percent of the labor force. Historically, a key aspect of the
development process has been the sectoral transformation of economies in
which agriculture's share of the labor force declined from perhaps 90 percent to
6 percent or less. A potential source of growth is the transfer of labor away from
agriculture to the industrial and servicessectors, which exhibit greater marginal
productivity.2 Such differences in marginal productivity are the core of the
dualism literature, which emphasizes market imperfections that result in different factor intensities across sectors.
The large absolute size of agriculture implies that reallocation of labor away
from it, as well as the growth of its total factor productivity (TFP), could be
significant sources of growth of per capita income in developing countries. Yet
the most recent evidence suggests that in the period 1960-80 growth of agricultural TFP in the developing countries was not as rapid as in the industrial
countries (Lau and Yotopoulos 1989). This fact casts doubt on the case for
convergence.
Once the productivity gains from reallocation are exhausted, continuing
rapid growth in per capita income requires fast productivity growth in the
industrial sector. Only a few developing economies, mainly in Asia, have
achieved this. Their rapid growth and convergence toward the per capita
income of more advanced countries was catalyzed by their ability to assimilate
technology and shift the production function along which they operate. This
change was facilitated by higher levels of human capital, but many other
factors were involved.
In section I of this paper, I examine the evidence from cross-country studies of
convergence and compare it with the results of time-series studies of TFP growth
in individual sectors. I then derive the implications for the cross-sectional evidence offered to support the convergencehypothesis of the observed reallocation
of labor over time from agriculture to industry and services in developing countries. A related issue, considered in section II, is the usefulness of the implicit
1. Mankiw, Romer,and Weil(1990) demonstratethat much of the variation in percapita income
levelscan be explainedby explicitlyrecognizingdifferencesin savingratc, populationgrowth rates, and
the rate of technologicalchange.
2. Sectoralreallocationhas beenan importantsourceof growth in industrialcountries as well. See
Denison (1985).
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view that developing countries will automatically benefit from their ability to
borrow the technologyof industrial countries and that real per capita income in
developing and industrial countries will converge. A question arises concerning
the mechanisms for achieving continuing rapid growth after the benefits of
reallocation have been largely exhausted; this requires the realization of high
growth rates of TFP within sectors. In section III, I concentrate on the manufacturing sector, although the evidenceon agriculture is covered briefly.
Countries appear to have two choices once they rely on increasing intrasectoral TFP for further per capita income growth. The first choice is based simply
on getting the prices right. It may be compared with an escalator going to the
fifth floor of a department store-a steady ascension in which the passing scene
changes slowly. The second route may be envisionedas an elevator that whisks
one to an unrecognizable display of new products on the fifteenth floor in a
short time. The first implies a rate of growth of perhaps 1.S percent per capita a
year; the second, experienced mainly in a few Asian economies, implies a
growth rate of S percer t. The second mode of developmentis analyzed in a brief
discussionof the Repulblicof Korea and Taiwan (China) in section IV. SectionV
presents conclusions.
I. TECHNOLOJGY GAPS AND CONVERGENCE WITHIN

A NEOCLASSICAL

GROWTH FRAMEWORK

Much of the recent literature on convergencecan conveniently be recast in
terms of the Solow model shown in figure 1.3 The view of the convergence
argument is that nations initially, at point A in figure 1, with capital-labor and
output-labor ratios ko and q0 , will move along the production functionfo as they
increase their capital-labor ratios. They take advantage of the readily available
new techniques to the right of ko-"technique" being used here to denote a
specific capital-labor ratio. One interpretation of the convergence argument is
that if investment rates are equal across countries, as a result of domestic saving
or international capital movements, all countries will move toward C. Equilibrium is determined at B, where saving, sfo, equals the requirement for new
investment shown by n + u, where n is the rate of labor force growth and u is
the rate of labor-augmenting technical change.
Countries starting to the left of point B should grow more rapidly than those
already at it. They do not have to incur expensesfor research or the commercialization of the techniques to the right of ko. These more advanced techniques are
costiessly available to initially poor economies. The assumption is that there
exists an international best-practice production function along which nations
(and the industries and firms constituting them) can move. Output per effective
3. Mankiw, Romer,and Weil(1990) also employthe Solow model. Proponents of endogenous growth
theory whose analysis predicts no diminishingreturns to physicaland human capital would not accept the
depiction of the economy'sproduction function. Sinceconvergencemay be interpreted to implydiminishing returns,the production function Q = AK used in endogenousgrowth theories is not employed.
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Figure 1. TheNeoclassicalGrowthModel
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Note:The investmentrequired to maintain a constant capital-laborratio is n + u.

worker will increase as a result of capital accumulation and will converge
toward q'. As long as labor-augmenting technical change is taking place at the
rate of u per year, income per unit of labor increases at this rate. The Gerschenkron view, as interpreted by the convergence literature, does not promise
any added fillip to the growth rate in per capita income above that attributable
to capital accumulation and labor-augmenting technical change as a nation
moves toward the steady state at point C. If the advanced techniques did not
exist, expenses would have to be incurred to invent and commercialize them,
and the move to the more capital-intensive technologies would yield smaller net
benefits.
An alternate interpretation of Gerschenkron would be that industrial countries operate along the production function fA and that the developing countries
operate initially on fo but have the opportunity to move toward fi and to shift
from technologies that have lower TFP at any given capital-labor ratio to ones
that have greater TFP. As a result of such a shift, the intennediate-term growth in
per capita income would include the impact of capital-deepening and technical
change. Technical change would now include the effect of introducing the more
productive technology, fl, as well as the existing rate of labor-augmenting technical change. Convergence is the move from A to D. This second interpretation
is empir-ically relevant given the large number of studies that find different levels
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of TFP among countries at the sectoral and firm level.4 A rapid shift in the
production function provides the economic engine for the rapid elevator experienced in the Asian economies.
Some Problems
Barro and others who have recently tested convergence theories employ the first
model, which involves movements along fo, to explain cross-country growth
patterns. There are two problems with these studies. First, the cross- country
results are widely at variance with existing estimates of TFl growth for the
developing countries based on time series.5 Second, the use of economywide
production functions ignores potential sectoral reallocation effects.
Economywide time-series TEFP
growth rates and convergence. Dollar (1992)
presents the most careful study of convergence and the only one to address
explicitly questions that arise in the context of development analysis. I will
utilize his specification, which is similar to but more complete than others. The
cross-country estimating equation he employs is
(1)

GDPG = ffED, INV, DIS, VAR, GDP60)

where GDPG is the average rate of real per capita growth of gross domestic
product (GDP), using Summers-Heston (1988) measures, from 1960 to 1985;
ED is primary school enrollment in 1960; INV is the average share of investment in GDP over the 1960-85 period; IIS is distortion in the real exchange rate
(an attempt to measure outward orientation); VAR is the coefficient of variation
of DIS;6 and GDP6O is per capita income in 1960 using the Summers-Heston
measures. Dollar finds that after allowing for the first four determinants of
growth, countries that were poor in 1960 are able to close the gap in per capita
income by mcre than would be predicted-the coefficient of log(GDP60) is
negative and significant.
The underlying assumption of the model is that an internationally accessible
cross-country production function exists in which growth in income per laboryear is explained by investment rates and a measure of the services provided by
4. For estimates at the secoral level, see Arrow and others (1961); Daniels (1969); Pack (1984); and
Clague (1991). For firrn-level figures, see Pack (1987). Analysis of best-practice frontiers also indicate
that industries in many developing countries are off the international frontier (see, for example,
Nishimizu and Page 1987).
5. For a review of estimates of TFP for manufacturing see Pack (1988). Chenery, Robinson, and
Syrquin (1986) review economywide estimates based on time series through the late 1970s. Elias (1990)
provides the most recent comprehensive set of economywide TFP estimates using the Summers-Heston
data.
6. Barro (1991), employing a similar model, finds he cannot explain the slow growth of Latin American and African countries and employs a dummy. Dollar, by using DIS and IAR. attempts to introduce a
variable that captures the well-documented policy distortions which have contributed to such weak
performancc.

Table 1. The Imipactof Reallocationtof Labor acrossSectors
Mlarginal
product
of laborin:
agricu*lre

Gro.t::
in 'u_put

Share
of laborforce T p feconeomyiyide
relativ'e
to
Econornywide
iabl
agri.ire
bycaused
sectoral
TFPgrowtb
Net TFP
in agriculture
nisargrtialprodtuct reallocation
(A *).
growth.
1960
1980
of labor, 1960of laborb
1950-85
(J)-(4)
Countrygroup
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
Low-income
0.77
0.72
0.44
0.04
0.30
0.26
Lower-middle-income
0.49
0.30
O.S4
0.07
1.30
1.23
Upper-middle-income
0.71
0.56
0.49
0.04
1.70
1.66
Industrial
0.18
0.06
0.42
-0.01
1.80
1.81
a. Theaverageproductof laborwasconvertedto the marginalproductof laborusinga Cobb-Douglas
productionfunction.
b. This is thegrowthin TFPattributableto the shiftin labor amongsectors,calculatedusingthe secondpart of equation2.
Source:ForcolumnsI and2, WorldBnnk( 1984);column3 calculatedon the basisof data from UnitedNations(variousyears)and estimatedagriculturaloutput
elasticityforlabor fromKawagoe,Hayami,andRuttan(1985);forcolumn5, Elias(1990).
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educated labor.7 In Dollar's analysis these conventional production function
variables are supplemented by two variables: exports, as a proxy for the knowledge obtained from entering into international trade (which shifts the production function fromfo tof 1 ), and GDP in 1960, as a measure of the techniques (to
the right of k0 in figure 1) to be borrowed from abroad. The latter may be
interpreted as similar to the gains from embodied foreign technologicalprogress.
The coefficient of GDP60 in equation 1 is a measure of the ability to move
quickly alongfo as a result of initial backwardness. This shift should appear as
higher rates of TFP growth in time-seriesstudies of individual countries. Countries that had low incomes in 1960 should exhibit higher rates of TFP growth
than richer nations. Elias (1990, table 3) calculates the economywide TFP
growth rates for four groups of countries for 1950-85. These growth rates
(shown in table 1, column 5) do not confirm a pattem of convergence. To the
contrary, they show that poorer countries grew more slowly over this period.
Moreover, these figuresoverstate the extent of the shift in the production function because they do not consider the impact of sectoral reallocation.
Sectoral reallocation. A well-documented empirical regularity in crosscountry studies is the structural transformation of economies as per capita
income increases; agriculture declines in relative importance compared with
industry and services(Kuznets1959; Chenery 1960; Syrquin 1984). In addition,
Kuznets emphasizedthe large intersectoral discrepanciesin the marginal product
of labor, reflecting various factor market imperfections. Substantial evidence
exists that capital-labor ratios are greater in industry and services than in the
agricultural sector, implying the probability of a greater marginal product of
labor in the two urban-based sectors than in agriculture.8 At the same time, the
marginal product of capital in agriculture may be greater than that in industry
and services. Thus the standard sources-of-growth calculation indudes within
the estimate of TFP growth the effect of the reallocation of factors of production
across sectors.
In a time-seriesanalysis of a given country, TFP growth consists of two components (Massell 1961): the weighted intrascaor growth rates of TFP and the
impact of factor reallocation across sectors. The economywide growth rate of
TFP, A, is
(2)

A*=

ZVA
a

I

+ (1_cta)

MEf

L
I77l~

+ eL MP.
1

where V, is value added originating in each sector; V is economywide value
7. Barro (1991), followingLucas (1988) and Romer (1989), argues that higher levels of human capital
are conducive to more efficientphysicalinvestment.Thus, investmentmay be viewedas endogenous. But
his most comprehensiveestimates treat investmentas exogenousand nor part of a simultaneousequation
system.
S. If the production functions differ sufficientlyamong sectors, differencesin capital-labor ratios may
not result in a larger marginal product of labor in the industrial sector, but this is an empirically
implausible case.

.I - :--
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added; A; is the sectoral growth rate of TFP; MP- and MPJ are the marginal
products of labor and capital, respectively,in sector i; MPLand MPK are the
economywide marginal products of labor and capital, respectively; L 1/L and
K/K are the shares of labor and capital in sector i as a share of economywide
labor and capital, respectively; and a is the elasticity of output with respect to
capital.
The figures in column 4 of table 1 show the increasesin output attributable to
the shift of labor from agriculture to industry and servicesover time. The figures
are cal-ulated using the relative sectoral marginal product of labor for economics in four income groups: low-income economies, lower-middle-income
economies, upper-middle-incomeeconomies,and industrial market economies.9
It is assumed that the underlying production function is Cobb-Douglas, and the
marginal product of each factor can be calculated by multiplying the elasticityof
output with respect to the factor by its average product.
The shift of labor from agriculture to industry and servicesaccounted for an
increase of 0.04 percentage points per year in output for low-income countries
during 1960-80. Comparable figures for lower-middle-income, upper-middleincome, and industrial countries are 0.07, 0.04, and -0.01 (table 1, column 4).
Although these are group averages and some countries changed their position
among the four income groups between 1960 and 1980, the result would not be
much different if averages of the changes in individual countries were used.
The productivity gain from reallocation of the labor force overstates the net
gain. If the marginal product of labor is lower in the agricultural sector than in
industry and services, the marginal product of capital is greater in the agricultural sector than in industry and services unless TFP levels are sufficiently
greater in the industrial and services sectors. Thus the reallocation of capital
toward industry and serviceswill reduce the gross gain in TFP from the reallocation of labor. The comparable calculation for capital cannot be made because
data on capital stock by sector are not available. Given the mobility of capital,
however, the intersectoral divergencein the marginal product of capital is likely
to be much less than that in labor. Therefore the gross effect of the reallocation
of labor, shown in column 4 of table 1, would be reduced by a relatively small
figure.
The reallocation of labor (column 4) accounts for one-seventh of the growth
in economywide TFP for the low-income countries. It accounts for a small percentage of the economywide TFP growth for the two middle-incomegroups and
for roughly zero for the industrial countries. Economywide TFP growth net of
labor reallocation effects is shown in column 6. The figures reveal no benefit of
backwardness. Economywide TFP growth, net of reallocation effects, is greatest
for the industral countries and is very low for the low-income group. The
middle-income groups also exhibit lower TFP growth than the industrial
countries.
9. These are the main income groups for economics,as defined in World Bank 1984.
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Table 2. Annual Rates of Growth in Total FiactorProductivity in Agriculture
Countn group
Developing

Industrial

1960-70
0.42

0.98

1970-80
-0.25

0.70

(1989,tablc 12).
Source:LouandYotopoulos

These figures are consistent with the low time-series measures of the intrasectoral growth rates of TFP for individual sectors in developing countries (se Lau
and Yotopoulos 1989 for agriculture and Pack 1988 for manufacturing). The
benefits of relative backwardness cannot be demonstrated through grouped
country data. The negative coefficient found for GDP60 in regressions implies
that TFP growth should be greater in countries that had lower income levels in
1960. This is not confirmed by time-series studies of individual countries.
GDP6Omay be capturing the potential for sectoral reallocation in the succeeding
period but not the realization of higher rates of intrasectoral productivity
growth.
While functions such as equation 1 have not been estimated for agriculture

and manufacturing, there are suggestive cross-country agricultural production
functions. For example, a pooled time-series cross-country agricultural production function estimated by Lau and Yotopoulos (1989) finds that rates of growth
OfTFP in the agricultural sector were higher in industrial countries in both 196070 and 1970-80 (table 2). Moreover, their sample of developing countries is
weighted toward middle-income countries. A substantial body of evidence suggests that the poorest developing countries had a weaker TFP performance. If
faster intrasectoral TFP growth is to be observed, it must be in manufacturing or
services.
Using data from seventeen countries, Nishimizu and Page (1987) find a negative relationship between overall TFP growth rates in industry and the initial level
Of GDP per capita, but only after omitting countries with conspicuously weak
TPP performance. Within the developing countries as a group there is no significant relation between TFP growth and initial per capita income.
Are Countries on Their Production Functions?
Existing studies of convergence utilize the period 1960-85. Toward the end
of this period, however, many developing countries suffered serious macroeconomic shocks, including the 1979 oil price increase; a deterioration in the
current account (partly reflecting a large drop in the commodity terms of trade)
as a result of the world recession; and a growing foreign exchange constraint as
short-term borrowing rates increased the cost of servicing existing l-ns and
banks became reluctant to lend additional funds. Industrial countries, too, suffered from the most serious recession since the 1930s. As a consequence, the
regressions testing convergence reflect these short-term demand-side phenomena
as well as the supply-side phenomena, which they are intended to test. The
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estimates thus contain an unknown bias and a confounding of supply and
demand effects. There is also an unknown bias in the growth-accounting estimates of TFP, which should, in principle, consider only points on the production
function. Thus Eliases (1990) estimates may have a downward bias because of
the inclusion of the 1980-85 period. But time-series studies confirm the low TFP
growth in developing countries for earlier years, not induding the 1980s (see the
references cited in Pack 1988).
II. PITFALLS POSED BY TECHNOLOGY GAPS

The usefulness of assuming that benefits will automatically accrue to lagging
countries ignores an earlier literature that views the existence of a set of more
capital-intensive techniques in industrial countries as posing a risk for developing countries. ("Technique" is used here to denote a specific capital-labor ratio
or method of production available within the set of techniques constituting an
isoquant map.)
The difficulty most widely cited was that capital-intensive production
methods-such as automation of the movement of material within factories and
the use of large tractors in agriculture-were developed in industrial countries in
response to a different set of relative factor prices than that prevailing in the
developing countries. The existence of advanced equipment facilitated the substitution of capital for labor along isoquant Q1 in figure 2 when developing
countries with a high ratio of unskilled labor to capital and a low shadow price
for the wage-rental ratio, (w1r)0 , distorted domestic factor prices to (wir),.
Because of their prior development in industrial countries, firms in developing
countries could more easily purchase advanced technologies and choose point B,
whereas social optimality requires the choice at point A. Assuming that aggregate investment allows an increase in the capital stock from K0 to K, and total
labor supply L2 , the economy could potentially reach Q2 if technique A were
chosen. With the actual choice of technique B, L1 L2 workers are consigned to
employment in the informal sector, producing an output, Q;, that is less than the

differencebetween Q2 and Q,.
A small enclave of the labor force benefits from a high capital-labor ratio,
K1 ILI, and a correspondingly high output-labor ratio, Q1 /L,. For the entire
economy, however, the output-labor ratio, (Ql + Qj)/L 2 , is below that achievable with the adoption of a more appropriate technique along the ray from the
origin through A, Q2 1L2 = q' in figure 1. Letting K 1IL 2 = ko in figure 1, the
move from ko to k1odoes not increase output to qO but to a level between qOand
q'. 1 0 Since the output lost from the incorrect choice of techniques was empirically important in many countries (White 1978; Pack 1982), the benefits of
backwardness would have been dissipated by this phenomenon during much of
the period between 1960 and 1980.
10. The value of ko is the ratio of capital to labor at A in figure2.
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Figure 2. Choiceol Technique:Substitution of Capitalfor Laborin DevelopingCountries
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Although the responsibility for this misallocation lies with government intervention that artificially raises the wage-rental ratio, the impact is magnified by
the existence of efficient capital-intensive equipment designed in industrial countries. There may be potential losses from backwardness.
The income-reducing impact of allocative inefficiency is worsened by the
technical inefficiency that has frequently characterized the use of modern equipment. Developing countries adopting the technique at B have often not been able
to use the technique to achieve output Q, (figure 2). Output has been significantly lower as a result of inadequate mastery of production engineering and the
absence of competitive incentives to remain efficient. In contrast, firms choosing
the simpler, labor-intensive technique A have often been able to realize Q, (Pack
1987; Rhee and Westphal 1977). A more advanced technique is introduced, but
the potential increase in output along fo in figure 1 is not realized because of
both allocative and technical inefficiency.
III. GROWTH AND TECHNOLOGYABsORPTION
Moving from A to C alongfo in figure 1, all gains in per capita income are the
result of capital accumulation and thus of forgone consumption (ignoring
foreign-financed investment). The more interesting implication of the Gerschenkron hypothesis is the potential benefit from moving to D on the higher
production functionfl, thus obtaining a free dividend from being a latecomer.
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Although it is undoubtedly helpful not to have to reinvent the automatic loom
alongfo as a country's capital-labor ratio increases, it is potentially very rewarding to be able to move into a technologyregime that is more productive at every
capital-labor ratio."I Empirical evidence from the early constant-elasticity-ofsubstitution studies onward indicate that developing and industrial countries
show very different TFP values (see footnote 4). The movement along the production functionf0 as depicted in figure1 is likelyto yield relativelyslow growth
rates of output per capita even if countries avoid the pitfalls discussedin the last
section. These countries are on the escalator mentioned above, whereas countries that can achievethe transition to D may double their per capita income in a
dozen years, experiencing an industrial elevator that transforms their
economies.
In principle the transition to a new production function can be achieved
simply by importing the required inputs: seeds, fertilizer, pesticides, and equipment for agriculture, and machineryfor manufacturing. In practice, although it
is possible to use such imports to move above fo, it is not easy to attain fl. In
agriculture, research and dev:lopmrentto adapt international agricultural technology to local conditions and disseminationof the new technologyby extension
agents require sustained public sector action because of the lack of appropriabiity of the benefits (Birkhaeuser,Evenson, and Feder 1991). In industry,
imported equipment could potentially be operated at international TFP levels,
thus closing the gap, but purchasers may not achieve international best-practice
norms.'z
Calculations that use a variety of production functions estimated from industrywide data show differencesin TFP across manufacturing sectors. These gaps
exist in the earliest studies of Arrow and others (1961) and Daniels (1969) and
the more recent studies of Pack (1984) and Clague (1991). Thus differencesin
TFP do not appear to be transitional phenomena along a path fromf0 tof 1 . Such
sustained differencesmay be accountedfor by dissimilarityin the vintage or type
of machinery employed, the knowledgeof production engineering accompanying it, or inefficienciesinduced by the incentive regime, even though the same
equipment is employed.13
A few Asian economies, however, induding Korea and Taiwan (China),
appear to have narrowed productivity gaps considerably. Their TFP growth rates
in individual industrial sectors exceedthose in the comparable sectors in industrial countries by a considerable margin. Having exhausted the productivity
11. Romer(in thisvolume)emphasizestheroleof thetransmission
of ideas.
12. For an extensivediscussionof theseproblemsand estimatesoftheir effectin the textileindustryin
Kenyaand the Philippinessee Pack (1987).
13. Although industrywidc data on TFPindicate persistent differences. it is possible that individual
firmns
are in a state of transition from f, tof 1 . Recent panel-data analyses, particularly Liu (1991) for
Chile, provide evidenccof slowly improvingfirm-levelproductivity but do not compare the firmsin the
sample to world best-practicelevels.Liu's Cstil:,wtedratesof TFP growth are too slow to close the gap with
respect to best practice.
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enhancement possible from reallocation, they were able to move to much higher
production functions to sustain their growth. Few other countries have exhibited large values of TFP growth either for the national economy or for individual
sectors (Pack 1988; Elias 1990). The key question is how these economies have
been able to shift from fo to f/ and achieve a major transformation of their
economies in a few decades.
Closing Productivity Gaps in Manufacturing
In analyzing the routes available for achievingthe upward shift in the production function toward world best-practice frontiers, it is important to disaggregate the analysis to at least manufacturing and agriculture. Services and construction are left out of the purview becauseof the limited amount of research on
these sectors. In light of the extensive analysis of the sources and nature of
productivity growth in agriculture (Kawagoe, Hayami, and Ruttan 1985; Binswanger, Yang, and Bowers 1987; Lau and Yotopoulos 1989), I concentrate
here on manufacturing.
Alternate Modes of Technology Transferin Manufacturing
Firms have several alternatives for obtaining new technology that, if mastered, yield a higher level of TFP for any given capital-labor ratio. These alternatives include: (a) the purchase of new equipment;'4 (b) direct foreign investment; (c) the purchase of technology licensesfor domestic production of new
products or the use of new processes;'5 (d) the use of nonproprietary technology, including that obtained from purchasers of exports; (e) acquisition of
knowledge from returning nationals who have been educated or have worked in
industrial countries and from nationals who remain in industrial countries; and
(f) domestic research and development and efforts in reverse engineering.
All these possibilities, except for the research and development efforts, represent an attempt to move toward international best practice by transferring technologies available abroad. The research and development alternative may have
an element of aiding the identification, modification, and absorption of foreign
technology rather than generating a completelyindigenoustechnology.
IV. THE EXPERIENCE OF Two SUCCESSFULASIAN ECONOMIES

This section describessome of the means by which two of the fastest-growing
newly industrializing economies-Korea and Taiwan (China)-were able to
shift eoward an international production function.'6
14. De Long and Summers(1991) find that investmentin new equipment as a percentage of GDP is an
important explanatory variable in cross-country growth performance. For calculations of the impact of
embodimentof new technology in equipnventon growth rates in Taiwan (China). see Pack (1992).
15. See, for example, rhe detailed analysisin Nagaoka (1989) of the role of licensingin Javan.
16. Theevidence for the interpretations in thissection is set forth in Dahiman and San;h.i.Konc
(1990),
Westphal, Rhec,and Pursell(1981), PackandWVstphal(1986),and Pack (1992).
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Korea and Taiwan (China)

Until the mid- to late 1970s neither Korea nor Taiwan (China) employed
explicit technologypolicies. The main exceptions were the restrictions placed on
direct foreign investmentar. 1a fairly pezfunctory review of technology licensing
agreements in Korea. The ability of the two countries to close the initial productivity gaps was a result of firms' responses to the incentivescontained in national
economic policies. Among these policies were: (a) the relative neutrality of the
foreign trade regime with respect to profitability between domestic and foreign
sales and the relatively low variance in protectiorn across sectors; (b) export
targeting in Korea and undervaluation of the real exchange rate in Taiwan
(China) to encourage exports to a greater extent than would have been the case
given the protection afforded to new industries in the domestic market; (c) a
relatively undistorted labor market that, along with some movement toward
market rates of interest (particularly in Taiwan, China), kept the wage-rental
ratio doser to its scarcity value than in other developingcountries.
The responses to these incentives led to a set of favorable but unintended
technological consequences.For example, as a result of the rapid rates of export
growth that these policies -ncouraged, there was a substantial inflow of nonproprietary technology, embodied in equipment and in the knowledge provided
by customers (Westphal, Rhee, and Pursell 1981). This inflow was greater
because exports and production increased most in older labor-intensive sectors
in which technology from industrial countries was less protr:red. Technology
and knowledge were relativelyeasy to acquire and absorb in . tese sectors even
without a large stock of highly educated engineers. Much of the relevant information was based on mechanical knowledge rather than on electronic, biological, or chemical principles that would have required more formal education of
employees.
Moreover, the machinery that was employed to manufacture the increased
output was quite labor-intensive, in response to the low wage-rental ratio (Ranis
1979; Rhee and Westphal 1977). The simple equipment and the absence of
contnuous processing were conducive to minor innovations for increasing productivity, which were often suggested by blue-collar workers. Thus, the trade
and factor price regimes were complementary and were conducive both to
obtaining static gains in output and to fostering the move toward best practice.
In this period, until the late 1970s, it is likely that much of the growth in
productivity was the unplanned consequence of getting the prices right. Dollar
and Sokololf (1990) find that T'FP growth in labor-intensive sectors in Korea
exceeded that in the capital-intensivesectors. Technologypolicy was implicit in
the standard economic policies, and technological learning complemented the
conventional economic responses, stimulating further growth in production and
exports as a consequenceof reduced production costs.
In the 1970s a more explicit policy toward technology acquisition appeared.
This policy differed in the two economies. In Korea the growth of large local
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firms was encouraged by the use of selected credit and other instruments. As
domestic real wages increased and newer lower-wage competitors entered the
international market, large Korean firms were encouraged to acquire the technological capacity to enter sectors that were more capital- and technology-intensive
and to achieve best-practice productivity (Pack and Westphal 1986). Information about production technologyin these more complex producer goods sectors
was likely to be more closely guarded than in the consumer goods industries,
and importers in industrial countries were less likelyto transfer such technology.
The Korean government encouragedfirms to obtain technology licenses,acquire
advanced equipment, and engage in their own research and development.
In Taiwan (China) the transfer of knowledge in the consumer industries, in
which the early export drive was concentrated, was similar to that in Korea
(Pack 1992). As Taiwan entered newer areas, however, it did not encourage the
growth of large-scale firms capable of substantial research and development.
The industrial structure was characterized by many small firms, reflecting the
prevalence of high interest rates and the limited use of selected credit directed to
larger firms. Therefore Taiwan utilizedcentral institutions such as the Industrial
Technology Research Institute, as well as technology diffusion institutions such
as the China Productivity Center, to introduce new technologies, develop new
products and processes, diffuse knowledgeof them, and scan international markets for both products and processes (see Dahlman and Sananikone 1990).
Moreover, in the newest sectors the ability to attract back Taiwanese nationals
or to utilize the knowledge of those who remain abroad has been critical (Pack
1992).
In both economies, people (and the knowledge they embody) who have been
educated abroad return because of the high wages made possible by growing
cxports. Purely domestically oriented firms with smaller sales bases could not
have offered sufficiently high wages to attract them. The newly acquired international knowledge was embedded in a framework conducive to efficiency.
Competitive pressures led to a search within plants for better productivity performance. As a result, imported practices were improved, and purely domestic
efforts were made to increase productivity.
The Interaction of Knowledge Acquisition, Investment, and Human Capital
Both Korea and Taiwan (China) invested extensivelyin education and in the
accumulation of substantial physical capital. The ratio of investment to GDP
increased from relativelylow levelsto more than 30 percent in the 1980s. Figure
3 elucidates the process. Initially the economy is at point A on production
function fo.As physical and human capital accumulation proceed, it moves to
pointE on production functionf,. The shift to the higher production function is
realized because of the growing utilization of international best practice. Note,
however, that the benefit from this accumulation of knowledge would have been
less-AB < DE-if capital per worker had not grown (Nelson 1973). Thus the
size of the benefit from the growing import of knowledge and from local efforts
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to increase productivity depends on the stock of physical investment and skills
complementing local unskilled labor. 17
Efforts to obtain international knowledge will have lower payoffs if they are
not accompanied by a growth in the stock of capital per worker. 18 Capital, both
physical and human, can be partly supplied by other countries in the form of
direct foreign investment. The remarkable development of Singapore, for exampie, demonstrates the potency of extemally provided capital and skills in facilitating a rapid movement to international best practice (Lim and Fong 1991). In
the initial period of rapid growth of industrial productivity, Korea and Taiwan
(China) benefited from both capital accumulation and the move toward international best practice.
It may be conjectured that the extent of the shift in the production function
would have been less if the sectors in which exports grew had been those in
which these countries were close to world best practice. In Chile, a more recent
example of improved policies, TFP growth has been much slower. Part of the
17. This has also been a major condusion of somc endogcious growth models, although they condude that the production function in figure3 should not indicate diminishingreturns in the accumulable
factors, physicaland human capital. There is no empiricalevidenceto support this view.
18. Dollar (1992) also emphasizesthis complementarity.deriving it from the interacion term in his
cross-country regressions.
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explanation for this may lie in its emphasis on primary exports, minerals, and
agricultural products. It is likely that these sectors in Chile were much closer to
international best practice than were the industrial growth sectors in Korea and
Taiwan (China). Moreover, in some of the expanding export sectors, such as
electronics, the best-practice frontier was itself shifting rapidly, and the two
Asian economies were able to take advantage of this. If these conjectures are
correct, early proponents of import-substituting industrialization such as Singer
and Prebisch may have been correct in their intuition of the dynamic (TFP
growth) benefits of industrialization. They were mistaken, however, in their
emphasis on import substitution rather than export growth as the process for
realizing these benefits.
V. CONCLUSIONS

Models that attempt to test whether developingcountriescan reap the benefits
of their initial backwardness and thus grow faster have led to a welcome revival
of interest in the sources of growth of potential output in developing countries.
A number of these studies find that, after adjusting for relevant variables, countries that had lower per capita income levels at the beginning of the 1960-85
period experiencedfaster growth than would have been predicted. This is attributed to the ability to take advantage of the large existing stock of knowledge of
the more advanced countries. In contrast, analysesof the urces of growth over
time in these countries do not confirm that poorer coula..ies have had higher
rates of growth of TFPthan richer countries, at either the national or the sectoral
level. Moreover, adjusting for the impact of shifts of resources away from
sectors of low marginal productivity, the gaps between the TFP growth of the
industrial countries compared with both middle-incomeand low-income developing countries is even larger.
As often occurs in a new area of research, concern with establishing the
stylized facts has dominated the interest in assessing the mechanisms through
which developingcountries may achieve greater growth. The source of growth
in a few Asian economies was their ability to extract relevant technological
knowledge from industrial economies and utilize it productively within the
domestic economy. Not only was the technology acquired, but it led to rapid
growth in productivity because it was embedded in economies that offered
strong inducementsto export and in which firms attempted to decrease cost and
improve quality.

The lessons for those developing countries that have experienced slow growth
is not that they will automatically reap the benefits of their current low-income

status, as implied by the convergenceargument. Rather, intensive efforts will
have to be made to acquire technology and to do so within a framework in
which successful firms do not use it to extract rents. Some of the knowledge may
be acquired as a by-product or an externality from exporting. Hence, a competi-

tive initial environment with a neutral or slightly proexport incentive structure
may be a precondition for the acquisition of nonproprietary knowledge. At the
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same time, practices that discourage direct foreign investment, as well as the
microscopic inspection and slow approval of licensing agreements, need to be
relaxed. Establishing relative factor prices in line with endowments is also
important. Simpler technologies and more labor-intensive sectors allow
increases in domestic productivity and the exploitation of nonproprietary
knowledge that is more readily available in these sectors.
In the current international milieu of rapidly changing macroeconomnic policies, the need for liberalization in these microeconomic dimensions should not
be disregarded. A strong case can be made that getting most macroeconomic
policies correct without giving explicit attention to technology acquisition will
lead to moderate growth, but at rates that will not approach those of the Asian
"miracle" economies.
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Howard Pack's paper is a useful critique and reinterpretation of some of the
literature on the "new economicsof growth," especiallythe growing number of
cross-country regressions that explain the sources of intercountry variations in
per capita income growth.
Perhaps the most striking aspect of this new literature is the focus on
"convergence"-that is, the capacity of poor countries to catch up to per capita
income in the industrial countries. According to both neoclassicaland endogenous growth theories, poorer economies can acceleratetheir rate of per capita
income growth during the transition through improvementsin such fundamentals as the rate of investmentand the levelof human capital. Where they diverge
is in interpreting the potential for growth that does not derive from such fundamental processesof accumulation.
In neoclassical growth theory (and in its empirical counterpart, growth
accounting) the componentof growth that cannot be explained by accumulation
is ascribed to change in total factor productivity (TFP)or to technical progress.
In many endogenous growth models, external economiesexplain different races
of growth in per capita output. The theories differ in their interpretation of the
steady-state properties of long-term growth. Roughly speaking, neoclassical
models convergeto a uniform rate of per capita incomegrowth across countries
that is determined by the rate of technical progress; endogenousgrowth models
do not convergeto a uniform rate of per capita income growth because of the
presence of externalitiesrelated to the process of accumulation. Empirical tests
of convergenceare therefore viewed as a means of testing the validity of these
two competingtheoreticalviewsof growth.
Pack'spaper looks at these empiricaltests and asks what, if anything, we learn
from this burgeoning literature. My reading of his results and arguments leads
me to condude that we learn very little. Cross-countrygrowth regressions find
significant coefficientson variables intended to describe "relativebackwardness," but the interpretation of the coefficient as evidence of catching up is
subject to doubt. Pack advancesthree arguments to explainwhy this is so. First,
John Pageis semioradviserin the Country EconomicsDepartmcnrof the WorldBank.
©)1993 The Inrernational Bank for Reconstructionand Development/
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it is not consistent with time-seriesevidence un TFP change across countries,
since between 1950 and 1985 those growth rates were lower, on average, in
poorer countries than in richer countries.
Second, the one-sector models employedin cross-countryregressionsignore a
major source of TFP change: intersectoral reallocation of factors from lowproductivity to high-productivitysectors. To one who was trained in economic
development in the early 1970s, this is an astonishing omission in the recent
theoretical and empiricalliterature.
As Pack demonstrates, reallocation effectscan be both empiricallysignificant
and contrary to the interpretation of the convergenceliterature. What is perhaps
more disturbing in Pack's results-and deservingof more emphasis-is that, net
of sectora! reallocation, TFP change in the poorest countries is negative, a phenomenon that neither the neoclassical nor endogenous growth models can
explain and to which I shall return later.
* Finally, Pack questions the interpretation of a number of the variables introduced into cross-countryregressionsby various authors. He arguesthat a misinterpretation of the variables can lead to a misinterpretation of the results. His
most intriguing speculations concern the ratio of investment to gross domestic
product. Whilethe traditional interpretation of this variable is that its coefficient
reflects the effect of capital deepening,it is also plausible that, as Pack argues,
higher rates of investment are associated with higher rates of structural
transformation.
It is also possible that high investmentratios act as a proxy for the overall
adequacy of the economic environmentand that growth is positivelyassociated
with "good" economic environments.If this is so, a share of the positive coeffidient on investment may not reflect the results of accumulation but rather the
productivity-enhancing effects of good economic policy. This is a point with
which I suspectPack would agree.
Pack has done an admirable job of convincingus that whatever the coefficient
on "relative backwardness"measures,it is probably not convergencein the sense
of endogenousgrowth theories. The empiricalliterature is therefore not yet well
enough developed to allow a definitivetest of the relevance of the competing
neoclassicalancdendogenous interpretations of growth.
But a major question that arises in a forum such as the World Bank is whether
this debate is of more than academicinterest to development practitioners and
policymakers. I wouildanswer, yes. As Pack points out in his introduction, the
fundamental question is to what extent are sources of growth that cannot be
attrbuted directly to accumulation amenable to policy action? If growth rates
can never converge because of externalities related to accumulation, or if TFP
change is limited by an exogenous rate of technical progress, public policy even
during the transition is probably best confinedto gettingthe fundamentalsright.
But if, as the experiences of a number of high-performing Asian economies
suggest, rates of TFP change are themselvesdetermined by policy choices, the
possibleareas for intervention are considerablyexpanded.
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I would therefore like to interpret Pack's evidencein this context rather than
in terms of the debate between competinginterpretations of economic growth.
To do this, I need to introduce yet another view of the component of growth
that cannot be attributed to accumulation. Nishimizu and Page (1982) offer an
interpretation of TFP change that brings together the concepts of technical efficiencyand technicalprogress.' Our motivewas the realization that intrasectoral
(industry) rates of TFP change were negativein many developingcountries over
extended periods of time. Negative TFP change is equivalent to an increase in
real unit costs of production and is contrary to traditional interpretations of the
residual in growth-accountingexercisesas technicalprogress.
Our frameworkis very similar to Pack's. Technicalprogress is associatedwith
movementsin best practice. It is zero or positive but never negative. Changesin
technical efficiency,however, are changes in the average efficiencywith which
best practice is applied. These can be either positive or negative, depending on
whether an economy (or firm) is catching up to or falling behind best practice.
To use the variables in figure 1 in Pack's paper, movements of the production
frontier,fl, are technical progress. Movementsfrom points belowf1 (say, along
fo) toward f1 are changes in technical efficency. TFP change, the measured
residual in growth accounting, contains both eL±ments,but the techniques of
growth accountingcannot disentanglethe two.
Why is this distinction relevant?To use Pack's analogy, the process of catching up by means of productivity change is similar to riding on an escalator.
Technical progress is positive and common to all countries, like standing on a
rising escaiator. Change in technicalefficiencyis the process of running up the
escalator to catch an economyon a higher stair. If changein technicalefficiency
is amenableto policy action, running up the escalator is possible.
Viewed in this light, Pack'sdata paint a pessimisticpicture of the prospects for
catchingup, albeit with some room for optimism. If rates of TFP growth in highincome countries can be interpreted as the rate of technical progress, they lie in
the range of 1 to 2 percent a year (on a value added basis). Low- and middleincomecountrieshave lower averagerates of TFP change. Thus changein technical efficiencyis, on average, negative in the developingworld. Countries are
falling back on the escalator.
A subset of economies,however, is running ahead. Pack discussesthe experience of the Republic of Korea, and Taiwan (China); I would add Japan and
Hong Kong. Each of these economiesrecorded extended periods of rapid TFP
growth (more than 1 to 2 percent a year) and therefore a positive change in
technical efficiency.Pack makes a persuasive case that this positive change is
associated with public policy interventionsto promote exports, combined with a

1. Mieko NishimizuandJohn M. Page,Jr., "TotalFactor Productvity Growth, Tc:hnicalProgressand
TechnicalEfficiencyChange: Dimensionsof ProductivityChange in Yugoslavia1965-1978,' Economic
Journal92 (1982):920-36.
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high degree of openness to international technology and knowledge and strong
incentives to attract skilled nationals back to their home country.
Pack's evidence persuades me that change in technical efficiency is indeed
amenable to policy action. Good policies can engender positive change, while
bad policies can have the opposite effect. I would like to conclude, therefore, by
speculating on what might constitute good policies.
First, proexport policies may have substantial benefits. Exports introduce
competition, international standards of best practice and product quality, and
information about international trends in productivity change, both directly
through information links and indirectly through relative price movements. It is
significant, however, that for much of the period of rapid growth in technical
efficiencythe proexport policies of Japan, Korea, and Taiwan (China) were not
associated with neutral incentives and a liberal economic environment. (This
was not tme of Hong Kong.) Thus we may need to extend our research and
thinking about the role of trade and trade policy beyond the standard prescriptions of neutrality of incentivesand outward orientation.
Second, changes in technical efficiencyare not costless. The accumulation of
human capital and the mastery of technological skills are necessary for accelerating productivity growth. Both require investment and patience. It is not accidental that those countries which registered high rates of change in technical efficiency were also among the world leaders in the share of investment in national
inicomeand in school (especiallyprimary school) enrollment rates.
Third, technology policies as practiced in most low- and middle-income countries may be misguided. Basic research and university-based applied research
may be far less relevant to the rapid acquisition of technicalefficiency than finnbased innovations and general education. As Pack points out, neither Korea nor
Taiwan (China) employed explicit technology policies until quite late in their
growth process.
The lessons for low- and middle-income countries ultimately reflect both
traditional concerns with investment and accumulation and the more recent
recognition of the scope for increases in productivity derived from improvements in technical efficiency.On the traditional side, the accumulation of physical investment and human capital is paramount, although the mechanisms by
which these variables act on growth may be more subtle than the cross-country
growth literature suggests. On the other side, change in technical efficiency
remains an area of great unrealized potential for developing economies other
than those in East Asia. Policies matter for both traditional and nontraditional
sources of growth.
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The two papers presented in this session provide a vivid picture of the fragnentary and unsatisfactory state of received theory concerning the sources and
nature of technical change and its long-term effects on productivity growth and
productivity differentials across firms, industries, and nations. It is unfortunate
that without further progress we can scarcely daim to have a conceptually valid
and empirically useful set of principles governing international competitiveness
and the sources of dynamic comparative advantages across countries-certainly
one of the central topics for the economics profession.
Pack examines the conventional neoclassical account of intercountry differences in total factor productivity growth and the likelihood that the gap between
industrial and developing countries will become smaller as poorer countries
catch up, moving upward along an equilibrium growth path. This approach to
development economics is based on two propositions. First, a library of completely specified and freely accessible production functions exists somewhere in
the world, and developing countries are free to make use of it. Second, growth in
per capita income is to be explained solely on the basis of the expansion of the
ratio of capital to labor, the degree of initial backwardness (which reflects how
much any given country can benefit from tapping the common pool of available
technologies), and the ability of a country to get its prices right in order to
compete on the world market.
To deal with questions of technical change and productivity growth at this
level of abstraction, the neoclassical model needs to make a number of stringent
assumptions concerning industrial organization and the behavior of economic
agents, markets, and institutions. It has to assume that we are looking at steadystate equilibrium situations in which factors are paid their marginal productivity
and entrepreneurs maximize profits under conditions of perfect information. It
also has to postulate a well-defined intertemporal relationship between generations to makcedynamic equilibrium at all possible. The likelihood of disequilibrium is eliminated from neoclassical growth models through an elegant-but, in
Solow's words, "ultimately unacceptable"-simplification.
Jorge M. Katzis professor of industrialeconomicsat the Universityof BuenosAires in Argentina.
© 1993 Te InternationalBank for Reconstructionand Development
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The idea is to imagine that the economyis populated by a single immortal
consumer, or by a number of identical immortal consumers. The immortaliy itself is not a problem. Each consumercould be replaced by a dynasty
each member of which treats his or her successorsas extensionsof himself
or herself. But no shortsightednesscan be allowed. He or she is supposed
to solve an infinite time utility function. The next step is harder to swallow
in conjunction with the first. For this consumer every firm is just a transparent instrumentality, an intermediary,a devicefor carrying out intertemporal optimization subject only to technological constraints and initial
endowments. Thus, any kind of market failure is ruled out from the beginning. There are no strategic complementarities,no coordination failures,
no Prisoner's Dilemmas. The result is a construction in which the whole
economy is assumed to be solving a Raxnsayoptimal growth problem
through time, disturbed only by stationary stochastic shocks to taste and
technology. To these the economyadapts optimally. (Solow 1988, p. 310)
The neodassical account of developmentassumes that the developingcountries today are exact replicas of the industrial countries at some point in the past
and that if everythinggoes right they should, in due time, move upward along an
equilibrium growth path of steady-state configurations. Pack's elegant and
attractive presentation of the neodassical story ends on a discouraging note,
though. He tellsus that the conventionalmodel fails to provide a sound explanation of the economic successesof the Republicof Korea and Taiwan (China)and
that we need a much more complexinstitutional and structural model if we are
to account for the rich behavioralscenarios that underlie these cases. Although.
we knew that all along, equilibriumgrowth models still carry a lot of intellectual
power within the profession.
Bell and Pavitt present an unorthodox view of technical change more concernedwith the dynamicsof technologicalaccumulationand with the forcesthat
account for the developmentof domestictechnologicalcapabilitiesin peripheral
societies.Their views derive from a quite different microeconomicand institutional model in which imperfect information allows for behavioral differences
among firns, as well as for innovative lags and leads, quasi-rents, and endogenous changes in market structure (Nelson 1981). Technologicallearning
can be different from company to company-or from country to countrydependingon how much a givenfirm or societyspends on research and development, the quality of its human resources, and the particular way in which
domestic institutions operate to support (or discourage) the generation and
diffusion of technical knowledge. It now becomespossible to postulate models
of "adaptive" behavior in individualfirms that do not have to assume the firm
has completeprior knowledge of all its future technologicalpossibilitiesor that
its only objectivefunction is to maximizeprofits.
Once the idea of regular and predictablebehavior inherent in the neodassical
logic is abandoned, the notion of evolutionaryperfonnance can be introduced.
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Current behavior is strongly influenced by the recent past. There is a certain
"biological" flavor in these models that is imparted by the evolutionary mechanism which underlies the dynamics of firm behavior and of market structure.
After nearly two decades of involvement in empirical studies of technical
change in Latin American countries (Katz 1986, 1987), I agree with most of
what Belland Pavitt have to say. Yet I recognize that we still lack a comprehensive overall theoretical model as elegant and mathematically operational as the
neoclassical one, and for some people, this lack constitutes a major shortcoming. Substantial progress in this direction has been attained in the path-breaking
work by Nelson and Winter (1982).
The paper presents many small and theoretically attractive issues as side
questions to the central argument. For example, the authors argue that there is a
fundamental difference between setting up production capacity and gradually
developing in-house technological capabilities and skills. They correctly point
out that the latter capacity is crucial and note that firms need an explicit strategy
to develop these skills.
Many of our case studies do in fact show that companies have an explicit
strategy for encouraging technological learning and that such strategies proceed
from simple to complex technological missions and achievements. Firms were
observed to move from the development of in-house product design to production engineering skills and only later-perhaps as much as ten years later-to
uestions of production planning and organization that involve issues of layout
balancing, time-and-motion studies, and so forth. Such skills demand quite
different human resources than product design activitiesand are incorporated at
a much later stage.
Although this is a minor issue in the paper, the topic is by no means trivial
because it goes to the heart of the discussion of infant industry protection and
public policy in the industrial field. On the basis of very litle empirical evidence,
economists have argued that infant industry protection should be short-term and
should compensate for no more than 20 or 30 percent of production costs. But
the experiences of Korea and Taiwan (China) seem to indicate that we need to
go far beyond such levels and that new institutions and policy instruments need
to be developed for such purposes.
Let me take issue with a more fundamental point. The paper describes the
process of microlevel learning and observes that "there are good reasons to
expect firms in certain market conditions to underinvestin [the creation of] these
capabilities . . ." I think that we could go much further and admit that it is not
just individual market conditions that affect a firm's technological strategy:
macroeconomic forces play a major role. By admitting this, we can begin to
develop a microeconomicand macroeconomic analytical framework that will be
needed if we are to understand the idiosyncratic nature of the industrial organization environment of developingcountries and eventually develop a theoretical
construction that reflects their uniqueness rather than assuming that they are
just lagging versions of mature industrial societies.
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Throughout the 1980s structural adjustment has required many developing
countries to deregulate and open their markets to foreign competition, to privatize public enterprises, and to undertake new patterns of industrial relations. A
whole new industrial organizationscenario has been developingabout which we
know little. Consider, for example, the following issues. First, the degree of
economic concentration has increasedsignificantly,with a small group of large
domestic conglomerates now exercisinga high degree of control over the production structure. Second, the share of multinational corporations in total
industrial output has declined in the past decade. Third, a massive industrial
restructuring has occurred in which industries that are relatively intensive in
domestic value added, such as the metalworking sector or the production of
capital goods, have contracted, while industries that process raw materials-.' such as steel, petrochemicals,food processing, and pulp and paper-and that
are much less intensive in domestic engineeringcontent and value added, have
expanded.
In a general way we can consider the present evolution as a reaction to past
overemphasis on import substitution industrialization. It simply happens that
with a much lower rate of external protection, domestic value added at world
competitivestandards cannot be sustained in a good number of the mechanical
engineeringindustries that many developingcountriesattempted to enter during
the 1960s and 1970s.
Moreover, it is not just that the (currently) more dynamic sectors (those
producing industrial commodities)involveless domesticvalue added and engineeringcontent but also that in those metalworkingand capital goods industries
that have managed to survive, successhas been attained after a considerable
restructuring effort. In most cases firms have increased the import content of
their production activitiesand have moved"backward" toward final assemblyof
imported components. This indicates that in the new industrial organization
scenario, based on the need to be competitive at a global level, firms have opted
for less in-house technologicaleffort, minimal product design engineering,and
so on.
The point is that the macroeconomicenvironmentand the globalizationof the
economy provide much less room for the developmentof the sort of in-house
capabilitiesthat Belland Pavitt are taLkingabout, and that their paper could be
enriched by exploring the weight of these forces.
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I would like to discuss a theme that has not receivedsufficient discussionhere:
that taking advantage of underdevelopmentis not automatic but requires investment. I have eight points to make in the brief time allotted.
I.- A key priority for developingcountries is to find eff-ectiveways to tap into
the large and expanding stock of technologicalknowledge. This strategy has
important implications because it focuses on using knowledge rather than on
producingknowledge.
2. There are many ways to tap into foreign knowledge.Howard Pack lists six
modes of technologytransfer in manufacturing: purchases of new equipment,
foreign direct investment, technologylicensing, use of nonproprietary technology (includingthat obtained from purchasers of e-xports),acquisition of kcrowledge from returning skillednat'Ioas, and reserh and developmentand reverse
engineering. Several others could be added, such as copying, foreign publications,trade fairs,data bases, foreign experts, informal linkages with nationals
abroad, local education, and training.
None of these methods, however, is costless, even if the source does not
charge for the knowledge. They all require investments of time, effort, and
resources. Developingeconomies have used them to different extents and have
recorded different returns. To illustrate briefly, both Taiwan (China) and the
Republicof Korea have gotten a tremendous amount of technologicalinformation from foreign buyers and suppliers. Becauseforeign buyers are a rich source
~~~of
technology, the very process of participating in world trade is an important
way of gaining acce-ssto technology. A significant differencebetween the two
economies is their industrial structure. Korea has large firms that have started to
invest in research and development, whereas Taiwan (China)has many small
and medtiumfirms that do not invest much in research. Therefore a large,
-publiclyfunded infrastructure for supporting research and developmentplays a
more important role in Taiwan. Singapore has followed still ar-:--herstrategy,
Carl J. Dablma2nis chiefof the Industry Developmient
Divisionin the WorldBank'sIndustry and Energy
Department.
©1993The InternationalBank for Reconstructionand DevelopmentITHE
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relyingheavily on foreigninvestment, and it has had a very rapid rate OfGNP per
capita growth and rising wages. In the beginning its attraction to foreign
investors-in addition to its location-was its low wage scale. As foreign investmecntincreased, however, wages rose rapidly. Singaporethen invested in physical infrastructure and technical training, and as a result it has been able to
continue to attract foreign investmentin spite of the rapid increase in wages.
The benefits from foreign.investmentdepend very much on the overall incentive regime. Singapore has been well served by foreign investment because its
orientation required world-class technology. Many countries in Latin America
also relied heavily on foreign investmnent,but because they had protected,
inwardly oriented policy regimes, they often purchased outmoded or obsolete
technologiesthat retarded their industrial competitiveness.
*3. Foreign technologyis not the end of the story but the beginning. Technology has to be adapted to local circumstances, diffused through the economy,
and continually replenished. Acquiringforeign technologyis thus not a one-shot
operation; it is a complicated and dynamic process.

4. An important point picked up byJohn Page and Howard Pack is that access
to and use of technologydepends on the policy environment and the domestic
regulatory regime. Many countries focus on developingtechnologicalinfrastructure or on research, pushing hard on the supply side. But this emphasis may not
do much for the economy because it is not linked to the productive sector.
Technologyto increaseproductivity must take place within firms, as Martin Bell
and Keith Pavitt emphasizein their paper.
How much effort firms expend depends in large part on the extent to which
the incentive regime demands improved performance, greater efficiency, and
better quality. In addition, participation in world trade creates a virtuous cycle.
Finns are forced to competeand keep up to date on new and improved processes
and products. At the same time, certain beneficialside effectsemerge from this
process, including design, technology, and technical assistance from foreign
b'uyers(through, for example, specificationsfor products, informnationon new
products and technologies, training, and management experience), as well as
economies of scale and scope.
5. A country's ability to use resourcesefficientlyand develop rapidly depends
not only on its policy regime but also on its technologicalinfrastructure. This
framework consists of many institutions and agents-some public, some private, and some fointlyheld-that provide technologicalinformation, extension
services, prod'- -ivity advice, and consulting services, and chat include universities, public and private research facilities, and specializedinstitutions which
finance technology. Normnsand standards, for example, are becoming increasingly imnportantas countries focus on export markets and have to meet product
specifications in different markets. Good standards also help technologicaldiffusion because they implicitlyembodytechnology.
6. Too much of the research and developmenteffort in developingcountries is
expended in the public sector. Much of it does not address the needs of the
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productive sector but is concerned instead with reinventing what has already
been developed in industrial countries (or it represents an attempt to do basic
research without the budget and the support infrastructure required to make a
significantcontribution). There is, however, a tremendous stock of knowledge
and new research that the developing countries are not tapping effectively.
Therefore I would argue for less emphasison research and developmentas such
and more emphasis on making effectiveuse of the technologythat already exists.
7. This point is related to the precedingone: research and developmentvaries
according to the country and its phase of development. For example, in the
mid-1970s Korea set up public laboratories for research and development. The
total share of expenditure on research and development in the economy at that
time was about 0.5 percent of GDP, and although the governmentwas trying to
interest the private sector, 80 percent of the total was being carried by the
government. Today Korea spends almost 3 percent of GNP on research, and 80
percent of it is done in the private sector. The basic reason for this change is that
there is much more pressure from foreign firms. As Korea gets closer to the
world frontier, industry is less able to purchase technology, and firms have to
investtheir own resources.
8. One of the most important elementsin a country's ability to make effective
use of technologyis an adequate technicalhuman capital base. How to develop
technical human capital, through formal secondary education, vocational education, and on-the-job training, is a critical area for further research. In addition, scientistsand engineershave to be trained-and trained in a way that gives
them maximum flexibility, because it is difficult to predict what skills will be
necessary. Because of the rapid change, some areas of inquiry and production
will be dead ends. To train high-levelresearch scientists and engineers is an
expensiveproposition, not only becauseof the prolonged formal education that
is required but also because training typically requires laboratories, supplies,
and assistants as well.
A final point is that we have been talking so far about technologynarrowly
defined. Belland Pavitt, in their paper, did consider the organization and management of production systems and looked more broadly at the whole system,
from research to design, production, distribution, and marketing. Such a view is
important because part of what is happening in industry is a shortening of the
cyclefrom designto production. In addition, competition is no longer based just
on low unit costs of production but also on the total cost from research and
design to the delivery of the product to the final market at a particular time.
Many developingcountries are fallingbehind in some of these new systems of
competition. Thus we have to help them plug back into the world market. This
means going beyond the technologyof production or new products toward a
better understanding of supplier networks, distribution systems, access to
design, accessto technology, and so on-another important area for research.
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A World Bank participant asked the speakers what they thought about the past
ten years of futile attempts to draft an international code of conduct on technology transfers-an effort that had wasted a great deal of policymakers' time in
developingcountries.
Keith Pavitt said that it was extremely important to study historical examples
to understand how technology developsin countries that enter the international
market, but his particular focus was on the development of capabilities in firms.
He said that if one did not have intellectual property within fins, it did not
matter how marvelous the country's policies were. HIewould be interested, for
example, in the growth of the in-house capabilities of Japanese firms in the
1950s and of Korean firms in the 1970s and 1980s. He considered that to beimplicitly or explicitly-technology policy, and he took issue with John Page
(discussant) and Howard Pack on the question. He was worried that people
assumed firms succeeded because of government policies. The Republic of
Korea and Taiwan (China), for example, were outliers in terms of other measures of success, yet the data on patents show that their in-house technological
capabilities had reached world-frontier level. Those capabilities, he said, had
emerged for reasons beyond human capital-investment in research and development, quality, and so on-far more quickly than in other countries. Why?
What had technology policy been in those firms? Had they advanced technologically simply because of their links to international markets? One could argue the
point, but he believed the companies had an explicit technology policy that
induced Korea's rapid growth in total factor productivity.
Howard Pack said that his paper was quite explicit on the point that Korea
and Taiwan (China) had no technologypolicy in the earliest years of their rapid
growth in productivity. About 1980, however, they set up technology institutes
to encourage R&D and made a sustained effort to persuade firms to increase their
R&D-indeed, they had minimum R&D requirements for firms. Taiwan also
realized that technology transfer was going to be more difficult and had begun to
spend heavily on original R&D.
in response to Pack's comment that one way to introduce new technology to a
country was to import a certain percentage of equipment, a speaker from the
Bank asked Pack to comment on China's technology imports in 1984 and 1985.
This session was chaired by Marianne Haug, director, Country Departnent HI, East Asia and Pacific
-egional Office, the World Bank.
© 1993 The International Bank for Rcconstruction and Development t
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China had bought massiveamounts of equipment from Japan-even transplanting factories rather than acquiring technology-but the equipment went to large
state enterprises and had little effect on productivity. By contrast, town and
village enterprises, whic-hhad been denied access to raw materials or foreign
exchange to buy more equipment, had shown a tremendous increase in productivity. Pack agreed that there was no benefit in buying advanced equipment and
using it inefficiently.
One participant thought that Pavitt had ignored the critical distinction
between sodial learning and individual learning. Social learning would indlude
such factors as industry norms, folklore, and culture-the sorts of things that
are important where you have a concentration of technologyusers, as in Silicon
Valley in California, for example. Pavitt said that the sort of learning the participant was talking about was differentfrom the conventional definition of human
capital. It was specific, experience-based, and often collective-which was true
of most technological activity. It was learning about specific production techniques that might apply elsewhere, but not everywhere. It was not learning to
count; that was what made it different from what one learned in school.
The same participant thought that Packesargument was somewhat circular.
Pack had said that it was important to promote industrial exports without
creating distortions. The participant asked how that fit Pack's explanation that
there had been productivity growth because of a reallocation of labor from
agriculture to manufacturing. For most countries, the policymaker who says,
don't create distortions, typically believesin static comnparativeadvantage. That
would mean more agriculture, but agricultural expansion would not lead to a
reallocation of labor, nor would it lead to productivity growth. Pack responded
that the reallocation of sectors presumably occurs naturally as relative factor
prices change, so over timneone wouldl get normal processing of agricultural
commodities. If one wanted to acceleratethat, it could be done with a subsidy.
Pack was asked what he meant when he said that competition was key in
Korea. The speaker said that it was not competition in the way the World Bank
defined it; the playing field had definitelynot been level. Intervention had been
specificallyat the level of the firm, not even the sector. Pack responded that
Korea had dlearly been protective at the same time that it used export targets,
but he disagreedwith the participant about the nature of protection: Korea had
been relatively neutral in the sense that effective rates of protection had varied
little across sectors, at least in the mid-1970s. He had not looked at more recent
estimates, which were shakier. Furthermore, profit margins from exporting
were about the same as those in domestic markets, so in fact the situation was
relatively dose to a level playing field. But Korea undoubtedly used export
targets to offset some of the selectivityof domestic protection.
Pack attributed Taiwan's success,in contrast to Korea's, to its 35 percent private savingrate and its relativelysmall govenment deficit (indeed, surplus). This
had produced an excessof exports over imports, whih was why Taiwan had foreign exchange reservesof $85 billion in 1992. Very high savingrates are reflected
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in exp ort surpluses. The Reagan and Bush administrations had not understood
that this also works in reverse: that a large government deficitwill be reflected in
an import surplus, which may consist largely of manufactured goods. So not only
microeconomic policy mattered; macroeconomic policywas important, too.
A participant from Brazi! asked Pavitt to expand on what he had said about
the widening gap between firms that can "use" technology and those that can
"change" technology. Brazil had imported technology, its economy was opening, and competitive pressure was increasing.Nevertheless, Brazilhad firms that
were beyond using technology but were not yet capable of changing technology.
He wanted to know more about the possibility of firms' getting stuck somewhere
in the middle.
Pavitt said that starting from a base of raw nLaterialsdid not necessarilylead
down blind alleys. As recently as World War It, three Scandinavian countries
had built up relatively sophisticated technology along a trajectory based on raw
materials. Finland-which was technologically more dynamic than Korea and
Japan-had undergone a remarkable modernization, moving from raw materials processing into areas such as processing technology and mechanical engineering. Denmark was an interesting example of upstream and downstream
links around food. The Swedish trajectory went back a long way, to such
ndustries as wood, pulp and paper, and mining machinery- Why couldn't that
happen in Latin America? Possibly, in the areas in which Latin America was
operating (such as textiles), there was strong vertical disintegration between the
process technologies used internationally that made technology accumulation
more difficult. Perhaps macroeconomic conditions in Brazil made it more
difficult.
Jorge Katz (discussant)agreed with Pavitt, adding that in the early and middle
1970s Brazil, India, Mexico, and Argentina had begun exporting their dated
technology to other developing countries. Having started on a natural trajectory, some of these countries had moved into technology exporting about ten or
fifteen years down the line. Something had happened at the end of the 1970s to
disrupt the leaming structure that had been developingfor twenty years. Katz
believedthat these countries had begun again on a different basis of comparative
advantage and that history would repeat itself in due time, once the process
industries they were now expanding stabilized.
Paul David (who had presented a paper in an earlier session on technology)
asked John Page, Howard Pack, and Keith Pavitt what they meant by terms that
seemed to him to be related. Page had distinguished between a high level of
technical efficiency and a high level of technological change-a distinction,
David assumed, that had to do with the relationship between average-practice
technology and the best-practice frontier. Pavitt had talked about technological
accumulation as developingthe resources or conditions or capabilities-some or
all of those, he was not sure-to manage the generation of, and changes in,
technology. David wondered if Pavitt saw the development of technological
accumulation as a system property held by firms and whether it induded a firm's
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ability to move toward the best-practkcefrontier. Pack, said David, had talked
about the reallocation of resourcesas being an intersectoral phenomenon. David
wanted to know if a reallocation of resources was also implicit when firms
scrapped old equipment and moved toward new equipment in a sector (and
therefore toward the best-practicefrontier), or if Pack saw reallocation as being
the removal of inefficiencies(since using frontier technologies might not be
~~~rational
in a particular sector, depending on the spectrum -offactor prices and
local conditions).
Pack saidithat he defined reallocation as occurring where marginal producor factors differed across sectors because of factor-market imperfections.
~~~If
an innovation's average total cost was less than the average variable cost in the
same sector, he would consider it intrasectoral growth of factor productivity, on
the basis of calculated marginal products of labor, nor on average products.
Page said that the achievement of total factor productivity required the
explicit allocation of resources. He did not think that it was clear at what stage
in a country's development the benefitsof alocating resources to one activty or
the other were greatest. If he were in India now, his major concern would be
how to get from minus 2 percent total factor productivity growth to zero or 1
percent growth, and then to international best practice. What Pavitt and Carl
Dahlman (discussant) had said was that many gains in developingcountries had
come from moving average practice to best practice, not from moving forward
with best practice.
A speaker asked if, in citing figures of minus 2 percent total factor productivity growth in India, Page was suggestingactive subsidies.Page said he was not
only suggestingit but had the evidence. All one had to do was raise effective
rates of protection in the inport-substituting sector for twenty years, and (at the
expense of consumers) one could activelysubsidize the destruction of resources.
Marianne Haug (chair) said she doubted that govermecnts would believe it.
Page responded that it was remarkable the extent to which governments in Latin
America now-do believe it. He said that if he had to pick one intellectualorigin
for changed attitudes toward protection by Latin American governments, it
would not be static resource allocation. It would be the realization that tiherates
of total factor productivity growth had continuously declined and were in severe
dlangerof becoming negative in most of those countries.
A participant said that Paul Krugman (speaker in another session), in discussing regionalization, had concluded that a gravity model best described what was
going to happen with trading blocs and had predicted that there would be three
-tivities

*

major blocs. What were the implications if that came to pass and if there were

barriers to the transfer of ideas among these blocs? 'Would the way technology
was transferred vary between a bloc dominated by Japan, North America, or
Europe?
Another participant responded that there was a big difference in the way in
which Japanese corporations organized for production. Their approach was
much more systemic: if a firm wanted to produce a component,

it would some-
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how have to become part of the system of codesigning and coproducing that
component as the model was changing. The Japanese production system
required a differenttype of interaction. If a country such as Brazilwanted to tap
into the Japanese system, it would probably have to induceJapanese automobile
producers to come to Brazil, sincethey were not there right now. So there would
be some concerns about being in or out of different systems.
For another thing, continued the speaker, countries differ in aliowing ease of
access to technology, and they were beginning to look at these differences
somewhat systematically. Originally, the United States had been more generous in licensing technologies because the marginal returns from licensing
were not considered important. As it became evident that some countries,
notably Japan, had become very good at assimilatingtechnology rapidly, there
was greater concern about protecting the rents that a license implies. There has
since been a tremendous tightening. The Japanese pattern has been to ask a
higher price for a much shorter time; Japan seems to have internalized the
value of the technology much more rapidly. Developing countries complain
that it is difficult to get access to Japanese technology unless one is part of the
Japanese system.
A participant asked what would happen to Mexico under the North American
Free Trade Agreement? Would technology transfers increase its total factor
productivity growth or a particular factor productivity growth? U.S. automotive
firms had been operating in Mexico for a number of years with very little
increase in total factor productivity outside the narrow field of auto assembly.
Katz said that the Mexican automotive industry was changing from an industry
directed toward local consumers to one that supplied parts and components for
American manufacturers. In the process, the industry had been forced to introduce quality control, which it did not have before. Katz did expect technological
accumulation to occur through the restructuring now under way.
Pavitt said that there were dearly regional effects-that Taiwan and Korea
were influenced by Japan, Finland by Sweden, and European countries by Germany. His advice to policymakers in Latin America would be to be sure to
establish links with the Gennans and the Japanese because the Americans were
not necessarilythe best in many areas of technology. He said that one important
difference between Latin America and East Asia was that the Asians had
adopted Japanese manufacturing methods, whereas Latin Americans were still
using North Americansystems.
Changing the focus, another participant asked to what extent these lessons
were applicable to agriculture. There was tremendous agricultural technology
policy in place, said the speaker-many national research organizations and the
Consultative Group for International Agricultural Research. Nobody seemedto
be attacking these organizations. Yet Pack's paper said that from 1970 to 1980
total factor productivity in agriculture had been negative for developing countries. Was agriculture so differentfrom manufacturing that one had to approach
it in a completelydifferent way?
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Katz responded that patent protection and the role of transnational corporations were becoming central issues in agriculture. Agricultural technology was
gradually changing from a public good generated by state institutes to a private
good generated by large transnational corporations. In the Uruguay Round
much of the discussion about patent protection had been about this gradual
transfer. Countries in which transnational finns had a strong hold on the local
production of hybrids and fertilizers would probably imnprove their diffusion
rates if those countries accepted stronger patent protection on hybrids and
fertilizers.
A speaker from the World Bank added that the new biotechnology was also
causing things to move rapidly from the university to the private sector. But one
big difference between agriculture and industry was that in agriculture it had
been possible to have more publicly funded generic research projects because
there were particular crop varieties adapted to local circumstances. In industry
there is more variety in the range of products, so the generic approach made less
sense.
Pavitt thought that it was interesting that nobody criticized public subsidies of
agricultural R&D. A participant responded that appropriability was not an issue
when research was not proprietary.
One participant wanted Pack to elaborate on how different energy prices in
North America would affect technology change among different trading blocs.
Marianne Haug asked if he would also elaborate on his statement that because
of changes in pricing and factor inputs, technological change would go in two
directions: toward energy and toward the environment. Pack responded that
input-output tables showed a high energy component in some industries and a
low one in others. Everything else being equal, one would normally expect a
shift of output away from energy use. Intrasectorally, one would expect technologies to become more energy-efficient. Rising energy prices do not necessarily
lead to energy-saving technological change, but one generally looks for technology changes that save on any factor of production. The change in BTUS per unit
of GNP over the past twenty years had been spectacular, even intrasectorally. he
said.
Pavitt added that technological development in the U.S., European, and Japanese automotive industries had been heavily influenced by energy prices over the
past fifty years. Energy prices had had serious upstream effects on the quality of
component inputs and on the development of high-compression engines (as
opposed to inefficient ones).
Another participant said that in looking at environmentally friendly innovations, the World Bank had found that increasing regulation, after a bit of a lag,
had prompted many envirorznental innovations. Regulation would target the
environment, and the system would respond. The Bank is beginning to see
interesting patterns in trade in which competitive regulatory environments had
put some oountries far ahead of others in capital goods that related to pollution
control.
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International Capital Flows to Latin America:
What Is the Promise?
Pedro-Pablo Kuczynsld

Drivenby exteTnaland internalfactors,capitalinflows to Latin Americarosesharply
from about I percent of gross nationalproduct (GNP) duringmost of the 1980s to
morethan 3 percentin 1990. Giventhesizeof externaldebtowed by the regionand the
amount of capitalstill heldabroad,the prospectsforsustainedinvestmentflowsdepend
to a significantextent on global interest rates, the developmentof domesticfixedincomecapital markets, and politicaland socialreforms. The instabilftythat stems
from the failure of existing politicalinstitutions to redirect new-foundsaving into
imnprovedeconomic conditionsfor low-incomegroups-especially in urban areascouldnot only reduceforeign capitalinflows but also encouragedomesticsavingsto
move abroadonceagain.

Without a doubt, Latin America is the region of the developingworld where the
most dramatic change in capital flows has taken place since the start of the
1990s. Only the provinces of southern China near Hong Kong, where massive
capital from Taiwan (China) and Hong Kong has gone, can rival Latin America
in the magnitude of change. Net capital inflows into Latin Americarose sharply
from about 1 percent of GNP during most of the 1980s to 2 percent in 1990 and
weHlover 3 percent in 1991.
Net capital inflows to Latin America, which had stagnated at an annual
average of about $9 billion a year following the debt crisis, rose from $9.6
billion in 1989 to $18.4 billion in 1990 and doubled again to about $36 billion
in 1991 (ECLAc1991), or about 3.5 percent of GNP. The sharp upward trend has
continued in 1992. Although Mexico has accounted for half of the improvement, the remainder has been spread fairly unifornily throughout the region,
even in such countries as Braziland Peru, which are far from achieving reasonable price stability Capital has been particularly attracted to financial assets,
sparking a boom in regional stock markets, including the most dormant ones,
and a decline in domestic interest rates. This trend, combined with direct foreign
investment (especially in Chile and Mexico), has helped revive economic
growth.
Pedro-Pablo Kuczynskiis president and chiefexecutiveofficer of Nueva Managenent Inc.
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The sources of this shift are both external and internal. Externally, the sharp
drop in short-term dollar interest rates has sparked a reflow of capital from
"Latin America's bank": the $200 billion to $300 billion of private funds held by
Latin American residents abroad. Internally, deregulation, privatization, and
the opening up of foreign trade and investment have stimulated the inflow of
new capital. While "hot money" does pose problems, rising international
reserves have strengthened currencies, lowered inflationary expectations, and
assured investors that inflation will not devalue their investments. Given the size
of the external debt and the amount of capital still held abroad, the prospects for
continued capital inflows depend to a significant extent on what happens to
world interest rates. If part of these inflows is to be channeled into investments
in essential infrastructure, a determined effort is needed to develop domestic
fixed-income capital markets, which have been stunted in the past by high
inflation. Political and social stability are further prerequisites. The instability
that stems from the failure of existingpolitical institutions to redirect new-found
savings into improved economic conditions for lower-income groupsespeciallyin urban areas-could not only reduce foreign capital inflows but also
encourage domestic savings to move abroad once again.
The financial results of this boom in capital inflows have been a sharp appreciation in financial and real estate assets and a buildup of international reserves,
similar to what occurred in Spain in the second half of the 1980s. Today, official
international reserves in Latin America in the aggregate are about $44 billionthe highest nominal level ever recorded, and equivalent to about five months of
imports.
This paper provides a brief overview of these rapid changes, which began in
Chile three years ago, and inquires whether we are witnessing a cyclical phenomenon or a secular change. If it is the latter, and the roots of the change are
deep enough, we can prudently think of a return to the fairly steady (although
maldistributed) 6 percent annual growth that most Latin American countries
enjoyed in the 1950s and 1960s and through most of the 1970s.
I. THE INTERNATIONALSETTINGANDEXTERNALINFLUENCES

The U.S. dollar is the currency in which Latin America's external trade is
pricedand counted. Because of high Latin American inflation in the 1980s, the
dollar has become the de facto currency for pricing domestic transactions-and
often the actual medium of exchange as well. As a result, the dramatic drop in
short-term interest rates in the United States in 1991 and 1992 (table 1) has had
a major impact on capital flows to and from Latin America. First, because the
bulk of external debt owed to commercial banksis still based on floating rates,
debt service declined rapidly during the past year, signaling investors that
exchangerates would firm up and that their investmnents
would not depreciate in
dollar terms as in the past. Second, dedining yields on the funds held abroad by
Latin American residents (most of whichare probably held in U.S. dollar instruments) began stimulating the return of so-calledflight capital.
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Table 1. London Interbank Offered Rates on Three-Month U.S. Dolar
Deposits, 1980-92
(averagesfor period shown)
Year
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1990:4
1991:4
1992, October 30

Percent
14.2
16.9
13.3
9.8
10.9
8.4
6.9
7.2
8.0
9.3
8.3
6.0
8.2
5.1
3.5

Source: IMF (various years).

An important part of what has happened in Latin America in the past two
years thus has its roots in what has happened abroad. The increase in private
capital inflows to such countries as Peru, which were still suffering significant

financial problems, suggests that external forces affecting the supply of funds,
driven by sharply lower interest rates in dollar markets, were very powerful. At
the same time, there is no doubt that the expectation of greater domestic stability and a possible economic turnaround, combined with attractive interest rates
in most Latin American markets (table 2), provided a demand magnet.
In addition to a decline in U.S. interest rates, the other important external
force that has affected Latin American economies in the recent past has been the
cyclical decline of export prices as a result of the recession in the United States as
well as the incipient recession in other industrial countries. This has affected
purchasing orders, to which commodity prices are especially sensitive. The latest
Table 2. Interest Ratesfor Selected Countries in Latin America, 1990 and 1991
1990

Interest
rate
1,586.0
560.7b
40.3
34.8

Devaluation
against U.S.
dollar
67.9
93.3
11.8
10.3
-

1991a

Country
interest rate
Argentina
60.0
Brazil
475.3c
Chile
22.3
Mexicod
19.3
U.S. dollar three-month UBOR
8.3
6.0
-Not available.
a. Estimated.
b. Averageof last threequartersof 1990,reflectingCollorPlan1.
c. Averageof firstdire quartersof 1991,reflectingCollorPlan 11.
d. Twenty-eight.dayCITES(Treasurybills).
Source: imF(1992).

Devaluation
against U.S.
dollar
44.1
84.1
10.0
4.1
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Table 3. Index of Merchandise Terms of Tradefor Latin America, 1988-91
(1980 = 100)

Region
Total Latin America
Oil-exportingcountries
OtherLatin America
SouthAmerica,non-oil-exporting
Central Americaand Caribbean
Note: Exportsandimportsf.o.b.

1988
78
64
91
92
96

1989
78
70
87
86
96

1990
77
73
81
81
89

1991a
73
76
81
80
90

a. Estimated.
Souce: ECLAC(1991).

decline in commodity prices comes on top of the similar decline in the terms of
trade that took place during most of the 1980s (table 3). The drop was, of
course, driven by the sharp drop in oil prices after 1981, which affected
exporters as diverse as Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, and, especially, Mexico and Venezuela. Altogether, the terms of trade for Latin America fell 27
percent in the decade 1981-91.
This drop, however, seems to have had a milder effect than previous commodity cydes, when economies were less diversified.In Chile, Colombia, and
Mexico, for example, the dependence on exports of one major export product
(copper, coffee, and petroleum, respectively)fell to about one-third of merchandise exports, compared with about one-half five years earlier. Obviously, the
drop in international prices is an important factor. For example, the current
international price of coffee in constant dollars is a third of its 1970 level. But a
more important influence has been the tremendous growth in the volume and
diversification of exports as a result of the forced devaluations caused by the
debt crisis.
From 1980 through 1991 merchandiseexports from South Americaand Mexico rose 85 percent in volume,1 although their total value increased by only 40
percent (ECLAC 1991, table 9). It is worth consideringthe argument that the very
successof the highly indebted Latin American countries in "exporting their way
out of debt"-a prescription often recommended by worried creditors in the
early and mid-1980s-contributed to the weakness of the prices of their exports.
Although this assertion would probably not be true for petroleum, where Latin
American exports are not a central influence on world markets, it probably
holds for a number of mining and agricultural products, as well as for certain
commodity-intensivemanufactures such as steel and basic chemicals.
The upshot of these major changes in the international context as it affects
Latin Amenicais that capital movements have become increasingly importantand changes in merchandise trade less so-because of the large size of the
external debt in relation to trade flows. At an estimated $426 billion at the end
of 1991, the debt amounts to 3.5 times annual merchandise exports, or 2.8
1. Exports from Central America,except those from Costa Rica, rose only 10 percent because of civil
strife.
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times exports of goods and services(table 4). Even though the external debt has
been constant in nominal terms since 1987 and thus has been declining in
relation to exports, the still-high current levels of debt mean that a significant
movement in interest rates can have a very large impact on foreign exchange
flows. In contrast, the nonnally expected size of change in export prices has far
less impact. The good side of this outcome is that Latin America's export sector,
the engine of growth in the past, is perhaps more insulated from economic
recession than in the past; the bad side is that the capital account is highly
dependent on the international movement of interest rates. This is all the more
so because of the large amount of private Latin American assets held abroad.
Latin Amenrca's Bank

The doud of past capital flight does have a silver lining, however; today,
most Latin American countries have available a substantial pool of capital held
abroad that acts as Latin America's "bank." The current income from this
pool-and, increasingly, some of the principal-is likely to return as investors
see higher relative yields at home combined with a perception of greater safety.
Estimates of capital flight are by their nature imprecise (see Lessard and
Williamson 1987; Kuczynski 1988). The very idea of capital flight conveys a
moral judgment implying that the savings should stay at home. Such judgments
are rarely based on an analysis of why capital moves: safety and higher returns
elsewhere are the basic and justifiable motives. The general assumption is that
poor countries should keep their resources at home and rich ones should
transfer them to the less fortunate. Thus in the mid-1980s it was argued that
Japanese surpluses "should" be invested in the largest deficit country, the
United States. These virtuous capital "movements" were contrasted with evil
capital "flight" from debt-burdened Latin American countries (see, for example, Morgan Guaranty Trust 1986). In reality, it is not surprising that Latin
Americans, even small savers, would buy U.S. dollars to secure high interest
rates when they faced inflation at home and could see that most of the capital
inflow from intemational agencies and commercial banks was being used to
service the debt.
Table 4. Outstanding External Public Debt and Exports of Goods
and Services, Latin America, 1986-91
item

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991
(estimate)

External public debt
(billionsof dollars, current prices)
Exports of goods and services

400

428

421

421

435

426

95

108

123

136

151

152

421

396

342

306

288

280

36.7

30.4

29.0

28.6

24.8

22.3

(billions of dollars, current prices)

Ratio of debt exports to goods and
services(percent)
Ratio of interest due to exports of
goods and services(percent)

Source iur, World Economic Outlook, April 1992.
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Measuring capital flight is complicated not only because it involves a moral
judgment but also becausethere are technical difficulties.When a Latin American
company deposits funds abroad to buy spare parts, is it considered capital flight?
Is a positive errors-and-omissions item in the balance of payments necessarily
capital reflow, or could it represent, for example, undervaluation of merchandise
exports because of a commodity export tax, common in most Latin American
countries?
Estimates of autonomous capital movements abroad are thus inherently imprecise. At best they can give an idea of a range or band. Table 5 gives estimates of
outstanding amounts probably held abroad as of 1984, the last year of large-scale
private capital-transfersabroad. The 1984 capital stock is then adjusted upward
to take into account interest earned until 1990 and further private capital outflows (excludingdebt serviceand profit remittances) from 1984 to 1990. Most of
these outflows, about $15 billion to $20 billion, were from Brazil. It is assumed
that the bulk of the assets held abroad were liquid dollar investments, mostly bank
deposits and high-qualitybonds, and that holdingsof real estate and equities were
small. This profile is presumed to resemble the average Latin American investor
seekingsafety rather than high returns abroad. Interest is assumed to be the Lon-

don interbank offered rate

(LIBOR).

Overall, these are rather conservative

assumptions, especially for the late 1980s (a period when investors had gained
experience), and they probably underestimate the total stock of capital in 1990.
The potential earnings on this pool of approximately $200 billion to $300
biDion are substantial, amounting to between 1.5 and 2 percent of GNP in the
region, and can contribute significantly to financing the region's capital needs.
From 1984 through 1989, when averagenet capital inflows were about $9 billion
annually (and consisted largely of official flows), the interest earned On private
Latin American capital held abroad was about 515 billion a year. A shift of this
magnitude toward the original source of the capital-the indebted coun-

Table 5. Estimated Amounts of Capital Held Abroad
in 'Latin America's Banik"
(billionsof U.S. dollars, current prices)

Country

-

-

Argentina
Brazilb
Mexico

Venezuela
Othere
Total
*

End 1984
MGT
IMF
25
17

24
12

53
30
25

38
25
20

150

120

Appreciation 198S-90
(BRamltive,
(LIBOR cumulatv,
percentr)

59.0

End 1990
MGT
IMF

_____

40
44b

38
36b

84
48
40

60
40
32

256

206

Note: MGT, Morgan Guaranty Trust.
a. Estimate based on three-month LBoR: 1985, 8.4 percent; 1986, 6.9 percent; 1987, 7.2 percent;
1988, 8.0 percent, 1989, 9.3 percent; 1990, 8.2 percent.
b. Includes S 5 billion additional outflow in 1988-90.
c. Author's estimate.
Sources: For l984, Lessard and Williamson(1987, pp. S2-67);for 1990, author's estimates.
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tries of Latin America-could obviously make a big differenceto the prospects
for the region's economic growth. Net foreign capital inflows were conspicuously absent during most of the 1980s, averaging less than 1 percent of GNP a
year in spite of a major effort by the International Monetary Fund in 1982-83
and by the multilateral developmentbanks thereafter.
The repatriation of the income earned on assets held abroad can also restore
the importance of the market for capital flows and investment decisions. Capital
will not return to investments that are perceived as unprofitable. For example,
public utilities, which are being privatized currently in Argentina, Mexico, and
Venezuela (and were privatized several years earlier in Chile), with the help of
domestic and foreign capital, must be able to fund part of their future growth
themselves if they are to attract private capital. That was certainly not the case
in the 1980s, when state loans financed most of the public utility investments,
leaving most state-owned utilities with an excess of debt and inadequate cash
flows to cover maintenanceand essentialoperations (oLADE 1992).
Moreover, although there are no data on the ownership of the pool of capital
abroad, historical experience suggestsdispersed ownership with both large and
small investors and savers. There is thus likely to be market diversity in
decisionmaking.
Finally, the funds in Latin America's "bank" will, over time, tend to tilt
toward investments in equities rather than in debt as the interest differential
between domesticdebt and international bonds narrows with the easing of fiscal
pressures in Latin American countries. (As table 2 shows, this has already begun
to happen in Argentina, Brazil, Chile, and Mexico.) The drop in domestic
interest rates has coincided in all these cases, as might be expected, with a sharp
price rise in domestic equities (table 6). In 1991 the market capitalization of the
largest stock exchanges rose 171 percent in dollar terms. Even though the stillnarrow domestic equity markets appear to be fully priced, this is only so if one
compares today's equity prices with current earnings, which remain depressed.
If the comparison is made with potential future earnings, the prospects for a
further rise in domestic equity markets-and a continued flow of capital-are
good as long as real interest rates are falling.

Table 6. Short-Term Interest Rates and Equity Markets, 1991
Country
Argentina
Brazil
Chile
Mexico
Venezuela
United States

Decline in shon-ren7n
domestic interest rates
(percent)2
1,502.2
76.2
16.2
12.7
0.4
2.3

a. Converted to U.S. dollars.
b. Year-end prices and estimated earnings.
Sources: Table 2; Fc (1991).

Rise in stock
market index
(percent)
392
152
90
103
34
31

Average priceearnings radiob
38.9
1.5
17.4
14.6
30.5
25.8
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"Hot" Money

It is hard to quantify the amount of "hot" money (capital that seeks quick
returns, mainly in fixed-income liquid instruments that carry high interest rates
measured in the investor's currency) flowing to Latin America. Flot money was
important at the start of the prooess of recovery in Mexico (1989-90) and
Argentina (1991). For Latin Americaas a whole, however, in 1991 most inflows
took the form of direct foreign investment, portfo!tu investment in equities, and
medium-term borrowing in international capital markets.
Nonetheless, the suddenness and size of capital reflows has created problems
of monetary management in countries as diverse as Argentina, Colombia, Mexico, and Peru. The sequence is a familiar one: as foreign portfolio investment
moves in and foreign exchange reserves rise, central banks, facing a fiscalpolicy
that continues in varying degrees to be loose, begin to tighten monetary policy.
Domestic interest rates then stay above the level they would otherwise be at, and
so does the e-xchangerate, despite continued inflation. (No major Latin American country has yet reached single-digitannual inflation.) This policy generates
high dollar returns, which in turn generate more capital inflows, and so on.
The virtue of this process is that it is anti-inflationary. Since the exchange rate
is the single most important price in the economy, an appreciation generates
confidence aboult future price stability in spite of the large expansion in money
supply. This is, for example, what happened in Taiwan (China) after the
mid-1980s; an increase of more than 20 percent a year in the money supply
coincided with a 3 to 4 percent dedine in inflation. Central banks in Latin
America may say they dislike hot money, but they like the increase in international reserves and the anti-inflationary effect of higher exchange rates. So do
finance ministries, because the fiscal cost of external debt servicedeclines. Treasurers of large companies certainly like it, because their cost of funding declines
and their possibilitiesof cheap equity financing improve.
Then, who dislikes hot money? Presumably, import-competing industrialists,
exporters, and those making foreign direct investments. Nevertheless, up to
March 1992 there had been no slowdown in direct foreign investment or in
exports. in 1991 there was a sharp slowdown in the growth of the value of
merchandise exports (ECLAC 1991, table 14), but that slowdown was almost
entirely explained by the recession-induced dedine in prices on international
markets. In fact, the strong 6 percent growth in export volume has continued
even in countries where the purchasing power parity exchange rate has appreciated in comparison with Ehe dollar. For example, in Chile, where domestic
wholesale prices have risen about 90 percent since 1988 while the exchange rate
has depreciated 52 percent against the dollar, export volume grew 11 percent in
1991. In Mexico exports grew 9 percent. The explanation of this contradiction
lies in a combination of factors: wage increases have not kept pace with inflation; productivity has increased as idle capacity is put to use; and currencies
were substantially undervalued to begin with.
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As economic recovery gradually exhausts these factors, export growth could
falter, as, for example, in Korea after very large wage settlements in the late
1980s. For the time being, however, that kind of problem is some time off in
most Latin American economies.
Il. FOREIGN DnEcr INVESTMENT

Foreign direct investment in Latin America stagnated during the 1980s, averaging about $5 billion a year in nominal terms, and reached its lowest level($2.5
billion) in 1986. That was also the turning point for Mexico, where foreign
direct investment had dedined steadily as a result of the debt crisis and the
decision to nationalize banks and foreign currency deposits. The stringent fiscal
efforts of the de la Madrid administration began to pay off. Despite the major
earthquake the previous year and a sharp drop in oil prices at the beginning of
the year, by 1986 investors saw Mexico as a place where assets were cheap and
wherc a turnaround was possible. Erratically at first, divestitures by foreign
companies stopped, and new investment started to rise. By early 1991, when
Southwestern Bell and France Telecom paid $850 million for a 49 percent share
of the control block of Telefonos de M6xico, foreign direct investment had
climbed to about $5 billion, about 40 percent of the Latin American total and,
in real terms, slighdy higher than the level recorded ten years earlier (table 7).
Two factors were important for this renewed confidence in Mexico: the perception of future economic recovery and the elimination in 1991 of most restrictions on foreign ownership-a step that had been taken by Chile several years
earlier. Restriccions continue to limit the participation of foreigners in banks,
airlines, and media companies, but these restrictions are similar to those in the
United States.
In comparison with the 1970s and early 1980s, the most interesting change in
new foreign in-!estmentin Latin America has been its concentration in markets
that are rapidly opening up and are increasingly exposed to foreign competition.
This is true for Brazil and especially for Mexico, where the average external
tariff has fallen to about 13 percent and is due to fall further and where the
natural protection of distance is limited, at least as far as competition from the
United States is concerned. In that sense the current pattern is quite different
from that of the 1960s and 1970s, when the objective of foreign direct investment was to gain a foothold in a country protected by high tariff walls and
quotas in order to maintain market share. Now the objective is to be positioned
for a period of high domestic growth, especiallyin such industries as consumer
durables where there is long-represseddemand. Such investment also anticipates
an export market in industries where labor costs are important and where there
are economies of scale because of a potentially large domestic market-for
example, in automotive production in Mexico and in the proposed "Mercosur"
free trade area dominated by Argentina and Brazil.

Table 7. Net ForeignDirect Investment by the PrivateSector, 1981-90
(millionsof U.S. dollars,current prices)
Recipientcolintry
Argentina
Brazil
Chile
Colombia
Mexico
Venezuela
Total
Total Latin America
a. Author'sestimates.
Source: IDB(1991).

1981
944
2,313
362
228
2,835
184
6,866
7,971

1982
258
2,534
384
337
1,665
253
5,420
S,878

1983
183
1,373
132
514
461
86
2,749
3,257

1984
268
1,S56
67
561
390
-3
2,839
3,098

198S
919
1,267
62
1,016
491
57
3,812
4,113

1986
574
177
57
642
1,523
-444
2,529
2,801

1987
-19
1,087
97
293
3,346
-16
4,688
5,358

1988 1989
1,147 1,028
2,794
744
109
2S9
165
546
2,S94 2,241
21
77
6,830 4,895
5,578 5,449

1990
2,036
65
S87
339
2,633
451
6,111
6,685

1991w
2,400
1,200
1,100
400
5,000
600
10,700
11,500
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Privatization has played a major role in stimulating direct investment. The
process started with debt-equity swaps in Argentina, Brazil, Chile, and Mexico, 2 but subsequent privatizations have involved cash payments. For larger
companies in countries with active stock markets (Argentina, Chile, Mexico,
and Venezuela),the pattern has been to sella controllingblock through competitive bids and activelypromote the public flotation of the rest on domestic and
international markets. Privatization thus has implications for both direct and
portfolio investment, but, more important, it is a symbol for investors that the
state has shed its role as the primary capitalist and dispenserof economic favors.
Whether this form of "concessionairecapitalism" is really on the wane in
Latin Americawill in the end be fundamental to the question of whether Latin
American economies are to play a significantrole in the international economy.
Any major change in ingrained attitudes will take time. Reforming the role of
the state does not mean that there will not be big private-sectorcapitalists; the
point is that there are new self-made capitalists. In Mexico, for example, the
reprivatization of commercialbanks has attracted as many new bidders as established names. The economic stress of the 1980s has bred a new class of Latin
American entrepreneurs, many of them relatively young, who took risks at a
time when assets were cheap and who are now reaping the rewards. A whole
new class of managers is also emerging:U.S. corporations may be having second
thoughts about hiring M.B.A.s from top universities, but in Latin America a
new generation of Ph.Ds and M.B.A.s is rapidly changing insular attitudes in
private and governmententerprises.

HI.CAPITALREQUIREMENTS
FORINFRASTRUCTURE
The 1980s left most Latin American and Caribbean countries with lagging
infrastructure. Capital inflowsfrom abroad may gradually overcomethis gap in
some areas, particularly telecommunications,but perhaps not in others, such as
water and sewerage. The supply of electricity has reached a crisis in many
countries (OLADE1992). Unless the necessary infrastructure is speedily established, economic growth and the prospects for further rapid growth of foreign
capital inflowswill be affected.
The telecommunicationsindustry has anTacteda great deal of private capital
for a variety of reasons. First, deregulation (particularlyin the United States and
Britain) and mature markets (in the industrial countries) have led telephone
companies to look to nnderserved markets. Whereas in the United States, for
example, each telephone line servestwo inhabitants, in Latin America the aver2. Debt-equityswapsin privatizationare a way of makingthe priceappearhigherbecausedie price
paidis expressedin terns of the nomial valueofthe loanspurchased,whichis usuallymuchlargerthan
the cash price paid to purchasethe loans. There is, of course, a reductionin externaldebt. Froma
financialstandpointthe questionis whetherthisreductioncan be accomplishedat less cost througha
centraldebtrepurchaseprogramor throughindividualtransactions.Froma legalstandpoint,bankshave
beenreluctantto agreeto repurchaseprogramsexceptthrough agreementsunder the BradyPlan or
throughwaiversforspecificprivartations.
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age is one line for every twenty-two residents. (Pakistan, which has one of the
most profitable telephone monopolies in the world, has one line for every 110
residents.) The prospects for strong future growth make these companies attractive candidates for privadization. Privatization of Brazil'stelephone service (the
largest in Latin America), if properly structured, will attract at least $10 billion
in outside capital in the years ahead and comparable domestic capital through
the local stock market.
The prospects for electricity-generatingfacilitiesare, unfortunately, less clear.
The coverage is better than that in telephones, so further growth prospects are
less exciting. But more important, except in Mexico and the Caribbean, the big
investments in South and Central America probably need to be in hydroelectric
power plants, which require terms that the market cannot provide (as the privatized Chilean generating companies are finding out). The choice, givenlimited
capital, will therefore be either to rely on private capital for distribution of
electricity and on thermal power plants (with their attendant adverse environmental consequences) instead of hydroelectric ones, or to find a formula that
grants official lenders a larger role than in the past decade. Given the demands of
Central and Eastern Europe as well as China, the latter is unlikely.
Electric power plants require heavy debt financing, which the international
bond markets can help provide for the larger Latin American countries. Of the
net capital inflows to Latin America in 1990 and 1991, about 30 percent came
from the international bond market, and these funds went primarily to Mexico
and Venezuela. In 1991 Argentina and Brazil regained access to the market as
investors anticipated a settlement of bank debt sometime in 1992. The international bond market, however, is essentiallya medium-term lender in the five-toseven-year maturity range and requires gyvernment guarantees for substantial
longer-term financing-guarantees that private electric companies cannot provide. This is also true of domestic bond markets, which are at an incipient stage
in all countries except Chile.
The financial requirements for basic infrastructure in electricity, water, and
sanitation will therefore continue to require substantial government involvement. Private capital, although welcomein some countries, will need assurances
and continuity from governments, a permanent and credible reduction of inflation to single-digitlevels, and domestic capital market reforms that eliminate the
preferential tax position of governments as issuers in domestic capital markets.
The freeingof domestic capital markets, particularly bond markets, is as important as the liberalization of foreign capital that has occurred in recent years-if
not more so.
For domestic bond markets-in addition to the obvious tasks that are
already high priorities, particularly reducing inflation and budget deficitsgovernments need to consider eliminating the tax-free status of government
bonds, improvringthe financial health of social security systems, and modifying traditional credit allocation policies that favor government. These steps,

which are now under way in several countries, would stimulate reflows of
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capital from abroad
infrastructure.
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and help channel necessary funds to commercial
IV. CONCLUSION

Is the recovery in Latin America simply a cyclical fad? Certainly, the recent
growth of foreign -capital inflows cannot continue at the torrid pace of the past
two years. it would be associated with large trade imbalances that would renew
calls for protectionism. In any case, the growth of capital reflows is likely to
slow down simply because of global events: as the U.S. economy begins to
recover, interest rates will rise, and the attraction of quick returns based on large
interest rate differentials will diminish.
There are, however, forces at work that argue for sustained economic growth
and continued large capital inflows to the main Latin American countries. These
include profound institutional and policy changes in economic management,
already evident in Argentina, Chile, Colombia, Mexico, and Venezuela and, to
a lesser extent, elsewhere. Even in large countries, such as Brazil and Peru, that
do not yet have a full reform program in place, the discussion about economic
objectives has reached a fairly broad public consensus. Furthermore, assets in
Latin America are relatively cheap in international terms and in relation to their
potential earning power. In some countries the potential-for example, in real
estate, pension funds, money management, consumer credit, and so on-has
barely been scratched. Finally, the recovery is taking place at a time when the
industrial countries are in varying degrees of recession: as that cloud lifts, the
potential for an expansion of exports-an important element in Latin American
economic growth in the past-will rise significantly.
If there is an Achilles' heel to the improving outlook, it is the distribution of
the benefits of growth. Although there is honest disagreement about what the
main objective of restructuring the state should be, there is little doubt that the
resources being saved should be redirected to increasing employment and
improving basic services for the lower- and middle-income groups that bore the
brunt of the recession of the 1980s. This is not so much a matter of state
resources as of basic government policy. Otherwise, the already highly uneven
income distribution in most of the countries of the region will deteriorate even
further and will eventually lead to political instability.
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COMMENT
ON "INTERNATIONAL
CAPITALFLOWSTOLATINAMERICA:
WHATISTHEPROMLsE?"
BYKUCZYNSKI

Albert Fishlow

Pedro-Pablo Kuczynski has written informatively about the recent increase in
foreign investment in Latin Americaand has identified an important change in
international capital flows in the past two years. For the first time sincethe debt
crisis,Latin Americahas returned to market favor. Inflowshave multiplied from
$9.6 billion in 1989 to $41 billionin 1991, with upward growth continuinginto
1992. The most favored recipientshave been Mexico and Chile, but even Argentina and Brazil have seen large entries in recent months. The issue is whether
such flows can be expected to continue, and under what conditions. External
capital could contribute to a revivalof Latin America's economyafter a decade
during which lack of such capitalsharply reduced economicperformance.
On this fundamental question of future foreign investment, Kuczynski
answers on the whole affirmatively.First, he sees "profound institutional and
policy changes in economic management"in the region; second, he finds that
assets in Latin America are "relativelyeconomicalin international terms and in
relation to their potential earning power"; and finally, he considers that when
the recessionends, "the potential for export growth, also a major elementin past
Latin Americaneconomicgrowth, will rise significantly.
These are important factors. But we may be exaggeratingthem in relation to
shorter-term market conditions that yield a very positive return to a financial
commitmentto Latin American countries. Simply put, short-term U.S. interest
rates are at very low values as a result of recession. Conversely,rates in Latin
America are-and have been in recent years-highly positive as a consequence
of stabilizationefforts.
But this differential cannot be sustained on either side. U.S. rates can be
expected to rise with economicrecovery,and Latin Americanrates will have to
come down if investment rates in the region are to recover to past levels and
permit sustained expansion. Furthermore, some of the capital flow has been
motivated by rising stock market valuations in 1991 that offered extremelyhigh
returns, and this circumstance,again, cannot be simply exmapolated.In recent
Alber Fishlow is dean of International and Area Studies and Class of 1959 Professorof Economics,
Universityof California, Berkeley.
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weeks there have been signsof concernin severalcountries. Speculativecommitment is not what is needed; long-termcommitment to financing higher growth
is.

In addition, U.S. policy should be credited with a major role in stimulating
foreign capital inflowsto Latin America.Certainly, the anticipated North American Free Trade Area requires explicit recognition. Mexico experienceda very
large capital flow-almost half of the regional total in 1991-in anticipation of
the successfulcondusion of negotiations with the United States and Canada.
That treaty is expected to provide a stimulusto continuing foreign investmentin
subsequent years. Mexico sees such flows as essential to the resumption of
growth rates of 5 to 6 percent a year. But election of the Democraticparty's
presidential ticket in November, as the polls are suggesting, together with a
widened majority in the Congress, could mean that some renegotiation of the
treaty will be necessary. New uncertaintiescould reduce Washington's foreign
commitmentsand put more pressure on increased domestic savings to finance
Mexico's investment. There might also be a comparable reaction to a projected
free trade agreement with Chile. In short, we may be seeing a blip rather than a
trend.
Third, and with similar consequences,maintaining capital flows at current
levelsmay well require more evidenceof a full Latin American commitmentto
sustainedexport growth. Kuczynski'sidentificationof export growth as a major
element in past Latin American growth is questionableat best. From 1967 to
1982 export volume in the region increased only 2.4 percent a year, against a
developingcountry average of 3.5 percent and a much higher 9.4 percent for
Asian countries. Between 1983 and 1991 International Monetary Fund export
figuresshow an improvementto 4.7 percent for Latin Americaversus a developing country average of 4.1 percent, but Asia's averageincreasedto 10.5 percent.
Indeed, if one excludes 1990 and 1991, which incorporate strong declines in
Eastern Europe and the former U.S.S.R., the Latin American average of 4.9
percent falls well below the generalaverageof 6 percent. The reality is that Latin
Americahas not caught up to the Asian-or even the average-level of export
volume. The region needs to pursue an aggressiveexchangerate policy in favor
of guaranteeingexports rather than continuingto overvalueas capital flowsare
attracted. The latter tendency was a key deficiencyduring the 1970s and early
1980s when the debt crisis emerged. One hardly wants a resumption of the
experienceof the past decade even beforeits remainingeffectshave been erased.
Fourth, a better mix of domesticprivate and public investmentis likelyto be
necessary for sustained Latin American growth. But foreign flows, unlike the
situation in the 1970s and 1980s, are now directed to private sector initiatives
and, increasingly,to privatizations. Public investment lags far behind, thereby
creating a potentially serious future problem. The commitment to education,
health care, and other necessitieshas shrunk as attention focuseson the budget
and the need to eliminate deficits. The short-term consequencescan be positive,
but one must worry about longer-termimplications. Unless the state is capable
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of establishinga long-term equilibrium, growth will not be continuous as real
needs beginto be felt.
In sum, the new flow of external resources into the region may be less a
reward for better Latin American policy and more a response to a combination
of short-term forcesthat favor these flows. That would be truly unfortunate, for
few areas so much need to increase investmentand growth. But even these alone
are not enough. As Kuczynski correctly recognizes, the question of income
distribution lurks in the background. Most evidence suggests that the 1980s
have seen a fiurther deterioration in what initially had been relatively high
inequality. If the new reliance on foreign investmentis to prove feasible, serious
public policy will have to deal with this problem. That task of providing services
to the deprived majority of the population cannot be postponed until after the
next round of expansion. States will have to respond now to the immediate
need. Latin American countries face a very difficultfuture as they try to achieve
the requisite social, political, and economic equilibriasimultaneously.
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COMMENTON "INTLRNATIONAL
CAPITALFLOWSTO LATINAMERICA:
WHAT IS THE PROMISE?"BYKuczYNsIa

Mario I. Blejer

This paper describes and analyzesone of the most remarkable indications that
the debt crisis of the 1980s is reaching its end: the notable increase in capital
inflows to Latn America that started about two years ago and that is now
reaching important quantitative proportions. In Pedro-Pablo Kuczynski'sview
this developmentreflects both "push" and "pull" factors: the push results from a
deterioration in the relativereturn to capital-particularly financial capital-in
the United States, and the pull comesfrom the improvementin economic conditions and financial markets in Latin America. In addition, Kuczynsli mentions
what he calls "Latin America'sbank`"-the $200 billion to $300 billion in private Latin Americancapital held outside the region.
Kuczynskigives equal time to both push and pull factors. In my view, however, domestic developmentsin Latin America are the overwhelmingreason for
the reversal, and financial conditions in the United States are less important.
Indeed, even if financial conditionsin the United Stateshad deteriorated further,
very litde capital would have been directed to Latin Americaif the region had
not undertaken significantshifts in economicpolicies.
Extraordinary changes have been recorded in the economic performance of
the Latin American countries-particularly Chile and Mexico-that have
receivedmost of the capitalinflowsin the past two years. Thesechanges indude
large reductions in-or the elimination of-fiscal deficits, a strengthening of
monetary and credit discipline,and cuts in the economic activity of the public
sector, as well as a liberalization of trade and foreign exchange controls that
facilitates the international movement of capital. Because these economic
reforms have spurred the reflow of capital to the region, it would be worthwhile
to treat this issue in a less global and aggregate manner and to try to find a
specificrelationship between goodpolicies (or the expectationthat good policies
are to be implemented)and capital inflows.
As for the push factors, I am not convinced that lower interest rates in the
United States explain much of the phenomenon. Lower interest rates do reduce
the debt burden, with the result that adjustment, economic performance, and
Mario I. Blejeris senior adviser;,Europe and Central Asia Region, the WorldBank.
© 1993 The International Bankfor Reconstructionand Development/
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confidence in the government are strengthened. But even though the ratio of
ldebtto exports in the region declined in 1991, the Inter-American Development
Bank notes in its annual report that the ratio of debt service to exports increased
from 26 percent in 1990 to 30 percent in 1991. The direct impact of international interest rates on the debt burden is therefore ambiguous.
The implicit argument in Kuczynski's paper is that the decline in U.S. interest
rates reduces or reverses the interest differentials (adjusted for exchange rate
fluctuations) between the United States and Latin America and therefore makes
investment in the region more attractive. But it seems clear that the main reason
that the difference in expected returns between U.S. and Latin American investments has shrunk is that there is less uncertainty in Latin America; U.S. interest
rates play only a secondary role. Uncertainty about domestic conditions-not
interest rate differentials-induced
the capital flight in the first place. Interest
rates in some countries were more than 2,000 percent a year, and even in
dollars, realized returns were huge. (According to table 2 in Kuczynski's paper,
annual interest in Argentina in 1990 was more than 1,500 percent, compared
with a 67.9 percent devaluation.) That even so, capital continued to flee (or only
marginal sums were attracted) reflected high uncertainty about the country's
ability to ensure any financial return. Under these conditions, a 5 percentage
point change in U.S. interest rates would have made no difference.
Uncertainty was reduced and the expected return on investment in Latin
America increased because appropriate domestic financial policies were adopted
in most countries.' The policies also had positive international consequences,
including the Brady Plan and the International Monetary Fund's extended facilities. Because debt reduction accords rewarded good policies, these arrangements
enhanced Latin America's access to international capital markets instead of
curtailing it, as was initially feared.
Kuczynski mentions that the region benefits from the reurn of the vast
amounts of funds held abroad. I believe that the motivations for this return
should be spelled out more dearly. It is not obvious why Latin Americans with
funds abroad, if they are rational market participants, would behave differently
than other international investors in the presence of profit opportunities. It
could be claimed that Latin American residents will be more prone to repatriate
funds when profit opportunities arise because their information costs may be
lower and there may be complementarities with local sources of finance. It could
also be daimed that the contraction in domestic credit required by stabilization
policies forced the repatriation of capital to finance existing operations. But
there are arguments in the opposite direction. Latin Americans may be more risk
averse than other international investors because of their previous bad experience with domestic economic mismanagement and because they are likely to
1. Certaincountries,particularlyBrazilandPeru,werebeneficiaries
of capitalinflowseventhoughno
consistentreformsoccurred.This couldbe interpretedas a systemicphenomenonin whichexpectations
of substantivereformsinducea reversalof capitalflows,particularlysincefinancialreturnsare much
higherforearlyinvestors(provided,of course,that reformsmaterialize).
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have less diversifiedportfolios. Becausethe relativeweights of the various arguments axeunclear, the existence.of a large.pooi of funds abroad does not seemto
be a compellingargument in this context.
As for the consequencesand prospects for the foreseeable fuiture, there are
three questions. How volatile are capital flows?How likely is it that they will
continue? And axetheseflows sowing the seedsof a new debt crisis?
The short answer is that everything depends on the continuation of good
polidies. The composition of the existing flows is an important indicator of
greater stability. Although a large proportion of the capital inflowsis investedin
short-term bank accounts that can be quickldywithdrawn, there is a remarkable
increase in more stable financial instruments such as equity and direct investments. The continued development of these more stable instruments is conditional on an increase in confidencewhich in turn depends -onthe expectation of
continuinggood policies.
On the whole, I am optimistic about the prospects for a continued and
strengthened flow of capital into the region. In addition to all the benefits that
can be derivedfrom the astute managementof these inflows, this development
pirovidesa clear signalthat good policiesindeedpay off.

,
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We are at the start of a process here, said Kuczynski in his response to the
discussants; it is difficult to say exactly how it will end. He agreed with Mario
Blejer (discussant)about dheimportance of reforms being in place but also felt
c~~~har
changes internationally had helped, allowing the reforms to bloom under
bluer skies. Interest rates were important, he stated, because instead of going
into fixed-incomemarkets in Latin American countries, investmentswent into
equity markers, whereexpectations of future performancewere higher.
Kuczynskiagreedwith Albert Fishlow(discussant)that there was a danger of
returing to the bad old ways, but he believedthat there had been fundamental
changes in fiscalpolicy and debt agreements, so that much of the debt was now
at a fixed rate, which was very important. There had also been a change in
attitudes, which was why the investmentsof the 1990s were likely to be more
productive than chose of the 1970s, when loans were being used to fund the
deficits of stare enterprises(leadingto a high rate of investmentbut low growth).
Finally, while granting the justice of Fishlow's point about the savings rate,
Kuczynskisaid it was important to be careful about where data on savingscame
from and whether they reflectedwhat was really goingon.
In response to Fishlow's coDncern
that capital would leave again if bad policies
returned, a participant from Catholic Universityof Chile said he regarded that
possibility as positive. This time, if policies went wrong, there would be some
warnings. The same speaker said that one had to be careful in exploring the
potential for growth in Latin Americancountries becausethe same rate of gross
investment in the 1990s was capable of generatingmore growth than it had in
the 1960s and 1970s. In Chile, for example, with an investmentrate of 17 or 18
percent, the economywas growing 7 or 8 percent a year-just as, in the first
decade of growth in the Republic of Korea, an investmnentrate of about 20
~~~percent
had brought a growth rate of 10 percent. The Chileanparticipant said it
would be wrong to think that to sustain the same rate of growth a country had
to return to an investmentrate as high as 25 or 30 percent.
One member of the audience expressed the belief that flight capital in Latin
America had been a response nor so much to the risks of economic uncertainty
(which would be healthy) as to the risk of being taxed. Capital movements in
response to tax differentialswere iiot always so desirable, said the participant,
This sessionwas chaired by StanleyFischer,Elizabethand James KiliainClass of 1926 Professorat the
Massachusett Institute of Technology.
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and in this case largely reflectedlthe poor income distribution in Latin America.
Middle- and upper-income people had evaded or avoided taxes while the poor
carried most of their burden. Kuczynski responded that flight capital was
undoubtedly tax avoidanceto some extent, as it also was in France or Italy, for
example, but that inflation and devaluation-not tax avoidance-had been the
main reason for capital flight in Latin America.
A participant from Boliviasaid that severalLatin Americancountries, including Bolivia, had been following about the same economicadjustment reforms as
Mexico but that Mexico seemedto be attracting more investment. He asked if
the panelists thought Mexico's free trade agreement with the United States gave
Mexico an advantage over other Latin American countries, at least in the short
to medium term. He wondered if the panelists thought policymakers in Latin
American countries should negotiate bilateral trade agreements. Kuczynskisaid
he didn't think the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) was the
impetus; the main reason was Mexico's economic reform. The average tariff rate
was down to about 11 percent, which was much more than NAFTA would be
able to achieve. NAFTA had been a second step, important psychologically,but
was not the main reason capital had gone back to Mexico.
A participanitfrom the World Bank's Latin Americaregion asked if people in
capital markets felt that there were mechanisms for funding privatized infrastructure or if this required official intervention of some kind. Kuczynski said
that pension funds, which had existed for several years in Chile and had been
created in Mexico, were possible vehicles for financing infrastructure because
they sought long-term investments with stable returns that matched actuarial
projections. Kuczynski thought it was essential to develop the bond market in
most of these countries. Except for Chile, there really was no bond market,
other than for treasury bills, and the market for those dependedon both institutional changesand m'nchlower rates of inflation than existed in most countries.
Fishlow said he thought the key question was whether Latin America's new,
more market- and outward-oriented approach would be successfulenough to
generate higher rates of investment. On the basis of the short-term experience in
Mexico and Chile, he was concerned that the flow of resources might not be
sufficient to finance the enormous investmentrequired in Latin America in the
next ten years. In neither Latin America nor the United States was there as
serious a commitmentto savingas there should be.
The participant from CatholicUniversityof Chile asked that people not assess
Latin America as a whole because countries that had begun reforms and sustained them for five to fifteenyears were substantially different from countries
that had done nothing. Part of what was happening was a contagious effect.
Some inflo vs returning to Brazil, for example, probably reflected optimism
-aboutwhat could be done. And Chile the year before recorded a current account
surrplus-small, but a surplus.
The speaker from the Bank's Latin America region had asked whether there
was a policy problem if fiscal accountswere in surplus while there was a current
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account deficit. Kuczynski responded that he was not sure there really was a
public sector surplus, with one exception. Blejer said that this issue was at the
core of what had been discussed.If a balance of trade deficitwas beingfinanced
by volatile capital inflows, there was a question of how sustainable they were,
but since theseinflowswere beingused for direct portfolio investments-a much
more sustainablesource-he felt there was no reason to worry.
More important, had the fiscal deficitdisappeared, and did the region have a
fiscal surplus or not? Throughout the region Blejerhad observedan extraordinary change in the composition of the fiscal budget, both in sources of revenue
(which were more efficient and less distortionary) and in government spending
(which now crowded out the private sector less and made foreign and domestic
investmentmuch more attractive). This change, which was at the core of policy
changes, looks much more sustainablethan the overall deficitor result from one
year to another.
A participant from the Brookings Institution asked Kuczynski if the hot
monieyhad cooled down and if there were reliable data about the direction of
change or the kind of investmentgoing to Latin America. Kuczynskiresponded
that hot money moved to where the differentialsin perceived prospects were
greaLest. In 1990 the hot money had been in Mexico; in 1991, in Argentina; and
in 1992, in Brazil.But, he noted, the numberswere not reliable.
The same speaker asked if Latin America was substantially different from
other capital importers. She asked all three panelists what they saw happeningin
Mexico. She thought both Fishlow's and Blejer'sanalyseswere correct, adding
that in the previous oil boom Mexico had imported mainly capital goods. The
point was whether those capital goodswere productive or produced resultssoon
enough. The statistics on Mexico were bothersome: Mexico had a $13 billion
current account deficitwith a growth rate that was lower in 1991 than in 1990,
ana according to World Bank research there was no way to say savingshadn't
declined. Was it anything other than an act of faith to believe that things were
working? Were there any indicators, besides the fact that policies were rightand she agreed that fiscalconditions were dramaticallydifferent than at the end
of the 1980s-to believethat Mexico would get rid of the increasingdeficit and
achievehigher growth? Did the current account deficit simplymean Mexicowas
importing capital-capital that was goingto be productive and increasegrowth?
According to Blejer, capital inflow was the objective indicator that policies
were both improved and sustainable. Capital inflows showed that many investors were confident that rates of return were going to be higher. And if capital
inflows were really mostly foreign investmentand repetition, that was an even
stronger indication that there was confidencein Mexico's policies.
CKuczynski
gave an example in response to the speaker from Brookings. The
Mexican telephone company, he said, had been valued at about $500 a line four
years ago; today it was valued at about $4,000 a line, which was much higher
than the regional Belltelephone companiesin the United States. This was possible because of Mexico's growth and reasonable stability and the prospects for
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tremendous growth in communications. The announced privatization of Brazil's
telephone company had changed its valuation from roughly $400 or $500 a line
to about $1,000 a line, which, if open tuneriednenaoalpucae
would be closer to $3,000, depending on other variables. This had sparked a
tremendous inflow of capital to purchase the stock (which was closed, but
people got around that).
What had happenedi, said Kuczynski, was that Mexico was undergoing
serious reform at a time when assets in industrial countries were earning less
because of lower interest rates and the recession; when interational investors
had limited prospects for investments in telecommunications; and when Mexico
had a lot of financial assets. The potential for inflows was tremendous. The
Mexican banks had been sold for $13 biion, he said, and thcre was more to
come.
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CapitalFlowsto DevelopingCountries:
Implicationsfrom the Economiesin Transition?
Susan M. Collins

Are capital flows to developing countries likely to be affected by new demands from
Eastern Europe and the formner U.S.S.R.? The paper discusses capital flows from
private and official sources and concludes that there is little reasonfor concern about
capitalflows from the private sector. Few developingcountries currently have access to
these flows, and the economies in transition are unlikely to attract large-scaleprivate
flows during the netxtfew years. In fact3 developments in other parts of the uworldare
more likely to influenceglobal capital markets than developments in Eastern Europe.
In terms of offzcialfinance, and especiallyofficial development assistance,there may
be reasonfor concern, however. Empirical analysis of past experience suggests that
large sustained increasesin aid to selected countries tended to divert substantial flows
from other developing couintries.Of course, the current situation is unique: alternative
scenariosare possible in which official assistanceto Eastern Europe need not divert aid
from developing countries.

*

Recent economicand political developmentshave raised concerns among developing countries about the availability of international capital flows. As is well
known, net resourceflows to thesecountries as a group contracted sharply after
1982. In the late 1980s strong investmentdemand in many industrial countries,
in many cases coupledwith low or decliningsavingrates, prompted widespread
concern about a possibe global "savingsshortage?"These concernswere exacerbated as economies in Central and Eastern Europe and in the former U.S.S.R.
embarked on market-oriented economic reforms, citing the need to replace or
revitalize domestic capital stocks. In this environment it is no surprise that
observers worry about the likelihood that the economies in transition could
siphon off capital flows that otherwise would have gone to developing economies. Although the economic slowdown in the industrial countries and the
associated contraction in investmentdemand have eased overall concerns about
~~aglobal "savings shortage," the developingworld remait~sconcerned about the
possiblecapital flow implicationsof the developmentsin the East.
Susan M. Collinsis a senior fellow at Tbe BrookingsInstitution and associateprofessorof economicsat
Georgetown University.
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The implications of the transition are difficult to assess. First, individual
economic and political situations are important determinants of private and
official capital flows, although the two may respond differently to conditions in
these economies and it is important to distinguish between them. These situations, however, remain extremely uncertain. Indeed, each month brings surprise
developments.

Second, the official response of the industrial countries is still evolving. The
likely magnitudes and forms of financial support from the United States, Japan,
and Europe are difficult to predict. For example, there is an ongoing discussion
in the United States about how much official assistance should be provided at
market terms (through such mechanisms as loans from the International Monetary Fund or nonconcessional export credits) and how much as official development assistance(such as grants or bilateral loans on concessional terms).
At the same time, it is important to put the discussion into perspective. Capital flows to developing countries had run dry well before the revolutions of
1989, and discussions of a perceived global "savings shortage" were quite common. The overall picture for developingcountries might have relatively little to
do with the economies in transition, even if capital is diverted at the margin.
More generally, such a focus may be misguided for at least three reasons.
First, developments in other regions may have much greater effectson international capital markets-particularly on private capital flows. Investment
demand in industrial countries may surge as economic activity in the countries of
the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) revives in
the next few years. Taiwan (China) has announced a major new restructunrng
effort. And the rebuilding of Kuwait has already created a significant demand

*

for private capital flows.

Second, it may be a mistake to focus on the role of international capital flows
to developing countries. Arguments for the view that too much attention has
been paid to the availability of external capital point out that internal, not
external, saving will account for the lion's share of investment. This view is
supported by a wealth of recent and historical country experiences. Krugman
(1991) argues that 'international capital markets as an engine of growth have
been oversold" (p. 3). At the same time, the magnitude of capital inflows in
relation to total income or investment in a given economy may understate the
role of that capital in development. Foreign direct investment may lead to a
transfer of technology and the acquisition of new skills, with important positive
spilloversto other sectors. A relatively small loan may provide critical breathing
space for a country attempting to avoid a sharp decline in consumption during a
period of structural readjustment (Collins 1990). In fact, both arguments contain important lessons. A balanced assessment of the importance of interna-- -

tional capital inflows (for the economies in transition, as well as for the develop-

ing countries) contains elements of both.
A third reason-which is beyond the scope of this paper-is that capital flows
to both groups of countries may remain small andithe real issues may turn out to
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be on the trade front. For example, will the economies in transition begin
producing goods that compete direcdywith developingcountry exports in world
markets? Will the economies in transition get preferential access to industrial
country markets? Poland, Hungary, and Czechoslovakiahave already negotiated agreementswith the European Community(EC) which may increase their
access to some of the EC'sprotected markets (in, for example, agriculture, steel,
and textiles) that are also of great interest to developingcountries (see Collins
and Rodrik 1991; Messerlin 1992).
This paper examines some relevant features of international capital flows to
developing countries, giving special attention to the implications of developments in the economies in transition for the availabilityof official development
assistance(oDA). SectionI looks at recenttrends in international capital flowsto
developingcountries. SectionII discussesthe "global savingsshortage," focusing
on developmentsin the East in relation to the other parts of the world. Sections
III and IV examine concessionalflows from officialsources and the implications
for ODA to developing countries of assistance to the economies in transition.
Concludingremarks are in sectionV.
T. NET RESOURCEFLOWSTO DEVELOPINGCOUNTRIES:
A LOOKAT THE NUMBERS

Table 1 shows the sources of net resource flows to developing countries
during the past decade, including net foreign direct investment, net unrequited
transfers, net lending from officialand private sources, and changes in arrears.I
The World Bank's Debtor Reporting Serviceand the OECD also provide these
data (although, unfortunately, there can be large discrepanciesbetween the two
sets of figures, primarily because the OECD'Scoverage indudes a larger geographic area). Much of the discussionbelow relies on the OECD data becausethe
OECDiSthe source of information about officialdevelopmentassistanceand thus
providesthe most comprehensivestatistics.2
The table shows that in 1987, after years of decline, net resource flows to
developing countries began rising. Although by 1990 they had increased by
more than 30 percent (in real terms), the total was still just 73 percent of 1982
levels.
The first three columns of the table disaggregatenet resource flows into three
broad categories. The first column shows a trend toward an increase in the
nominal value of official development finance to developing countries as a
group, although the real value of these flows has remained roughly constant.
Official financing rose from 38 percent of the total in 1982 to 55 percent in
1990 (including concessional and nonconcessionalflows from bilateral and
1. This measuresubtracts repaymentsof principal from gross flowsbut differs from a frequendyused
alternative measure-net resource transfers-in that it excludesfactor servicesand transfers.
2. See Wbrld Bank (1989) for a discussion of altemative measures of nct resource movements to
developingcountries and the differencesbetweenOECD and WorldBankdata.
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Table 1. Net Resource Flows to Developing Countries, 1982-90
(billions of U.S. dollars)

Official

Year

development
finance

1982
44.1
1983
42.4
1984
47.5
1985
48.6
1986
S5.8
1987
61.5
1988
65.5
1989
65.5
1990
78.8
Note: 1989 pricesand exchangerats.
Source:OECD (1991).

Export
credits
13.7
4.6
6.2
4.0
-0.7
-2.6
-2.1
9.5
4.6

Private
flows
58.2
47.8
31.7
30.5
26.7
33.7
43.8
48.3
60.8

Nominal
total
116.0
94.8
85.4
83.1
81.8
92.6
107.2
123.3
144.2

Real
totali
175.6
144.4
133.7
128.9
100.6
98.2
105.8
123.3
128.9

multilateral official sources). Concessional aid has accounted for more than
three-quarters of officialdevelopmentfinance since 1982. (For recent studies of
the effectivenessof foreign aid, see Cassen 1987 and Krueger, Michalopoulos,
and Ruttan 1989.)
The second column of the table shows that (net) export credits plummeted in
the mid-1980s. Even though they recovered during 1988-90, the effect was
insignificant because net export credits make up a relatively small share of the

total.
Finally, the table shows the familiar "drying up" of private capital flows
from half of total net resource fluws ($58 billion) in 1982 to $27 billion in
1986. Even the $60 billion recorded in 1990 was only 62 percent of the real
value of private flows in 1982. The developing countries' very small presence
in international capital markets (oECD 1992) is shown by a look at recent
syndicated credits and bond issues. (These instruments account for nearly 80

percent of global borrowing.) Table 2 shows that, of the $16.3 billion lent in
1991 (excluding credits to the Gulf states), $12.4 billion went to just four
Asian countries. Lending to the economies in transition also fell; only Hungary

obtained new credits in 1991.
Table 3 provides information about external bond issues during the same

period. Again, the numbers show that few developingcountriesor economies in
transition participated in the market. Following major reform programs, four
countnes recendy regained access to the market: Argentina, Brazil, Mexico, and
Venezuela.
Panel A of figure 1 shows the distribution of capital flows across countries in
different income groups (based on the United Nations classification of develop-

ing countries). The least-developedcountrieshave been relativelyinsulated from
the contraction in flowsin the mid-1980s, reflectingtheir heavy relianceon ODA.
Panel B of the figure shows the rise in official flows to these countries from S12
billion in 1980 (75 percent of their total net resource inflows) to $14 billion in
1990 (a full 93 percent of the total). Flows to other low-income countries have
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Table 2. Syndicated Lending: OECD, Developing Countries, and Eastern
Europe, 1989-91
(billionsof U.S. dollars)
Lending region/country
OECD

Developingcountries
China
Gulf states
Indonesia
Korea, Rep. of
Thailand
Eastern Europe
Hungary
Former U.S.S.R.
Other countries
Total
Negligible.

1989
99.8

16.2
1.6
1.6
2.4
0.8
0.8
2.4
0.7
0.9
2.7

121.1

1990
101.0
19.8
1.5
1.6
3.9
2.0
1.3
3.0
3.0
0.7

124.5

1991
84.7
27.1
2.2

10.8
5.1
3.1
1.6
0.1
0.1
1.3

113.2

Source: OECD (1992, p. 88).

increased (in real terms) from $29 billion in 1980 to $47 billion in 1990,3 $8
billion of which was additional aid.
As panel B shows, net resource flows to the lower-middle-incomecountries
declined much less from 1980 to 1986 because of the relative constancy of ODA
receipts ($8 billion a year since1983). The brunt of the collapse in flows was felt
by the upper-middle-income group. Net resource flows to these countries
plunged more than 70 percent in real terms from 1980 to 1986 but then
increased somewhat, to 42 percent of the 1980 level by 1990. Thus the collapse
Table 3. ExternalBondIssues, 1989-91
(billionsof U.S. dollars)
Region/country of origin

1989

1990

1991

240.4

208.4

271.9

2.6

4.5

..

..

Brazil

..

..

Korma, Rep. of

0.3
..
..

2.2

1.5
0.8
0.2
1.6

2.4

Mexico

OECD

Developingcountries
Argentina

Venezuela
Eastern Europe
Czechoslovkia

Hungary
Former U.S.S.R.
Other countries
Total
Negligible.
Source:
OECD(1992, p. 47).

8.3
0.7
1.2
2.1
0.6
1.5

0.1

0.4

0.3

0.9
0.9

0.9
0.3

1.2

10.5

15.4

15.9

255.7

229.9

297.6

3. This group of countriesindudesEgypt.Part of the increaseis thus associatedwith a risein oDAto
the MiddleEasr fromArabdonors.
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Figure 1. AtlocationofNet ResourceFlowsand ODA
(billions of U.S. dollars, at constant 1989prices and exchange rates)
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in international capital flows has been greatest for the (generally wealthier)
developingcountriesthat relied on private capital markets.
To summarize, this section makes three main points. First, few developing
countries have been able to borrow in international capital markets in recent
years, and there is little indication that conditions are about to change. As I
point out below, the economies in transition are also unlikely to receive large
sums from these sources soon; those economies whose major restructuring
efforts succeedcan hope to be rewarded with modest flows a few years down the
road. Second, however, the sizable amount of private capital that has been
investedin Kuwait and the Republicof Korea suggestthat capital markets could
accommodate quite smoothly large increases in demand from a few countries
that are deemed creditworthy. Third, the collapsein international capital flows
has been greatest for those (generallywealthier)developingcountries that relied
on private capital markets. Poorer countries have been cushioned by the relative
constancy in the real value of OIDA.
II. INTERNATIONAL CAPITAL FLOWS

Suppose developmentsin the economies in transition do open up attractive
investment opportunities. Should developing countries (as a group) be concerned about the capital market implications? The broad answer is yes, but
developmentsin other parts of the world may have much greater ramifications.
This section discussesgeneral issues that relate to the question. I begin with a
simplisticformulation and then add relevantreal-world complexities.
Tradeoffs: A Stylized Framework

The sarting point here is the familiar relationship among saving, investment,
and net resource transfers (see Collins and Rodrik 1991). We partition the
countries of the world into three groups: industrial, developing,and economies
in transition. For each of these regions, any excessof domestic investment over
domestic saving(an external imbalance)must be financedthrough a (net) transfer of resourcesfrom abroad. Extemal imbalances in one region are offset by
imbalances in the rest of the world, so that for the global economy as a whole,
total investmentis equalto total saving.
Both saving and investmentare likely to be functions of real interest rates as
well as of other factors.All else beingequal, an increasein real interest rates will
be associated with increased global saving and a drop in global investment.
Suppose for now that there are no restrictions on the international flow of
capital, that capital markets work efficiently,and that capital is allocated internationally so as to equate the expected real return on investment. Thus, saving
and investment by region and "the" global real interest rate are detennined
simultaneously.Further, if in autarky the marginalprodnctivity of capital is low
in industrial countries in relation to developing countries and economies in
transition (where the ratio of capital to labor is considerablylower), we would
expect global savingto be allocated disproportionately to the developingcoun-
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tries and the economies in transition. The resulting capital account deficit in
industrial countries would be the counterpart to an industrial country current
account surplus and would offset capital account surpluses in developing countries and economies in transition (the counterparts to current account deficits in
those regions).
In this simplified world, what would be the effect of an increase in perceived
investment opportunities in the economies in transition? All else being equal, the
result would be some combination of higher real interest rates, increased global
saving, and a reaDlocationof funds from industrial and developing countries
(with reduced investment in these regions) to the economies in transition. The
more global savinigincreases for a given shift of investment demand in one
region, the smaller the implied decline in investment in other regions. For example, suppose global saving is very sensitive to changes in real interest rates and
investment is not. The end result could be a small rise in interest rates that
generates a large increase in total savings and a small reallocation of resources
that-before the developments in the transitional economies-would have
financed investments in the other two regions. Alternatively, if developments in
the economies in transition are associated with other changes that raise global
saving (perhaps through reduced defense expenditure that increasesgovernment
saving), resources could be freed up to finance new investmentswithout a rise in
interest rates or a diversion of investment finance from other regions. [f, however, saving is relatively insensitiveto interest rates and there is no shift in the
behavior of global saving, increased investment demand in the economies in
transition is likely to lead to a large rise in interest rates and a relatively small net
increase in global saving, but a substantial diversion of resources from investments in other regions to the economies in transition.
My own view is that aggregate saving is relatively insensitive to real interest
rates. (One way to make the point is to note that levels of saving in industrial
countries have been stable as a share of total income during the past two
decades, while real interest rates have fluctuated considerably.)4 This suggests
that the developing countries would have good reason to be concerned about a
major increasein investmentdemand by the economiesin transition.s If this
were to happen, the developingcountries could expect to be hit by a combination of higher interest rates and reduced net resource transfers. Because develop4. Skepticscouldargue that standardmeasuresof interestratesare poor indicatorsof the true ex ante
return to saving,or that changesover the pasttwo decadesin other factorswhichinfluencesavinghave
offset the effect of interest rate fluctuations,so that dhetrue interestsensitivityof savinghas been
underestimated.
5. Overall,industrialcountries
standto gain fromincreasedinvestnment
opportunitiesabroad. As net
creditors,theygainfrom increasedrealinterestrates.Furthermore,the diversionof capitalfrom financingdomesticprojectsis,by assumption,theefficientresponseto investmentopportunitiesabroadthat are
perceivedto be more lucrative.This does not mean, of course, that the gains are distributedequally
withinthe region,and somegroupsmaywellendup worseoff.
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ing countries as a group are net debtors, higher interest rates are welfarereducing. Furthtr, if developing countries are constrained in international capital markets, even a marginal reduction in their net capital inflows would imply
an additional reduction in their welfare. The implications of an increase in
investment demand or a decrease in saving in the industrial countries could be
traced in a parallel manner. But this is a very stylized scenario. Is the assessment
likelyto hold up when more realisticconsiderations are incorporated?
Allocation of Officialand Private Capital Flows
In fact, capital is not allocated internationally so that the (expected) real
return to investment is the same across regions. As noted earlier, ODA (at concessional terms) accounts for most of the capital flows to developing countries.
These flows depend on political, strategic, humanitarian, and other considerations, so it is difficult to predict how official donors will allocate capital and on
what terms. Past trends, however, suggest a scenario that might predict the
effect on developing countries of changes in the economies in transition.
The stylized market described earlier may not accurately represent the allocation of private capital either-even if real returns are adjusted for risk. Some
analysts have conduded that developing countries are often unable to attract
capital even after instituting major policy changes that would be expected to
enhance the environment for foreign investors. Others argue that differential
access to information, "missing markets," or "bandwagon effects" among private investors effectivelyconstrain the access of developing countries to international capital markets. But if inflows to (some) developing countries are already
constrained, an increase in investmentopportunities elsewhere may have little or
no effect on the volume of capital inflows to these countries-whether or not
interest rates rise. Figure 1 suggeststhat many developing countries are in this
boat; the question of whether investment opportunities in the economies in
transition will divert investment flows that are currently nonlexistent is moot.
(Higher interest rates would, however, increase debt service obligations.)
Will developments in the East increase investment demand? For the economies in transition (except for the former German Democratic Republic), capital
flows from abroad to finance investmentsare likely to be quite Iimited.Because
actual investment is apt to tall far short of the amounts that have been suggested
by some sources (Collins and Rodrik 1991), domestic saving will remain by far
the most important source of financing.
The private sector in the West shows litde willingness to invest large amounts
in the region in the face of political and economic uncertainties, induding the
lack of legal protection for property rights. Even successful institutional transitions will take years to develop. And evidence from Latin America suggests that
capital inflows may not materialize in the first few years after major reformseven when those reforms are widely acknowledged to have improved the climate
for foreign investors.
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Table 4. Estimated Changesin CurrentAccount Balances,1989-90 to 1994
(billionsof U.S. dollars)
Region/coun<try
ScenarioI
Scenario2
Developingcountries
-20
-33
Germany
-50
-60
Japan
+20
+15
Kuwait
-5
-S
Taiwan (China)
-50
-50
UnitedStates
+4S
+7
Total
-60
-126
Note:A minussignimpliesan increasein a deficitor a decreasein a surplus.
Source:Solomon(1991).

Other Elementsof the SavingsShortage
There are a number of developmentsin the global economythat have considerably greater potential for raising global real interest rates than the diversion of
funds to markets in the East. Solomon(1991) providesballpark estimatesbased
on two scenarios for the evolution of the savings-investmentbalance during the
next few years. The main featuresare reproduced in table 4.
The table shows estimatedcurrent account balancesin Germany, Japan, and
the United States. German unification has already reduced net saving by $50
billion a year, and this sum could rise to $60 billion (shown in scenario 2).
Japan's current account surplus appears to be on the rise, and the U.S. current
account deficit is expected to decline. These developmentscould generate anything from a modest increase in net savingto a sharp increase in net absorption
of external saving.
* In the Gulf, war-related destruction has increased demand for investment.
Solomon (1991) estimates that investmentsin Kuwait could lead to a reduction
of about $5 billion in that country's current account balance. Taiwan (China)
recently announced a six-year, $300 billion infrastructure improvement program. Given Taiwan's large stock of foreign exchangereserves, it is unlikelyto
have trouble financing these outlays. Finally, other developing economies are
expected to expand their current account deficitsby perhaps $20 billion to $33
billion, increasingnet investmentdemand by $60 billion to $126 billion a year.
These potential imbalances swamp the current account imbalances that the
economiesin transition could conceivablyfinanceduring the next few years.
III. OFFICLcu
DEVELOPMENT
ASSISTANCE
*;-

- -

Table S shows that ODAin low-incomecountries(exduding China and India)
averaged $17 per capita, or 5.6 percent of gross national product (GNP), in
1989. The averagereflectsa wide range: in 1989 it was more than 20 percent of
GNP for some countries, including Lesotho, Malawi, Mozambique, Somalia,
and-Tanzania. (For a discussion of recent trends, see OECD)1991.) Thus the
availability-and the allocarion-of developmentassistancefunds are of considerable interest to low-incomedevelopingcountries.
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Table 5. Indicatorsof OfficialDevelopment Assistanceby Income Group,
1989
(U.S. dollars)
ODA
Total ODA
asa percentage
Country
(mniltions) PercapitaODA
of GNP
Low-income
21,467
7.3
2.2
Chinaand India
4,101
2.1
0.6
Other
17,366
17.4
5.6
Lower-middle-income
10,973
17.4
1.3
Upper-middle-income
6S5
2.0
0.1
Note. TableusesWorldBankclassificatoios
of incomegroups.ODA amountsare fromall sourcesbut
exclude'unallocated"amounts.ODApercapitaandas a percentage
of(NP are weightedaverages.
Source:WorldBank(1991,tablc20).

Until the early 1970s all ODA was provided by eighteencnuntries, all members
of the Development Assistance Commir '-tc) of the OECD (OECD 1991).
Other members of the OECD now contribL
small but growing share. NonArab developing countries and the former U.S.S.R., together with the economies in transition, provided about 13 percent of the total .n the mid- to late
1970s, but these countriesaccountedfor less than S percent of the total in 1990.
The Arab countries are the largest new group of donors, accounting for nearly a

quarter of the total in the mid-1970s. The amount contributed, however, has
varied, falling from $12.7 billion in 1981 (in real 1989 dollars) to just $1.3
billion in 1989 and soaring to $6.2 billion in 1990 (after the Iraqi invasion of
Kuwait). This sharp increase more than offset the declines from Central and
Eastern Europe and from the former U.S.S.R.
ODAfrom Arab countries is concentrated among a small number of recipients.
In 1990 five countries (Egypt, Jordan, Turkey, Morocco, and Syria) received 70
percent of the total. Another 25 percent went to countries in the Middle East or
to other Arab countries. African countries south of the Sahara, in contrast,
received just 1.7 percent of the total (compared with 32.8 percent of ODA from
DAC members); disbursements to developing countries in the Western Hemisphere are also consistently small.
Because DAC members continue to provide the lion's share of concessional
assistance to most developing countries-and certainly to the least-developed
countries-either directly or through contributions to multilateral organizations, the discussion here focuses on these funds. Note that total ODAas a share
of the aggregate gross domestic product (GDP) of the member countries has
remained relatively constant during the past two decades.6 Underlying the relatively constant share spent by the industrial countries as a whole, however, is a
6. A simpleregressionshowsthat of every$1,000increasein the total incomeof DAC members,an
averageS3.55 was spentonODA (t-statistics
in parentheses).
ODA

+ 0.00355 * GDP
(-0.887) (68.432)

=-357.990

2=

0.99; Durbin-Watson
= 1.81
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substantial shift in allocation. The U.S. share has fallen from 34 percent in
1970-71 to less than 20 percent during 1989-90 (OECD 1991, pp. 172-73, 154,
185). TheJapanese share rose from 11 to 19 percent over the same period. Some
of the smaller OECD members, such as Sweden, Norway, and Finland, have
increased their ODA contributions substantially. (In 1989-90 these three countries contributed 6.2 percent of total DAC ODA, or nearly 0.9 percent of their
combined income, compared with just 2.7 percent of the DAC total in 1970-71.)
These figures point to differences in the way donor countries allocate aiddifferences that reflect the domestic arrangements under which assistance is
appropriated, historical relationships with groups of developing countries, and
attitudes toward assistance. A country-by-country treatment, however, is
beyond the scope of this paper.
For a number of reasons, actual aid deviates as much as $1 billion in some
years. First, some assistance is provided in large, discrete amounts, and the
timing of these disbursements can lead to significant fluctuations in the levels of
aid. Second, domestic developments, such as special budget negotiations, can
delay-or alter-assistance flows. And third, fiows can be influenced by disasters in a recipient country that lead to a temporary increase in humanitarian
assistance.
What DeterminesAssistance Flows?
Any donor may decide to give more (or less) assistance to a particular country
for a number of reasons. First, the donor may increase funding either because
the share of income used for assistancerises (by accident or by intent) or because
of an increase in domestic income. Second, as noted above, the donor may wish
to respond to a disaster or to a change in a country's perceived strategic importance. (Of course, if there is no change in the donor's total outflow, this implies
an offsetting change in assistance to other recipients.) And third, a donor may
reallocate its support because of developments in other (potential) recipient
economies.
In the most general sense, assistance to any one country depends on the
economic, political, and other characteristics of each potential donor and of all
potential recipients. Although a comprehensiveempirical analysisthat attempts
to take all these factors into consideration is quite complex, it is possible to
determine an average relationship between the total per capita assistance
received by an individual country and a few of the country's key characteristics.
The analysis relies on OECD data that indicate annual receipts from DAc and
other sources for a cross-sectionof developingcountries. The per capita measure
provides a convenient indicator for cross-country comparisons. The analysis
uses average values of aid and of the explanatory variables from 1987-89 so as
to smooth annual variations. The first explanatory variable is per capita
income.7 The (log of) population is also included as an explanatory variable to
7. Based on Wbrld Bank estimates. Territoriesor countries that are not World Bank members or that
have populations of lessthan 1 millionare excluded.
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Table 6. Per Capita ODA for a Cross-Section of Countries: Regression Results
Variable
Constant
Ln(PCI)
Ln(POP)

All countries
Without
POP
WithPOP

Low-income

96.35
(4.30)
-10.00

135.21
(7.68)
-10.86

57.77
(1.40)
2.00

(-2.95)

(-4.28)

(0.27)

-12.67
(-7.09)

Middleincome
223.8

(5.53)
-22.31

(-4.03)

-11.42

-14.63

(-5.78)
0.55

(-5.00)
0.53

POPgreater
than SO
million
59.87
(1.74)
-3.79

(-0.9s)

-5.s9

(-1.98)

Adjustced
R2
0.11
0.50
0.33
Numberof
observations
64
64
27
37
11
Note: The dependentvariableis the averageof per capitaODA, 1987-89.Figuresin parenthesesare
t-statistics.The estimation method is ordinaryleast squares. PCI,per capita income; POP,population.
Source:WorldBank(variousissues).

account for populous countries, such as India, that may receive less assistance
per person than smallercountrieswith similarincomelevels.8
The regression results in table 6 confirm that per capita aid is negatively
related to per capita income. This variablealone accounts for about 10 percent
of the variation in aid levelsacross developingcountries. As shown in column 2,
per capita income and population together explain half the averagevariation in
per capita aid across countries. Although that is a respectableproportion for a
cross-sectionanalysis, it is clear that a substantialamount of the differencein aid
receipts across countries depends on other factors, some of which have been
mentionedabove.
The first column shows that the estimatedcoefficientson per capita income
and population are each significantlydifferent from zero and that the magnitudes are quite sensible.For example,they suggestthat a 1 percent increasein a
country's per capita income, given its populatinn, tends to reduce aid by about
$0.11 per capita. In other words, a 50 percent increasein per capita income (for
example, from $500 to $750) would tend to reduce ODA by about $5.50 per
capita. Similarly,a 1 percent increasein population reducesper capita assistance
by about $0.13.
The next two columnsattempt to show whether the determinantsof aid differ
across income groups (using World Bank income classifications).The third
column shows that there is no statisticallysignificantrelationship between aid
per capita and income level among low-income countries. Nevertheless, it
remains true that more populous countries tend to receive less aid per person
than less populous ones. The fourth column shows that aid receipts are negativelyrelated to both incomeleveland population for middle-income
countries.
8. An additionalexplanatoryvariablewas also consider1: each country'sreal growth rate. The
hypothesisunder examinationhere was that, all else beingequal, a countrywould tend to receive
additionalassistancewhenreal economicactivitywas contracting.This variable,however,was cansistendyinsignificant
andthe estimatedcoefficient
wassmall.
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These estimatessuggest that larger populations have about the same negative
effect on aid receipts for low- and middle-incomecountries. All these results
predict negative aid receipts for especiallylarge countries. Clearly the average
relationship between populationand aid is nonlinear. The final column looks at
the determinantsof aid per capita for the few countriesin the sample with more
than 50 million people. Unfortunately, population and income levelsprovide a
much lessaccurate predictor of aid per capita for this group.
IV. SOME LESSONSFROM EXPERIENCE

Is the extensionof official assistanceto Eastern and Central Europe and the
successorstates of the formnerU.S.S.R. likelyto affect the availabilityof ODAto
developingcountries?9 Becauseof the difficultiesof predictinghow much assistance might be involvedand what-if any-effect such funds would have on the
amount of ODA from industrialcountries,any response must be interpreted with
considerablecaution.
In the scenariodevelopedbelow, I follow a two-step analysis.First, I examine
the evidence showing how increasesin assistanceto individual countries has
affected ODA disbursementsto other recipients. The point is that on previous
occasions developingcountries have receivedlarge sustained increasesin ODA.
These instancesprovide some indication of how donors might react to a new
group of potential aid recipients (although there is no relevant precedent to
suggesthow the West might respond financiallyto the dissolutionof the Soviet
empire).
Second, I formulate a benchmark establishing a level for concessional
assistance to the economies in transition in-the next few years. To determine
the benchmark, I ask how much aid these economies would receive if they
were treated "like" countries with similar (in some respects) characteristics,
based on the empirical analysis of cross-country aid allocations described
above. Although the resulting figures are neither predictions of actual flows
nor estimates of "appropriate" assistance, they provide a useful point of
comparison.
If the economiesin transition began to receive annual flows of concessional
assistance, the developing countries could stand to lose considerably unless
donor countriesincreasedtheir total contributions. The question, then, is how
much of any aid to the East would come from an increasein the total, and how
much would come from a diversionof aid?
This sectionp'resentsone possiblescenario based on past experiencesin which
countries have benefited from large sustained increasesin aid from DAC members. I do not look at short-term surges in concessionalassistance, under the
assumption that it will take many years (perhapsdecades) for the economiesin
transition to raise their per capita incomelevelsabove developingcountry levels
(Barro and Sala-i-Martin1991; Dombusch and Wolff 1992). That leaves only
9. Nore that current OEcDdefinitionsexcludefrom ODA concessionalflows to Eastern Europe.
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Table 7. ODA for FourCountrieswith LargeSustainedIncreases,Selected
Periods,1970-90
(millionsof U.S. dollars)
Percentage

Year
1970-71

Bangladesh
57.0

1976-80

1,481.7

1981-85
1986-90
1989
PC (dollars)

1,698.1
1,731.0

POP(millions)

180
111

China
0

Egypt
171.5

Israel
258.1

2,357.1

1,516.0

1,010.9
1,771.6

2,412.8
1,978.8

1,902.9
1,470.7

350

640

1,134

51

9,790
5

59.1b

Total
ODA
457.1
5,378.4
7,024.7
6,948.1

of DAC
total
1.6
16.0

16.4
15.0

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.2

n.a.

n.a. Not applicable.
Note: Nominal ODAflowsfrom DACcountries indude unallocatedamounts and contributionsthrough

multilateralorganizations.The figureshavebeendeflatedusing the GNPdeflator for DACmembers, 1989
- 100.
a. 1971.

b. 197940.
SourmcOECodata and World Bank(variousissucs).

four cases of a sustained increase in (real) receipts of at least S1 billionBangladesh,China, Egypt, and Israel(seetable 7).
Each of these episodesreflects a special set of circumstances.Bangladesh,a
very poor country, was created in 1971 out of the former East Pakistan following a long campaign to gain independencethat culminatedin a war between
Pakistnn and India. Bangladeshreceivedsmall amounts of aid in 1971. These
flows surged during the next few years and have sinceremained high.10 China
did not begin receiving official assistance until it had established diplomatic
relations with the United States in 1979. Official aid to Egypt and Israel"
surged during 1975-79, a period that included the negotiation of two Sinai
disengagementagreements,the 1977 visit to Israel by Egypt's President Sadat,
trilateral negotiations at Camp David in 1978, and the Egypt-Israeli Peace
Treaty in 1979.
Table 7 shows that the real valueof assistanceto these four countrieswas less
than $0.5 billion during 1970-71 but had risen to $5.4 billion by 1976-80,
more than 15 percent of average development aid during the period. This
increase is quite a bit smaller than the amount "predicted"for the economies in
transition, but it representeda substantial share of total aid to the developing
countries at the time.
The next step is to empiricallyexaminethe implicationsfor other recipients of
increased aid to these four countries(C4). The variablewe are trying to explain
is ODA T4-the real value of aid from DAC membersand multilateral organizations to all developingcountries except Bangladesh,China, Egypt, and Israel.
10. Aid to Pakistan declinedafter Bangladeshbecame independent,but the combined assistanceto the
two countriessoon far exceededthe real value of the amounts receivedby Pakistanprior to 1972.
11. Israelreceivesalmost no concessionalassistancefrom multilateralorganizations.
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Table 8. ODA Diversion?RegressionResults
OLS
Item

Constant
RealGDP
ODA4
p
-

.

ARI

level

difference

-1.8464
(-0.64)
0.0035
(9.64)
-0.6672
(-2.46)

0.5312
(1.25)
0.0017
(1.37)
-0.9S7
(-3.11)
-0.5913

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~(-3.11)

0.37
0.91
AdjustedR:
Durbin-Watson
1.92
20
21
Numberof observations
are t-statistics.Thedependentvariableis
Note:Dataarefor 1970-90.Figuresin parentheses
China,Egypt,andIsrael.
OvA forallcountriesexceptBangladesh,
Source:OECDdata and World Bank (variousissucs).

Note that this measure is based on the OECD concept. The totals include assistance allocated to individual recipients, as well as unallocated amounts. The
OECD classifiesas "unallocated" funds that donor countries spend on projects
whichbenefit groups of countries,such as generaleducation programs (seeOECD
1990). Two explanatory variablesare included:12 the gross national product of
DAC members, and ODA4, the real value of concessional assistanceto the C4
countries.1 3 If the entire increasecame from additional financingwith no diversion of ODA from other developingcountries, the coefficienton ODA4 should
equal zero. If the additional official development assistance to the C4 came,
dollar for dollar, from a reduction in aid to other developingcountries, the
coefficienton ODA4should equal minusone.
The results are presented in table 8. The estimatesshow the expected strong
positive correlation between income and aid. They also point to a significant
negative relationship between aid to the two groups of countries. The results
suggestthat of everyadditional dollar to the C4, $0.67 was diverted from other
potential recipients and $0.33 came from additional financing. The table also
looks at the relationship between the first differencesof variables.'4 Again, we
find evidenceof aid diversion. These results suggestthat a full $0.95 of each
additional dollar to the C4 was divertedfrom other countries.
12. TheCNP deflatorfor DAC countrieswasinitiallyincludedbutwasconsistendy
insignificant.

- -

*~:

13. Bothexplanatoryvariablesare treatedas exogenouseventhoughODA4is likelyto be correlated
withtheerrorterm.(Wewereunableto findappropriateinstruments.)
Notethat thisendogeneity
is likely
to biasthe coefficient
estimateon ODA4upward.Shocksthat incrcaseODAto all countries(for example,
developments
in the donors)will increaseboth ODA4and ODAT4,and this will be reflectedin the
coefficient
estimate.Thus,the estimatespresentedin tables9 and 10are likelyto understateanydiversion
of ODAfromthe developing
countriesto thefourcountriesthat havcbeensingledout.
14. Theestimationprocedurecorrectedforfirst-orderautocorrclation
of the errors.Thereappearsto
bc a significantnegativerelationshipbetwenconsecutive
errors.Unusuallyhighlevelsof ODAin oneyear
tendto be partiallyoffsetbylow levelsin subsequentyears,allelsebeingequal.
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Table 9. ODA Diversionfrom Low-Income Counrtries?
RegressionResults
item
Constant
RCalGDP

Allocated:total ODA
OL-5
ARI level
difference
1.8556
-0.1176
(0.55)
(-0.26)

0.0022

(S.39)
ODA4
p
Adjusted RZ
Durbin-Watson
Number of obserations

-0.4275
(-1.50)
0.4247
(1.78)
0.87
19

0.0018

(1.59)
-0.2654
(-0.71)

0.03
1.78
19

Allocated:low-incomeODA
OLS
ARI level
difference
-0.8252
-0.0576
(-0.40)
(-0.14)

0.0015
(5.93)

-0.2798
(-1.47)
0.1338
(0.51)
0.82
19

0.0014

(1.34)
-0.2C03
(-0.81)

0.0
2.12
19

Note:Figuresin parentheses are t-starisdics.
Source:otEcodata andWorldBank(variousissues);seetext for furtherdiscussion.

The diversion result is more worrisome the larger the amount diverted from
low-income countries. I tur next to explaining ODAL4-oDA to all otchr lowincome countries (excluding Bangladeshand China). The measure availablefor
this group, however, is not strictly comparableto the measure for total ODAused
above and is less satisfactory for two reasons. Firsit,the measure comes from
aggregating oDA receipts from all countries that the World Bank classifiesas
low-income and therefore excludes all aid that is listed as unallocated. And
second, it includes receipts from all sources, including Arab countries, which is
likely to bias the results in the direction of no diversion. There is little evidence
that the Arab countries would have provided more aid to other parts of the
world if they bad provided less to Arab countries and the Middle East. Also,
Arab aid to Egypt is highlypositivelycorrelatedwith Arab aid to countries in the
Middle East.
For a comparison, we also look at total official development assistance
(ODA WT4) from all sources, based on World Bank definitions. In both cases
the regressionsare run in levelsand in first differences.To be consistent, we use
oDA receipts by the C4 from all sources as one of the explanatory variables.
The results as reported in table 9 point to three conclusions. First, there
appears to have been a smaller diversion ($0.43 per dollar) from all recipients
using the new measure, but this coefficientestimate is not significantlydifferent
from zero. Second, the results suggestthat $0.28 of an additional dollar to the
C4 came from low-income developingcountries. This (0.28 /0.43 = 0.65) is
approxima2telyproportionate to the low-income countries' share of total oDA
from all sources, but the coefficient is also not significant. Third, the explanatory variables explain little of the variation in changesin allocated assistance.
These results, together with those-in table 8, suggest that hinds that were
diverted to the C4 came from amrounts that would otherwise have been
unallocated-in other words, Fandsthat would have benefited groups of developing countries. There is only we-aksupport for the view that assistance was
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diverted from individual low- or middle-incomecountries. If ws. cake the two
sets of results at face value, they suggestthat, all else beingequal, an extra dollar
to the C4 was generated as follows: $0.33 in new financing, $0.24 from unallocated assistance, $0.15 from assistanceto middle-incomecountries, and $0.28
from assistance to low-incomecountries.
A case can be made that it would be in the interests of developingcountries for
any concessional assistance provided to the economies in transition to remain
separate from flows to developingcountries. The lesson from experience is that
significant funds are diverted when new countries become eligible for aid and
that there is relatively little expansion of the overall pie. A separate pie for the
economies in transition may guard the developingcountries against a repeat
performance.
A Benchmarkfor Aid to the Economies in Transition
Suppose the economies in transition received the same amount of official
concessional assistanceas developingcountries with similarpopulations and per
capita incomes. In this case, a rough estimate of the amounts they would receive
can be calcul.ted using the coefficientestimates in table 6. Note that the resulting figures simply provide one interesting benchmark. They do not estimate the
level of assistance that would "best" assist these countries or the level that is
likelyto be forthcoming from industrial country governments.
These calculations are sensitive to a number of factors. The first is which
measure of per capita income is used. For consistency I use recent estimates
provided by the World Bank. A second issue is whether to treat successor states
separately. I have disaggregatedthe former Sovietrepublics but not countnes in
Europe.15 Third, I use the estimates in the first column of table 6 (based on the
entire sample of countries) except for Russia and the Ukraine. Because these
states have populations in excessof 50 million, their aid totals can be estimated
using the last column of table 6.
The results of this exerciseare shown in table 10. The final column shows that
if the economies in transition were treated "like" developing countries, they
would receive about $8.2 billion in annual concessionalassistance. Of this total,
about $1.5 billion would go to countries in Eastern and Central Europe and
about $6.7 billion would go to the former Sovietrepublics.
Compared with recent total contributions of aid from the DAC countries, $8.2
billion is a substantial sum-about 17 percent of the 1989-90 total. It is also
large compared with the likelyannual increase of about $1.6 billion in real terms
(assuming that GNP grows 3 percent a year and that 0.3S percent of this increase
is allocated to aid). Nevertheless, recent developmentsin the former Communist
countries are historic events with potential benefits that are extremely difficult to
evaluate financially. And compared with potential reductions in defense spend15. The interestedreader can calculatepredictedODA underalternativeassumptionsusingthe data
provided.For example, it may be instructivcto split Yugoslavia into scparate republics.
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Table 10. Annual ODA to Economiesin Transition:One Benchmark
Countryorrepublic
Eastern and Central Europe
Bulgaria

Population
(miflionS)

GNP per capita
(U.S. dollars)

;-Prediced"aid
per capita
(U.S. dollars)

8.9

2,210

23.88

15.7

3,140

12.88

Hungary
Poland
Romania
Yugoslavia
Total

10.6
37.8
23.3
23.8
120.1

2,780
1,700
1,640
3,060
2,279

19.18
8.41
14.93
7.89
12.25

Fonner Soviet republics
Annenia
Azerbaijan
Belarus
Estonia
Georgia
Kazakhstan
Kyrghyzsean
Latvia
Lithuania
Moldova
Russia
Taiikisran
Turkmenistan
Ukraine
Uzbekistan

3.3
7.1
10.3
1.6
5.4
18.7
4.4
2.7
3.7
4.4
148.0
5.2
3.6
52.0
20.3

1,412
1,240
2,111
1,942
1,534
1,191
941
2,110
1,959
1.412
2,138
797
1,151
1,613
842

41.32
33.02
22.53
47.03
34.18
21.19
42.07
39.50
36.31
37.67
17.82
41.77
42.44
25.71
23.92

Czechoslovakia

Total
290.9
1,780
19.25
Note: Each republicesGNPis estimatedas the total GNPof the former U.S.S.R.(estimatedas Sl ,780 per
capita times population) times that republicesshare of net national product in 1988. Predicted aid
assumesthat the economiesin transitionarc treated like developingcountries by ODA donors. Predicted
aid per capita = 135.21 - 10.86 ln(PCI) - 12.67 In(POP) for all countrics and all republics cxcept
Russia and the Ukraine.For these two republics(with populations greater than 50 million),predicted aid
percapita = 59.87 - 3.79 In(PCI)- S.S9 ln(POP).(Seetable6.)
Source:For GNrof the fonner U.S.S.R., recent World Bank estimates.For other data, IMF and others
(1990), World Bank data, and author's calculations.

ing associated with the dissolutionof the U.S.S.R., $8.2 billion is not a large
amount.
V. CONCLUSIONS

On balance, the developingcountriesappear to have more reason to be concerned that developmentsin the East will reduce flows of ODA than that these
developmentswill divert private capitalor push up the real cost of borrowing in
international capital markets. Recent data show that few developingcountries
currcntly borrow internationally.The constraint on their accessappears to be
perceptions in the private sector of their creditworthiness. It is unlikely that
EastermEurope wiIl have much impact on that accessover the next few yearsor that Eastern Europe itself will receive significantprivate capital flows. The
potential for increasedcurrent account imbalancesin other parts of the world is
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considerably more likely to affect international capital markets and the levels of
real interest rate-;.
Official capital flows are difficult to predict, and bilateral and multilateral
ODA, in particular, may be the wild card. Evidence to date suggests that total
official financing will be measured and that much of the package will be provided as loans or lines of credit on market terms. But many of the calls for
assistance argue for concessional financing for the economies in transition-at a
time when public support for foreign aid (especially in the United States) appears
to be quite low.
Will ODA be diverted from one group of countries to another? A possible
scenario comes from looking at the implications of large sustained increases in
ODA to individual countries that have occurred in the past. This paper suggests
that a substantially greater fraction of these increases appears to have been
associated with declines in aid to other recipients than with an increase in the
ODA pie. To the extent that official flows are offset by reduced military expenditure in the West, for example, there is little reason to fear a diversion of ODA
away from the developing countries. It is difficult, however, to assess how large
this offset might be.
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Andris Inotai

My comments on SusanCollins'spaper begin with the main issuesraised by the
author-a savingsshortage, foreigndirect investment,and officialdevelopment
assistance. I then turn to issues not discussedin the paper-the effect of economies in transition on developingcountries and the diversionof financial flows
within the economiesin transition-and make someconcludingremarks.
I. THE SAVINGS
SHORTAGE
I will deal with three concepts developed by the author: (a) in the global
economy total investment is equal to total saving; (b) the industrial countries'
current account surplus is financingthe capital needs of developingcountries;
and (c) international economic developments could increase net investment
demand by $60 billion to $126 billiona year.
* Although it is true that only saved money can be invested,not all savingswill
be invested. First, there is a time lag in both directions. In some years global
savings substantiallyexceed global investments;in others, previous savings
finance higher yearly investments than actual yearly savings. Second, discrepancies are particularly manifest in economies in transition; because of
prevailing instabilitiesand legal and institutional deficienciesin these economies, higher savings will not be converted immediately into higher
investment.
* While industrialcountries' surplusesare used to financecapital needs in developing countries, in the 1980s many of these countries experienced a net
resource outflow, so that this part of the world provided financing for some
industrial countries. Currently, some industrial countries have large current
account deficits that have to be financed by the current account surpluses
of other (mainly) industrial countries. Simultaneously, some developing
econonmes-Taiwan (China)and Hong Kong, for example-have emergedas
large potential capital exporters. Therefore, any generalization is
problematic.
Andrds Inotai is generaldirector of the InstituteforWorld Economy,Budapest.
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At least three additional factors may produce a credit crunch. First, according
to the Instieuteof International Economics,financingeconomicdevelopment
in the economiesin transition to reach U.S. or Western European per capita
levels in ten years would require $1,500 billion a year; this is clearly an
illusion.The institute forecastsannual externalfinancingof S30 billionto $90
billion, a mere 2 to 6 percent of this sum (Collinsand Rodrik 1991). The IFO,
a Munich-basedeconomic forecastinginstitute, puts the annual capital needs
of Eastern Europe at between $75 billion and $98 billion, and the requirement of the former U.S.S.R. at between $184 billion and $235 billion (most
of this should be financed by domesticsavings). Financialsupport from the
Organization for EconomicCooperation and Development(OECD) has been
calculated at $50 billion a year, about 5 percent of the investmentsof the
European Community(EC) (Ochel 1991).
Second,the EChas announceda one-third budgetaryincreasebetween 1993
and 1997 to finance the structural fund and the proposed cohesion funds
(Handelsblatt,April 9, 1992). This reflectsthe appealsby the poorer member
countries of the Community for increased financial transfers following the
decision to provide better market access to East Central Europe
(Czechoslovakia,Hungary, and Poland).
Third, economic dynamism may spread from the Asian newly industrialized economies(NmS) to selectedcountries of Latin Americaand Eastern
Europe. Recent economic data from Latin America indicate high growth
rates, and a recovery is predicted in Czechoslovakia,Hungary, and perhaps
Poland in the next few years. This will generateincreaseddemand for external
financing,particularly if remainingtrade barriersdo not permit an increasein
domestic capital accumulation. The need for capital implies higher levels of
saving-not only in the developingor transforming economies but in the
industrial countries as well. The substantial changes that increasing savings
would require in the budgetary policies of major OECD countries, however,
make this a potentiallyexplosiveissue.
Higher saving would require higher interest rates, adding to the financial
burden of indebted countries. It remainsto be seen whether the higher stock of
availablecapital will be used only to financehigher debt burdens or if a part of
1
this capital will be available,even with a higher debt burden, for investment.
Better economic policies and successfulintroduction of market mechanisms
are likely to improve resource utilization so that a smaller amount of capital
(and external financing) can produce the desired growth. In this case, global
1. If, for instance, the economiesin transition, excludingthe successorstates of the U.S.S.R., get the
prornised S39 billion from international financialorganizations and Westerngovernments unil 1995,
their overall indcbtedncsswould rise w S130 billion. At present interestrates, annual interest payments
would be S1.2 billion for Bulgaria, $1.1 billion for Czechoslovakia,$1.3 billion for Romania, S2.5
billion for Hungary,and S4 billion for Poland(taking into accounta 50 percent debt forgiveness).Higher
interest rates would, of course, raisethe repaymentburden. (For further details, seeSchroeder 1991, p.
333.)
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demand for capital may become somewhat smaller. It is unlikely, however, that
it could compensate for the powerful factors indicating that less capital will be
available in this decade.
II. COMPETING FOR FOREIGNDiRECT INVESTMENT

In the 1980s foreign direct investment was increasingly concentrated in the
industrial countries. In 1989-90 annual foreign direct investment in the Asian
and Pacific region surpassed $15 billion (compared with the 1985-90 average of
$11 billion), and in Latin America it reached $10 billion (compared with a
1985-90 average of S8 billion).2
The economies in transition appeared on the investment market in 199091. Inflows to Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and Poland totaled $3 billion in
1991 (about 1.5 percent of global foreign direct assistance flows in that
year). Although this is still a small fraction of foreign direct assistance to the
Far East or Latin America, forecasts indicate an increase to the three East
Central European countries of $4 billion to $8 billion in the next few years.
Although Susan Collins states that the West has little inclination to invest
in the economies in transition, recent statistical data seem to contradict this
statement-or at least to suggest a less generalized view. A distinction should
be made between the East Central European and the other East European
economies (Bulgaria, Romania, and Yugoslavia and its successor states)
regarding both the activity of foreign direct assistance and the economic,
political, legal, financial, and other conditions that attract foreign investors.
The recently signed association treaties with the EC provide an additional
argument for more investment in East Central Europe.
Certainly international competition for direct foreign invest ient will
become keener; it may or may not divert potential investors from developing
countries to economies in transition. In most cases, the two groups are not
altemative competing potential host areas. Most foreign investors in
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and Poland have a dear geographic area within
which they are looking for investment possibilities. Second, neither the
developing countries nor the economies in transition receive very much
foreign capital because foreign investors' interest has focused on the industrial
countries. Third, the diversion of foreign direct assistance is not a one-way
street. It is probable that both groups may divert investment capital from
OECD countries in the future. Czechoslovakia and Hungary, for instance, are
competing with other potential investment locations in Europe rather than in
the developing countries. And fourth, regions or groups of countries do not
compete with each other as much as with discrete national economies or
regions within the same economy.
2. Accordingto Economic Reform Today(Fall1991, p. 13), Latin America receivedexternal private
capital flows of about S40 billion. About half of this capital consisted of returned flight capital (see
FinancialTimes, April6, 1992).
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1II. WILL THE ECONOMIESIN TRANsmoN JOIN

THEOFFICIALDEVELOPMENT
ASS[STANCE
CLUB?

*

-

Calculating the potential diversion of official development assistance to the
economies in transition is a hypothetical exercise becausenone of the economies
in transition has been included thus far in the official development assistance
club. On the basis of gross domestic product (and other statistical data), it is
unlikelythat theywillbe joining.In addition,the OECDcountries do not want to
see the economies in transition in an official developmentassistance framework.
But even if the impossiblewere to happen and some of these countries (mainly
some successorstates of the former U.S.S.R.) becamemembers, official development assistanceflows would not be substantially diverted toward the new members. What is more important is that the economies in transition, particularly
those of the former U.S.S.R., are no longer important donors to (selected)
developing countries. Collins's scenario calculates a diversion of $8.2 billion,
but she does not consider that almost the same amount ($6.7 billion) was
provided to the developing countries by the economies in transition in the late
X1980s. An additional point is that the peace dividerndlikely to result from the
political changesin the former U.S.S.R. should compensatefor any hypothetical
loss caused by a potential resource diversion. Therefore, real fears are not
rooted in a resource redistribution within the official development assistance
framework. Nevertheless, there are two possible implications for official assistance flows.

First, OECDgovernments may give relatively less attention to official development assistancebecause the threat of communism has been eliminated. Second,
advanced development, geographic proximity, and better prospects for successful transfonnation and rapid growth in the economies in transition may turn the
attention of the industrial countries increasingly toward Central and Eastern
Europe. Most of the commitments proposed thus far are tied to unfavorable
conditions, however, and therefore have not been disbursed.3 Another feature
that may influence financial commitments to the economies in transition is the
financing of environmental cleanup and nudear safety, an issue whose urgency
is fundamentally based on the region's geographicproximity to Western Europe.
TV. DEVELOPING
COUNTRIES
ANDECONOmiES
IN TRANSITION:
PARTNERSAND COMPETITORS

-

Growing political cooperation and the rapid dismantlingof military capacities
will increase the peace dividend and benefit the economies in transition as well
as the developing countries. The opening-up of the former socialist ecornomies
and their prospectiverecovery are expected to create rapid economic growth and
an expanding demand for imported goods. Taking into account their economic
3. The Group of Twenty-four
promiseda total of $2.8 billionto Bulgaria,Czechoslovakia,Hungary,
and Romaniafor balanceof paymentssupportin 1991,but in fact only $1.8 billionhas beenspentfor
this purpose (NapiVildggazdasAg,April 10, 1992).
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weight and developmentpotential, high growth rates in these countries would
substantiallyinfluenceglobal economicprospects.4 It shouldbe stressedchat the
import reorientation of the Central and Eastern European economiesfrom their
traditional Soviet supply sources for raw materials and energy could exert particularly beneficialeffectson developingcountry exports to this area.SExpanding world market orientation and developingintraindustry trade between Eastern and WesternEurope may offer additional possibilities.
The EC'sagreementswith Czechoslovakia,Hungary, and Poland, as well as
the extension of the generalizedsystem of preferencesdesignationto Bulgaria
and Romania, are considered particularlydetrimental to the developingcountries. Most of thesechanges, however,simplyput an end to the formerly adverse
position of these economies.The absence of trade between the two parts of
Europe was one reason whyWestern Europe's share of world markets declined
during most of the 1980s.6
In sum, the 1990s and beyondpromiseboth morepossibilitiesfor cooperation
and growing competition between the two groups of countries. Rapid world
economicgrowth might benefiteveryone,even if some countriesgain more than
others. Nevertheless,competitionis increasinglyglobal, so the losers may come
from the industrialworld.
V. RESOURCE DISTRIBUTION
The questionof how resourcesare distributedwithin the economiesin transidon is timely, given the increasinghelp provided to the successorstates of the
U.S.S.R. In political termsEast Central European countriesfear that the West's
strong contacts with the former U.S.S.R. will lead it to neglect the in-between
area and will thus create an extremely dangerous vacuum in Europe. In economic terms most of the small countries in the region, particularly the more
developedones, are concerned that their developmentprospects might be curtailed. Indeed, the successorstates have received$24 billionfrom the Group of
Twenty-fourto date and may get another $20 billionthis year. Accordingto the
Financial Times (April 16, 1992), the International Monetary Fund (IMF) will
invest $25 billionto $35 billionand the World Bank $12 billionto $15 billionin
these countriesduring the next four years.
In this respect, the costs of Gennan reunification are a particularly timely
lesson (Inotai 1992). Diversion of real resources is only part of the problem,
4. Accordingto the uzds managingdirector,MichelCamdessus,economicrcovcry in the successor
staresof the U.S.S.R.mighr add 2 percent to predicted world economic growth rates (Napi Vildggazdas4g, April 17,1992).

5. Hungary's trade balance, traditionallyin surplusvis-a-visdevelopingcountries,recordeda deficitof
about S300 millionhi 1991. As oil and raw material(and later gas) purchases are expectedro be diverted
to non-Sovietsources, this trend may becomecharacteristic.
6. While the United Staresand Japan relyon international subconrractorsin medium-incomedeveloping countries in Asia and Latin America,the EC has concentrated in part on intra-Wetern European
division of labor, with dear (labor) cost disadvantages, and in part on Mediterranean and African
countries, which are not able to competewithmore developedAsianand Latin Americanproducers.
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even if its impact is extremely adverse for East Central Europe. In comparison
~~withthe former German Democratic Republic (G]DR),these countries are better
~~~prepared
to implemnenta functioning market economy within a relatively short
period-and at much lower cost-because they can absorb resources more efficiently. Consequendy, they could becomnethe success stories for other Easter
European economics despite the pains and burdens of the process. Any setback
or failure of reform policies in East Central Europe (or in any of these countries)
may discredit marker economy concepts throughout the region for the foreseeable future.
More important, any failure of the reform process in the former U.S.S.R.
might put East Central European countries in the same box of "countries without a future." Furthermore, the costs of transformnationwould be measured on
the basis of the experience of the former U.S.S.R. because some analysts incorrectly assume that the developingEast Central European economies would need
more money than the former cDa.
But the main problem is that ambitious aid programs to die former Soviet
~~republicsmay seriously undermnineexports from the economies in transitionexports that have already largely been destroyed by the collapse of the U.S.S.R.'
Aid packages often consist of drugs, agricultural goods, and textiles, all of
~~whichhave been produced by the economies in transition for sale to die formner
U.S.S.R. Replacement of their goods with free Western products is likely to
cause economic problems to deepen.
VI. CONCLUSIONS

With competition for international financial flows, technologies, and markets
becoming increasingly global, the simplifiedmodel of winners and losers cannot
be applied to the developing countries and the economies in transition. Both
may be winners as well as losers. Nor will competition leave the OECDCOUntries
unscathed. Both groups of countries are far from homogenous in their development level, speed of recovery, and long-tern

growth prospects.

Some will face

the challenge successfully;others are likely to be crowded out.
It is extremely instructive that not all countries fear growing competition. For
instance, there are few, if any, complaints against support to the economies in
transiton from the Asian NIES.Anxiety is more pronounced in countries that are
less competitive and that have more problematic-and less efficient-economfic
policies. Many Afican and Latin American countries, as well as EC countriEs,
seem to fear competition more than the East Asian countries.7
The dramatic political and economic changes in Europe are expected to bring
about particular attention by Westen Europe to the economies in transition.
Resource Eows and trade preferenc granted by industrial countries regularly
7. The poorer
member
xC
countries enjoy CommunitySevelfinancial support that is 15 times highcr
per capita than that granted to Central and Eastern European countries. (Shrinking per capita income in
the pasttwo yearshas been wideningthiS gap.) SeeHandelsbyatt,
April 9, 1992.
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show a dear regional bias. The United States gives preference to the Latin
American and Far Eastern developingcountries, as well as to its main allies in
the Middle East. Japan focuseson Asian countries. Oil-richArab countries have
provided financial support to less-richArab economies.Traditionally, Westem
Europe has establishedpreferentialrelationswith Africa and the Mediterranean
region. Central and Eastern Europe have been entering this mainly European
(and within it, German) picture recently.
The prospects for investment flows depend only marginally on the possible
diversion of resources. Beyond the respective national economic policies pursued, the decisions will originate in the leading industrial countries. First, to
caeate additional sources of financial support, military expenditure should be
substantiallycut and the saving(at least in part) dedicatedto external financing.
Second, a decline in international interest rates would benefit both groups of
countries. Third, and most important, the global trade liberalization that will
follow the ongoingUruguay Round would not only clearlyoffset the potentially
adverse effect of resource diversion but would also help stimulate additional
capital formation and growth.
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COMMENT ON "CAPITAL FLOWS TO DEVELOPING COUNTRIES: IMPLICATIONS
FROM THE ECONOMIES IN TR.ANSITION?" BY COLLINS

IshratHusain
Susan Collins's analysis of the likely effect of the economies in transition on

capital flowsto developingcountriesis basedon two sets of empiricalestimations.In the first single-regression
equation,sheexplainsthe amountof average
officialdevelopmentassistance(ODA) to countriesduring 1987-89 in tenns of
per capita incomeand log of population.These two variablestogetherexplain
half the averagevariation. She then asks how much ODA the economiesin
transitionwouldreceiveif theyweretreated"like"countrieswithsimilarcharacteristics,usingthe earliercross-countryregressionresults.On the basisof historical evidenceabout how increasesin assistanceto China, Egypt, Israel,and
BangladeshaffectedOPA disbursements
to otherrecipients,shecondudesthat if
the economiesin transitionweretreated"like"developingcountries,theywould
receiveabout $8.2 billionin concessionalassistanceannually.
I have a seriousproblem with this methodologyand therefore with the
strengthof the paper'sconclusions.First, attemptsto measureempiricallythe
relativeinfluenceof the fundamentalfactors. evenfor privatecapital flows in
internationalmarkets,havenot provedverysuccessful.Collins'seffortto measure the determinantsof aggregateofficialcapital flowsby using twenty-four
countrieswith differentmotivationsand underlyingprinciples-most of them
not even obviousto their own bureaucrats-is reallyheroic.Two donors,the
UnitedStates and Japan, accountfor 40 percentof ODAtoday. In the period
Collinsrefersto, fivecountries-Israel, Egypt, Pakistan,El Salvador,and the
Philippines-accountedfor 70 to 75 percent of U.S. ODA disbursements,and
nine Asiancountriesreceived80 percentof total Japanesebilateral disbursements. Neither populationnor per capita incomesatisfactorilyexplainsthe
behavior of the U.S. and Japaneseflows. In order to better understandthe
determinantsof ODA, I would guessthat we would;iaveto prepare a 24 x 24
matrix in a "sourcesand usesof funds"frameworkraher than a simpleregression equationfor a three-yearperiodat an aggregatelevel.
Second,capitalflowscan only be meaningfullyanalyzedin the frameworkof
a country's macroeconomicaggregates,domestic savings, and investment
Ishrat Husain is chiefeconomistin the WorldBank'sAfrica RegionalOffice.
C 1993 The Intemational Bank for Rcconstructionand DevelopmentI
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behavior. The pattern of the 1980sis not a valid or reliableguide for the coming
decade. More than fifty developingcountries are currently undertaking serious
policy and institutional reformsto make their economiesmore efficient, flexible,
and competitive.Someof these changesare structural. The decline in inflation,
the cut in budget deficits, the reformsof public enterprises, trade liberalization,
and other policy improvementsshould contribute to a strong recoveryof domestic savings and investment in these countries. Total factor productivity is
expected to respond to improved policies; imF staff have estimated that the
contribution of total factor productivityto the growth of potential output in net
debtor countries may rise from an averageof 0.5 percentage point in 1983-90 to
1.75 percentagepoints in 1993-96.
Third, the paper is conspicuouslysilent on the effects of the enormous debt
burden in Latin Americaand Africain the 1980s, which resulted in net negative
transfers of $35 billion a year. I think we have to assume that these large
transfers were a disincentiveto investmentand external financing. The consequences of debt (and debt service)reduction will save the countries involved at
least $6 billion to $8 billion a year. It is also estimated that their investmentoutput ratio will rise by more than 2 percentagepoints. What is more important,
the reduction in uncertainty and the restoration of confidence among both
domestic and foreign investors will have a positive influenceon other economic
and financial variables. The combination of an easing of the debt burden and
policy improvements should boost investment, productivity, and the efficient
use of resources. It can be expected to result in higher domestic savings and
reduced demand for external resources for the same given level of output, an
outcome that is radically differentfrom the pattern in the 1980s.
Fourth, capital flows at the global levelcannot be estimated apart from trade
flows. A recent study by the World Bank estimates that a 50 percent liberalization of industrial country trade barrierswould raise developingcountry exports
by $50 billion, almost equivalent to the aggregate net resource flows from
official sources. Assumingthat progress in dismantling trade barriers is not as
rapid, even partial liberalization would increase exports by $10 billion to $12
billion a year without adverselyaffectingthe budgets of the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development(OECD) countries.
Finally, on the supply side, the quantum leap in the scale and efficiencyof
international financial intermediation, the development of liberalized international financial markets, and the integration and globalizationof offshore and
domestic financial markets will have positive (although modest) beneficial
effectsin some advanced developingcountries.
This brings me to the final issue:how do I perceivethe pattern of capital flows
in the 1990s?I would start by disaggregatingthe developingcountries into three
groups. The first group consists of the successfuladjusters. These economies
will continue to have access to private capital flows (provided they sustain the
adjustment reforms to which they are committed), and they have a much better
chance in the 1990s of benefitingfrom the repatriation of flight capital, from
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official export credits, and from nonconcessionalmultilateral loans. The same
economic policiesadopted to improvedomesticeconomic performancewill also
enhance their creditworthiness. The experiences of Chile, Mexico, and Venezuela, which emerged from a debt overhang and gained renewed access to
international capital markets in 1990-91, suggeststhat at least two factors are
necessary: strong implementation of an adjustment program and sound prospects for external viability, through either debt reduction or rapid growth. With
these factors in place, access can be helped by addressing investor concerns
about the risk of default, the risk of nonavailabilityof foreign exchange, and the
ability to trade debt instruments (liquidityrisk).
The second group includes the low-incomecountriesthat rely on concessional
loans from multilateralinstitutionsand bilateralgrants. The record of ODA shows
that, with some exceptions,this group of countrieswill be the focus of attention
and concessionalassistance. Donors are, however, demanding improved economic performancein return. I believethe projectedincreasein real ODA of 2 to 3
percent a year and some reallocation of ODA from successfulmiddle- and lowincome countriesthat will have accessto other sources of financingwill be sufficient to meet their requirements without any seriousdisruption. Again, the key
preconditions are improved domesticperformance, an early resolution of debt
problems, and a benign externalenvironment,If these conditionsare not fulfilled,
I doubt that the current levelsof ODAcan be maintained.
The third group comprisesthe former U.S.S.R., exduding Eastern Europe and
the republicsof central Asia. Although financial assistanceto these countriesis
important, a more difficultchallengeis how quicldywe can help establishmacroeconomicstability,reasonablyfunctioninginstitutions,and incentivesfor production. Unless some progress is made on these fronts, the transfer of financial
resourceswill be of little help. I am not certainwhat constitutesan adequate levelof
capitalflowsto thisgroup, but judgingby therecent$24 billionpackageannounced
by the Group of Seven for the Russian Federation, it appears that most of the
resourceswill be provided by suchnonconcessionalmultilateralsourcesas the IMF,
the World Bank,the European Bankfor Reconstructionand Development,and the
European Communityand through officiallyguaranteed export credits(at market
terms), surpluscommodityand food aid, and verylittle concessionalaid.
A 1991 OECD surveyshows that only $1.5 billion of concessionalaid has been
committedso far for East and CentralEurope by DevelopmentAssistanceCommittee members, the bulk of it through additional budgetary allocationsrather than
from the ODA budget for developingcountries. To my mind, a more worrisome
trend is that severaldevelopingcountrieshave recorded an erosion in per capita
incomesduringthepast decadeand arenow eligiblefor concessionalassistance.The
competition from this group of countries in a stagnant pool of concessional
resourcesis more disconcertingthan the imminentdanger from the economiesin
transition in Eastem Europe and the former U.S.S.R. Although the international
communityshould monitor officialcapitalflows to ensure that diversiondoes nor
take place,the conclusionsdrawn to date are not yet persuasive.
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Conversion of Official Bilateral Debt:
The Opportunities and the Issues
StephanyGriffith-Jones
The level and structure of external debt limit the growth prospects of many severely
indebted low-income and lower-middle-incomecountries. Becausemany of these countries owe a largeproportion of their external debt to officialcreditors, mechanisms such
as debt conversion can be useful in reducing their debt overhang; important efficiency
gains can be achieved if the use of local currency linked lo the debt reduction is
productively channekd. This paper examines the lessonslearnedfrom swaps of commercial debtand evaluatesthe potential benefits and costs of swaps of official debt. For
debtors, the potential benefits associatedwith a reductionof debt include an improved
climate for domestic and foreign direct inuestnent, a transfer of risk to foreign investors, and accessto a source of additional capitalfor privatization, as well as additional
externalfundingfor social programs. The problematic effects include the risk of inflalion. For creditors, debt-for-equity and debt-for-developmentconversions are one way
to belp countries achieve long-term financial viability and at the same time prompt
them to undertake socially desirable programs. The paper also addresses technical
issues, such as transparencyof operations, ownership of converted claims, and the need
forfinancial intermediaries.

Even as dramatic increases in capital flows and foreign exchange reserves in
countries such as Chile and Mexico imply that debt crises are a problem of the
past, many other countriesare still strugglingwith a high level of external debt
that limits their prospects for growth and development.Becausea large proportion of this debt is owed to official bilateral creditors, mechanismssuch as debt
conversion can be useful, and important efficiencygains can be achieved if the
use of local currencylinked to the debt reduction is channeledproductively.
Section I examines the need and the potential for official debt conversion in
heavily indebted low-incomeand lower-middle-incomecountries and describes
Studies,Universityof Sussex.
isa fellowofthe Instituteof Development
StephanyGriffith-Jones
The paper drawson the joint work by Griffith-Jones
and PercyMistrycommissioned
by the Italian
governmentfor the Secretariatof the UnitedNationsConfercnce
on Tradeand Development
(ur4crAo).
The authoris gratefulto the manyofficialsand academicsin creditorand debtorcountries,as wellas in
internationalorganizationswhocommentedon the paperand particularlyto PercyMistryfor hisvaluableinsights.
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current practices in the Paris Club (where official bilateral debt is rescheduled or
reduced, or both). Sections II and III review the lessons of commercial and
official debt conversions, primarily in middle-income countries, evaluate the
potential benefits and costs for debtors and creditors, and address technical
issues, such as transparency, ownership of converneddaims, and the need for
financial intermediaries. Section IV presents condusions and policy
recommendations.
I. THE NEED, THE POTENTIAL, AND THE REALITY
OF OFFICIAL BILATERAL DEBT CONVERSION

Between 1982, when the debt crisis exploded, and 1991, total external debt
stocks in developingcountriesgrew rapidly, particularly in severelyindebted lowincome countries. Growth of total debt outstanding and disbursed (referred to in
this paper as "debt") more than doubled in these countries, climbing from $79
billion in 1982 to $175 billion in 1991 (see table 1). Total interest arrears in this
period also increased significantlyfor these countries, rising from $1.3 billion in
1982 to $12.9 billion in 1991, as many low-income countries found themselves
unable to servicetheir debt. This debt isa greater burden for the poorest countries
than for countries with less severe difficulties, for two reasons. First, the level of
debt implies contractions of output and income that are particularly damaging to
human welfare. Second, structural weaknesses in many of these countries make
adapting to changes in the international environment difficult.
As a result of these problems-and in some cases, of mistaken policies-many
of these countries sustained a decline in export performance, which led to a
greater deterioration than would have othervise occurred in the debt service
ratio and the debt-to-export ratio (see table 2).1 By the late 1980s both ratios
were higher in the severely indebted low-income countries than they had been
earlier in the decade: the debt serviceratio in 1989 was double the level of the
1980s, while the ratio of debt to exports was almost five times higher.
This situation contrasts with that of the severely indebted middle-income
countries (especially the upper-middle-income countries). Their total debt
started to fall in 1991 (see table 1), primarily as a result of actions taken within
the framework of the Brady Plan-which reduced private debt-and of a large
number of debt conversions. As table 2 shows, these countries also had a better
export performance during the 1980s, posting an average growth rate of 3.5
percent. As a result, debt serviceratios for this group have declined quite substantially, although they are still fairly high.
The rapid rise of bilateral debt has been an important element in the increase
in developing country debt since 1982. In severely indebted low-income countries, bilateral debt rose from $32 billionin 1982 to $80 billion in 1991, or more
1. The debt service ratio is defined as loan amortizations plus loan interest payments divided by the
level of exports.
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Table 1. Growth in Debt Stocks of SeverelyIndebted Developing Countries
(billions of U.S. dollars)
1982

1985

1988

1991a

Total
Interest arrears

79.12
1.25

Bilateral
Multilateral

32.06
10.61
3.23
18.32
2.90
12.00

116.74
3.09
49.45
16.76
5.56
24.11
3.33
17.53

160.91
8.00
75.10
26.77
5.83
32.24
3.09
17.88

175.35
12.89
80.43
34.73
6.30
29.18
2.88
21.83

346.15
4.53
35.23
15.94
6.97
183.49
61.70
48.82

418.46
4.81
62.58
24.35
12.99
223.00
50.96
44.57

48S.13
15.59
90.58
41.71
14.71
255.34
29.17
53.62

486.54
40.50
99.59
53.87
17.54
220.69
23.10
71.76

55.00

50.00

69.00

65.00

846.00
6.10

1,046.00
8.67

1,2C2.00
25.64

1,351.00
55.50

Category

Low-income-countyrdebtb

IMF

Private guaranteed
Private unguaranreed
Short-term
Middle-income-country debt
Total
Interest arrears
Bilateral
Multilateral
IMF

Private guaranteed
Private unguaranteed
Short-term
Othersc
Total debt
Total debt
Intercst arrears

Note: IMr, Intrnational Monetary Fund.
a. Estimated.
b. The estimates for 1991 for this group arc higher than choseprojected in the World Development
Report because data from other sources suggest that the World Debt Tables understates 1991 debt. (it
has consistentlyundersrated the latest year's estimates.) The 1991 cstimates for the middle-incomegroup
remain unchanged. No data are included for low- or middlc-income countries that do not report to the
World Bank but whose debt the World Debt Tab/es estimates in aggregare form (see World Bank 1991,
table 1.1).
c. Afghanistan, Albania, Cuba, Iraq, Democratic People's Republic of Korca, Mongolia, Viet Nam,
and about thirty island microstates in the Caribbean and the South Pacific.
Source: World Bank (1991).

than 45 percent of the total debt, despite the cancellation of S8 billion in official
development assistance debt from 1983 through 1990 and the successiveapplication of concessional terms granted by the Paris Club under Toronto, Venice,
Houston, and, now, "enhanced Toronto" agreements. In the severely indebted
middle-income countries, bilateral debt jumped from $35 billion in 1982 to
$108 billion in 1990 (it declined somewhat in 1991). The increase reflects the
effect of exchange rate changes since 1985 and the interest capitalization practices of the Paris Club.
A further source of concern is the increase in multilateral debt. In low-income
and middle-income indebted countries, outstanding debt obligations to multilateral creditors rose sharply (see table 1). It is not dear what can and should be
done to reduce the multilateral debt burden, given the need for creditworthinessin
international capital markets, but the size of multilateral debt service payments
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Table 2. Structural Features, Export Growth, and Debt Indicators, Severely
Indebted Countries
Item
GNPpercapita, 1988(U.S.dollars)
Infant mortality,1987a
Annualgrowthof exports, 1982-89
(percent)

Severelyindebtedlow-

Severelyindebtedmiddle-

288
102.8

1,632

incomecountries

-2.0

incomecountries
SS.0

3.5

Debt service ratiob

1980
10
1982
20
1989
23
Ratioof debt to exports
1980
96
1982
214
1989
493
a. Deathsper 1,O00livebirdis.
b. Paymentof loanamortization
and interestdividedbyexportearnings.
Source. WorldBank(1990).

36
49
29
196

297
294

increases the need to reduce and convert bilateral debt, particularly for severely
indebted low-income and lower-middle-income countries.
In this sense, export credit agencies need to accept the realities that commercial
banks have recognized and offer not just debt cancellation but also debt conversion options on a scale which would reduce bilateral debt to levels that can be
serviced. Debt conversion options should be used not just where debt reduction
has been insufficient but also to enhance other gains (including efficiency) when
undesirable effects-on inflation, for example-are marginal or can be easily
counteracted by government policy.
As for official bilateral debt, a number of measures for debt reduction have
been and are being implemented for severely indebted low-income countries,
but there is evidence that for an important number of those countries progress
is still insufficient. (For good discussions of these measures, see World Bank
1989, 1990, 1991; Mistry 1992.) It is disappointing that neither Britain's 1990
proposal (known as the Trinidad terms) nor the Dutch proposal was adopted
by the Paris Club. The consensus that was reached in December 1991
(enhanced Toronto terms) and that has already been applied to Benin and
Nicaragua dilutes the Trinidad terms considerably. Under the terms of the
enhanced Toronto consensus the creditors have several options: canceling 50
percent of eligible maturities; halving interest rates on nonconcessional debt;
rescheduling export credit and concessional debt repayments; and capitalizing
reduced interest rates in a way that would result in equivalence in net present
value terms with the other optionsFor severely indebted lower-middle-income countries, the Paris Club agreed in
September 1990 to lengthen grace periods and maturities on the basis of three
criteria-low per capita income, a high ratio of Paris Club debt to commercial
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bank debt, and a heavy debt (and debt service)burden a imeasured by ratios of
debt to gross national product, debt to exports, and debt serviceto exports. The
"10 percent clause," a debt conversion mechanism, was also introduced. The
clause allows "creditor countries,on a voluntary and bilateral basis, to exchange
up to 10 percent of bilateral official or officiallyguaranteed nonconcessional
loans, and up to 100 percent of official developmentassistanceloans, for debtequity swaps, debt-for-nature swaps, and debt-for-developmentswaps." There
is also a value limit ($10 millionor $20 million, dependingon the case) that can
be used when 10 percent is less than the bilateral nonconcessional debt. In
December 1991 the same clause was extended to the severely indebted lowincome countries.
Initially, swaps of official bilateral debt were practicallynonexistent; indeed,
there were limits on debt sales by creditor governments.But emphasisis rapidly
shifting toward bilateral officialdebt conversionsfor equity as well as for development. Such operations potentiallyopen debt conversionsfor low-income and
lower-middle-incomecountries,as well.
By early 1992 conversionsunder this clause were approved by the Paris Club
in the cases of Benin, Congo, C6te d'Ivoire, Ecuador, Egypt, El Salvador,
Honduras, Jamaica, Morocco, Nicaragua, Nigeria, Peru, the Philippines,
Poland, and Senegal.Relativelyfew conversion transactions had actually taken
place under the o10
percent dause," but a number of actions were reportedly
being considered, induding the following.
* Funding for a $3 billion EnvironmentFund in Poland by the United States and
France
* A conversion of up to $10 million of Egypt's bilateral debt by the French
government for cofinancinga SocialEmergencyFund (with the World Bank).
In addition, France and other creditor governments are considering official
debt-equity conversions.
* Debt-equity swaps for Morocco by the Netherlands (and some other creditor
governments)
* A proposal to use debt-equityswaps to support privatization in Nigeria
* A conversionof officialdebt by the government of Canada for United Nations
Children'sFund (UNICEF) spendingprograms in Bolivia
Even before September 1990 some European and North American governments were selling(or converting)their Paris Club debt to improve the balance
sheets of their export credit agencies.Becausethese operations were not allowed
in the Paris Club framework, they were not publicized. They are, however,
interesting prototypes for official debt-equity swaps, showing that it is feasible
for an export credit agency to take an equity position in developing country
companies, sell official debt to private investors, or both. One creditor agency
convertedMexican debt into equity in a private steelcompany that it later sold,
recoveringthe full face value of its daim.
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The U.S. Initiative

*
*

just before the Paris Club initiativewas launched, a three-prongedU.S. "Initiative for the Americas" was proposed, including trade and investment measures, and debt concessions.Under the debt sections of the program the United
States agreed to reduce stocks of concessionaldebt (PL 480 and U.S. Agencyfor
International Developmentobligations)owed by Latin Americanand Caribbean
countries and to accept interest payments in local currency on the remaining
debt, to be paid into a fund for the environment.(if the country has not entered
into an Environmental Framework Agreement, interest is to be paid in U.S.
~~dollars.)In other words, a commitmentto allocate domestic resources to the
environment is exchanged for debt reduction. The U.S. Congress has also
~~broadenedthe use of interest paymentsfor domestic development-specifically,
for,programs to benefit children.
The Eco1.iomic Commission for Latin America andi the Caribbean (ECLAC
1991) reports that Washington has canceled large portions of the outstanding
(primarily concessional)debts owed by Guyana, Honduras, Nicaragua, Haiti,
and Bolivia, as well as smaller (in percentage terms) amounts owed by Jamaica
and Chile. Implementation of the environmental fund is gradually beginning.
Chile-the firstcountry tobe granted this concession,in june 1991-- -. at the
time this paper was written, in the process of defuiningits agree.-..s on the
environment.
As for nonconcessionaldebt owed by eligibleLatin Americanand Caribbean
countries to the Eximbank and the Commodity Credit Corporation, the U.S.
initiativecontemplatessales of a portion of the debt to facilitate debt-for-equity,
debt-for-development,or debt-for-natureswaps; these swaps would imply both
a conversionand a reduction of debt. Legislationto approvesuch operations has
been seriouslydelayed, however. The passage of an appropriations bill to fund
additionalreductions in PL480 debt is also problematic.
Other Official Debt Conversion Initiatives

*
*

Outside the framework of the Paris Club, some developingcountries, especiallyMexico, have pursued an activestrategy as creditors to convert the debt of
Central American and Caribbean countries. In three different operations, for
example, Mexican investors purchased a privatized company in Honduras,
leasedfarming land in Nicaragua, and agreedto build new hotels in Costa Rica.
In addition, debt owed to Central and Eastern European countries and the
former U.S.S.R. can be converted, as was done in the sale of loans from the
~~formecr
German Democratic Republicto commercialfirms engagedin importing
raw materials. Commnercial
firms are reportedly recoveringthe full face value of
~~thedebt through imports of raw materialsfrom countries such as Zambia. The
outcome in this case seems very undesirable, as it implies full prepayment
of official debts when Zambia is not even servicingthe rest of its bilateral debt
in full.
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II. LESSONS
FROMCONVERSIONS
OFPRIVATE
COMMERCIAL
DEBT
Since 1985 conversions of private commercial bank debt have been used
extensively in a number of (mainly middle-income) developing countries to
reduce debt, promote foreign investment, encourage privatization, and further
other development objectives.

Debt-for-EquitySwaps
Table 3 shows that the estimatedtotal volumeof commercialdebt eliminated
through officialdebt conversion from 1985 through 1990 was $33.6 billion, or
about 15 percent of the total commercial debt of all heavily indebted countries
(seetable 4). With the exception of Chile, which converted almost 70 percent of
its 1985 commercial debt, debt conversionsdearly did not overcome the debt
overhang of most countries, but they did make a meaningful contribution in
several instances. Argentina and the Philippines were able to reduce more than
30 percent of their commercialdebt; for all other countries, conversionsrepresented less than 20 percent of commercialdebt.
The evolution of actual conversions of such debt is noteworthy. Table 3
shows a rapid expansion in 1987 and 1988 before some countries became
concerned about the domestic monetary implications of these operations and
began to slow or suspend debt conversions. In other countries-especially
Chile-debt conversions grew so rapidly that their very success reduced the
stock of debt available for sale. The revival of debt-equity swaps in 1990 in
Table 3. Volume of Debt Conversion by Country, 1985-91
(millions of U.S. dollars)
Contry

1986

Argentina
Brazil
Chile
Costa Rica

469

-

537
323
-

176
974
7

Ecuador
Honduras
Jamaica

-

-

Mexico

-

413

Nigeria

-

-

Philippines

-

Uruguay

-

Venezuela
Total
-Not

1985

1,329

1987

2988

1989

2990

764

1,180

7,038

9,451

942
2,767
124

483
1,096
17

4,569
10,084
281

14
5

31
47
16

42
32

1,056&

532

23
435

461
102
48

70

304

217

591

451

931

630

378

2,471

45

104
49

S3
544

716

157
1,354

4,738

8,320

7,170

10,477

33,685

-

336
1,997
89
127
9
4

1,680
-

81
-

1,651

2,095
2,927
44
261

-

Total

4,116

available.

Note: Face value of debt converted under officialongoing schemes.Figuresdo not include large-scale
cash buybacksand debt exchanges.
a. Does not include an estimated S6 billion-SS billion under an August 1987 agreement to restructure
debt.

Sources: Central Bank of Argentina;Central Bank of Brazil; Central Ba* of Chile; Mexico Ministry
of Finance; Central Bank of the Philippines;Bank of Jamaica; Central Bank of Venezuela:International
Monetary Fund.
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Table 4. Contribution of Debt ConversionProgramsto Reduction
of CommercialBank Debt
(billionsof U.S. dollars)

Country

Stockof
commercial
bank

debt,1985

Argentina
25.3
Brazil
67.1
Chile
14.8
Mexico
71.4
Nigera
4.9
Philippines
7.6
Venezuela
23.6
Total
214.7
Sources:WorldBank(1990);table 1.

Valueof debt
conversions

Conversionsasa
percentageof

9.5
4.6
10.1
4.1
0.6
2.5
1.4
32.8

37.5
6.9
68.2
5.7
12.2
32.9

1985-90

commercial
debt

5.9
15.3

countries such as Argentina, Mexico, and the Philippineshas been largelylinked
to privatization because these conversions do not lead to the monetization of
foreign debt. Furthermore, if privatization produces efficiencygains, the debtor
government saves the revenues previously spent to subsidize inefficient public
enterprises. (Of course, if the government swaps debt for equity in profitable
enterprises, the redue.ion in income from those enterprisescould have a negative
Sscal impact, as di-,cussedin Corden and Dooley 1989.) In addition, several
rectn't agreenwe:s to restructure bank debt (especiallyin the context of the
Brady Pila) contain commitmentsto swap debt for equity.
The increaseduse of market-based debt reduction techniques has been facilitated by-and has contributed to-marked growth in the size of the secondary
market. As figure 1 shows, total trading volume in 1990 reached about $100
billion. (NederlandseMiddenstand Bank, the largestEuropean trader, estimates
$150 billion.) This contrasts with levelsin 1983 or 1984, when trading was only
$0.5 billion.
Finally, there has been an effort to streamline and simplify financial prokedures, particularly the documentation required for carrying out swaps. That
all post-Brady bonds are tradable and assignable has played a major role in
facilitating and expanding the volume of transactions. The impressivedevelopment of the secondarymarket for commercialdebt points to the potential for
sitilar systemsto swapofficial debt for equity or for development.2
Country results. The economiceffectsof debt conversionsare heterogeneous
among countries and sometimeswithin the same country. Factors that seem to
contribute to positive results include a stable macroeconomicenvironmentwith
low deficits; adequate domestic capital markets that can attenuate or eliminate
monetary effects; well-designeddebt conversion programs aimed at meeting
2. For a usefiulanalysisof the issues,see Blackwell
and Nocera 1988 and Frenkel,Dooley,and
Wickham1989.For a reviewof debt swapsand policylessons,see UNcT 1991; Bouzasand FfrenchDavis 1990;andMortimore1991.Foran analysisof Chile'sexperence,seeLarrainand Velasco1990;
Williamson1990;Lagos1989;andAravena1991.
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Figure 1. Total Trading Volume in the Secondary Market for Debt
Billionsof U.S. dollars
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b. Projected
Source:LatiniFinance(October 1991).

obiectives such as debt reduction or foreign direct investment; and control of
undesirable outcomes, such as excessive monetary expansion or misuse for
"round-tripping." 3 When the policy framework, the circumstances, and the program design are right, debt-equity swaps have yielded positive results, as outlined below.
*

Major reductions in commercial debt. In Chile, for instance, swaps helped

reduce the debt overhang significantly and enabled the country to regain
access to international capital markets. In other cases the effect has been less
meaningful (see table 4). Mexico's access to international capital markets was
only partly advanced by debt conversions. Both debt reduction and the
renewal of capital inflows led to a reduction-or a reversal-of negative net
transfers in several cases (for example, Chile and Mexico).
* Foreign direct investment and a reversal of capitalflight. An important bonus
of debt-equity conversions has been their contribution to an increase in foreign direct investment. There is some debate in the literature about how much
of this flow is additional; the answer depends on assumptions about how
much foreign capital would have entered in the absence of the conversion
program. Experience in Chile and Mexico, however, suggests that conversions have influenced potential investors and accelerated the pace of foreign
3. Round-tripping
is the practice of convering debt with the sole purpose of obtaining local currency
to purchase foreignexchangein the parallelmarket.

';~

~

~ ~~~
-

.
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*

investment. Policymakersstress that favorablepublicity linked to debt-equity
programs (in the financial press, for example) about the country's economic
performance, business dimate, and economic openness plays an important
indirect role in jump-starting investmentflows. Two caveats are important
here. First, debt conversionwill be effectiveif it is part of a policy package
that makes the country attractive to investors. Second, there may be some
tradvoff between applyingselectivitycriteria to enhance the positivedevelopmental and macroeconomiceffects(by demanding new flows to accompany
debt conversion, as in Argentina,or restrictingthe sectors eligiblefor swaps,
as in the Philippines)and the magnitudeof the debt conversionscarried out.
Debt conversionalso can facilitatethe return of capital flight. Chile's experienceis interestingbecausea specialwindowwas opened to encourage investments by residents. This facility,which provided a smaller subsidythan th
for foreig investors but offered an implicit tax and legal amnesty, was successfulin attracting returned capital.
Export promotion and import substitution. To the extent that the additional
investment goes to tradable sectors (and especially if it brings know-how,
additional markets, and more efficienttechnology),foreign exchangeearnings
and savings will improve. There is some evidencethat an important share of
foreign direct investment entering through debt conversions (especially in
countries such as Mexico and the Philippines,whose governments had targeted this objective)has gone into such activities.
A
Priz7atization.
As pointed out above, debt conversioniprovides additional
equity for the companies involved. In some countries (for instance, Chile) it
lowersthe debt of state-ownedenterprisesand makes them more attractive to
potential private shareholders.
- Privatesector finance. In countries such as Chile, Brazil, and Ecuador, the
debt crisis precipitated problems in the private sector, especiallythe financial
sector. Debt conversion strengthened the private sector, lowered excessive
levelsof debt, and contributed to a recovery of domesticprivate investment.
Finally, as regards the positive effectsdiscussed above, transparent government procedures are important to ensure that there are no hidden subsidiesto
foreign or domestic investurs, as was reportedly the case in several debtor
countries.
Debt conversion also has problematic effects, although they can be offset
through efficientprogram design and implementation.The first potential problem, inflation, can occur if the swaps are large, debt is exchanged against local
currency, the increase in the money supply is not regulated, and compensatory
fiscal and monetary measures are neglected. Small swaps (in relation to the
-money supply)are more easilyhandled, especiallyif the expansionof the money
supply and the fiscaldeficit are small. Brazil'sexperience,however, is a warning
that in a context of high inflation and high budget deficits, conversions can
aggravate an already serious problem. If the conversion is made against bonds
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placed in the domestic capital market, the monetary impact is diminished, but
interest rates may increase.
A second risk is that the net effect on the balance of payments could be
negativeif none or only a portion of the converted debt was previouslyserviced,
if there was considerable round-tripping and the foreign investment was not
additional, and if the flow of profit remittances and capital abroad were higher
(on a net present value basis) than the interest and amortization payments that
would otherwise be paid.
A third concern is that debt-equity conversions normally imply a subsidy,
either to a foreign investor or (lessfrequently)to a resident. This could lead to
an inappropriate allocation of resourcesunless the operation implies important
net efficiencygains. In such cases the magnitudeof the subsidycan be regulated
by the central bank through market mechanisms(for example, an auction) or
through administrative measures, such as fixing a lower value for the local
currency swapped per unit of debt.
Debt-for-DevelopmentSwaps
Another innovative approach, which can be broadly defined as debt-fordevelopment, involvesa wide variety of swaps. Although most of the publicity,
and a large share of operations, has focused on debt-for-nature swaps, some
broader pioneering operations are under way. In one instance, six banks (from
three countries)donated to UNiCEF debt obligationsin the Sudan valued at more
than $20 million.These funds will be used for clean water projects, with beneficial results for health and the environment.
Commercialdebt-for-developmentswapscan originate in purchases or donations. Frequently,-international charitable organizations or creditor governments purchase commercialdebt on the secondarymarket and convert it to local
currency. In other cases, banks have donated debt to an international charity or
nongovernmental organization, with the condition that the debt be "paid" in
local currency for conservation or social programs. The total face value of
commercial debt-for-developmenttransactions is only $500 million to $600
million, an incrediblysmall amount in rdation to the total commercialdebt of
developing countries and only 1 to 2 percent of total debt-equity swaps (see
table 3).
Experiencesuggeststhat the main benefit of such deals is that they emphasize
high-priority sectors, such as social spending, and thus may serve as a catalyst
for shifts in priorities on the part of debtor governments, donors, and other
international agencies. Particularly in countries where such areas have been
neglected, this shift will imply important efficiencygains. Furthermore-given
favorable publicity, the multiplyingeffect of donor or creditor effort, and the
assurance that the contribution will be channeled to high-priority spendingdebt-for-developmentswapsmay encourageadditional foreign exchange flows.
Debt-for-developmentflows tend to have more favorable foreign exchange
effects than those resulting from debt-equity swaps; in the former there is no
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outflow of profit remittancesand capital amortization to offset the reduction in
debt servicepayments(assumingoversightby central bank authorities to prevent
abuse of such operations for round-tripping). From the perspectiveof a debtor
country, debt-for-developmentswaps are more favorable if there is a clear net
foreign exchange saving. This occurs, in particular, if the country was (or was
about to start) servicing the debt. Otherwise the principal gain is the shift in
spendingto high-prioritysectors.
Given the relatively small magnitude of most commercial debt-fordevelopment swaps so far, the risks of inflation have been marginal. This is
particularly true where inflation and budget deficits are low and where local
currency proceeds from debt-for-developmentswaps are regulated in time (for
example, through bond issues, as in Costa Rica). Furthermore, if there is a net
foreign exchange saving, it will generate a contractionary effect on the money
supplywhen it is used for more imports. Debt-for-developmentswaps are more
attractive from a macroeconomicperspective for countries with relatively low
inflation that are servicing(and planning to service)most of the category of debt
being swapped.For countrieswith high inflation, specialefforts need to be made
to compensate for or sterilize the fiscal and monetary effectsif these are meaningfullylarge.
III. CONVERSIONSOF OFFICIALDEBT

Although we have had extensiveexperiencewith commercialdebt swaps, the
history of official debt conversionsis limited. A significantdifference between
the two seemsto be that debt reduction is more clearlyadditional in officialdebt
transactions. For commercial debt, countries have other options (Brady Plan
deals and debt buybacks). In the case of bilateral official debt, because the "10
percent clause" is negotiated after the multilateral deal is reached, debt conversion seemsto imply additional debt redckction.Naturally it is important that this
concession not be granted as a substitute for deeper debt reduction in the Paris
Club. Similarly, debt reduction linked to debt conversion must not imply a
reduction in other aid flows (a considerationif debt reduction is funded from aid
budgets) or a reduction in new export credit guarantees-an unlikelypossibility,
given the limitedmagnitude of swaps.
Under the U.S. Initiative for the Americas, debt conversion also seems to be
additional; if the debt is nor reduced through this mechanism, it would not
otherwise be reduced at all. Debt for equity or for development will have a
similar effect on debt reduction, but the effectson the net balance of payments
will be different.
The efficiencygains will differ as well. What is common to both, however, is
that debt reduction, because it increasesforeign investment, privatization, and
social spending, impliesadditional gains in efficiency.
As discussedabove, commercialdebt-equity swaps have attracted additional
foreign investment (although there is debate in the literature about just how
much additionality there was). The reasons for additional investment are two-
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fold:- first, by decreasing the initial total expenditure, the swaps provide an
important bonus up front, thus reducing risk and improving the rate of return,
and second, debt-equity programssignal that the governmentis keen to promote
foreign investment.
'Whether these signals will work in low-income and lower-middle-income
countries is not dear. There may be other problems that deter foreign investors
(such as a lack of physical infrastructure, a poorly educated work force, and so
on), and investment opportunities may be limited. Nevertheless,if the country
does want to attract investors and has taken measures to improve the business
climate, official debt conversion could be a valuable catalyst. Where capital
flight has been significant, officialdebt conversionscould also encourage domestic capital to return. In countries where nationals have been allowed to participate in debt-equity transactions, commercialdebt conversionhas been a powerful incentivefor repatriation of capital.
To ensure these beneficialeffectson the balance of payments, the government
must take appropriate measures to avoid or limit round-tripping. In Chile, for
example, the government controlled the volume of debt-equity swaps by
nationals, monitored the paralle exchange rate, and allowed residents to hold
attractive domestic securities.The government can also use more direct controls
(as in the Philippines)to verifythe use of swap resourcesby examininginvoices,
receipts, sales agreements, and other relevant documents and by requiring that
funds not used for a project be invested in nontransferable central bank bills in
local currency. These precautions will increase the willingnessof creditor governments to allow their debt reduction to be used for debt conversion.
For debtor governments, the potential for inflation is the most serious constraint. In two cases, however, conversions would have no effect-or only a
marginal impact-on inflationary pressures: when external debt is used to
acquire domestic physical assets (companiesbeing privatized, or nature reserves
set aside for swaps) and when the amount swapped is very small in proportion to
the total money supply (as in debt-for-developmentconversions).
An important final caveat is that inflation is a far more serious consideration
in countries already facing high inflation and high fiscal deficits. Low inflation,
low deficits, spare capacity, and an elastic supply response make a limited
expansion of the money supplyless problematic. Furthermore, to the extent that
the economy becomesmore efficient,the improved supply response may reduce
inflation in the future.
Debt conversion represents only one tool for debt-distressed countries. As
such, it is very much a complementof-not a substitute for-more important
fiscaland monetary macroeconomicpolicies.
Macroeconomic Policies

Assessing the monetary impact of debt conversions meaius making some
assumptions about whether the country would have serviced that part of its
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official debt if the debt conversion had not taken place. Some indication is
provided by the country's past record.
As debt is converted, service payments are reduced in that year and in the
future, leadingto a decline in net monetary expansion. If the debt is swapped for
new investmentor developmentspendingand is not compensated, the immediate effect will be a monetary expansionthat is partly compensated by the contraction in debt servicepayments. As the debt is reduced, and ultimately amortized, however, the net cumulativeeffect on monetary expansion can be zero
and in time can become negative.
Finally,there is an indirectcontractionary effecton the money supply. If panr
or all of the foreign exchange saved is used to finance imports, the banking
systemwill absorb money from the private sector, reducing net monetaryexpansion. These imports will attenuate supply bottlenecks and reduce future inflationary pressures.
Where monetary expansion is thought to be excessive,the financial authorities can take a number of measuresto reduce, neutralize, or sterilize the effect.
First, the central bank can regulate the redenomination rate to define how
much local currency it spends for each unit of debt swapped. Second, it can
issue long-term bonds in exchange for the debt. Becausethe principal is not
at tortizeduntil the bonds mature, the monetary consequencesare delayed (and
distributed) as the cost of servicing the debt is transferred to the private
financial market in the short run. This does, however, have adverse effectson
capital markets as government expenditure pushes up interest rates; furthermore, the interest on the bonds is a drain on fiscal resources. Government
paper is an attractive option, but it does require a comparatively welldeveloped domestic capital market (and a limited fiscal deficit). A third alternative would be a monthly quota of swaps. The total swapped can be varied, if
necessary,to limit the monetary effects.
In debt-for-developmentswaps, inflation will usually manifest itself through
increasedfiscal spending. Such spendingcan be offset by reducingother government expendituresor by increasinggovernment revenues. It is also possibleto
place long-term developmentbonds on private capital markets.
Balance of Paymnents

Becausedebt-distressed countries face severe foreign exchange shortages, a
crucialeffect of debt conversionsis that on foreign exchangecash flow. As noted
earlier, an important distinction between debt-for-equity and debt-fordevelopmentswaps is the positive effectof the latter on this flow. Particularlyif
the country was servicing(or was planning to service)that debt, the net foreign
exchangeeffect is likelyto be very favorable.
It is difficultto estimate the present value of future foreignexchange flows. In
a debt-equityswap the net effect will depend on (a) whether that part of the debt
was going to be serviced and, if so, whether the transfer would be less (in net
present value terms) than the likelyfuture repatriation of profits, dividends,and
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capital generated by the foreign investment;(b) how much foreign direct investment is additional (and whether it will help generate other investments);and (c)
whether round-tripping is small or can be controlled. In development swaps, the
net foreign exchange impact depends on the same factors, except that there is no

repatriation of funds.
The net foreign exchange effect can be improved, in part, by government
regulations. The real (as opposed to the projected)outcome also depends, however, on eventsin the future. If the overall cconomicsituation improves,fears of
negative effects on the balance of payments can prove largely unjustified. In
Chile central bank officials report that foreign investors began in the early 1990s

to cut back on profit remittancesbecausethe economywas so successful.
If a balanceof paymentscrisisdoes occur, it is likelyto lead to increasedprofit
remittancesand capital repatriation, exacerbatingthe foreign exchange crisis.
The positive effectsof debt conversioncan be enhanced if they are part of an
overall plan that assures sufficient debt reduction to free the economy of the
effects of excessivedebt and if they are accompanied by a policy package
designedto ensure sustainablegrowth.
In developmentswaps, too, the net foreign exchange impact of official debt
conversion will depend on whether that debt was being serviced; whether the
debt reduction is funded by additional contributions or under existing aid budgets; and whether round-tripping is small or can be controlled.
What about the effectsof official debt conversionson creditor governments?
These can also be positive. First, there is the general point that debt reduction
improves the overall value of the residual portfolio of debt (see Claessens and
others 1991). Second, in the case of official debt-equity conversions, export
credit agencieswill sell their debt. If the price at which they sell is higher than the
expected net present value of future debt servicepayments, they will realize a
profit. Although this calculation is dear in economic terms, it may be obscured
in practice by the accounting and provisioningregulationsof some export credit
agencies, particularly those that are essentially government departments and
that maintain a fictional value for the debt well above its real economic value
(for a detailed discussion, see Mistry and Griffith-Jones1991). Export credit
agencies with a greater degree of autonomy and financial respon-sibilityare
forced to value the debt at realistic prices that reflect past and likely future
servicingability. It is important that officialsnot be required by accounting and
provisioning regulations to make decisions that are economically incorrect.
Third, if the debtor country's economybecomes more efficient (for example, as
a result of privatization or increased social spending), future debt service payments are likely to increase. Fourth, creditor governments can be assured that
official debt conversionswill be usedfor high-prioritygovernmentspending (for
instance, health, education, and nutrition); this guarantee justifies additional
debt reduction (which is also in the interestsof the debtor).
Finally, the indirect benefits indude enhanced trade, export, and investnent
as indebted economies recover. Creditor governments, for their part, can use
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officialdebt conversionsas a way of funding internationalpublic goods, such as
environmentalprotection.
Technicalissues in Official Debt Conversions
Severaltechnical issues need to be dealt with to enhance the implementation
of swaps. Some of the most relevant are outlined here. Most of these activities
refer to debt-equity swaps because debt-for-developmentswaps are technically
simpler.
Transparencyand competitiveness. Five "prices"deternine the net gains and
losses to debtors and creditors: the discounted price of the debt on secondary
markets; the redemption price (that is, the proportion of face value that the
debtor agrees to convert to local currency); the transaction fees and taxes; the
price (in local currency)of the asset to be acquired; and any sweetenersthat are
offered to encourage the investment. Experience shows that it is essential that
these prices be transparent and equitablyapplied to all officialcreditors to avoid
perceptions of inequities among creditors and to avoid excessivesubsidies to
foreign investors.

Legal and technicalproblems. Official debt claims-in contrast to commercial bank claims-vary widely. This is not a problem if the claims are to be
canceled (in development swaps), but it is if the claims are to be converted to
equity. (Some creditor governmentssee this as a major obstacle, while others
seem to overcome these problems with ease.) Claims are structured differently
for each source of credit within and across a wide range of creditor countries;
they are not particularly easy to assignor transfer to third parties. Many clauses
have implications for conversion that are not yet fully understood. To avoid
complexity, it is possible in many instances to novate existing daims or to
exchange them for promissory notes with standard features that reflect the
maturities and coupon obligationsof the existing bilateral claim. If the volume
of official debt sales in secondarymarkets and bilateral debt conversionsgrows,
the Paris Club could be instrumental in standardizing such exchange
instruments.
A particular complication arises in the case of insured export credit agency
claims that usually provide less than 100 percent indemnity and leave the policyholder with S to 25 percent of the claimbut with full rights and obligations to
protect in the rescheduling(or conversion).In some instancesthe policyholder
remains the titular owner of the full daim and is responsible for obtaining full
recovery, even when the export credit agency has paid out the indemnity. These
"tail" claimspresent major legal and technicalproblems for export credit agencies that are considering debt reduction or conversion. In some instances the
"tails" have had to be bought out at face value and in other instancesat negotiated discounts (which are generally above the secondary market price).
Although there is no easy answer to this problem, creditor governments could
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provide tax or other incentivesto "tail-holders"to sell their claims at discounts
to export credit agenciesor to intermediariesthat trade in debt.
Ownership of converted claims. Somegovernmentsof Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development(OECD)countries that have undertaken
large-scaledivestitures of public assets are reluctant to become shareholdersof
corporations in debtor economies.Debtor governmentsare also not particularly
anxious to have them as shareholders.Unlike banks or other private creditors,
governmentsand most export credit agenciesthat are government departments
cannot directly undertake official debt-equity swap operations on their own.
They are therefore left to (a) sell their claims directly-for example, in the
secondarymarket-and withdraw from further involvement;(b) sell their daims
on a negotiated basis to state-owned entities (which will pursue swap opportrunities);or (c) transfer official claims from the primary source to the equity
investmentpromotion arms of governmentsthat specializein such investments
and already have large portfolios in indebteddevelopingcountries.
The last option is perhaps the easiest and most practical. Either the investment agencyacts on its own aiccount(after the debt is transferred to it from the
export credit agency at an agreed-on transfer price), or the investment agency
can act as a trustee in managingthe government'sforeign asset portfolio through
equity conversions.
Financialintermediaries. An important operational issue is whether export
credit agenciesshould rely on specializedintermediariesor should develop their
own in-housecapabilities. There are concernsthat the use of intermediariesmay
involve conflict of interest issues because the intermediaries are such large
players on these markets. There are also concerns about the advisory fees and
transaction costs leviedby financialinstitutions. The question is whether there is
a case for the interim developmentof a specializedsubmarket in trading official
claims(which need to become increasinglystandard and liquid in their structural
characteristics). Specializedmarket-making, bid-offer pricing, settlement services, and transactions knowledge would certainly be required to make the
market work. It could later be integrated into the private secondary ma:ket
when private and official debt claims become almost indistinguishablein their
trading features.
IV. CONCLUSIONS

Although debt-for-equitytransactions have absorbed the vast bulk of swaps
involvingcommercial debt (a pattern that is likely to continue), it is important
that conversionsof official debt direct a greater proportion of funding to poverty
alleviation, social sector development,and conservation. To help alleviate debt
buildup, the additional debt rediction granted for this purpose should not be
funded out of existing aid budgets, so as to ensure an additional foreign
exchangesaving for the debtor economy.

400 Conversionof OfficialBilateralDebt:Tbe Opportunitiesandthe Issues
Debt-developmenit conversions seem well suited for funding social services.
Additional local currency resources could be accommodated relatively easily
within existing programs or through replication and expansion of ongoing activities. It may be desirable to develop specific proposals to attract and accommodate additional resources on the basis of programs that have been developed but
still need resources, such as the National Programs of Action adopted at the
1990 World Summit for Children or the Polish Environmental Fund.
In all these cases debtor governments need to take the lead, but they may
require technical assistance from intemational institutions in program preparation, selection of an appropriate debt conversion mechanism, and bilateral or
multilateral negotiations with creditor governments (through a special support
group or the Paris Club). The cooperation of creditor govemments (some of
which may wish to take the lead) is, of course, crucial. For official debt-equity
conversions, international institutions can play an important role by supporting
the development of well-structured market mechanisms in creditor and debtor
countries. Collaboration and consultation with private financial intermediaries
will be important.
The potential for debt-equity swaps may be very great. If such swaps are
linked to the privatization of state enterprises, they have the advantage of being
broadly noninflationary. These conversions are particularly well suited for
countries with a high level of official bilateral indebtedness and a large number
of public enterprises in the process of privatization. They are suitable for finding private sector infrastructure and can benefit stabilization and structural
adjustment programs by helping low- and middle-income countries attract significant foreign direct investment. Debt-equity swaps imply larger commercial
returns for export credit agencies. Indeed, they may end up being far larger in
volume than debt-for-development conversions. It would, however, be unfortunate if such swaps were to preempt the valuable complementary role that debtdevelopment conversions can play.
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COMMENT ON "CONVERSION OF OFFICIAL BILATERAL DEBT:
THE OPPORTUNITIES AND THE ISSUES," BY STEPHANY GRIFFITH-JONES

Jonathan Eaton

The paper by Griffith-Jonesproposes swaps of official debt for equity and for
"good policy" (where "good policy" could involve, for example, the environment, UNICEF, or development). In my comments I briefly review the possible
benefits of the swaps that have occurred so far, which have chiefly involved
swapping the private debt of severelyindebted middle-incomecountries. I then
look at whether the factors that contributed to the success of these swaps are
present in the proposed conversionsof official debt, which is largely owed by
severelyindebted low-income countries. Using a simple model, I examine some
problems with reducing debt in exchange for good policy on the part of the
debtor and condude that for several reasons, debt relief is an inappropriate
means of influencingpolicy in debtor countries.
I. HAVE SWAPS BEEN SUCCESSFUL?
Although they have been criticizedfor a number of reasons, swaps of debt for
equity involvingprivate creditors have had some desirable effecas.First, swaps
gave countries an opportunity to replace foreign public debt with domestic
public debt. This exchangeremovedissuesof international diplomacyand international sanctions from the questionof repayment. Second, the swaps facilitated
a switch from foreign portfolio to foreign equity investment.Consequently, the
risks associated with doknesticshocks and international market conditions are
now shared with foreign investors. Third, to the extent that swaps have reduced
govemment debt, they have lowered anticipated future taxes, making domestic
investmentmore attractive.
Two questions are relevant here: What specific features of these swaps
accounted for their success?Are these features present in debt-distressedlowincome countries?
Four features helped the conversions of debt owed to private creditors
succeed: (a) the debtor countries involved (largely severely indebted middleJonadhan Eawn is professor of economicsat the Insrtute for Economic Development,Boston Universiy, Boston,Mass.
e
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income countries) had attractive private investment opportunities-in fact, in
some cases direct foreign investmentrose dramatically after swaps began; (b)
the governmentsinvolved owned valuablenational enterprises whose privatization provided a means of financing conversions;(c) a considerable amount of
flight capital was held abroad; and (d) these countries were making large net
transfers to private creditors, while little new lending was forthcoming. The
reduction in outstanding debt thus probably reduced subsequent net transfers
to creditors.
There is no strong evidencethat any of these four characteristicsare present in
the official debts of the severelyindebtedlow-incomecountries (with the possible exception of Nigeria). Table 1 provides evidence on characteristic (d). It
shows the cumulative(undiscounted)net transfer from official creditors to individual countriesin this group between 1970 and 1990, along with the number of
years in which net transfers were made to creditors during those twenty-one
years. Note that the average country in this group made a net transfer to official
creditors in only one year, while the modal country never made a net resource
transfer. In an overwhelming majority of years, official creditors lent these
countries more than their debt serviceobligationsfor that year.
Table 1. Official Flows to Severely Indebted Low-Income Countries, 1970-90
Cumgulativeflow
(billionsof U.S. dollars)
1.55
31.80
0.32
4.22
3.32
1.96
0.70
1.17
2.60
4.29

Yearsof net
repayment
1.00
5.00
2.00
0.00
2.00
3.00
0.00
0.00
1.00
0.00

Liberia

0.96

3.00

Madagascar
Malawi
Mauritania
Mozambique

3.40
1.98
2.53
2.35

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Myanmar

5.59

1.00

2.00
(1.02)
0.22
0.67
3.25
9.95
6.04
2.95
4.24
4.13
110.98

0.00
7.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
3.00
0.00
1.08

Country
Burundi
Egypt
EquatorialGuinea
Ethiopia
Ghana
Guinea
Guinea-Bissau
Guyana
Honduras
Kenya

Niger
Nigeria
Sio Tome and Principe
SiemaLeone
Somalia
Sudan
Tanzania
Uganda
Zaire
Zambia
Total oraverage

Note: Negativenumbers arein parentheses.Numbers may not sum to ttal becauseof rounding.

Source:'WorldBank,WorldDebt Tables,1990-91Edition.
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What matters for both the creditor's and the debtor's current and future
welfare is not the stock of debt but the net rcsources transferred between the
two. Debt reduction affects these transfers only if officiallenders do not reduce
new lending by an offsetting amount. If official creditors make their annual
lending decisionswith a targeted net transfer in mind, the outstanding stock of
debt will not affect the amount of the net transfer. Debtors would be better
served by a promiseof increasednet transfersthan by debt reduction per se.
II. WHAT ARE CREDITORSBUYINGWHEN THEY SWAPDEBT
FORGOOD POLICY?

Reduction of debt in exchange for increased domestic expenditure on the
environment, development, or some other meritoriouspolicy may sound like a
worthy undertaking, but there are at least two causesfor concern.
The first applies to the issue of conditionality in general: why should official
creditors have to 'buy" good policy from debtors? One answer is that creditors
have an interest in the policy that the debtor countrylacks. This may be the case,
for example, with policiesthat affect the global environment, such as the protection of rain forests. Another answer is that debtor governments may not act in
the interests of their own nationals, and creditors may want to intercedeon their
behalf, as with human rights issues. A third answer is C at conditionality may
provide a well-intentionedgovernment the means to make a commitment to an
optimal, but time-inconsistent,policy. For example, the government may decide
on low inflation or low taxes on investment in order to encourage investment.
But once investmentshave been made, the governmentmay be tempted to raise
inflation or taxes. Anticipating these policies, capital flees abroad. By making
future loans conditional on low inflation or taxes, the lender gives the government the incentiveto follow through on its promises, which may then be more
credible. As a consequence,investmentmay becomemore attractive.
The second cause for concern is that even if official creditors do in fact have
reason to influence the policiesof debtor governments, offering debt reduction
as a "carrote to reward good policy may be a very bad way to do it- For one
thing, the debtor may be unsure about how much of a concession is being
offered. As discussedabove, what matter for the debtor are future net transfers,
and what debt reductions implyfor these is uncertain. If the government thinks
that lenders wiIl offset debt relief by lending less in the future, it may find doing
what the creditor asks not worth the trouble. Furthermore, to the extent there is
any carrot at all, debt relief lets the debtor eat it before arriving at the desired
destination. If debt swaps do lower anticipated future transfers, they do so all at
once-when the debt is reduced-whereas the sought-after policy is probably
long term. What does the creditor do if the debtor does not follow through on
the quid pro-quo of the swap?
Indeed "sticks" may be better incentives than "carrots." The problem with
offering to reward good policy rather than threatening to punish bad policy is
that the first approach creates an incentivefor a debtor to act as if it wants to
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pursue bad.policies in order to get a reward for not doing so. Knowing that a
debt-for-nature swap may be in the cards, for example, a debtor may degrade
the environmentto try to show that it must be "bought off' not to pollute. The
result may be even more environmental degradation than would occur in the
absence of any program!
The following example is from Eaton and Engers (1992).' Say that the debtor
can decide in each of two periods whether or not to pollute. Its pollution inflicts
an amount of harm c on the creditor. The debtor may be a "true" polluter,
meaning that it benefits from polluting by some amount b, or it may not benefit
at all. Say that c exceeds b, so that in either case pollution is globally inefficient
because world costs exceed world benefits. The creditor, however, does not
know whether the debtor benefits from polluting or not. Initially, it assesses the
probability that the debtor is a "true" polluter at p.
The problem is that the creditor's willingness to offer relief in exchange for
not polluting depends on its assessment that the debtor is a true polluter. The
"false0 polluter has an incentive to try to make the victim think that it is a true
one so that it can get relief in exchange for staying clean.
Say that each party discounts the future by just a small amount. There are
then three equilibrium outcomes. Which one emerges depends on the relationship among c (the cost of pollution to the creditor), b (the benefit of pollution to
the true polluter), and p (the creditor's initial belief about the probability that
the debtor is a true polluter).
If pc exceeds b, in each period the creditor will offer relief in an amount
slightly more than b as a reward for not polluting. The creditor never learns
whether it needed to offer this much to avoid pollution. The efficient outcome of
no pollution is achieved, but the false polluter free-rides on the creditor's ignorance about its preferences, getting rewarded for not doing something it didn't
really want to do anyway.
If pc is less than b but more than blc, in period I the creditor offers the debtor
relief in an amount slightlyless than b in return for not polluting. This is rejected
by the true polluter but is accepted by the faIse one. Relief thus coaxes the false
polluter to reveal itself. but the polluter cannot extract compensation again,
since the creditor learns it does not have to offer the reward. The creditor also
realizes that if the debtor refuses the offer in period 1, it must be offered at least
b in period 2. So if the first offer is turned down, in period 2 the creditor offers
the higher amount. The outcome is now one in which the true polluter actually
pollutes in period 1, while the false polluter is bought off not to. The debtor
must be paid almost b because in reftising the offer and polluting-thus pretending to be a true polluter-it could ger b in the next period. There is no pollution
in period 2, when true polluters are paid b not to pollure and the false polluters
(now rever-1-i)are paid nothing. Here the false polluter can free-ride in only one
1. Eaton, Jonathan, and Maxim Engers. 1992. "Threats and Promises: Boston Universit, Department of Economics, Boston, Mass.
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period. The creditor puts up with first-periodpollution by true polluters because
the cost of compensating free riders over two periods exceeds the benefit of
stopping all pollution. The outcome is inefficient,since the cost of pollution to
the creditor exceedsthe benefit even to a true polluter. But less pollution occurs
than if no relief were offered, in which case true polluters would pollute in both
periods.
Finally, if pc is less than b/c, the best the creditor can do is to offer no relief in
period 1. True polluters and some proportion of false polluters then pollute in
period 1. (If aDlfalse polluters did not pollute, the creditor, realizing this, would
offer those that did pollute an amount just above b not to pollute in period 2,
creating an incentive for false pollution as well. Enough false polluters must
pollute in period 1 to removethe creditor's incentiveto offer relief in period 2.)
In this outcome, not only is there pollution, but there is more of it than if relief in
exchange for nonpollution were ruled out altogether. The creditors ability to
provide relief to debtors that it can identify as true polluters later on creates an
incentivefor false polluters to pollute. They do so to send a false signalthat they
are true polluters.
This example illustrates the importance of being clear about the motive for
debt relief. Here, the creditor providesrelief that it would not provideotherwise
in order to change the debtor's behavior. Inefficiencyarises from the debtors
attempt to increasethe amount of relief.
Alternatively,the creditor might wish to provide relief simplyto reducefuture
net transfers from the debtor. In this case it should beginby offcringthe amount
of relief (or aid) that it would want to offer to the best-behaved debtor and
should threaten to reduce future aid by an amount b if good policy is not
forthcoming. Using such a "stick" to punish undesired behavior avoids the
potential for opportunistic behavior by debtors who might otherwise embark on
atrociouspoliciesin order to be rewarded for not continuingthem.
Ill. CONCLUSION

Humanitarian as well as developmentalconcerns may justify increasedaid for
severely indebted low-income countries, but it is doubtful that debt relief, by
itself, will contribute to their growth or welfare unless it is accompanied by a
commitment on the part of official lendersnot to offset debt relief with less new
lending. Moreover, it is important to distinguish between reducing future net
transfers to creditors and encouragingbetter policy as objectives.The two goals
are best met by different approaches. Making relief contingent on good policy
can create an incentivefor debtor governmentsto initiate bad policiesin order to
be rewarded for discontinuingthem.
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A participant from the OverseasDevelopmentAdministration in London said
that Susan Collins'smodel was too narrow: to compare flows between developing countries and the economies in transition simply on the basis of gross
national product (GNP) and population was slightlymisleadingbecause the sets
of countries were different. Their GNPS were similar, but in many other respects
the social structure in the economies in transition was so much more advanced
that it was a mistake to categorizethem as competingwith developingcountries
for the same aid funds. A number of European countrieshad stated clearly that
they did not intend to divert funds from traditional programs, and the Organization for EconomicCooperation and Development(OECD) was now hotly debating how to coripare lists of countries eligible for aid. For a few years the
economies in tansition would need aid-preferably not diverted from developing countries, but additional resources. What the participant found interesting
was how quickly these economieswould be able to move toward concessional
funds. There the prospects were somewhatless depressing,since he thought the
economiesin transition could become creditworthyfairly rapidly. A participant
from the Congo cautioned that establishinga separate "Lpie'might minimizethe
issue of divertingaid from developingcountriesbut would not eliminateit. If the
increase in the aid pie were not greater than the separate pie, the amounts
availableto developingcountrieswould obviouslydecrease.
Griffith-Jones thought there was a good chance that Poland, Hungary, and

Czechoslovakiawould be members of the European Community by 2000: at
least, they want to be. Wouldn't access to the European market attract much
more foreign direct investment to the economies in transition? Griffith-Jones
thought it might have been simplerif Collinshad started with empiricaldata on
concessionalflows rather than trying to estimate flows econometrically,which
was not so relevant because the economies in transition had European links.
Moreover, in determininginternational interest rates, Collins had focused on
the savings-invesunentequation. Shouldn't she also have consideredthe mixture
of tight monetary policy and expansionaryfiscal policy that the Germans were
now pursuing and that the United States had pursued ten years earlier?
Collins responded that her aggregategroupingwas merely a first-pass look at
the situation and that she could not agree more about the importance of looking
at individualcountries. In developingthis "aid diversion"equation, which was
This sessionwas chaired by S. Ibi Ajayi,professor of economicsat the Universityof Ibadan, Nigeria.
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not meant to be used for forecasting, she had looked at historical aggregate
numbers that, she agreed, concealed much of what went on when individual
countries were considered. It was important to look at countries in more detail,
and she was not forecastingwhat would happen in the long run in terms of the
diversion of funds to the economiesin transition. She fully agreed that internal
developmentswould determine whether those countries attracted international
flows or generated domesticsavings. Developingcountriesas a whole accounted
for only a small part of internationalflows, and it was true that donor countries
had announced that they would avoid those diversions.
But-on average-developing countries had cause for concern, Collins reiterated. For developingcountriesas a group there appeared to have been a diversion
of funds. If there were some wayto put a fencearound the assistancethat went to
developingcountries, so much the better, said Coilins,although in practice that
would of course be difficult. Official developmentassistancewas a small part of
the pie in some respects, she said, but for some countries it was not at all small,
and it was determined differentlyfrom private capital flows. Equally important,
domestic savingswere likelyto be a much more important sourceof finance than
either official developmentassistanceor private capital flows.
Another cause for concern, said Collins, was the relationship between the
economies in transition and the developing countries. Historically, the economies in transition had givendevelopingcountries substantial amounts of development assistance, and that had been eliminated. Whether the two groups
would now become partners or competitors was a hot issue. Probably they
would be both, and she hoped that industrial countries would react in such a
way as to help to minimizethat competition and would work toward more of a
partnership. S. Ibi Ajayi(chair) interposeda comment on this subject, somewhat
as devil's advocate. He could not cite numbers, but surelythere would be competition between the two groups, since they were all drawing from the same
pool. So it would be realist.c-in the short term at least-to expect some competition. In the long run, the outcome was less dear.
A participant from the United Kingdom asked Griffith-Joneshow the export
agencies,which hold most Paris Club debt, had reacted to these debt-conversion
schemes. The debt was usually held on their books at totally artificial prices, he
said, and they had to be bought out. Had they been able to arrive at sensible
bases for pricing when they sold to the private sector? The United Kingdom, he
said, having privatized half the public sector, did not want to be left holding
large stocks of, say, overpricedpublic sector enterprisesin Nigeria, either. If one
was in the debt game for good causes, he continued, an export credit agency
was, on the whole, going to look to some other part of its parent government to
buy out its claims. That was going to come primarily from aid funds, and he
suspectedthat it was mainlygoingto be nonadditional. Was there not a danger,
then, of this being a zero-sum game for the debtor country?
As for whether the United Kingdom would want to hold assets in Africa,
Griffith-Jonessaid that it did not have to hold the assets for any length of time; it
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could jiust sell them in turn, as the Belgians had. Mexico, for example, had
swapped debt for a domestic steel company that was losing money. The purchaser turned the company around and sold it at a profit. So maybe there is an
opportunity for the U.K. Treasury to make money, if that is what it is trying to
do. In response to the question of whether the conversionof official debt, which
tends to be owed by low-incomecountries, was relevant for poor countries, she
said that in talking about investmentopportunities, one must be careful not to
compare Chile now with Ecuador nuw. One should compare them in 1984 and
1985, when they were coming out of a financial crisis with a massive debt
overhang and prospects did not look good. In Chile and Mexico a reduction of
the debt overhang and improved policies have radically changed the climate.
Such a result would be more difficultin poorer countries, but not impossible.
The price of the debt there was, of course, lower than it had been in Chile and
Mexico. But even the poor countriescould kick-start foreign direct investmentif
they simultaneously improved their economic policies and offered investors
larger subsidies.Why not try it in a country such as Bolivia,which has improved
its economicpolicy but so far has not been able to attract investmentflows?
Griffith-Jones agreed that poor countries do not necessarilyhave valuable
state enterprises to seli off. Ecuador, for example, did not have a particularly
I2rge state sector. Other countries might not want to privatize or might find it
difficult because the price of their commercial debt had gone u?. One had to
examine options country by counary.To Jonathan Eaton's (discussant)question
about capital flight, she responded that Nicaragua had hyperinflation and a
socialist government, but she was sure that some bank accounts (owned by
Nicaraguans) in Miami could be encouragedto return. A large amount of capital had fled the Philippines, and even in the poorer African countries she suspected that there had been considerablecapital flight. It might have happened on
a smaller scale in those countries, but the return of even a small amount of
capital would probably help them. Later in the discussionAjayicommentedthat
there were many differentestimatesof the amount of such flight capital and that
the problem for developing countries in creating and maintaining a macroeconomic environmentgood enough to attract capital back was that they had to
keep running harderall the time just to stay in place.
As for how these debt-conversion deals would affect net transfers-new
money and new aid flows-Griffith-Jones saw two key questions. First, would
any debt reduction for developmentcome from an existing budget, or would it
be additional? Second, if debt conversionswere very large, would it inhibit new
flows from the export credit agencies?
Some donor governments and some nongovernmental organizations liked
debt-developmentswaps, she said. Whether it was rational or not, they were
willing to commit additional money where they could see a specific link with
spending on children, with trees being planted, and so on-and they liked the
connection with debt reduction. One had to be very careful, however, that aid
was not siphoned off for debt reduction. Taking it out of existing aid budgets
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would only be playing games and would mean the transfer of aid from not-soheavily indebted countries to very heavily indebted countries, which might or
might not be desirable.
The British participant had asked Griffith-Jones how export credit agencies
had reacted to these schemes. Their reactions varied, she said. On its seven
hundredth anniversary, Switzerland created a Sw F 700 million facility for debt
reduction, which it preferred to link to good works. That was a clear window of
opportunity for additional funds. Belgium, by contrast, had an autonomous
export credit agency that operated on purely commercial grounds, marking
down the value of the debt to what was realistic.
The export credit agencies' reaction depended, too, on their level of loan-loss
provisioning. If existing provisions were adequate, they might be willing to go
further because they did not have to take a loss-the money didn't have to go
through the treasury. In countries where the treatment of debt was unrealistic,
the operation was more difficult. One had to look at each operation to see
whether there was additionality and what the effect would be on both debtor
and creditor countries. It was important to look at these deals in detail and not
to let enthusiasm overcome reason.
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ROUNDTABLEDISCUSSION

The Health of t-hePublic: A Public Responsibility?
The panelists for this roundtable discussion were Julio Frenk, the founding
director-generalof the National Institute of Public Health of Mexico; Eyitayo
Lambo, a health economist with the World Health Organization Regional
Office for Africa, Brazzaville,Congo; Uwe Reinhardt, James Madison Professor
of Political Economy at Princeton University; and W. Henry Mosley, chairman
of the Department of Population Dynamics and director of the Institute for
International Programs at the Schoolof Hygieneand PublicHealth of the Johns
Hopkins University. The moderator was Lawrence Summers, vice president,
DevelopmentEconomics, and chiefeconomist, the World Bank.
Eyitayo Lambo had been asked to give his thoughts on the role of the public
and private sectors in health care. Lambo said that "the public" in the subtitle
could be defined in two ways: as the government or as people in general. Either
way, the answer was a qualifiedyes, that it was a public responsibility. There
was absolutely no doubt, however, that both the private and the public sector
had roles to play. He identifiedseveralroles for the public sector, including:
* Developingexplicit, community-orientedhealth policies,which would be used
as the basis for developing prospective and medium-term health plans and
annual budgets. Many developing countries-especially in Sub-Saharan
Africa-do not have such policies.
- Leading and managing the implementationof health plans and ensuring that
finance is availablefor health servicesfor the most vulnerable citizens, especially women and children, and for health servicesthat would not otherwise
be provided
* Ensuring acceptable and accessiblehealth care to the population that is not
covered by private health services, especially in the poor rural areas where
- about 70 percent of all Africanslive
* Ensuring a standard of care that is compatiblewith the resourcesavailable and
providesa balanced systemof preventive,promotive, curative, and rehabilitative care
* Gathering and distributinginformation (includinghealth systemsresearch) for
public planning and regulation
* Overseeingthe activitiesof agents in the health sector and fostering partnerships among all concernedwith health and health care
C?)1993 The International Bank for Reconstuction and Developmenr /
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Promoting social and physical environments that are conducive to health and
ensuring that citizens are empowered to make informed decisions in matters
that affect their health
* Coordinating donor contributions in the health sector, supporting community
health initiatives, and rationalizing the roles of different players in the health
care system.
As for the private sector, Lambo mentioned several roles, including filling the
resource gap for health development by providing coverage and accessfor essentially private groups, improving efficiency and the quality of care in the health
sector by fostering competition, and supplying some services the public sector
cannot afford-for example, radiotherapy, computerized tomography (CT)
scans, and other high-technology services. Another function, he said, was to
offer health consumers a choice to supplement and to enlarge the field through
innovation, which the flexibilityof the private sector allows.
Julio Frenk felt that a dichotomy should not be created between public and
private roles and that the debate had been oversimplified, for three main reasons. First, rapid demographic and epidemiological changes in many middleand low-income countries were making the distribution of world health problems more heterogeneous, while at the same time the distribution of health
conditions and disease within countries was becoming more inequitable. Second, people spoke of private enterprise as a new player in health care when it
already dominated certain sectors (indcludingequipment, pharmaceuticals, and
hospital construction). And many private sector participants were totally unregulated, operating in extreme laissez-faire conditions that approached chaos.
Third, private sector institutions themselves were highly heterogeneous. Some
nonprofit (often religiously affiliated) organizations functioned more like their
public counterparts than like private organizations. Private facilities ranged
from small shops run by individual entrepreneurs all the way to multinational
chains. Finally, health servicesthemselves included everything from sanitation
to cosmetic surgery. People talked about public and private health care as two
polar extremes, when the real world contained many combinations-and it was
a creative mix that held the most promise.
Lawrence Summers asked W. Henry Mosley how he would set priorities.
Mosley responded that the government should be in the business of producing
health, welfare, income growth, and all the other aspects of development. The
private sector was engaged in the production of goods and services for profit,
and there was nothing wrong with that, but the production of profits might or
might not produce health. Governments themselves could also make investments that did not produce health, but they should always try to make the
choices that would.
Mosley used the example of tobacco and smoking to illustrate the kinds of
choices governments have to make. First, it has to understand which health
problems exist in the community and to make the right choices about how to
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prevent or ameliorate them. Tobacco-related conditions represent the most
serious health problem in the world today, accounting, for example, for almost
30 percent of all deaths in the United States. In many countries governments are
engaged in promoting the production and consumption of tobacco. That is the
wrong choice. The private sector is also engaged in these activities-also a
wrong choice because it is a disease-producingendeavor.
Second, governments must be dcearlyaware of the range of interventions
available and must decide how cost-effectiveeach option is. Options available
for treating tobacco-related diseases and conditions include surgery for lung
cancer, open-heart surgery, coronary bypasses, and lung transplants. Clearly,
supporting lung transplants is not a sensible option for the government. Reducing and ultimately ending smoking, especiallythrough taxes (which would also
increase government revenues), might be more cost-effective. Other appropriate
choices include education, regulation, and such agricultural policies as encouraging the production of alternative crops.
Third, governments must have some way to measure health if they are going
to produce it. Mosley used the measure of healthy life years: how mcny healthy
life years could be saved or produced by preventing a disease (for example, with
measles vaccine or by discouraging smoking) or by rehabilitation (for example,
restoring vision through cataract surgery)? One could discount an investment
today by how many healthy life years were gained in the future and thus weigh
investments.
Finally, in addition to knowing the burden of a disease, the interventions
available, and how much health a given intervention would produce, it is important to know the cost of the intervention (which, in the case of smoking, might
include the cost of producing behavioral change or of protecting the environment from tobacco).
Once we understand the problems and choices, it is much clearer where the
private and public sectors should become involved.Some interventions-such as
clinics to help people stop smoking and nicotine patches-are more appropriate
to the private sector. What can governments do? Mosley listed five kinds of
interventions: information, regulation, taxes and prices (to influence behavior),
the direct provision of services(such as immunization), and research (to expand
the array of choices). Most crucial, he said, was information, including information for policymakers and health care providers. Mosley said that he had been
engaged for almost fifteen years in developing and promoting oral rehydration
therapy for diarrheal diseases but still had to stop misinformed doctors from
prescribing expensive antibiotics or telling mothers to stop breastfeeding. Health
care providers in poorer countries are more interested in selling products than in
producing health. The pharmaceutical industry is an essential part of a health
system, but there must be appropriate incentives (and disincentives) to ensure
that the public health and welfare are protected.
Summers asked the next speaker, Uwe Reinhardt, about his involvement in
the debate about health care in many countries, including the United States, and
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what lessons he drew from his experiences in designing health care policies.
Before answering, Reinhardt took issue with Mosley's remark that the government's function was to produce health and the private sector's function was to
produce profits. Any economicsector had two roles: to provide servicesto some
people and to provide income to others; some of that income was profits and
some was wages, and any economist would tell you that wages include a huge
profit component.
Reinhardt suggesteda 3 x 3 matrix to clarify the issues. In the rows he listed
who owns and operates the real resources-the clinics, hospitals, and so on.
That could be the government (as in the United Kingdom),it could be a private
but nonprofit organization, or it could be a private, for profit (investor-owned)
enterprise. In the columns he suggestedlisting who controls the money transfer
from householdsto doctors, nurses, and health economists.That transfer could
be accomplishedby the government(as in the United Kingdom and in Canada,
where the government taxes households and then reimburses providers);
through business-mandated benefits (where businesses collect taxes from
workers' paychecks and funnel them to the doctors); or through private means
(unregulated, as in the United States, or regulated, as in Germany). He noted
parenthetically that the German government owned few health care delivery
resources and offered no insurance at all but fluttered over private insurers and
health care providers, dangling a huge Darnocles sword and letting it drop
whenever they failed to dance to the government'stune.
The point of this matrix, Reinhardt said, was that no country is in only one
cell in this grid; they are all over the map. The United Kingdom, Sweden! and
Germany have private systems. Canada does not, but then again it does-it is
called the United States.
Reinhardt's main conclusion was that every country, industrial or not, will
always run a two-tier health care system. That is the ideal, the best you can
achieve.The large bottom tier of the systemwould serve 70 to 80 percent of the
people. That tier, where health care was viewed as a public good, would be
publicly financed by people paying into an insurance pool according to their
ability to pay. A private systemof hcalth care would serve the top 20 percent or
so of the population, with private hospital rooms and gourmet f9od if they
wished. In that tier, people would pay through private insurance or out of
pocket, there would be no public health provision, and if people wanted to buy
unnecessary operations tha; might kill them, that would be their problem and
their choice. Reinhardt thought that the one-tier universalhealth system advocated by left-wingor centrist thinkers would never come about. He felt that
failure to recognize this made the best the enemy of the good, which is the
tragedy of health policy.
What would Reinhardt do, practically?In the Philippines,for example, he
would sell to the private sector the hospitals in Manila that do transplants, and
he would use the money from the high overhead of often useless tertiary care
given only to the elite for clinicsthat would providesecondarycare to attack the
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diseasesof the poor. The rich would be encouragedto get their problems treated
abroad.
Summers asked the other panelists if they thought a two-tier system was
inevitable and invited their reaction to Reinhardt's implicit question: how do
you keep public money out of, or reduceits role in, the upper tier?
Frenk said that it was not an ideal to aspire to, in reforming the health c.system;it was the situationwe havenow. Many countrieshavea two- or three-tie2
system.The ministryof healthor a similarorganization, together with some charity, takes care of the poor. In Latin Americaa second tier of social insuranceor a
sodal security systemtakes care of the part of the population that works in the
formal sector of the economy.Finally,the private sector takes careof the elite.
One problem with this kind of system, said Frenk, is that subsidiesstill go to
the top tier. The top tier is rarely completelyprivate or without some transfer of
funds from the government-even if such transfersare in the form of tax deductions or public subsidiesfor researchand development.Another problem is that
even elite consumers have imperfectirnformationand require protection (if only
in the form of quality assurance)frromdangerous services.Many countries do
not have the required set of institutions to ensure adequate standards of care.
Their medical professionsare not organized and provide little professional selfregulation. The court systemsare not well enough developedto control provider
behavior through malpracticesuits. There are no effectivemeans for accrediting
hospitals and other facilities.
Finally, said Frenk, there is an ideologicalquestion. Poor health and disease
are unequally distributed along social dimensions. Is it the role of the health
systemto correct that unequal distribution?If not, then we can live with a twoor three-tier system;otherwise,we must seek alternativeinterventions.
Summersasked Mosley, who had advocatedpoliciesdesignedto get the maximum bang for the health buck, what he thought about the goal of operational
efficiency, as opposed to responding to what consumers want. Summers said
that he understood Reinhardt'sview to be that, in the end, consumer sovereignty
would reign and a two-tier systemwould emerge.
Mosleysaid he was not sure that he could adequately answer such a question,
but if you truly followed thepremiseof making L talth care decisionson the basis
of the cost-effectivenessof the interventionsin producing health, the poor have
more disease and thus would presumablyhave more equity. As for consumer
sovereignty, that relates to having fully informed consumers and providers
because a full range of information about choices is needed, and there are
serious inforr --.ion gaps at everylevel. Few consumers realizethat they have a
greater risk of dying from smoking than from homicide or a car accident, and
they don't know the cost-effectivenessof all the options availablefor managing
heart disease or breast cancer, or most other chronic conditions. But few providers (physicians)do either, so we have market failures.
Summersasked if Lambo supported the idea that we must plan for two tiers,
and if he did, what '-e saw as the role of public money in such a system. Lambo
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said that funding the bottom tier would not be a problem if the government
diverted what it was now spending to subsidizecare for the elite. If it were a
question of the government's saving money by getting the elite to pay for their
own health care and using that money to provide care for the other group, that
would be fine. The problem was getting the government to follow through; it
saves the money, but somehow the money is not used for the bottom tier. That
was where the problem lay.
Reinhardt agreed. In Manila, he was told, the two hospitals that do transplants absorb two-thirds of the health department'sbudget and it is unlikelythat
those transplants are equally shared. The money for the large bottom tier must
come from somewhere. There could be lessdefensespending, but ultimatelythe
"haves" must pay for their own health care and must also be asked at the
cashier'swindow to pay for the bottom tier. The reason the American poor are
sufferingis that the price of beingniceto them is too high. In Canada a coronary
bypass can be bought from a surgeon for $1,200. In New York City, it costs
$10,000. It is not surprisingthat everyonein Canada is insured--there it is very
cheap to be nice-whereas in the United States there are 37 million uninsured
individuals.Reinhardt said he alwayswarns countries not to let prices be driven
so high by the medicalestablishmentthat kindness is priced out of the soul of the
"haves," as is happening in the United States. The United States cannot afford to
cover the uninsured-wo.nen and children-until it has costs under control.
Doctors will drive that system up, said Reinhardt; only hard-nosed economists
can prevent this folly.
This explains why economists are so popular, said Summers, before asking
each panelist for a final comment.
Julio Frenk returned to his criticismof the multitiersystem. The rich are a tiny
minorityin developingcountries, he said, agreeingthat they should be left alone
and that their health care should no longer be subsidized.But there is a growing
urban middle class that is completelyunprotected and often at the mercy of
primitive, totally unregulated private health serviceswith no quality assurance
or consumer protection. He questioned the notion that chronic diseases are
solely the legacyof the rich and that easily preventableinfectious diseasesare a
problem only of the poor. The poor suffer high rates of both chronic and
infectious diseases, he argued. Chronic diseasesare more prevalent among the
urban poor than among the rich, and the population is aging rapidly. Frenk
agreed with Reinhardt that it was critical to separate the delivery of services
from the financingof services.The governmentdoes not have to have a monopoly on deliveringservices, but it must offer an alternative-the saying in the
private systemis that the first operation you get is a wallet biopsy, and if it turns
out negativeyou don't go on to the ne.-stprocedure. Innovations for expanding
coveragefor the urban middle class-such as prepayment schemesand private
insurancethat exerts pressure to control costs and ensure quality-can be tested
gradually. Meanwhile, we can beginto improve quality in the private sector and
find ways to introduce competition into the public sector, make private sector
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care more responsive to consumer choice, and pay providers according to their
performance. The critical distinction concems not so much private and public
but who controls the system. Consumers currently have little power or protection in either sector; both sectors must be reformed to produce better health
outcomes.
Henry Mosley agreed with Frenk, adding that in his experience there was a
transfer of health resources from the poor to the rich. The rich pay more, but
they also expect more. Becausethey are paying for open-heart surgery and other
advanced techniques, they expect well-trained doctors and the best facilities,
which are expensive. The government general1/provides these resources, which
means, effectively, taking them away from the poor. This is an economic and
political reality in the health system that must be dealt with. He agreed that
much can be done to make health care more economical; the government should
not only encourage providers to offer innovative, low-cost health care but
should encourage consumers to demand it.
Eyitayo Lambo urged greater efforts to increase equity in the system so that
the well-to-do pay for their own health care and only the people who need help
are subsidized. He deplored a proposed national health insurance plan in
Nigeria to have everyone insured under the scheme, irrespectiveof income, pay
the same amount, which would be equally matched by the government or the
employer. Such a scheme, if implemented, would mean subsidizing people who
did not need assistance, that is, people in the high-incomegroup.
Reinhardt concluded by saying he has just begun working on health policy in
developingcountries and found it gratifying and refreshing after working in the
United States where, as Summers had mentioned, the ratio of talk to action is so
frustratingly high. Developing countries, he said, are more sincere about the
problem and have more hope that things can get done. The mistake we have
made in the United States, he said, is to allow the health system to be configured
by the providers, who act in their own professional and financial interests. He
hoped therc would be more coherent policies in the developing countries and a
more rational allocation of resources and subsidies.
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